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Prologue: A Matter of Faith

I would not say that the future is necessarily less predict-
able than the past. I think the past was not predictable
when it started.

donald rumsfeld, 2004

On June 6, 2002, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld boggled
the world with assurances that Saddam Hussein had weapons of
mass destruction and intended to share them with Al Qaeda. “There
are things we know . . . we know,” he remarked nonchalantly. “There
are known unknowns, things . . . we now know we don’t know. But
there are also unknown unknowns . . . things we don’t know we don’t
know.” The problem for national security was always the unknown
unknowns. How can you defend against No Discernible Thing? He
struggled to express this pithily. “The absence of evidence is not evi-
dence of absence. It is basically saying the same thing in a different
way. Simply because you do not have evidence that something exists
does not mean that you have evidence that it doesn’t exist.” The idea
is ticklish, so cryptic and sly it could be a Sufi teaching from Mullah
Nasruddin. How do we interpret this banana peel, Rumsfeld’s riddle
of threat assessment?1

It wasn’t the first time that a high official proposed that Nothing
must be reckoned as the indefinite Something of threat, unless it
could be conclusively proven to be nothing at all. During the cold
war the United States Air Force, believing forces “under conceal-
ment,” ICBMs “now operational but undetected,” insisted that what



could not be seen could be assumed to be invisibly in place. In 1960
it concluded that the Soviet arsenal was vastly more formidable
than anything the CIA’s program of aerial reconnaissance had spot-
ted. Strategic Air Command intelligence officers unhesitatingly
identified as missiles every smudge and blot on U-2 photographs—a
Crimean War memorial, a medieval tower, even the silhouettes of
conventional ammunition depots in the Urals. A year later, they
tutored the new President’s advisers on how, even with the recent
introduction of satellite espionage, missile installations might still
elude detection. On the assumption that the Soviets routinely
camouflaged their assets, they projected as many as a thousand
ICBMs in the Russian inventory, and at least two hundred already
squatting on their launchers. Other estimates suggested fifteen. All
were wrong. Only four Soviet missiles were operational in 1961.2

How could intelligence specialists have been so mistaken? In 1960
Herman Kahn put the problem concisely: “The aggressor has to find
one crucial weakness” in his enemy’s capabilities, “the defender has to
find all of them and in advance.” In order to do so, the analyst has to
“visualize the possibilities.” Not only was this kind of speculative
analysis hard to do, it was hard to persuade anyone to listen. Nearly
everybody in the defense community was infuriatingly dismissive.
Kahn complained, “Any problem that cannot be proved to exist by
objective scientific verification or by legal rules of evidence [was] ‘hy-
pothetical.’” In the same June 2002 briefing, sounding very much like
Kahn, Secretary Rumsfeld pointed out the merits and snares in the
idea of possible threats. “All of us in this business read intelligence
information. And we read it daily and we think about it and it be-
comes in our minds essentially what exists. And that’s wrong. It is
not what exists.”3

While this book is not about Rumsfeld and the Bush administra-
tion’s War on Terror, it is precisely about the unknown unknowns of
national security. It is about how analysts in the cold war developed
ways to fill in the ciphers of strategic uncertainty. It explores the
peculiarly inventive quality of strategy, how uncertainty becomes the
wellspring of extravagant threat scenarios. However much nuclear
war planning—the fighting, termination, and survival of it—was
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presented to the public during the cold war as a practical question for
scientific deliberation, war planning could never be a matter of fact.
Whether or not humankind could survive a nuclear war could only
be resolved with reference to one’s own beliefs about the social and
natural world. To flesh out a world where clever men fashioned
Something out of Nothing, in this book I offer a tale about Herman
Kahn, a virtuoso of the unknown unknowns.

Once you start trolling for possible threats, you begin to flinch,
to anticipate. Your fears find corroborative form in the inscrutable
flotsam blown this way and that by the world. When I was writing
this book, the natural order of things took on the aura of a surprise
attack. During summer nights in Atlanta, I was occasionally startled
awake by an intolerably bright flash, followed by the house-shudder-
ing crack of thunder nearby. For a microsecond, southern storms
were no longer the welcome pulse of water streaming back to earth,
but became the light, shock, and blast of a nuclear explosion. As
the boom rumbled through my body, something peculiarly historical
happened, the improbable yet actual, the hard-to-grasp, hard-to-
think-for-more-than-a-moment possibility of nuclear war had ar-
rived. Now. In our present. Not muffled in kitsch design or bygone
styles of feeling, but now.

In 1998, when I first considered how I might begin this book,
I thought the American power to wage nuclear war was a fact of
contemporary life that somehow had been repressed. Most people
seemed to have forgotten about the existence of nuclear weapons in
our world. A few years after the collapse of the USSR, a few ICBM
silos were renovated into dwellings for families who reveled in do-
mesticating these terrible hollows. For a moment that now seems
irretrievable, the debris of war had become the peacemakers’ tri-
umph. With glee and much fanfare, they fashioned the cozy honey-
comb of family life—kitchen, den and dining room, bath, bed and
study—within the concrete and steel interspaces of missile pods.
Housebroken silos may well be relics of the cold war, but unlike the
Berlin Wall, nuclear weapons and the strategic threat to use them re-
main with us.

After the events of September 11, 2001, after the Bush adminis-
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tration’s relentless push to generalize vigilante action beyond the
frontiers of Afghanistan into a global scourge, and especially in the
prelude to the American invasion of Iraq, the menace of weapons of
mass destruction unexpectedly lurched into public awareness. Yet
even as Bush’s deputies invoked the phantom threat of WMD as a
goad to subdue skeptics into compliance with his foreign policy, the
realities of war waged with these weapons is still hazy even now, a
scary Something.

Tens of thousands of nuclear warheads are either already coupled
to missiles or could instantly be made ready by the governments of
the United States, Russia, China, Great Britain, France, Israel, Paki-
stan, India, and now, apparently, North Korea. Other states and, al-
legedly, countless insurgents and militants aspire to devise their own
working bombs. Now, as in the cold war, we are menaced by the pos-
sibilities of nuclear war touched off by vengeance, pitilessness, dumb
chance, or mechanical accident. This actual, this breath-stopping
fact—the cataclysmic potential of nuclear war in our world—de-
scribes our present. And yet even as you read these pages, it is in-
stantly forgettable.

In 1960 Kahn fixed his attention on this elusive reality. Nuclear
war was not improbable but possible, even likely, he said again and
again, waylaying anyone who would listen to his unthinkable tidings.
But then, and now, “it is almost impossible to get people interested in
the tactics and strategy of thermonuclear war.” The possibility of nu-
clear war was harder to think about than one’s own death. It meant a
death horrifically amplified in the opposing mirrors of the unimagin-
able millions cut down by such a war and the memory, fresh in 1960,
of Hitler’s gambling streak with British and French complaisance.
Unlike the sacrifices of World War II or Korea, nuclear war offered
no consoling wish for the future. Kahn once teased a friend, “I think
we can get your daughter through grammar school alive.” The man,
attuned to his brassy wit, told me he was comforted by the remark. In
1960, most people couldn’t bear to hear about nuclear war in the
present or future.4

Rather than addressing the possibility of war in the tense quaver of
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mortally frightened peaceniks, Kahn was buoyant and ingratiating.
He was appealingly eccentric: grossly fat, a stammerer and wheezer,
nearly narcoleptic at times, but, when awake, insatiably chatty. No
one knew what to make of him. Was he a bad man but likable? A
good man but flawed? A fiend or a gadfly? One reader thought
Kahn’s book, On Thermonuclear War, was “a moral tract on mass mur-
der: how to plan it, how to commit it, how to get away with it, how to
justify it.” Another thanked him, gulping, “All nonsense about con-
ventional praise aside, the country—probably the world—owes you a
great debt.” Decades later in his obituary, critics clucked that On
Thermonuclear War “should properly have caused the sequestration of
its author into psychiatric care.” Yet the reviewer for a New York
chapter of a humanist association praised him for moral excellence.
“He determines truth through empirical observation and logical rea-
soning . . . What else is more akin to the spirit of humanism? Kahn
has the courage to face whatever facts are uncovered by his rational
search for truth, and to publish the findings despite national furor.”5

Certainly according to his own lights, Kahn was heroic. He dedi-
cated himself to the most unpalatable crusade imaginable: persuad-
ing his neighbors that nuclear war was an immediate peril, and rous-
ing them to prepare to be struck, fight back, and survive. He was
fearless and persistent. He was also quixotic, banging together a
snuggery of civil defense from a tissue of death-denying wishes. He
spoke of Life implacably braving the immensities of weapons effects.
He miniaturized the cosmos into human scale by focusing on the
practical necessities of survival and recuperation—whether the stock
laid aside for the atomic homestead would be enough, whether food
and other provisions would hold out. Life, in his view, was not frail,
but adaptive and nimble.

Casting nuclear war-fighting and the postwar world into specifics,
Kahn worried about genetic mutations in the survivors’ children,
about soil decontamination and the resumption of agriculture, about
an automated deterrence system that could bind the planet into a
network of irreversibly computer-triggered bombs. Yet, while he
warned America to prepare for nuclear war and repeatedly urged its
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citizens to accept the legitimacy of striking first should the Red
Army threaten NATO countries, he also obsessively enumerated the
very uncertainties that dissolved his affirmations of survival into the
bracing Nothings of hope. Attaining the summit of prophecy—”any
picture of total world annihilation appears to be wrong, irrespective
of the military course of events”—he bumptiously reversed himself
and pointed out the blind spots in his scenarios of war and recon-
struction. Scrupulous and disarming, he repeatedly laid bare the vari-
ous suppositions that composed his belief in Death-defying Life.6

It is painful to imagine in unforgiving detail the unthinkable worst
that humanity can do to itself and to the world. For us, this means
war waged with biological, chemical, nuclear, and radiological weap-
ons, but also cyber-attacks, climate change, pandemics, species ex-
tinction, desertification, drought, population explosion, genocide,
resource scarcity, and pollution. These abstractions connote many
shapes of shared earthly death, real possibilities but too painful for
most of us to examine intently. I do think it was brave for Kahn to
ponder the limits of his present moment. But it was folly to down-
play the scientific uncertainties that engulfed his prediction of post-
war survival. And more than folly to sweep aside the morality of
fighting a war with weapons that would vaporize millions of inno-
cent people in a single campaign.

Kahn neatly sidestepped the moral and social costs of fighting
with genocidal weapons with a pragmatic murmur, “always abstract-
ing from the humanitarian aspects.” Not that he dodged the problem
of nuclear casualties. Kahn was nothing if not brazen. He tackled the
problem of the social legitimacy of state-sponsored violence head-on.
During the years in which he was formulating his arguments about
nuclear deterrence, he would regularly demand that his briefing audi-
ences answer the question, “If it is not acceptable to risk the lives of
the three billion inhabitants of the earth in order to protect ourselves
from surprise attack, then how many people would we be willing to
risk?” It cut to the heart of his critique of President Eisenhower’s
strategy of threatening massive retaliation. “It may be too much to
promise to kill every Soviet citizen if they act up. I admit it might be
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too ambitious a program, but you know it’s too ambitious to promise
to kill all the Indians too. They just feel neutral.” His audience would
laugh, typically, and Kahn, nodding in agreement, would bowl along
fearlessly. “You have no idea how aggravated Indonesians and Indi-
ans get at our world annihilation stories. It sounds very different
when you read it in Hindi. You feel detached. What are these guys
doing with my world? It’s just not a foreign policy; it’s not even a do-
mestic policy.”7

While defending the legitimacy of using nuclear force with
Churchillian stoicism—“Desperate conditions demand desperate liv-
ing. We did not choose this world; we just live in it”—Kahn was un-
touched by the problem of the moral deformation of American soci-
ety, should it authorize the slaughter of millions. He assumed that
the United States would be a victim of Soviet aggression. He easily
transposed the problem of limiting the numbers of nuclear dead on
the other side into a question of domestic civil defense. If nuclear
weapons struck the heartland and civil defense measures shielded 40
million Americans who otherwise would have died, he’d exclaim,
“We would have done something vastly worth doing!”8

By 1973, Kahn prophesied, there might be 50,000 missiles in
the world, “each with its own button.” He admitted it was “a bit
frightening. It is difficult to believe that under these circumstances an
occasional button will not get pressed.” But still, this didn’t portend
doom, but a survivable future. He’d shrug, “We may just be going to
live in a world in which every now and then a city or town is de-
stroyed or damaged as a result of blackmail, unauthorized behavior,
or an accident.” Into the breach opened by the unknown unknowns,
Kahn professed a philosophy of life that promised a surge of inven-
tive vitality standing down the immensity of death, poison, and a
worldwide loss in heritage.9

I understand the metaphysics and even have sympathy for it. Yet I
break from Kahn on the power of human valor and ingenuity to sus-
tain life and an inherited civilization in the holocaust of all-out war.
Too many factors persuade me otherwise: among them, compound-
ing weapons effects that cannot be modeled immaculately, the ap-
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pearance of unexpected phenomena, the psychic fragility of survivors
facing a poisoned wilderness and the annihilation of cities, and my
sense that nuclear war surpasses the powers of even the stoutest heart
to endure a disaster like no other, blasting our homely social nest into
an unbounded world—unroofed, bereft, parched.

Whether nuclear weapons are a legitimate instrument of state
power comes down to a matter of belief—whether military means
are proportional to their political objectives, whether the sciences
underlying calculations of weapons effects are accurate. To threaten
to use nuclear weapons is to believe in the robustness of weapons ef-
fects models, to assent to extrapolations offered by fallible men and
women and equally fallible computer simulations. It is to yield to a
belief in the hardness of present facts about weapons effects, and to
trust to God the sturdiness of hypothetical models, some of which
are quite firm but others merely speculative and untestable. Beyond
the uncertainties in the sciences of weapons effects handed up to the
commander-in-chief, I am too horror-struck by the degradation of
American society that would result from such a war to consent to the
combat use of nuclear weapons, however small their yield, however
limited the radius of their effects.

Less than a year after Kahn published On Thermonuclear War, Carl
Kaysen, a special assistant to President Kennedy’s national security
adviser, urged JFK to be “prepared to initiate general war by our own
first strike” in Berlin. While he admitted that “detailed operational
studies and exercises” were needed, still he had enough confidence in
his war plan to declare “that the assumptions are reasonable, that we
have the wherewithal to execute the raid, and that, while a wide
range of outcomes is possible, we have a fair probability of achieving
a substantial measure of success.” A few years later, an operations re-
searcher spilled the beans. You could never be sure of your models of
nuclear war. “We know that these tests are carried out under con-
trolled conditions. And we know that these conditions will influence
the outcome. We also think we know, given information from the
test center, what these effects are likely to be. But we can never really
know. The thing that troubles us is that we don’t even know if our re-
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sults are erroneous. We may think they’re good. We try to evaluate
everything that can affect them . . . All we can hope is that on bal-
ance it works out in action as it works out on exercises.”10

This is not an antiquarian reflection on the old dead cold war.
While this book is about the life of the nation at the time of my
birth, its world is not cozily sealed off and mastered. It speaks of the
actual present and the actual future, of unlikely but not impossible
horror. To take sides in the matter of nuclear war-fighting is to
pledge oneself to a body of scientific facts, a web of conjecture, a
metaphysics underlying prognoses of postwar survival, and a politi-
cal ethic. From the first days of his administration, President George
W. Bush and his coterie pushed for the manufacture of tactical nu-
clear devices—bunker busters—as well as the invention of new gen-
erations of nuclear explosives. In their campaign to rehabilitate nu-
clear devices as combat weapons, they glossed over geopolitical and
scientific uncertainties and shrugged off even the mildest expressions
of ethical misgivings as hopelessly naive.

For President Bush, as for Herman Kahn, as for all of us, the mat-
ter ultimately turns on faith. For myself, I cannot place my hope opti-
mistically in the sciences underwriting war, whether this is the sci-
ence that extrapolates the weapons effects of possible wars, the social
sciences that shape foreign policy and invent, play, and analyze war
games and forecasts, the fantastic imaginary of threat assessment, or
science as comic metaphysics—all of which found a merry devotee in
Herman Kahn.
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Chapter 1

HOW MANY KAHNS CAN THERE BE?

Kahn does for nuclear arms what free-love advocates did
for sex: he speaks candidly of acts about which others whis-
per behind closed doors.

amitai etzioni, 1961

Is it too soon to pivot round to peer at the half-century just behind us
and contemplate its dreamers, its optimists and crotchets? Too soon
to make out the soap bubble of the cold war that arced over our heads
and seemed as durable as the landmarks that orient our world? This
is a book about a buoyant man, a storyteller and visionary of the ther-
monuclear era. He masked his stories in the bloodless dialect of
probabilistic risk assessment, but they were stories nonetheless. This
is about world-making, and about someone who happily huddled
with other men at RAND to cast an alternative present and a suite of
alternative futures. Herman Kahn was especially good at imagining
survival against unbearable odds, and at telling stories that detailed
the life or death of the nation. The hero of these tales was not a war-
rior but the ultra-modern lion of advanced industrial culture, the
civilian defense intellectual. The eggheads at RAND, and this art-
less, sweaty man in particular, did not set out to conquer a world but
to save the future with stories cocooned in numbers, stories of cun-
ning and foresight and daring, of fortuitous invention, and the resur-
rection of spring.

During the 1950s Kahn worked as a systems analyst at the RAND
Corporation, the air force’s nonprofit research institute. We can hear



him briefing visiting air force officers: “I gather you can’t see this
from the back of the room. You can see them? Fine! You’ve got 20–20
vision though. (He’s my boss, and I can’t tell him what I think of
him. Well, I’ve got plans under way though, and boy, when I . . . )”1

He has a Bronx accent. There’s pressure against the sinuses, some
wheezing. He stumbles over some words. He gulps in a breath and
grins. “You see, ideally, what we would like to do is get the models of
your bombers, send them over to Russia, see how many get shot
down, how many get through, let them run over their bombing runs,
then come back. But you can’t get cooperation in doing this. It’s the
kind of thing which seems to be impracticable currently. I’ve talked
to some people, though, who practically want to try it this way, but
even these guys sort of talk very quietly. With more a sort of a feeling
of longing, than really believing in doing it.”2

This chubby young man in eyeglasses, clutching a pointer, totter-
ing at a lectern flanked by easels with charts, perspiring freely,
blurts out, “I might mention that—just interrupt me anytime you
want with questions, this being really set up as a demonstration–au-
dience participation lecture. We don’t want argument, but we’re
willing to take questions.” The audience laughs. “This is serious. I
speak as a man who’s been wounded. I’ve got stories to tell which
would curl your hair!”3

Speaking of World War III, he wags his head. “The Russians
aren’t dedicated world dominationists. You know, they just sort of
want it on account of a sentimental way, you know, but not like ‘By
God, we got to have it!’ It just doesn’t make sense for them to really
push too hard, you know, but just to push easy.” He flips to a drawing
of a spindly boy wearing oversized glasses, hugging an ABC primer,
and sniffing a daisy. This is the enemy. “The first [mistake] is to as-
sume that he is a sort of cretinoid idiot, who can’t see, think, or any-
thing. It might be a fair, if dangerous, assumption that the enemy
is at least as stupid as we are.” The next picture is a Goliath with
four arms, reading a book, lofting a 1000-pound dumbbell, aiming
a pistol at a target, painting a picture. The enemy can do every-
thing. “He’s a giant, seven feet tall with four arms, each with two bi-
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ceps. Each arm can, of course, be used independently and simulta-
neously.”4

We can tell from the crewcuts and bowties that we’ve crept up to
Kahn sometime in the 1950s. Some men in the audience wear uni-
forms; others are in suits. Most are in their twenties or thirties. There
are a number of women in the back who look like secretaries, but
others sit among the ranks of analysts and officers. Here is the lithe
daughter of Admiral Nimitz who combs Pravda for tidbits. Over
there is a woman who spends her days sifting through Japanese sig-
nal intercepts collected before the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor.

He ambles along the platform. “Lots of times people say about
systems analysis, why don’t you guys do an experiment? What the
hell are you sitting here figuring things? Why don’t you go out and
run an experiment? Well, we’d love to run experiments, but there are
two difficulties. One, in realistic experiments, people get shot down.
That’s not the major difficulty. We’re willing to do it.” The audience
laughs. “We are. The real difficulty is we’re talking about weapons
which aren’t in existence yet.”5

A young man bounds onstage with an armload of charts. Kahn
cocks his head and mutters, “Why don’t you just split this up a little
bit. Put them over there. No, don’t just hold it. Well, you just stand.
When we first gave this thing, it was sort of a rush job, and he’d been
up about 24 hours in a row for quite a while, so he just really couldn’t
stand.” He cackles. “That’s no longer the situation. He can stand
now. I mean, things have changed. I don’t need you anymore.”6

Kahn whips through the next bit. “If you assume that your job is to
defend the 20 largest cities against surprise attacks, this is hopeless
unless you assume the enemy is stupid. It doesn’t matter what you do,
it will not work unless the enemy is stupid. So if you assume this is
your mission, you might as well assume the enemy is stupid. But it is
not stupid to assume the enemy is stupid, because this is the only
[way] this thing could work. Assuming he is stupid, you can save a
great deal of money. You design your system against this stupid en-
emy. [But] he just ain’t that stupid. He writes in classified papers that
he ain’t that stupid. He explains it to you, understand. So it’s very
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hard to believe that he is. It’s a little stupid to believe that he’s that
stupid.”7

He nudges his assistant. “Want to give me this next one? Oh. He
argues with me. I mean, if a guy is right, he ought to be very polite.”
The young man flits away. Kahn snorts happily. He’s found a great
way to talk about pitfalls in modeling hypothetical problems. One of
the office secretaries drew a cartoon of a man mamboing with a fe-
male dummy. He flips to this drawing and gazes at it. “He is either
desperate or guilty of Modelism. We could just as well have shown a
young man looking at pin-up pictures, or any situation where some-
body is playing with an ideal in preference to the real thing. It may or
may not be desirable for a young man to construct his love life
around fantasies, but the mature heterosexual male wants a girl!”8

He slurps a mouthful of water and races ahead. “One of our col-
leagues points out that the analogy is unfair to the Systems Analyst.
There are delectable girls all around to tempt our ‘mature heterosex-
ual adult’ away from his dummy, but what can our poor Systems
Analyst replace his model with? Another one! Even if he wanted a
war, he couldn’t have it. Of course, as any psychologist will tell you,
the comparison is not so unfair. Some fantasies are nicer than some
real girls!”9

The next cartoon shows a man steering a roadster off a crook in a
mountain road, distracted by a buxom woman gazing at the view. He
jabs a finger at the drawing and tries to suppress a giggle. “Another
mistake which is very very important is over-concentration. This is
the kind of thing that, for example, you see: he’s just concentrating
not on the wrong thing—its worth looking at, but not exclusively.
We don’t object to you looking at the blonde. We’d look at her our-
selves [but] you should look at something else. There’s a cliff over
here. And the point is look around, look for loopholes, see what’s
happening.”10

And there was that novel about pushbutton war. Everyone is
talking about launching missiles by mistake. “You’re worried about
somebody making the wrong connection. You know, he puts the fuse
in when he should have taken it out. He turns the dial just for kicks.
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He presses the button because he likes to look at the red lights. You
know, you people work with computers, you know that people just
literally can’t resist passing without pressing buttons. I’m one of them
myself, I’ve got to hold myself.”11

Thinking of the next thing he’s going to say, he beams. “You re-
member there was this legislation passed by Congress saying you
can’t study surrender. My wife looked at it and said, ‘Herman, I got a
funny reaction to this.’ I said, ‘What do you mean?’ She said, ‘Well, if
it ever occurs that I’m cowering in a cellar, and they’ve hit us, and
they’ve taken out a certain amount of SAC, a lot of air defense, and
bombs are dropping near me, I’m sitting there with my two children,
I’m going to consider the question.’” He shrugs. “I can be funny on
the subject of thermonuclear war,” he once said to a reporter.12

When Kahn’s house in New York was being built in 1961, an ap-
preciative producer of seamless concrete cylinders—aware of his zeal
for civil defense—offered to donate materials for a family fallout
shelter. A hole was excavated near the outer wall of the living room.
Before the shelter was installed, Kahn was asked to test its design by
wiggling through the pipe that served as its entrance. It was impossi-
ble—he was too stout. Infuriated, he ordered his workmen to widen
the cavity to accommodate a swimming pool. It was embedded inside
the house in a long chamber adjoining the living room. Addicted to
swimming, Kahn would slip into the waters of his pool in the morn-
ings before breakfast or late at night.

I picture myself on an early morning in 1962, gazing at draped
windows and one glowing spot. A splinter of light darts onto the
driveway. The house looks no different from the other ranch houses
on the street. Not opulent but comfortable, tucked in a shady cul-de-
sac. All is homey and familiar, yet that lamplight discloses a swim-
ming pool encased within the husk of a residential fallout shelter. I
imagine Kahn shuttling back and forth, counting laps, daydreaming
about the day ahead, the books he’s read recently, his current fads and
preoccupations. I imagine the fertile seclusion enveloping the swim-
mer: the flush of sound, water bubbling in the ears, the ringing gurgle
and deafness of immersion. The swimming pool is a medium for the
fantastic: an earthbound man glides to and fro weightlessly. Swim-
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ming in a short pool amplifies the effects of relaxed and flopping ef-
fort. Swimming transports man out of niggling little life into the
purest sensations of resolve, unseen and bobbing in water barely
heard, beyond the black façade of daybreak in the suburbs in 1962.

Here is Kahn frisking in the surf on Santa Monica beach. He tum-
bles into the water happily. The ocean suits him, its soft tug, his
sprawl through swells and foam. Here is Kahn counting laps in his
new house in New York. So many people want to find him and talk
to him. A housewife peers out of her window, forlornly blessing the
blue sky. She wonders if she is crazy to brood so much about the end
of the world. “For the last month or so I have seriously been in doubt
as to my sanity,” she confides to Kahn. “I weep at the thought of a
surcease of human existence, perhaps of this beautiful earth that I
love so well itself.” She feels alone in her fears, she tells him in her
letter. Her friends mock her. “Most people want to know if I am
some ‘new kind of nut.’” Those with more finesse say, “If it happens,
it happens.” What to do, Mr. Kahn? “I am afraid,” she whispers. “I
wish to survive.”13

A junior high school teacher snatches a tray of cookies out of
the oven. Inhaling sugar, butter, and chocolate, she frowns, “Is this
enough? Can I bear it?” Having pottered and loafed for days, she
finally sits down to write. “Dear Mr. Kahn,” she says, “I have spent a
painful weekend, thinking, watching TV reports, thinking and inter-
mittently seeking relief in cookies, bike rides, not thinking and trite
household chores. I am in the audience of the near-panicked . . . My
intention in writing you is not for you as my ‘Fairy Godfather’ to
whisk away the problems that cause my fright [and] flight.” She
wants help for enduring. “How can I better prepare myself [and my
students] for the task of maintaining mature mental and emotional
attitudes . . . and faith in ourselves as cooperative individuals under
stress (attack or not)?”14

The wife of a doctor and mother of three children suddenly real-
izes war could strike at any moment. “I am not afraid to think!” she
wails. “I am a Christian, but I am not hiding behind God, letting
Him take care of things.” Even so, realistic preparation for nuclear
war was unspeakably hard to grasp. She works it through: “Suppose
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we built a bomb shelter in our yard. Would the days that we could
survive there actually help? What would happen when we ran out of
food and water? . . . What if I do read articles telling me what to do
in case of attack? What good will it do me if everyone else in Los
Angeles is dead? My husband’s hospital is 20 miles away. How could
I, alone, care for three children under three years old?” Yes, nuclear
war was a real possibility, but Mr. Kahn, “What are you trying to ask
us to do? I feel the urgent need to do something now, but what can I
do? . . . Please tell me what to do now! What should I read? To
whom should I write? If you will give sound advice, I will heed it!”15

But maybe preparation for survival will not safeguard the future.
Maybe survival was a cosmic daydream. A young man spends his
days teaching his kindergarten class, wondering whether his wriggly
moppets will grow to adulthood. “No, Mr. Kahn,” he admonishes, “it
is hard not to feel that in your desire to persuade people to think seri-
ously about nuclear war by persuading them that it may not be as bad
as they think, you have skipped over a good many problems.” But
later that year the young teacher is struck by a joke. A reporter from
The San Francisco Chronicle asked Kahn to explain his remark that the
world after nuclear war “would not preclude normal and happy lives
for the majority of survivors.” Kahn shot back, “Who’s happy or nor-
mal right now?” Sensing a whiff of Doomsday, the young man writes
a second letter.

What you seem to me to be thinking, perhaps just hoping, is
that . . . life after World War III might be much better than
life today. It is as if you thought of yourself as one of a number
of Noahs, stepping out into a new world for a fresh start. I
don’t blame you . . . who would not like to see cleared away . . .
the ugliness, horror, and corruption of today’s world; who
would not like the chance to deal with real problems that
might be solved, instead of problems that only lead to more
problems, and thence to still more?

But if his life was really abnormal and unhappy, maybe he should re-
direct his attentions. “If you get tired of making calculations about
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100,000,000 dead versus 80,000,000 dead . . . you might try teaching
young children. They might convince you that they deserve a chance
to make more of their lives than their elders have of theirs.”16

A band of men and women bearing placards and canteens trudge
across the Southern California desert on their way to RAND to talk
about the Bomb. It is 1960, and they hope to walk across North
America, across Western Europe, and talk to Muscovites too. But
first, they arrange to chat with Kahn in a cabana at the Del Mar Ho-
tel and Beach Club. He is the only one from RAND who greets
them. “I was surprised at his friendliness and his democracy,” one of
the marchers remarked. “He wanted to talk with us and he was will-
ing to go out of his way to do so.” They talk about World War III.
Kahn says he thinks “thermonuclear war likely within ten years if
arms control or disarmament agreements couldn’t be reached.” More
than forty years later, Bradford Lyttle, a lifelong peace activist, would
single out Kahn for special praise. “I maintain this rather warm feel-
ing in my heart towards Herman Kahn. Even though I felt that many
of his ideas were appalling and seemed to be very cold-blooded, per-
sonally I found him much more approachable and really more under-
standing of our position than a number of people in government I
talked to.”17

“Is There Really a Herman Kahn? It Is Hard to Believe”

In the 1960s Herman Kahn was a well-known man. His name alone
broadly signified contemporary affairs. Jules Feiffer twitted him in a
lampoon of East Coast foreign policy elites. Susan Sontag invoked
him in an essay on science fiction films. The composer Luigi Nono
even borrowed text from his book On Escalation in a work dedicated
to the National Liberation Front of Vietnam. Kahn himself quipped,
“I am one of the ten most famous obscure Americans.”18

His first book, On Thermonuclear War, published in December
1960, was the first widely circulated study that dramatized how a nu-
clear war might begin, be fought, and be survived. A reviewer in The
Village Voice remarked that the book “shocked us into paying serious
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attention, for the first time, to what our military thinkers, planners,
and doubters were thinking, planning, and doubting. Never has so
much been publicly written and read about war; never has there been
so much open and respected exploration . . . of a nation’s military pol-
icies.”19

OTW, as it was popularly known, made Kahn a celebrity. He ap-
peared on TV and radio, in magazines and newspapers, exhorting the
nation to muster the will and wherewithal to fight and survive a nu-
clear war. The book and its author were the subject of editorials, let-
ters-to-the-editor, and college debates. Nearly everything said about
him contributed to the feeling that Kahn was a man of the times, but
no one could agree on what he represented. Was he a hero-scientist
or an American Eichmann? A human computer or a humanist, a pa-
triot or a psychopath? Stacks of letters tipped onto his floor from
military and civilian officials, journalists, students, peace activists,
veterans, civic organizations, even manufacturers of fallout shelters
and survival equipment.

In 1961 it seemed as if everyone wanted to solicit Kahn, argue or
plead with him, schedule lectures and meetings, arrange publica-
tions and sponsorships. He was invited to address the War College at
the Air University, the senior class of the Air Force Academy, and
officers attending the National War College. He briefed President
Kennedy’s assistant secretary of defense for civil defense and met
with the Senior Seminar in Foreign Policy at the State Department’s
Foreign Service Institute. He testified before congressional hearings
on civil defense. He addressed members of the U.S. Civil Defense
Council in Los Angeles and the Dallas Symposium on Civil De-
fense. He spent a day hobnobbing with the Lexington Democratic
club in Manhattan. He attended the Behavioral Science and Civil
Defense conference sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences.
At the annual meeting of the American Political Science Associa-
tion, he joined a panel on “promoting research on war and peace.”

Kahn was invited to become an adjunct professor for the UCLA
Institute of International and Foreign Studies. He accepted a posi-
tion on the advisory council to a newly hatched Peace Research In-
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stitute in New York. He addressed the Commonwealth Club of Cali-
fornia, celebrants at the MIT Centennial festivities, and the students
of Oak Ridge High School. The Women’s National Press Club and
the North Texas Section of the American Nuclear Society engaged
him to speak. He debated the wisdom of civil defense with a Harvard
philosophy professor and spent a day exploring the possibilities for
peace with the American Friends Service Committee at their annual
Roundup.20

The publisher Frederick Praeger invited him to write a book on
foreign affairs. The editor of Encounter wanted his thoughts on the
furor over OTW. The chief of the editorial division of the Organiza-
tion of American States and the editor of a union periodical asked
him for something on civil defense. He corresponded with the peace
education secretary of the American Friends Service Committee; the
editor of the radical Committee of Correspondence newsletter; the di-
rector of the Environmental Radiation Laboratory at New York Uni-
versity; a scientist adapting manufacturing processes to the lunar en-
vironment; an arms controller reporting on research on radiation
absorption in human tissue; and an inventor of a weather control sys-
tem that would induce rainfall by spreading carbon on the surface of
drought-stricken regions. All of this took place during the year that
he left RAND and founded his own research organization on the
East Coast, the Hudson Institute.21

While some readers welcomed his frank exposition of possible war,
others pounced on his ethics and mental health. “Mr. Kahn is now
cast for the role of Chief Fascist Hyena,” scowled a political scientist.
He was pelted with a flurry of personal attacks, the first and most fa-
mous of which was James Newman’s sarcastic review in Scientific
American: “Is there really a Herman Kahn? It is hard to believe.
Doubts cross one’s mind almost from the first page of this deplorable
book: no one could write like this; no one could think like this.” The
science correspondent in The Glasgow Herald denounced Kahn’s book
as the work of the devil: “Not the traditional devil, reeking of brim-
stone and tempting men to old-fashioned sins, but a slick, talcum-
scented, contemporary Satan, rationalising hideous emotions by ref-
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erence to strategic studies, electronic computers, contingency plan-
ning, and all the other gimmicks of paranoiac gamesmanship.” In
his defense, a Berkeley psychoanalyst championed the maturity and
courage required to “face the worst fearlessly.” In a letter to The Bul-
letin of the Atomic Scientists, Dr. Walter Marseille interpreted antago-
nism to Kahn as “a widespread and deep-seated emotional resistance
against the possibility of nuclear war as part of the reality with which
we are living.”22

Official Washington regarded OTW as exemplary work from RAND.
While he would never become a Kennedy insider, Kahn’s ideas were
well known because many of his RAND colleagues had fled into
the new administration. Alain Enthoven, the nation’s first (deputy
assistant) secretary of defense for systems analysis, welcomed OTW,
writing, “I am most impressed by the scope and the extremely high
density of ideas.” Reprising his own reasons for quitting, Enthoven
regretted that so many “important ideas on strategic problems” had
been buried at RAND, “where they are sure to have no beneficial ef-
fect on policy. Your book,” he concluded flatteringly, “represents an
enormous break in the log jam.” A year or so later, the secretary of
defense’s special assistant, Adam Yarmolinsky, greeted an audience at
Kahn’s new think tank with the comment, “For the past year and
a half, we at the Department of Defense have been living off the in-
tellectual capital accumulated by Herman Kahn and others in this
audience.”23

OTW was hotly debated in military circles, especially in the air
force. It was the main selection for the air force–sponsored Aerospace
Book Club for January 1961 and was offered as a free premium
for new members. Among the earliest public notices, the Bulletin of
the North American Air Defense Command recommended OTW as a
“reading must.” A handful of letters reported that his book had been
passed around at military bases, the subject of eager discussion.24

Readers were thrilled and alarmed. Some thought OTW was hair-
raisingly engrossing. “It is the most exciting book I’ve read in years,”
exulted a political scientist. “I don’t ordinarily write fan letters,” be-
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gan another, “especially to authors of books that keep me from get-
ting to sleep. But I wanted you to know that I’ve just finished OTW
and it left me breathless,” gasped the editor of Fortune. “I think it was
a prodigious intellectual achievement.” Admirers praised his steady
focus on the actual possibility of nuclear war, unwished for but ines-
capable. The director of foreign policy studies at the Brookings Insti-
tution scribbled, “The country owes you quite a debt for being a one-
man crusade in this field. No one has done more to awaken the
American people to the problem and to urge them to take their head
out of the sand and do something about it.” The assistant to the di-
rector of the Applied Physics Laboratory at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity carried this further. “The country—probably the world—owes
you a great debt for . . . dissecting the malodorous impasse we have so
cunningly devised for ourselves . . . How cosmically ridiculous can we
humans be with all our self-satisfying posturing about being . . . the
Masters of the Universe?”25

That some scholars, policy analysts, politicians, and the military
toasted Kahn is to be expected. But the real surprise is that promi-
nent segments of the peace movement also approved of him. The
Quakers and A. J. Muste, founder of the pacifist Fellowship of Rec-
onciliation, praised him for plotting the grisly details of the postwar
world. The disarmament senatorial candidate from Massachusetts,
H. Stuart Hughes, remarked, “I think one can say without qualifica-
tion that Kahn has written one of the great works of our time. Its ti-
tle sounds like a plagiary of Clausewitz’s On War, and if Kahn aspires
to be the master . . . strategist of the mid-20th century, I . . . know of
no better claimant.” Even Bertrand Russell, one of the foremost
disarmament agitators of the period, paid tribute to OTW. In The
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists he noted, “The political case for Brit-
ish neutralism has been stated very convincingly by no less a per-
son than Mr. Herman Kahn . . . [His] arguments are valid and
should be found convincing even by those British politicians who are
uninfluenced by any feeling of abhorrence for nuclear war.”26

Polemics about OTW were so sharp that its very reception was a
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subject for commentary. The young sociology professor Amitai
Etzioni reflected, “OTW is not just a book but an event. It has stirred
up so many discussions and repercussions, motions and emotions,
that it could in itself be a subject of sociological and psychological re-
search.” In fact, Kahn’s assistant suggested to Harper’s that one of its
staff writers consider “why people react . . . often violently to objec-
tive studies of modern war . . . Kahn has become a special kind of
lightning rod attracting bouquets and brickbats of this kind.”27

It was plain that matters which had preoccupied Americans in
the 1950s found a concentrated foil in Herman Kahn in 1961. “It is
fascinating, I think,” mused Hedley Bull, the British political scien-
tist, “to see the variety of things . . . reviewers will say about the same
book to such an extent that one begins to ask not Newman’s ques-
tion, does a Herman Kahn exist, but how many Herman Kahns can
there be?”28 The host of Kahns represented different things to differ-
ent people, depending on their framing perceptions of the reliability
of atomic scientists’ testimony on technical arcana, the nature of
Communist hostility to the West, and the willingness of the United
States and NATO to engage in nuclear brinkmanship. Bundling
Kahn together with the questions posed to interpret him—whether
he was mad or sane, whether his arguments supported or undercut
humanist values, whether he was a heroic scientist or an avatar of
a new type of American intellectual—lays out a potent force field
through which we can explore the welter of meanings of deterrence
and nuclear war in this period.

While the squabble about OTW spilled from anxiety about the ac-
tual possibility of war, the nature and quality of faith in human and
earthly continuity lurked behind beliefs about the adaptive power of
civilizations to survive the shocks of such a catastrophe. The ques-
tions driving this quarrel were fundamental: What keeps humanity
alive? Was it human foresight, ingenuity, and good luck? Or was it
obedience to commandments laid down by a God with the power to
prostrate humanity with cataclysm? We can begin to construe the
fantasies, pangs, and political ideas that attached themselves to Kahn
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in 1961 by sounding the undercurrent of faith that sustained domes-
tic life in these years.

“God Bless You Real Good!”

In the summer of 1957, more than two million people found them-
selves worshipping Jesus Christ in the streets, pavilions, and lecture
halls of New York City. The city’s unexpected appetite for mass evan-
gelism set attendance records, surpassing the circus, baseball playoffs,
and world championship boxing as the most sought-after spectacle
in its history. Billy Graham had burst upon New York in the middle
of May. He planned to rent Madison Square Garden for six weeks
but tarried the whole summer. “It’s a Miracle in Manhattan!” chirped
the filmmakers documenting Graham’s triumphs. More like “an air-
conditioned miracle,” sniffed the critics; “it smacks of Madison
Avenue.”29

On the last day of his crusade, you could hear Graham reverberate
from banks of loudspeakers strung along Times Square. “Tell the
world tonight that our trust is not in our stockpile of atomic and
hydrogen bombs but in Almighty God!” he thunders. A half moon
drifts up behind the speaker’s platform. It is eerie, so many people
jammed together. They surge onto Broadway from 37th Street all
the way beyond 43rd. You expect New Year’s glee, but it’s quiet—
120,000 people humming, fluttering, sighing, swaying, mewling,
wobbling in a vast hush. “Just look at those deadbeats!” snickers a
clutch of bystanders. “So he saves you, so we’ll be dead anyway
in fifty years if we don’t get the bomb first.” ABC television cam-
eras sweep over the throng looking for beatific tears. A dewy-eyed
woman, in close-up, waves her arms in rapture. Another one beams.
This one whimpers, and over there a man shivers. Another one glares
and clumps off. “I wonder what will happen now,” a young man mur-
murs to his wife as they shuffle to the subway.30

For sixteen weeks, more than 18,000 people swarm into Madison
Square Garden. Overflow crowds mill around on the sidewalks. Pil-
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grims rented scores of buses for their journey to New York. A dining
car was outfitted with a pipe organ to accommodate a gospel train
from Richmond, Virginia. Six nights out of seven Graham preaches.
ABC broadcasts his Saturday evening services nationally. He is tire-
less. He loses eighteen pounds. He devotes a week to the problems of
teenagers. He hammers at Jim Crow and the coming atomic Arma-
geddon. All told, he coaxes 66,577 people to come forward and give
their lives to Jesus Christ. They are led to the basement of the Gar-
den to commune with counselors and sign cards of conversion.31

Between sermons, Graham breakfasted with clergy. He counseled
Mayor Wagner, Governor Harriman, Vice President Nixon, and UN
General Secretary Dag Hammarskjold. He called for Christian cells
in labor and business organizations, prayer meetings at lunch, week-
long revivals after work, paramilitary camps for juvenile offenders,
and teenage Centurions for the coming Armageddon. He shuttled
uptown to Harlem and over to Brooklyn to press for antisegregation
legislation coupled with disinterested love between the races. He
urged 17,000 Spanish-speaking New Yorkers to make “decisions for
Christ” through an interpreter. He lured 7,000 people into Central
Park and corralled a thousand students at Columbia University for
prayer. One hundred thousand people crammed the aisles and out-
field of Yankee Stadium. He teetered on the steps of the Sub-Trea-
sury Building at Wall and Nassau Streets and trumpeted the Good
News to tens of thousands of workers in the financial district. “Amer-
ica doesn’t need more nuclear weapons, but more who have faith
in God, more who will serve Christ!” People leaned out of office
windows and crowded the balconies of the New York Stock Ex-
change, as his choristers crooned, “I’d rather have Jesus than silver
or gold.”32

Graham rebuked Americans for gorging on sedatives. “We take
tranquilizing drugs to keep us steady during the daytime and sleep-
ing pills to put us to sleep at night, with hundreds of aspirins thrown
in between.” America lolled in “a dream world of dope, drink, tran-
quilizing pills and entertainment,” and the reason for it was the
Bomb. Even as the New York crusade picked up momentum, a series
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of nuclear tests walloped the West’s proving grounds. On May 15
Britain had exploded a hydrogen bomb over Christmas Island, be-
coming the world’s third nuclear power. Throughout June, the
United States and the USSR bandied drafts of an arms control treaty,
which included a provisional halt to bomb tests. On July 2 the United
States proffered a ten-month pause. The next day Khrushchev an-
nounced that he had shoved Molotov, Malenkov, and Kaganovich
out of the Central Committee and Presidium, thereby consolidating
his power.33

On July 5 the United States set off the largest H-bomb ever deto-
nated on the mainland. The USSR countered with a demand for an
immediate suspension of testing. Meanwhile, the Atomic Energy
Commission continued vaporizing patches of Yucca Flats, Nevada.
On August 21 President Eisenhower agreed to a two-year morato-
rium. Five days later, the Kremlin announced that it had beat Amer-
ica in the race to launch a long-range missile. Days after that, the
Americans, French, and Canadians endorsed a draft of the treaty.
The Soviet deputy foreign minister dismissed it. In September, talks
broke off.

Throughout the summer Graham warned of the End of Time.
While projecting murky tidings in late June—“I have a feeling that
something is about to happen—some great thing above all that we
ask or think”—by the end of August he foresaw a day “when we will
have to pay with our blood for following Christ.” The very fact of the
H-bomb actualized the reality of Armageddon. “Prepare to meet thy
God!” he boomed. “If any generation ever needed to prepare, it’s
this one. Especially the people of New York. One hydrogen bomb,
and you’re done.” If New Yorkers “remained unrepentant,” the city
would be razed as Jerusalem had been in ancient days. “Whether or
not the technique of mass evangelism is to one’s taste,” winced The
New York Times, “there can be no denying that Dr. Graham is its ex-
ponent extraordinary . . . providing a faith for the uncertain and the
fearful.”34

Anxiety about the nuclear unthinkable spanned the antipodes marked
out by Kahn and Graham. The received view of the 1950s finds only
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the sunniest gaiety in its greedy and giddy amusements. But from the
short, steep prospect of 1961, one man reflected that it was only
when he thumbed through the cartoons of Jules Feiffer and Walt
Kelley, only when he savored the stabs of Mort Sahl, could he believe
he “was not isolated, that there was a widespread underground recog-
nition that things were not jes’ fine.”35

Throughout the decade, despondency seeped from writers of every
ideological persuasion. In 1955 Life magazine presented with some
bewilderment an America “full of confused persons” who feel that
there is “something deeply unsatisfying about [their] lives” but who
“would have trouble saying what it is and even more trouble . . . dis-
covering what to do about it.” They “have a feeling that they have
been victimized by life and some . . . are on the way to a crack-up.”
The nation was “other-directed, hydrogen-haunted, artificially tran-
quilized and doggedly togethered,” spat a disgusted Gore Vidal. If
gushing benignity frothed on the surface, it was a fragile cover for
angst. “We are all harassed,” cried the cartoonist Robert Osborn,
“whether we know it or not, by interior psychological pressures or ex-
terior bombs and fall-outs. One sees all sorts of people quietly com-
ing apart—or trying to hold things together with alcohol—or behav-
ing as though this was the Age of Beasts . . . I don’t think that any
amount of smiley advertising and fake togetherness can conceal how
little we like to observe the sharpest relations of things.”36

In 1946 the President and his henchmen, sages and tastemakers,
publicists and physicians, priests, pastors, and rabbis had touched off
the mood by celebrating the GIs’ homecoming with a galling, fidgety
heartiness. “We started off, you will recall, by fearing . . . returning
sons and brothers . . . The men’s own wives and children . . . were
nervously coached on how to welcome back the strangers.” The anti-
communist paroxysms of the late 1940s intensified the uneasiness
of a skittish, recovering people. “What came over us?” Archibald
MacLeish groaned in a graduation address of June 1950. “How could
we fall from ourselves so far? And into such morbid and unmanly
fears? . . . Such hysterical suspicion of each other and ourselves? Such
neurotic terror of . . . our enemies?”37
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When the Korean War erupted in late June 1950, and throughout
the next year, many Americans felt it was only a matter of time before
atom bombs would begin to fall. World War III had begun. It was a
time of appalling tension. Describing the atmosphere of futility that
“nobody can fail to be conscious of,” the essayist Raymond Fosdick
sighed, “What is the use, we ask ourselves, of thinking of a better
future or even of planning our individual lives if this is . . . the twi-
light of our age? If the . . . machinery of our civilization is headed for
the scrap heap, and if we are to be plunged into anarchy with a click-
ing abruptness?” The following month, Bertrand Russell coaxed his
readers to resist the temptation to relax into despair. “I know many
people who feel that the world is doomed to march on to utter trag-
edy, that everything we have valued is rapidly nearing an end.”38

During the Korean War, people were dismayed by public affairs.
“I only know that much of the world . . . grows increasingly difficult
to decipher or . . . make sense of,” confessed a scholar. “All too many
things . . . contradict our . . . assumptions; . . . all too many things,
for that matter, contradict one another.” The mood persisted in 1953.
An observer writing for Commonweal called it Gotterdammerung:
“What now calls for . . . cure is the contagious mood of universal dis-
couragement spread on every side by a host of Giants of Despair . . .
the Defeatists, the . . . sad of mind and sick of heart, the current
prophets of inevitable . . . doom.” It is their “spirit of fear which
threatens to overwhelm us at the moment.”39

Even with the cease-fire in 1953, people could not shake off “mists
of uncertainty, clouds of suspicion, shadows of fear.” The next year
an essay excoriating “the fears of the intelligentsia” demanded, “Are
there any objective grounds for this fear? In what degree are these
fears complicated by factors that are personal or professional?” The
author shrank from a “unique and shameful feature” of public man-
ners: it is not just “being afraid”; it is “wallowing in fear.” Just when
had timidity become acceptable? Others pursued the theme year af-
ter year. In 1955 the “malady of the times” was diagnosed as “a loss of
nerve.” In 1957 the same man who had traced American anxiety to
demobilization scoffed, “It seems to be almost a point of pride . . . to-
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day for us to acknowledge openly that our fears are the wellspring of
our planning and action, the justification for our sins.”40

Maybe the problem was postwar well-being. A resilient people
had become voluptuous. In 1953 The Nation lashed out against
American grogginess. “There you have the fog we all stumble in, the
dream of comfort. Producing and consuming, we tread our pleasant
round, and any pangs or sharp intrusions of reality can be allayed by
purchasing a new gadget.” A psychiatrist blasted “guilty parents” for
pampering themselves and their children. By mid-decade, everyone
had heard about tranquilizers called Miltown and Equinal. Millions
of people afflicted by “nerves” flocked to their doctors. In 1956, 35
million prescriptions were doled out, a fact that disturbed the editors
of The New Republic. “In addition to the chemical and biological
unknowns” of voracious tranquilizer consumption, they worried, “do
we want absolute freedom from fear?” “We are irresponsible, apa-
thetic, evasive, shallow and blunted in relation to our fears!” fired off
the author of “Atomic Fears and Christian Courage” in 1958. Ameri-
cans drowsed in downy ease. “The last reason for . . . not facing the
focal fear of our time is seen sharply in what we have done with
‘comfort’ . . . We want to be assured of the outcome before making
the effort.”41

The motif of national decadence appealed to people across the
political spectrum. Just prior to declaring his candidacy for Presi-
dent, Senator John F. Kennedy tried out the theme in The Nation.
“We have gone soft—physically, mentally, spiritually soft. We are in
danger of losing our will to fight, to sacrifice, to endure. The slow
corrosion of luxury is already beginning to show.” While sharing in
the recoil from American languor—“We’ve grown unbelievably pros-
perous and we maunder along in a stupor of fat”—Eric Goldman
diagnosed the problem as smothering complacency. “We live in a
heavy, humorless, sanctimonious, stultifying atmosphere” devoid of
“self-mockery.” Maybe the world wouldn’t shatter in cataclysm, he
suggested, but expire “with us just sitting solemnly on our lawn
chaises, overfed, oversanctified, and overbearing, talking a suicidal
stuffiness.”42
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Muscular exhortations to revive American hardiness trailed after
the decade-long report on the nation’s mood. At the height of the
World War III scare in May 1951, a psychiatrist prescribed com-
munity service for “atomic jitters.” The “knowledge, skill and
confidence” cultivated by civil defense offered an antidote to “unre-
stricted speculation.” The associate director of the Institute for Psy-
chosomatic and Psychiatric Research at The Michael Reese Hospital
chimed in. Civil defense was indispensable for tiptop mental hy-
giene. Cobwebby abstractions would be swept away by the fine
points of first-aid, rescue, and shelter-taking. The “orderliness and
organization” of atomic rehearsal fortified the mind well “beyond the
comprehension” of those who are “fascinated by their own nightmar-
ish fantasies.”43

Other prescriptions for national uplift were spiritual or volitional.
Fosdick’s “acts of faith” were resurrectional. “In the midst of death,”
he breathed, “men are vital with life. The preparation for the renewal
of life . . . gives sanity and balance to mankind.” Bertrand Russell rec-
ommended coolness and moderate doses of inattention to the future
for those “not compelled by . . . their work to think about military . . .
and international affairs.” Another counselor advised the restitution
of American pluck with a savage collective shake. “Put an end to it!”
he roared. First, “we must realize how silly it is and stop running
scared . . . Once we stop saying ‘Boo!’ to each other in the dark, we
. . . can get on to manlier things.” On the other hand, rather than
a militant thrashing, a therapeutically-minded writer for Christian
Century gently pressed a drooping nation to “face the central fear of
our time.” Take refuge in one another, he prodded, “person to person,
group to group . . . Only the reality of such acceptance and under-
standing . . . can evoke courage.”44

The same authors whisked out the most prosaic of consolations.
Fosdick cheered the thirty new playgrounds planned for the chil-
dren of New York City, the astronomers of Mount Palomar who yet
peered at the heavens, the scholars at the American School of Classi-
cal Studies in Athens who scraped at the ruins of the Agora. For his
part, Russell offered the pagan restoratives of “dewy mornings and
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summer evenings and the sea and the stars . . . love and friendship
and music and poetry.”45

But above all else, there was God. Millions of readers gobbled up
The Power of Positive Thinking by Norman Vincent Peale. Legislators
slipped “under God” into the Pledge of Allegiance and printed “In
God We Trust” on postage stamps. While Billy Graham churned up
fear and hope, nonevangelical religions were peculiarly elated. A re-
porter explained the mood. Americans longed “to believe that, de-
spite everything that has happened . . . the world is good, life is
good, the human story makes sense and comes out where we want
it to come out.” Hunger for reassurance could be dated to a surprise
hit of 1946, Peace of Mind, authored by a young rabbi, which hovered
on bestseller lists for 177 weeks. Thereafter, books coaching unmo-
lested serenity with titles such as The Magic of Believing, Peace of
Soul, The Way to Security, Beyond Anxiety, Mind Alive, and Guide
to Confident Living perched on countless commuter laps and living
room coffee tables. Cashing in on a good thing, Ideal Toy Company
manufactured a doll which, when caressed, buckled into a kneeling
position.46

In pockets of the secular intelligentsia, existentialism enjoyed a
vogue. One healthy-minded critic fumed that the so-called “philoso-
phy of the atomic age . . . invites us to wallow in our ‘predicament,’
with its ‘tensions’ and its ‘anxieties.’” Once humanity had been dis-
tinguished by faith and courage, but now “the mark of man is ‘fear
and trembling.’” While the mass media generally spurned existential-
ism for currying defeatism, the existential psychotherapy pioneered
by Rollo May wrested some sympathy from Time magazine. Since “a
hydrogen-bomb war could wipe out all life,” once-obscure ideas like
“Kierkegaard’s non-existence and Sartre’s nothingness” suddenly per-
colated into ordinary awareness.47

By mid-decade, those Americans who were not inclined to for-
mal religion turned to a science of mind for restoration. It was “the
age of neurosis!” sneered an onlooker. “Has there ever been an age so
overflowing with neurotic sensibility, with that state of near-shud-
ders, or near-hysteria, or near-nausea, much of it induced by trifles,”
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suffered by a people “at once ill-adjusted and over-civilized?” News-
papers regularly featured self-help articles, personality quizzes, and
syndicated columns inviting readers into “The Worry Clinic” and
“The Mirror of Your Mind.”48 Ten million pamphlets counseling
Americans on Understanding Yourself, Exploring Your Personality,
Growing Up Emotionally, Getting Along with Others, Building Your
Marriage, and Making the Grade as Dad littered the lobbies of doc-
tors’ offices, clubrooms, and public libraries.

Not only were more and more ordinary people presenting them-
selves for psychotherapy, but tens of millions swallowed tranquilizers
along with their morning coffee. Prescriptions for sedatives tripled
between 1955 and 1957. At the time, they were the most immedi-
ately successful drugs in American history. Pharmaceutical compa-
nies plied physicians with irresistible remedies. For example, a Pfizer
brochure touted Atarax’s good effects in overcoming “anxiety over
interviews or competitive examinations; anxiety over public appear-
ances; . . tension and excitement in noisy environments, among
newspaper workers and in the advertising field; . . . anxiety, tension,
and excitement among athletes and officials engaging in competitive
sports; . . . tension produced by sickness, accidents, weddings, funer-
als, . . . family separations and differing opinions.”49

Psychoanalysis appealed to the upper middle class, which enter-
tained “romantically sinister” ideas about the psychoanalyst, as one
wag observed, regarding him as “a combination of priest and
Pinkerton operative.” Freudianism was chic. In 1958 at The Couch
in Greenwich Village, New Yorkers could order Psychic Masochist,
The Complex, or Dr. Freud cocktails from waiters sporting doctors’
smocks. By 1962 psychoanalytic style had become so diffuse that so-
phisticates felt free to excavate the Oedipal depths of bare acquain-
tances at dinner parties.50

“Is That the Automaton that Smells like the Tear of Grass?”

Just as Billy Graham’s crusade laid bare the dread many Americans
felt, other feats disclosed anxieties about a technology closely related
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to the atomic bomb and just as consequential. In 1955 a “John
Henry” contest between man and machine was broadcast on televi-
sion: a Frenchman and a Swedish computer raced to figure out a cube
root. Maurice Dagbert beat his rival by eight seconds, and, best of
all, the computer botched it. Having won acclaim for humankind,
for the next two years Monsieur Dagbert further gratified popular
sensibilities (and supported his family) by sight-reading violin music
while performing mental computations in variety houses and music
halls throughout Europe.51

Six years later, at least one computer could piece together evoca-
tive verse. R. M. Worthy’s Auto-Beatnik machine assembled poems
such as:

Kites

Yes, so passionately did my bleak worms live
underneath the king.

Ah, few sects smell bland.

Bassoons

Ah, so apologetically did their small rowdies
cringe beside a tramp.

Beneath a ballad, should a rooster harangue like
the prostitute?

Whales

The iron mother’s bouquet did rudely call,
Yes, I am as fine as many murmuring crates.
People was braver than snowy hay.
It was dirtiest who bleeds behind the piano.

In 1961 the suitably bearded Mr. Worthy performed these and other
automated works at a Los Angeles coffeehouse.52

It is hard for us to remember the squirming joy computers elicited
in the fifties. In 1954 General Electric introduced a Sperry Rand
UNIVAC data processor into a new appliance plant. This was the
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first commercial use of the new technology. The very fact of digital
computers was newsworthy, spawning articles such as “Machines Are
This Smart” and “Thinking Machines Take Over!” As late as 1964
someone could write, “Only a [handful] of . . . experts wholly under-
stand the machine; the vast majority of . . . laymen know it mainly as
a . . . mysterious twelve-foot refrigerator with blinking lights and
whirring tapes.”53

Computers had originally been marketed to automate payrolls. By
1960 new functions for the machine had arrived: data processing and
information storage and retrieval. Futurists immediately leapt to the
dream of liberating humankind from stupidity forever. Soon an “in-
formation public utility” would offer “a practically unlimited supply
of thinking power” to subscribers for time-shared conversation, ref-
erence, and information processing. A computer would be able to
cross-index “the wisdom of the ages . . . reason without being cor-
rupted by emotion . . . solve more of the world’s problems . . . [even]
create works of art.” As long as humanity could switch it off at will,
we need never worry. It was only a matter of time before computers
surpassed human ingenuity. “The day cannot be too far off when
leading scientific journals will accept papers written by giant brains
of the non-human kind.”54

Inevitably, automation excited fears that computers would replace
human beings. After all, here was “a tireless white-collar worker that
could inspect, analyze, calculate, keep records, give orders—and not
haggle over fringe benefits.” Between 1953 and 1960 the evaporation
of a million and a half jobs was widely attributed to industrial auto-
mation. “Machines Are Taking Over,” “Computers Start to Run the
Plants,” “You Can Be Replaced,” hissed the third estate. Anyone
browsing through magazines in these years could not fail to stumble
across tidings of the automated economy. “When will your husband
be obsolete?” demanded McCall’s. “What will happen to the people
now holding the ‘doomed’ jobs? Just where does your husband’s job
stand in this changing scene?” Automation’s impact on labor swelled
into a recognized political problem. President Kennedy declared, “I
regard [automation] as the major domestic challenge . . . of the ’60s.”
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New occupations had to be created “to take care of those who are dis-
placed by machines.”55

Editorialists unraveled the various consequences of data process-
ing and industrial automation. Futurists heralded a utopia where ro-
bots and computers dispatched society’s dreary jobs, freeing human-
ity for “learning and teaching, the sciences, arts and letters, the crafts,
medicine and its allied works, politics and public service.” Others
worried that transferring tasks to computers was reckless. “When a
machine . . . is capable of operating . . . at a pace . . . we cannot keep,”
cautioned Norbert Wiener, “we may not know, until too late, when
to turn it off.” Human oversight was simply too slow. “Whether we
like it or not,” the geochemist Harrison Brown glumly declared, civi-
lization was yoked to the gadget irrevocably. Not only domestic well-
being but survival itself was enmeshed in machine systems. “We have
passed a major point-of-no-return.”56

Experts pondered the ultimate consequence of automated com-
puting: push-button war. In a scant few years, the director of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory predicted, “the decision to destroy an en-
emy nation . . . will be made by a radar set, a telephone circuit,
an electronic computer,” without human involvement. Nuclear war
touched off by mechanical accident was suddenly a real possibil-
ity. He shuddered, “Our very life depends on the . . . reliability of
a [computer] in a . . . distant country. The failure of a handful
of vacuum tubes and transistors could determine the fate of our civi-
lization.”57

Computers were not the only villains in the push-button war sce-
nario. “A nervous, psychotic or fanatical launch officer [could] trigger
. . . an accidental war almost as easily as a high school boy can smash
a revolver cartridge with a hammer,” warned Carl Dreher in The Na-
tion in 1958. The fantasy of psychotic SAC officers had first been
outlined by the Russian Army journal Red Star the year before. A
piece aimed at Great Britain suggested that an overwrought Ameri-
can based in England could order a bomber to obliterate Moscow. “It
is a known fact that there are several million psychologically unbal-
anced persons in the U.S.,” snickered the Red Star. “There are some
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in the army too.” Dreher nervously reported that according to one
of DuPont’s two psychiatrists, in addition to the patients he treated,
probably three or four times as many employees needed therapy.
This amounted to 30 percent of the workforce. He reasoned, “Since
DuPont employees are probably representative of employees of large
corporations, and these in turn are probably representative of military
personnel, the problem of unauthorized use of nuclear weapons and
missiles is very real,” unless the Pentagon scoured its ranks.58

Herman Kahn absorbed all of these concerns. Crowning him the
“new civilian militarist,” people regarded him as a summarizing sym-
bol of the thermonuclear era. He was a wise counselor to some, not
savior but interlocutor, standing on the same ground, glimpsing peril
over the horizon. For others, he was a liar and a scoundrel. One
woman scrawled to Kahn, “Civil defense is the cruelest deception
ever played on any people.” It was such “a nonsensical chaos” that it
brought “amusement and shame to this country.” She continued, ar-
guments justifying any scenario of nuclear war were an abomination.
“People who say otherwise were plainly suicidal and . . . criminally
insane.”59

An inmate of the Menninger Clinic mocked Kahn’s essay “We’re
Too Scared to Think” in a prank letter. He whispered he had gotten
hold of plane tickets to Australia in case nuclear war should break
out. Humanity could be salvaged only with the aid of a sperm bank
hidden somewhere beyond the reaches of global fallout. Since nu-
clear war threatened “a crisis in human evolution,” the remedy would
be to inseminate masses of women outside of the zone of conflict
“with the sperm of the most foresighted, vigorous, open-minded and
life-desiring males in our population.” “The plan is brutal, but”—
throwing back Kahn’s own words in his “Too Scared to Think” es-
say—“‘unless man does rouse his full mental equipment and masters
his technology, he will certainly be in trouble . . . The world may be
in danger of annihilation.’ No one except you has planned honestly
enough about nuclear war to know man as a species can survive it.
Will you take command of the post-war genetics program?”60

The perception that Kahn was an affable psychopath was colored
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by the proceedings against the Nazi war criminal Adolf Eichmann,
whose trial in Jerusalem opened on April 11, 1961. Critics found the
equivalence between the two cutting and just. They hurled it at him
in town meetings, in debates, in print, and in letters. For example, in
a critique of the “fairy-tale simulations” of “the war-simulation gang”
in The Nation, Hilbert Schenck lumped together “friend Herman
Kahn” and “the cool young men of RAND and a hundred other
computing centers” as “our Eichmanns-cum-computer.”61

In a milder vein and privately, the peace education secretary of the
American Friends Service Committee also raised parallels between
Kahn and Eichmann. Stewart Meacham began by observing that
Eichmann’s simplicity exasperated the global witnesses to his trial.
“If he only had some obvious defect which would separate him from
the rest of mankind. But he doesn’t.” Although proud of having engi-
neered transport into oblivion for millions of Jews, Eichmann also
testified that when he once paid a call on a death camp, he was over-
whelmed by nausea. “Since he is an ordinary man,” Meacham com-
mented, “he reacts to things in an ordinary way.” Similarly, the war
planners and the compliant citizens who paid for nuclear weapons
with their taxes were trapped in the same contradiction. “What are
we to say about our present accommodation to the preparations for
the slaughter of millions of people in the name of national interest?”
Like Eichmann, “none of us could strangle another human being
with our bare hands without being sickened by it. But all of us can
play numbers games running into the millions with the lives of
people.”62

How did Kahn feel about this? He was nonchalant: “We don’t like
a person who thinks through a problem in a cool, detached way.” But
it didn’t mean the professional strategist was immoral. “I’ve been ac-
cused of playing an Eichmann-like role in supporting an evil policy.
My kind of analysis does make war thinkable, and perhaps I person-
ally over-analyze, but I’d rather err in that direction than the other.”63

The notoriety of OTW branded Kahn as the very personification
of the defense intellectual in the modern age. A whiz kid. An eccen-
tric genius. A devil. A bunko artist. It was too much for RAND
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management. Just as he was being saluted as the ultimate RAND
man, its president considered him an inconvenient agitator for civil
defense, not a good-will ambassador. Whether he was sacked or he
resigned, in 1961 Kahn left California to found his own research or-
ganization in New York, the Hudson Institute.

“Herman, Why Do So Many People Regard You as a Monster?”

A writer for the Village Voice was bowled over by Kahn’s perfor-
mance. “Listening to him, it was difficult to understand why [he] has
been wasting his time on realpolitikal research . . . when he would
make such a great stand-up comic. Who else can make people laugh
about mass annihilation?” People wanted to talk about his personal-
ity. What was it about OTW that led one woman to began a review
by admitting that she had not read it cover to cover? “Frankly, I can-
not stomach more than a few chapters of this inhuman document.
Nor did I care to look at the end to see how it would turn out, for the
only end to what the author proposes is a holocaust too awful to con-
template.” Inevitably, friends raced to champion the loveableness of
the man who wrote On Thermonuclear War. John Strachey of the In-
stitute of Strategic Studies was furious with Kahn’s critics. To accuse
his colleague of writing a manual of genocide “was sickening.” “[He]
may be right or wrong, his book may be good or bad, but I, for one,
am ready to testify on any witness stand in the world that he is a
deeply humane man, permeated by humanist values.”64

In every profile published in the 1960s, much was made of his
jaunty high spirits and irreverence. The oddest thing about Herman
Kahn was his gaiety. “This is the jovial man who talks of Doomsday,”
blazoned the subtitle of “The Real Dr. Strangelove” in the Daily
Mail. The author was also charmed by the playfulness of Kahn’s fam-
ily, especially his wife. Describing the protesters stumping along in
front of their house in New York, she laughed: “They come expecting
to see a cold, inhuman monster—and they meet Herman! They have
to end up liking him. He knows their arguments better than they do.
He knows both sides of the story. He understands why they feel this
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way, and why they are wrong.” When a woman taunted him, “Don’t
you feel like Hitler or Eichmann?” Kahn’s wife fumed, “I could have
hit her with a brick, I was so mad. Herman was so nice and so gentle.
He never gets upset, never gets annoyed or angry. He doesn’t take
these things personally . . . There’s not a mean bone in his body.”65

For many observers, the key to the phenomenon of Herman Kahn
was that he was conspicuously fat, working-class, Jewish, and from
LA. This explained his social location, the gusts and slipstream that
yanked and beckoned and smoothed his way. Having determined
that he was an unthreatening, pleasant man, journalists dreamed up
various droll phrases to describe his appearance. At close to six feet
tall and well over three hundred pounds, Kahn was reassuring and
somehow comic. He was just “a roly-poly, second-strike Santa
Claus,” “a thermonuclear Zero Mostel” “with the dimples of Jackie
Gleason.” One man read working-class style in his unpretentious-
ness: “a round, jovial scientist who could pass for the owner of a ko-
sher delicatessen.” Another emphasized his friendliness, “moonfaced,
bespectacled, baldish and graying, effervescent and noddingly agree-
able, incorrigibly quick and insanely gregarious, Kahn looks more or
less like a retired football tackle, or perhaps a jovial neighborhood
grocer.” And only an Englishman could drawl archly, “What is he
like? If you imagined a Mr. Pickwick who was born in Tel Aviv and
gone to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, that would be
near enough . . . He is as clearly fascinated by mega-calories as he is
by megatons.”66

Kahn habitually wore a short-sleeve shirt, disdaining jacket and
tie. If pressed, he would grin: “I’m from Southern California. This
is my native costume.” Always ready to jettison existing realities, he
was the consummate futurist, Californian in every particular. Just af-
ter being demobilized from the war, his first impulse was to get a real
estate license to support himself and his younger brother. Perhaps
Kahn’s later attachment to civil defense sprang from this Californian
sensitivity to real estate. One summer he worked with a structural
engineer on the physics of hardening hangars for the Strategic Air
Command. The man was Paul Weidlinger, who had designed pre-
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fabricated units at the National Housing Agency right after the war.
It was but a small step from whizzing past the Quonset hut villages
of 1940s LA to assuming that Americans would adapt to under-
ground dormitories and strongholds shuttered by sandbags and pro-
tective shielding. All around him neighborhoods were being hoisted
and screwed together; houses and apartment buildings were torn
down to make way for supermarkets cocooned in acres of parking
space. The threadbare boarding house at 1647 Ocean Avenue, for-
mer digs of returning sailors and soldiers burning to romance the
young men and women traipsing along Santa Monica beach—Ten-
nessee Williams’s home in LA—disappears, and up springs RAND
on the very spot.67

Whole neighborhoods were razed for the expressways of the auto-
mobile city. Kahn loved driving his convertible, loved the fluidity
of continuous motion; it was like swimming. Coursing through the
city in these years must have influenced his notion of the shape and
cohesion of the world: it was essentially plastic, provisional, modu-
lar. Frances FitzGerald likened Kahn’s briefing to a dash along the
freeway.

Herman Kahn begins to speak, slowly at first, and then, as
if releasing the brakes on a Mack truck of intellect, faster
and faster, until each breath contains a complete paragraph.
Trying to understand him is like trying to drive through Los
Angeles at rush hour when the cars hurtle bumper-to-bumper
along expressways . . . at 70 mph . . Though Kahn must have
been small as a baby, he has grown to resemble his adopted
Los Angeles, that giant amoeboid city which seems to have
no natural boundaries, no structural limits . . . When he
speaks, he expresses the junction of three or more mental
highways; his sentences ramify into subjunctives and condi-
tionals, which, in their crossing and recrossing over the whole
landscape of an issue, form a pattern of cloverleafs.68

Kahn nodded with satisfaction. “I’m big, fat and lousy Jewish, and
they take it. They take it because they know I’m worried about the
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country. They take a lot of crap from me which they wouldn’t from
anyone else. And I’ll tell you this: I couldn’t happen in any other
country.” Maybe he couldn’t have flourished in any city other than
Los Angeles.69

His briefings were remarkable. They were a marathon, taking three
days to deliver. Standing before an audience was meat and drink to
Kahn. He’d become so engrossed that he’d plant himself in front of
the screen, so that his briefing slides shined on his face and belly.
“When he . . . stalks in front of the two screens in a semi-darkened
room, words flash across his shirt and broad forehead, escalating
Kahn into a self-contained mixed-media display.” He had stuttered
as a child and still slurred and swallowed his words on the gallop. He
abandoned sentences in mid-stream as he scrambled from one idea
to the next. He was also a gleeful teller of bad jokes. One man gaped
in amazement, “No other strategist could get . . . sane people to laugh
at such lines as ‘Of course, the system might blow up in the mean-
time; there’s no point in glossing it over.’”70

This wasn’t a gimmick. Kahn couldn’t resist the jokes. “I was try-
ing to shake things up. I wasn’t trying to shock, but I did state things
provocatively, and sometimes humorously.” Whatever profession he
might have chosen, he would have poked fun at it. But toying with
nuclear war disturbed some of his listeners, while others, once indig-
nant, were gradually disarmed. “In a flash, Herman was off and blub-
bering, gibbering, snorting, laughing, and the audience sat startled
and somewhat embarrassed . . . Within hours they were over the
shock; in another day, they were Herman’s.”71

Kahn was deliberately frank, absurd, and horrific: “If 180 million
dead is too high a price to pay for punishing the Soviets for their ag-
gression, what price would we be willing to pay?” “How dangerous
or hostile a world would we be willing to live in and still call it a rea-
sonable facsimile of a Russian or American standard of living?”
“Neutrals and bystanders will inevitably suffer heavily in any thermo-
nuclear war. But there is a difference between damage and annihila-
tion.” “I think that any individual who survived . . . should be willing
to accept, almost with equanimity, somewhat larger risks than those
to which we subject our industrial workers in peacetime.”72
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Kahn’s most notorious idea, the Doomsday Machine, was a cri-
tique of massive retaliation: “Assume that for, say, $10 billion we
could build a device whose only function is to destroy all human
life . . . If, say, five nuclear bombs exploded over the United States,
the device would be triggered and the earth destroyed. Barring . . .
coding errors, [it] would seem to be the ‘ideal’ . . . deterrent.” While
he labored to explain why it was unacceptable, Stanley Kubrick ex-
cerpted passages about the Doomsday Machine from OTW and pre-
sented it as an actual weapon in his film Dr. Strangelove.73

From the debut of Kubrick’s film in January 1964, and for the rest
of his career, Kahn was inevitably called the real Dr. Strangelove.
“The gossip . . . going around tells us that Dr. Strangelove . . . is
based on Dr. Herman Kahn,” bristled an article protesting his good
nature and humanity. Journalists in media both high and low
found the conceit of Kahn-as-Strangelove to be an effortless lure.
The august London Times hailed Kahn as “the prototype of Dr.
Strangelove,” while the Daily Mail twittered, “No more jovial man
ever stood and talked of the world’s balance of terror, of gigantic war,
of Doomsday. This is the real-life prototype of Dr. Strangelove.”
Even Kahn’s father’s indignant squawk, “How could my son be Dr.
Strangelove? He is so warm and considerate,” was pulled into a ban-
ner caption in a Life profile.74

Reporters quizzed him about Kubrick’s film. “Kubrick is a friend
of mine,” Kahn assured Newsweek. “He told me Dr. Strangelove was-
n’t supposed to be me.” As to being the sinister Dr. Groteschele in
Fail-Safe, he chirped, “I didn’t see the movie and . . . just skimmed
the book, but my wife said if the character people say was me
weighed more than 220 pounds, she’d sue.”75

In her review of Dr. Strangelove, Midge Decter seized on the
affinities between OTW and Kubrick’s film. Just as Kubrick presented
a travesty of massive retaliation, do did Kahn. “For those who know
how to read him . . . [Kahn] never fails to imagine all the possibilities
for chaos in the positions he offers.” He was not particularly ag-
grieved that distortions of his ideas popped up in Dr. Strangelove and
Fail-Safe. On the contrary. One might have supposed that Kahn
would have insisted on distinguishing scientific study from imagi-
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nary events. But narratives of future or hypothetical war were essen-
tial to grand strategy. Analysts at the Hudson Institute pored over
novels such as George’s Red Alert “to stimulate [their] reason and
imagination to cope with history before it happens.”76

He may have wisecracked and frolicked with his audiences, but
Kahn refused to soften his arguments with effusions of pity or sor-
row. He freely and cheerfully admitted to all who asked, “It does in-
deed take an iron will or an unpleasant degree of detachment to go
about this task.” As a result, in print and in person he was regularly
accused of perversity and criminal brutality, if not worse. In turn, he
justified his sang froid as the comportment proper to a scientist, mili-
tary expert, and policy analyst. Following the publication of James
Newman’s scathing and widely discussed review of OTW in Scientific
American, Kahn tried unsuccessfully to persuade its editor to print a
rejoinder. Failing that, he elaborated his response over the course of
1961, and in 1962 came out with his second book, Thinking about the
Unthinkable.77

In the book’s opening chapter, Kahn compared the self-command
of a physician with the nuclear expert. Empathic squeamishness dur-
ing critical procedures was unseemly. He advised his readers not to
trouble a surgeon with photos of his patient’s wife and kids. Nor
should medical textbooks include reminders, however true, such as “a
particularly deplorable tumor,” “and now there’s a lot of blood,” “good
health is preferable to this kind of cancer,” and “this particular cut re-
ally hurts.” It was just as ridiculous to demand that strategists hiccup
“If, heaven forbid” before they got on with their business.78

Defying wave after wave of charges of heartlessness, he would
parry with the question, “Would you prefer a warm, human error? . . .
a nice emotional mistake?” Political and military affairs could not be
hobbled at every turn by the genuflections of the anguished. He pro-
tested that nothing would ever become clear if “we are going to label
every attempt at detachment as callous, every attempt at objectivity
as immoral.” Rather than evade the various ways in which war could
begin—touched off by accident, unauthorized launch, or miscalcu-
lated brinkmanship—it was ultimately more high-minded to ponder
them unhurriedly.
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Shifting to a less elevated posture, Kahn defended his “normal,
neutral, professional, everyday language” against those who insisted
that nuclear war be invested with “awe and horror.” Awe was too rev-
erential for fruitful analysis. “One cannot do research in a cathedral,”
he’d often say. “But let me be frank,” he sighed, “I prefer to use my
normal style of speaking.” It would be one thing to guard his tongue
for a day or two. “However, I spend full time in this field. It would be
too much for me to be artificially solemn all the time.”79

While Kahn was probably the only nuclear strategist who might
have made a go of stand-up comedy, flippant asides peppered many
briefings at RAND. During critiquing sessions, in memoranda and
corporate communications, and even formal documents people joked
about nuclear war, often using Kahn’s material. For example, a visit-
ing reporter was given a RAND pamphlet that included the follow-
ing: “Three fellows are sitting around a table playing pinochle in
what is obviously an underground shelter. There is suddenly a terrific
shaking. One of the fellows gets up to look at a meter. The other
asks, ‘How much was it?’ The first says, ‘About 100 megatons.’ The
second says, ‘I can always tell by the shaking.’ Finally the third one
says with a great deal of irritation, ‘Write it down on the morning re-
port, and sit down and deal.’”80

“Thermonuclear war is not a joke,” Kahn maintained, “but pro-
fessional or serious discussion . . . can include humor, at least in Eu-
rope and the United States.” With the publication of OTW, Ameri-
cans were exposed to the substance and style of professional
discussions of war—including the jokes. For the first time, the atti-
tudes of the nation’s community of strategists, cultivated in restricted
summer studies and the secure briefing rooms at RAND, were exhib-
ited in town meetings, debates, mass publications, television shows,
and radio broadcasts. A woman wrote to The Progressive to object
that in a speech Kahn had snapped, “It is possible, isn’t it, that
parents will learn to love two-headed children twice as much?” She
sniffed, “He is very detached and ironic in discussing twenty to sixty
million deaths in nuclear war.” Kahn regarded frivolity as a permissi-
ble approach to intolerably catastrophic ideas, as did his admirers
who, in one way or another, believed it “probably help[ed] both him
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and his listeners to cope with the terrifying images of his chosen
subject.”81

Kahn’s bearing resembled the gallows humor of “sick” comedians
such as Mort Sahl, Lenny Bruce, and Jules Feiffer. A thoughtful
commentary on their appeal in 1961 suggested that “the sick come-
dian offers his listener a chance to act as if he had not been shaken, to
demonstrate that he is . . . the Good American, because in the face of
no matter what madness . . . he ‘still is able to laugh’ . . . To snicker
. . . is to climb out from under the pressure of the inexplicable and the
unbearable.”82 Kahn undoubtedly played up the affinities between
sick comedy’s insouciance and his personal style. In the Afterword to
Thinking about the Unthinkable he narrated his response to James
Newman. (To get the jokes, you should know that Newman wrote
The World of Mathematics.)

My first reply to Newman’s question [Does Herman Kahn ex-
ist?] was to gain 10 pounds. This may not seem . . . adequate
. . . but it is in many ways appropriate. Actually, when I first
read the review I started to laugh because I found it difficult
to take seriously. I was startled by the sheer passion of the lan-
guage. On a second reading I became rather angry. When I
got home, I showed it to my wife, who read it and started to
laugh . . . After the review appeared I was on a national televi-
sion program debating the after-effects of thermonuclear war.
I decided to ask my opponent, who was a personal friend, to
ask me for a comment on the Newman affair. I . . . intended to
tell the story I will tell in a moment.

I first checked the . . . good taste of doing this with the pro-
ducer and some others. They were delighted with the idea. I
then called my wife and happened to mention my plan. She
became rather excited and said, “The audience will misunder-
stand.” I assured her that this was hardly possible. They might
think the “joke” was flat or out of place, but they would not
take it seriously. She said that if I was stupid enough to do this
thing I shouldn’t come home. I replied that I could not be
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pressured—that this was a matter of integrity. She said, “Re-
member, I get the children.” I said, “You know, this is an ille-
gitimate use of pressure.” She said, “You get the children.” I
collapsed and agreed not to tell the story. But now, after long
frustration, I have decided to go ahead and tell it:

I was going to describe a solemn ceremony we have at our
house. Every evening, after dinner is over, the dishes put away,
the children dressed and made ready for bed, and just before
the bedtime story, I go to the book case, pull down a volume
of Newman’s World of Mathematics, tear out a page and give it
to my seven-year-old girl, Deborah. She takes it to the sink
and my wife lights a match. Deborah takes the match and
burns the page. While the page is burning, my three-year-old
son David, sticks pins in a doll.

We feel that the family that prays together stays together.83

One expects him to murmur “But seriously folks . . .” to close the bit,
it so much mimics a nightclub spiel. Intensely appealing and disturb-
ing in equal measure, Herman Kahn had to be seen and heard if one
hoped to fathom his significance and his celebrity in 1961.
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Chapter 2

THE COLD WAR AVANT-GARDE AT RAND

When I now think about RAND, I think about a group of
people who were very peculiar in the sense that they lived
in a world in which you could talk about future in the
plural—there’d be “futures” you could choose from.

hans speier, 1988

Star-hopping the recent past, how shall we make out the faint glim-
mer of RAND in the 1950s? What will orient us? Perhaps the flaring
quarrel between civilian scientists and the uniformed services over
whose authority was more critical to modern warfare. Which was in-
dispensable—old-fashioned charismatic leadership or the inspired
use of mathematic models? Looking back to the techniques he mas-
terminded during World War II, P. M. S. Blackett boasted, “In most
of the important cases with which I had personal contact, the really
vital problems were found by the operational research groups them-
selves rather than given to them to solve by the Service . . . staffs.”
His boss at the British Admiralty agreed that Blackett’s crew was
wonderfully cunning. The Operations Research Section “proved be-
yond doubt that the scientifically trained, analytical mind, applied to
any problem, could produce invaluable results . . . They frequently
surprised me by telling us not only what we did not know, but what
otherwise I should never have realized was something we ought to
know.”1

But Blackett’s smugness was intolerable to the services. Even in an
age of wizards’ war, martial prowess still presided over the military,
however scientifically enhanced it might be. Sir John Slessor pro-



tested that the instruments of war didn’t win battles; human valor
did. “Leadership, morale, courage and skill” could never be stripped
down to bare equations.2

Operations research, the brainchild conceived in the war years by
the young men in the Office of Scientific Research and Development
(OSRD), evolved in the 1950s into the speculative fabrications of
systems analysis. RAND was its nursery. It was at RAND that the
civilian defense intellectual who specialized in systems analysis took
form. Within a decade, he wrestled with the military in a furious
struggle for dominance. By 1961 the civilians assumed senior posts in
the Kennedy administration, and the new secretary of defense, Rob-
ert McNamara, enlisted RAND men to brace up the Pentagon’s au-
thority over the armed forces. He believed that systems analysis in-
troduced scientific rationality into defense planning, budgeting, and
resource allocation.3

Once former RAND analysts acquired real political power, rela-
tions between the air force and the civilian analysts worsened. Senior
officers bitterly resented the RAND youngsters. They thought they
were presumptuous and laughably callow. After a briefing from Har-
old Brown, the 34-year-old director of defense research and develop-
ment, General Curtis LeMay, who by this time had been promoted
to air force assistant chief of staff, burst out, “Why, that son of a bitch
was in junior high school while I was out bombing Japan!” Retired
General Thomas White groaned that under the new regime profes-
sional officers would “have to fight under the plans and orders and
with the weapons . . . [developed] under the influence of those, often
far junior in age and experience, who come into Government, for a
few years at most, from colleges and foundations.”4

You might call this generational strife or a turf war over defense
allocations. But its crux was the cocky boast that systems analysis
was more insightful than first-hand knowledge. During McNamara’s
tenure, the authority on which defense policy and strategy were
based migrated from the experience of veteran combat officers to the
civilian analysts’ techniques for simulating combat. This was new and
frankly audacious. Throughout the 1950s, RAND analysts insisted
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that in order to approach nuclear war properly, one had to become a
perfect amnesiac, stripped of the intuitions, judgments, and habits
cultivated over a lifetime of active duty. So, for example, in 1955
Kahn bragged that the successes of operations research in World
War II proved the greater effectiveness of mathematics over time-
honored tactics. Systems analysis was unquestionably superior, in his
view, despite the common belief that “‘experience’ has been a better
guide than ‘theory’ in this kind of work.”5

People at RAND maintained that long familiarity with obsolete or
non-atomic weapons systems retarded the military’s adaptation to
the dynamic threat of the cold war. Kahn pressed home the point. “A
civilian analyst is sometimes in a better ‘psychological’ position than
the professional military officer in approaching new long range prob-
lems.” The RAND economist who became assistant secretary of de-
fense (comptroller), Charlie Hitch, gloated that in decisions regard-
ing weapons systems development such as choosing between long-
range bombers with big fuel tanks or short-range bombers with refu-
eling capabilities, “no one can . . . answer by instinct, by feeling his
pulse, by drawing on experience.” His boys offered a better way.
“This is the sort of thing an intellectual, by virtue of his training and
his mental disciplines, can do better than a military professional who
is not an intellectual.”6

The uniformed military seethed. General White let it be known
that he was “profoundly apprehensive of the pipe-smoking, tree-full-
of-owls type of so-called professional ‘defense intellectuals’ who have
been brought into this nation’s capital.” Their referents for combat
were theoretical constructs, not blood and guts. They approached
war as if it “could be settled on a chessboard in an ivy-covered Great
Hall.” It simply wasn’t right that the commander who executed the
airy notions of untried civilians did not “qualify . . . for a larger role in
our strategy-making than he appears to have today.”7

Atomic weapons inaugurated a colossal shift in authority. They
swallowed up the personal wisdom of senior officers rooted in com-
bat experience in favor of intuitions arising from repeated trials of
laboratory-staged simulations of future war. When officers objected
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that Kahn was ill-equipped to speak on military affairs, he’d shoot
back, “How many thermonuclear wars have you fought recently?”
Aside from war games, they admitted, they had no actual experience
with these weapons. “OK,” Kahn would grin, “then we start out
even.” While the antagonism between civilian experts and senior
officers was openly played out in the Kennedy administration, the
real stage for the ascendancy of simulation was RAND.8

The Age of Technological Marvels

So what happened in the space of a decade to sweep away the undis-
puted merits of real life in favor of mastery of simulation techniques?
The Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic strikes of August 1945 meant
not only the end of the Pacific war but the beginning of something
new. The A-bomb begot a world that could be desolated by city-
busting terror weapons, a world where war of unimaginable dimen-
sions could erupt again without warning.

This possibility was dramatized in a lurid cartoon published in
Life just three months after the Japanese surrender in 1945. It por-
trayed American cities pounded by atomic rockets guided by radio
and radar. The first panel showed an aerial view of metropolitan
Washington, D.C. In the foreground an enemy rocket smites the im-
age in two, and behind it an atomic burst obliterates much of the
capitol building. In another panel, shrouded men survey the radioac-
tive rubble of a wasteland made recognizable by the remnants of
landmark marble lions near the pulverized remains of the New York
Public Library. Vaporizing cities “even before surface forces can be
deployed,” Life explained, “the enemy’s purpose is . . . to paralyze the
US by destroying its people.” It would be next to impossible to de-
fend against atomic rockets. Local anti-aircraft batteries would miss
some of their targets; and in any case, rockets cut short the defender’s
response time. While radar offered some warning, “even 30 minutes
is too little time for men to control the weapons of an atomic war.”
Some of the enemy rockets would get through.9

What are we to make of this hair-raising tale, absorbed by millions
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of Americans just weeks after V-J day, as they lounged in barber-
shops, diners, college dormitories, shoeshine stands, dentists’ waiting
rooms, hotel lobbies, factory cafeterias, boarding houses, and sitting
rooms? How did it strike the demobilized soldiers crowding every
train, plane, ship, and bus? While the enemy blasting the White
House and the New York Public Library was unnamed, the point
was unmistakable. Rockets collapsed space and time. Even though
the war was over, ordinary life could be ripped apart again at any mo-
ment. Surprise attack from the air would always be possible, uncou-
pled from any specific crisis. Nearly everyone—philosophers, scien-
tists, professional strategists, and politicians—agreed that the present
world had irrevocably changed and the future itself had been altered.
Fear of unprovoked attack literally became a free-floating anxiety.

Reporting on guided missile research in September 1947, Joseph
and Stewart Alsop traced America’s wariness back to “the Pandora’s
box” of wartime science. “It is too easy to pretend that the old normal
world has revived again. But it has not,” they wrote portentously. “A
world in which men have . . . weapons of total destruction—the
atomic bomb, the radioactive cloud, the dread inventions of chemis-
try and biology—can never return to its former . . . state.” The shock
of recent invention was invoked repeatedly throughout the decade.
The idea had become so elemental to the conventions of the cold
war that by 1958 it could be compressed into the thrilling exhalations
of comic book art. The editors of Atom-Age Combat breathlessly mar-
veled at the realization of a science-fiction world served by legions of
invincible gadgets. “How amazingly powerful and fantastically inge-
nious our country’s atomic defenses are! No matter how fantastic the
weapons . . . [appearing in] the following pages appear to be, they are
authentic or based on fact! Some already in use . . . Others in their
final stages of development! This is the atom age! The unbelievable
has already begun to come true!”10

Even before the Pacific war staggered to a close, futuristic technol-
ogies preoccupied the commander of the army air force, General
Henry Arnold. His scientists itched to return to industry and aca-
deme. The fear and esprit that had prompted their exertions would
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no longer inspire them to continue military research in peacetime.
Some other enticement would have to be found. Arnold needed to
persuade them that the very momentum which carried them through
the last stages of the war—the exhilaration of working on avant-
garde technologies and ideas—could be enjoyed in peacetime. He
planned to tantalize them with the novelty of an absolutely unre-
stricted charter to plot the future. In fact, unhurried exploration
would become the very appeal of Project RAND. Whereas during
the war the scientific researchers were “just snowed by immediate
emergencies all the time,” John Williams recalled, Project RAND of-
fered “an absolutely blue sky contract under which we could do any-
thing that seemed sensible to do.”11

General Arnold expected future wars to be fought with missiles:
“The future Air Force need not . . . have one single [man] in any of
its aircraft.”12 The peacetime air force would therefore have to elevate
scientists and engineers to an equal footing with the pilot-command-
ers who had flown the bombers during the war. He believed an air
force saddled with lopsided clods who couldn’t fly but could design
speedy planes was better than one governed by pilots only. In order
to goad his popeyed officers into adopting a properly deferential re-
gard for his civilian talent, in December 1945 Arnold promoted
General LeMay to deputy chief of staff for R&D. LeMay’s air-
men had scorched Japan in the last months of the war. They fire-
bombed Tokyo and obliterated Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Advancing
an unflinching brute like LeMay to the highest possible authority
demonstrated Arnold’s political shrewdness and underscored his sci-
ence-based ambitions for the peacetime air force.

The contract for Project RAND stipulated that its employees
would carry out “scientific study and research on the broad subject of
air warfare with the object of recommending to the Air Forces pre-
ferred methods, techniques and instrumentalities.” LeMay endorsed
RAND’s independence. At the close of the contract negotiations,
Frank Collbohm, a senior engineer at Douglas Aircraft and one of
the founders of RAND, remembered LeMay booming that “the air
force is supporting this project because it wants unbiased advice, and
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in order to be unbiased, he says, ‘No one in the air force anywhere is
to tell RAND what to do or what not to do. We want them to figure
it out.’ He made that stick.”13

Project RAND (acronym for Research ANd Development) was
founded in the spring of 1946. Located in a wing of the Douglas
plant, RAND was constituted as a fully autonomous research organi-
zation under exclusive contract to the air force. In 1947 RAND
moved into its own building in Santa Monica, and a year later it es-
tablished itself as a nonprofit advisory corporation.

Collbohm was appointed RAND’s president. John Williams was
the first person he hired. Williams had directed the statistical re-
search group in OSRD’s Applied Mathematics Panel (AMP). After
the strain of war, Williams luxuriated in the opportunity to reflect
on the immediate situation. “I had an office in which I could sit
and think; generally speaking, nobody would interrupt me . . . from
morning to night. I was largely left alone.” Now that he had some
free time, he mulled over the snags in the AMP’s work. “I was having
trouble articulating some things I thought I knew.” Williams had
recruited some of his team to RAND but had concluded that the
future ranged well beyond applied mathematics. “It seemed to me
that we needed just about every facet of human knowledge to apply
to problems . . . we were about to face, and therefore . . . we should
staff RAND . . . with that perception.” Economics, political science,
psychology, every kind of social science would be needed to dream
the future for the air force. He advised Collbohm, “In organizing a
group, one should have no illusion that pertinent fields of inquiry can
. . . be elided from the study, simply because they are difficult to in-
clude.”14

Some weeks later Williams found himself closeted with LeMay.
For more than an hour Williams pitched his ideas about RAND. “I
said . . . [we needed] every skill known to man, because the problems
were too difficult for just us chickens . . . LeMay chewed to death
three or four cigars . . . He just stared at me.” At length, the general
growled that he had a pittance to spend on RAND. What he needed
were weapons and aircraft that could be used in the next war, right
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away if necessary. Williams shot back that the air force had to choose
between having “five weapons on the shelf and no well-understood
notions about what to do with them” or acquiring fewer systems with
practiced strategy and tactics. The general murmured, “Go ahead.”
The young man jumped to bind him to a promise: “It seems to me
you’re saying: ‘Go ahead, RAND. Study what you think you have to
study. Get the kind of people you think you have to get. Pay what you
think you have to pay to get them. But remember, we’re not made of
money; we’re poor, so be a little careful and circumspect about it.’”
LeMay frowned, “No, God damn it. Spend what you have to spend.
And do it right.” Giddy, Williams bounded back to Santa Monica.
From now on, the science of war would include everybody and any-
body.15

Collbohm was not happy. Being acutely attuned to the air force’s
culture, needs, and attitudes, he only reluctantly accepted an interdis-
ciplinary model for RAND studies. “He had an absolute conviction
that we should work for only one master and that should be the Air
Force . . . If you have one master and do a good job for him, he’ll pro-
tect you. And you can still have intellectual freedom,” a colleague re-
called. But Williams pushed for absolute exemption from superin-
tendence. He would insist, “We’re not competent enough to judge
whether [another specialist’s] work is competent or not.” The study
of future war demanded the richest possible mix of expertise, the
most expansive field of view. He would say, “What we do is . . . hire
the brightest people we can and we leave them alone. We dare not
interfere with them.”16

From its founding to the end of the 1950s, analysts at RAND were
generally free from air force oversight. A glass door quarantined
the physics department, and only Q security clearance gained entry
“behind the glass curtain.” But apart from the physics enclave, peo-
ple likened RAND’s research culture to the frank, stimulating atmo-
sphere of a “university without students.” In these years, the breadth
of possible topics and methods was reverentially, emphatically, and
agreeably indefinite. When the economist Sidney Winter, Jr., was
hired, his division boss walked him around and suggested offhand-
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edly, “Why don’t you talk to a bunch of people here, and ask them
what they’re doing and read some things and maybe in a couple of
months we’ll have another discussion about what you’re doing.” Ev-
eryone was expected to generate his own projects and join those of
others. “Nobody decided what anybody was doing. It was all a ques-
tion of individual initiative.”17

Herman Kahn loved being a part of RAND. He relished the feel-
ing that creative work could be done without the drag of corporate or
discipline-based parochialism. He coaxed his friend, the physicist
Albert Latter, to seek employment as soon as he completed his Ph.D.
“He made it sound exciting,” Latter reflected. “The notion of work-
ing on problems that might have some bearing on the national secu-
rity. At the university I was used to working on problems that didn’t
seem to be very consequential.”18

Virtually everyone who worked at RAND in these years described
it as an inspired moment in their careers. For example, a visitor wrote
in 1947, “I have been at RAND for three exciting days and I would
like to become part of it. Right now RAND is part solid, part liquid,
and part gas.” The sociologist Hans Speier recalled, “I had the feeling
these are persons with imagination, these are persons who are dedi-
cated to their work, and they are doing important work.” The mathe-
matician Olaf Helmer rejoiced in his colleagues’ geniality. “If you
walked along the corridors . . . you found that most of the doors were
open, and you felt free . . . to walk into any [office] . . . and say, ‘I have
a problem here. This is of interest to you. Would you like to work on
this too or do you have any input to provide?’” People were often en-
ticed into areas in which they had no special training. The engineer
Bruno Augenstein commented, “Ideas were . . . floating in the atmo-
sphere—and they were people that you could bounce ideas off and
get a reaction which you could always use.” Everyone gloried in new
ideas. He chuckled, “They were not unwilling to give opinions . . .
even in fields . . . they were not experts in.”19

RAND was the nation’s first postwar think tank. Shortly after the
Korean War began in 1950, an enterprising Fortune journalist, John
McDonald, requested permission to visit. The debut of RAND in a
public medium was overdue. In the years of its anonymity, rumors
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had circulated about such clandestine activities as “the secret of the
flying saucers, man-made satellites encircling the earth in interstellar
space, and experimental trips to the moon.” In “The War of Wits,”
McDonald observed that RAND had “become a kind of secular
monastery—worldly in rubbing shoulders with the physical and so-
cial sciences, industry, and the military . . . yet monastic in its security
isolation.”20

McDonald’s article in Fortune may well have exposed businessmen
to the concept of systems analysis for the first time. He described
how RAND’s vision of military R&D had widened its focus from the
usual scramble for a marvelous widget to an investigation of the to-
tality of warfare to which any one mechanism contributed. His précis
of the interdependencies of weapons design, tactics, and hypothetical
scenarios was nicely concise. “For any given sum of money and any
particular division of this money, and for any particular choice of de-
sign characteristics of the weapon, an imaginary war is ‘fought’ and
the damage to targets is computed according to the payoff chosen for
the study.”21

Pleased with Fortune’s profile, RAND’s administrators set up an
office of public relations. Among its first projects was a system of de-
posit libraries in the United States, Canada, and Western Europe es-
tablished to circulate the corporation’s unclassified documents. In
1955 RAND launched an ad campaign in Scientific American, For-
eign Affairs, university magazines, and trade journals. From February
1957 through January 1962 Scientific American ran full-page ads al-
most every month. Rather than beckoning recruits directly, the first
six ads displayed a close-up photograph of a department head un-
derscored by a solemn dictum about science. For example, the May
1957 issue featured a physicist wreathed with the words “on sci-
ence and impossibility.” The copy expressed RAND’s conceit of fa-
cilitating advanced work at the cosmic margins. It read, in part,
“We can easily imagine physical nonsense . . . Within the limits
defined by the impossibilities, there is plenty of room for man’s in-
ventiveness to operate. In fact, the game is even more challenging
that way.”22

Another ad was a close-up of Collbohm, his grizzled face up-
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turned into a beam of light, mouth pursed, eyes and brow indomita-
ble. Here was the resolute engineer-administrator prepared to super-
vise the exacting and interminable schedule of cold war R&D.
However understated, he flaunted the promise of creative work in
the atomic era. “Uniting the diverse skills of many specialists . . . is
probably the most successful means of discovering realistic, timely,
and original solutions to important problems.” The campaign then
tacked into a series of hand-drawn cameos. Beginning with a pen
and ink sketch of Ernst Mach, the next fifty-four ads paraded nota-
ble men in the history of mathematics, science, philosophy, and soci-
ology, coupled with the suggestion that RAND heralded the next
step in the cavalcade of great ideas. Clearly, the intent was to en-
twine the corporation with the benefactors of Western scientific civi-
lization.23

While RAND fashioned itself after a university rather than an in-
dustrial R&D laboratory, it also emanated a self-consciously avant-
garde sensibility at some distance from the sedate chimes of the
Scientific American campaign. Cool jazz could be heard outside some-
body’s office late at night. Beards sprouted here and there, and pipe-
tobacco was everywhere. More than one man was undergoing psy-
choanalysis, and at least one was an open homosexual. While one
group of young men performed experiments with digital computers,
another group tallied how many Soviet rubles would be available for
reconstruction after an atomic war. RAND’s whiz kids fiddled with
war games, radars, nuclear-powered jet engines, earth-circling satel-
lites, lunar probes. They were all young, the junior officers of World
War II. The culture was breezily informal. There was no dress code
and no established working hours. There were ping-pong tables,
Kriegspiel tourneys, and a putting green. Lunch was eaten outside
under patio umbrellas.24

A 1959 photo-essay in Life illustrates the sense that the young
men at RAND labored at the cusp of technological marvels. Called
“Valuable Batch of Brains,” it presented to America “the first look
ever taken at RAND scientists deep in thought about the nation’s se-
curity.” In all of the images, people are doing something iconically
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scientific: a young man in glasses, bowtie, and suspenders squints at
the wingspan of a model airplane; two men bicker near a diagram-
scored blackboard; a woman pores over Pravda; a man writes at his
desk; two men steady a model rocket; a man at the beach jiggles “a
lunar radio transmitter” stuck into the sand; two men clamber up the
pilings of an off-shore oil rig “to see if it could be used as launching
platform for missiles”; others shuffle markers in a war game; and
steepling his fingers at the tip of his nose, a tousled Kahn chews over
“a complicated problem involving defense against atomic attack.”
The last photo is a group portrait of the new generation of defense
intellectuals: a clutch of young men in suits sprawl on the floor of
someone’s private study. There are prominent visual cues that this is
the mise en scene for the modern intellectual: along with futuristic
chairs and a Japanese paper kite dangling from the ceiling, the image
highlights the conspicuous informality of lolling on the floor while
debating the life and death of the nation.25

While not all of the articles about RAND published in the 1950s
exploited popular ideas of scientists as zestfully as Life, nevertheless
with its futurism, its daily employment of still-impressive computers,
its experiments in simulation and gaming, and above all the curious
fact that it “manufactures nothing but ideas,” RAND was hailed in
virtually all public reports as a harbinger of the new world.26

Backlash

On August 14, 1958, Richard Russell, the chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, proposed a perverse amendment to a
supplemental appropriations bill. That morning he had heard on the
radio that somebody in the Department of Defense had contracted
to study the circumstances under which the United States govern-
ment might surrender to its enemies in the event of war. What had
actually been reported was the publication of a book written by
RAND analyst Paul Kecskemeti. He had examined the surrenders in
World War II of the French, Italians, Germans, and Japanese. No
part of it posed scenarios for a third world war.
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Senator Russell admitted he had not read the book, nor had he
pursued the matter with anyone at the Pentagon. Nevertheless, he
was eager to pass a law forbidding such work in the future. “In this
jittery age,” he thundered into the well of the Senate chamber, “in no
circumstances and in no conditions will . . . [Congress] appropriate
one dime of funds” to research that “contemplates the surrender of
this country to those who would destroy us!” He thereby touched off
a debate about a book nobody had seen. It deflected Congress into a
daylong skid, lasting most of the night and much of the following
day. Eisenhower shrank from the whole affair, scowling to reporters
that hypothetical surrender didn’t interest him and that he consid-
ered the matter “too ridiculous for any further comment.” Ridiculous
or not, both the House and the Senate passed the amendment.27

Egged on by a petulant military, public uneasiness about the
prominence of the civilian defense intellectuals quickened. Even Ei-
senhower objected to the extension of their authority into politi-
cal affairs. In his farewell address to the nation in 1961, he de-
nounced the rise of a “military-industrial complex,” coining a phrase
that quickly passed into common usage. His remarks about the shift-
ing footing between science and the republic are less well known.
While academic research was ever more dependent on federal grants,
he underlined the second effect, that matters essential to democratic
governance were increasingly delegated to technocrats. “We must . . .
be alert to the . . . danger that public policy could itself become the
captive of a scientific-technological elite.”28

Eisenhower had opened the question. During the next year the
Bureau of the Budget and Congress conducted several probes into
the pay scale and cost-fixing procedures of nonprofit advisory corpo-
rations such as RAND, the Stanford Research Institute, MITRE,
and other military-sponsored “think factories.” Both the House
Space Committee and the Military Operations Subcommittee of
the House Government Operations Committee held hearings on
the subject. Tidbits snatched from these hearings prompted a stream
of articles dissecting the phenomenon of “civilian defense intellec-
tuals.”29
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By 1963 respectful awe for the defense intellectuals associated
with the Kennedy administration had slackened. The former chair-
man of the Atomic Energy Commission, David Lilienthal, furiously
pointed out that the systems analysts elevated to senior political of-
fices lacked accountability to any political body. They were “virtually
immune” from the public oversight that safeguarded democracy. Not
only were the analysts shielded from scrutiny, their vaunted scientific
expertise was greatly exaggerated. Lilienthal objected that while sys-
tems analysis could resolve technical problems beautifully, it was
dreadfully “ill-adapted” to political and social affairs. McNamara’s
experts had strayed into fields outside of their specialities “with a
cocksure confidence that they can find answers—out of their scien-
tific or technical knowledge or intuition—to what cannot be finally
and firmly answered at all: the unimaginable complex and shift-
ing human problems involved in the threat of nuclear warfare.”
Kahn’s improbable scenarios were especially irresponsible: “How
such a technique stimulates the imagination usefully I have difficulty
in comprehending.” Social, political, and technological forecasting
was equally fatuous. “How much farther methodologists can wander
from the reality of human life than this concept of organized ‘expert
intuition’ I would not care to predict.”30

Lilienthal’s disdain for the speculative breadth of systems analysis
marked the faultlines between critics of RAND’s futurological mis-
sion and its supporters. The passage from the present to the infinite
possibilities of the future meant substituting speculative scenarios
for combat experience. For every analyst at RAND, the heart and
soul of future planning rested in the invention of ways to assign sub-
stantive content in the place of the uncertainties of future events.
Kahn wrote, “An . . . effort to supplement our . . . analysis with ersatz
experience . . . can be most rewarding. In some ways the unrealized
and unexperienced, but historically plausible, problems of World
Wars III and IV are more valuable than the experienced problems of
World Wars I and II.” For the corps of analysts at RAND, this was a
legitimate application of scientifically disciplined rationality to the
indeterminate frontiers of all possible futures.31
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Even Frank Collbohm, RAND’s stolid founder, entertained the
dream of all possible futures. In a 1957 address he defined “the real
problem” in the cold war as not so much a matter of working out how
“to prevent ourselves from being destroyed in some specific manner,
but from being destroyed in any way whatsoever. We must therefore
consider all the possible ways in which an intelligent and determined
enemy can attack us.”32

In 1961 RAND’s hometown paper, The Los Angeles Times, cooed
that the think tank “is the treasure of the new era, the abstract jewels
of men’s minds, the unleashed thoughts, the soaring, science-spurred
image upon which the future floats.” For the moment, at least, the
future was enfolded in the milky floss of Science, a science as blurred
and luminous as spindrift, as alluring and as weightless.33
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Chapter 3

THE REAL DR. STRANGELOVE

If I were President or Premier, I would appoint him civil-
ian overlord in time of war and ideal Santa Claus in time
of peace.

stanley burch, 1965

Herman Kahn always enjoyed himself. He loved nothing better than
settling in for a long desultory chat. His pleasure in swatting ideas
back and forth was infectious. He was a gadabout, wandering the
hallways at RAND, poking his nose in here and there, shambling
back into his office an hour later with an armful of papers, two
or three ideas for additional studies, and a new joke. “He had a tre-
mendous sense of fun,” said one of his collaborators, Max Singer.
“In some ways it was a continual frustration at Hudson, because he
wanted to talk about something and he would always get diverted
onto something else. Not only fun in the sense of ‘Ha ha’ but in the
sense of interesting, amusing.” His playfulness was enormously at-
tractive. People wanted to be around him, not only to share his plea-
sure in work but also because he was witty and fearless. Everyone had
a funny Herman Kahn story. “He was irrepressible,” observed an-
other friend from RAND, Henry Rowen. “It was just his nature. He
just couldn’t help it. It was just his bubbling up.”1

Kahn had been poor as a child, the middle son of immigrants,
enraptured with science and science fiction, ebullient and head-
strong. He was born in Bayonne, New Jersey, in 1922, the son of a
Polish tailor, Abraham Kahn, and his wife, Yetta Koslowsky. The



family moved to the Bronx soon after his birth. Although his father
had been an observant Jew, Kahn renounced religion while still a
boy. He remained agnostic throughout his life, while cultivating a
lifelong attachment to Jewish culture and the state of Israel. His
parents divorced when he was ten. His mother moved her sons,
Irving, Herman, and Morris, to Los Angeles. The family was hum-
ble; twice his mother applied for public assistance. During his school
years Kahn worked in his aunt’s grocery store, the Hollywood Penny
Market.

After graduating from Fairfax High School in 1940, Kahn en-
rolled at the University of Southern California, then transferred to
UCLA as a physics major. Besides running the cash register for his
aunt, he supported himself during college as a ship’s steward, a ma-
chinist in a camera shop, and a junior ordnance inspector for the War
Department. He and his best friend, Sam Cohen, pre-enlisted in the
Army Reserve Corps to snatch a bit more time for school. In May
1943 Kahn was called up to the induction center.2

Besides the physical examination, inductees were required to take
the army’s mental aptitude test. The sergeant cautioned the men not
to guess or speed through the test: “No one has ever finished.” Kahn
had prepared by poring through every IQ test he could find. He
ripped through the exam in half an hour, after which, according
to Cohen, “he collapses, buries his head in his arms, rests for a few
minutes, then he checks it. By now, Herman looked like he was get-
ting ready to go off to a hospital. He was in a state of total collapse
from this gargantuan effort.” Kahn staggered out of the examination
hall. Minutes later, he dashed back. “I made a stupid arithmetic mis-
take on question 132. I want to change it!” he demanded, furious
with himself. “How can I be so stupid?” he wailed as he bustled out
of the examination hall. To his complete satisfaction, he later learned
that he had achieved the highest score ever recorded in the history of
that test.3

Cohen and Kahn joined the Army Air Corps and were sent to
North Texas for basic training. The weather was unbearable. “God
only knows how many pounds Herman lost.” He contracted double
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pneumonia and was packed off to the base hospital. Kahn was a
smart-aleck, and taunted his doctor: “You don’t know who you are
talking to. You are talking to the smartest person in the Army. I got
the highest test score ever made!” His doctor threatened to discharge
him back into basic training, which Cohen feared might have killed
him. By this time, Cohen had a job as an instructor at the base’s navi-
gation school. “I went to see the major in charge of this educational
detachment. I hold him about Herman and said, ‘You need him.’”
The major jerked Kahn out of the hospital and appointed him a
math teacher.4

Kahn and Cohen enrolled in the army’s advanced technical train-
ing program. Cohen, who had also majored in physics, was dis-
patched to MIT. Since Kahn hadn’t graduated, he was sent to the
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College and West Virginia
University to study military science. He was then assigned to the
Signal Corps. While he awaited orders, his friend was transferred to
the Manhattan Project at Los Alamos. As soon as Cohen arrived, he
pleaded with his boss, the physicist Victor Weisskopf, to bring Kahn
to Los Alamos. “‘Vicky,’ I said, ‘I’ve got a friend who is literally the
brightest person in the army. We need him here.’” Weisskopf duly
submitted his bid for Kahn to join the scientists in Los Alamos. The
request came through for him, but by then Kahn was already in the
process of shipping out to Burma. Since the authorities wouldn’t re-
veal any details about this alternative mission, he turned it down.
Kahn worked as a repeaterman in the Pacific theater, monitoring a
Burma-to-Chunking telephone line. In 1945 his brother Irving, an
army air force pilot, was killed in combat. Kahn was discharged im-
mediately as a technician, third grade, so that he could help support
his mother and younger brother, Morris.5

As soon as he was demobilized, Kahn re-enrolled at UCLA and
finished his B.A. He then entered the graduate program at the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology. His mother died unexpectedly. He
now had to provide for himself and Morris, while still pursuing grad-
uate study. He passed his real estate licensing exam but soon lost in-
terest. In June 1947 he was awarded a masters degree, and the follow-
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ing October Douglas Aircraft hired him for a RAND project. In late
December 1947 he became a RAND physicist on the regular payroll.
Kahn worked there from 1947 until July 1961.

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, Kahn was subject to
a background check before being allowed to work on atomic projects.
His FBI records indicate that, like so many others, he had a family
member or friend involved in allegedly leftist activities. This investi-
gation—the first of several—focused on a friend who had attended
a July 4th party in 1945 hosted by the Los Angeles County Commu-
nist Political Association. But Kahn himself was in no danger of be-
ing tagged for radical political activity. His political orientation in
these years was liberal and anticommunist. After demobilization,
he joined the liberal American Veterans Committee, Americans for
Democratic Action, and the American Civil Liberties Union. In
late October 1948 the AEC granted him a Q classification, which
cleared him for weapons work.6

From 1946 to 1951 RAND physicists contributed to an air force
project intended to create an aviation function for atomic power.
Kahn was hired to help design an atomic propulsion system for an
airplane. His experiments with reactor-shielding for the plane led to
a job offer from the technical director of the NEPA program at Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, in early 1950. NEPA (Nuclear Energy for the
Propulsion of Aircraft) was a project created by the army air force in
May 1946 as part of its stake in the interservice competition for
atomic weapons development. Kahn wisely declined the job. NEPA
was a disaster. The design teams could not devise lightweight shield-
ing that would protect the crew from radiation, or scrub the exhaust
well enough to avoid irradiating the territories over which the plane
flew. The air force reluctantly abandoned the program.7

In 1952 Edward Lawrence established the Livermore Laboratory
as an affiliate of the University of California. It was meant to be a
home for hydrogen bomb research. Members of the RAND physics
department—Ernie Plesset, David Griggs, Albert Latter, Richard
Latter, and Kahn—shuttled to Berkeley every week to participate.
They also contributed to Los Alamos weapons work. Kahn assisted
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the physicists Edward Teller and Hans Bethe. After Bethe generated
various hypotheses, Kahn would check his guesses with formal calcu-
lations. They were invariably correct. Kahn told Singer, “It was . . .
disappointing because nobody was interested. If it turned out they
were wrong, then he would get to give a briefing and that would have
been important.”8

“Kahn set an extraordinarily high bar for himself,” added Anthony
Wiener. After working side by side with Edward Teller and Bethe,
“he realized, ‘I’m not going to win a Nobel prize.’” Not only did
Teller know the details of every experiment that tested a hypothesis,
“‘which I didn’t know,’ he used to say,” but he could also reel off de-
tails of additional experiments that would confirm his hypothesis. “I
didn’t know enough to design the new wave of experiments,” Kahn
told Wiener, “and Eddie did.” Because he had to travel to Oak Ridge
and Washington, DC, for NEPA, Kahn was granted a leave of ab-
sence from Cal Tech from October 1951 to March 1952. He had be-
gun a handful of doctoral projects but dropped each as his interest
drifted and wheeled about. Cohen supposed the reason why Kahn
never completed his degree was that “he was incapable of writing.
There was nobody around willing to help him.”9

In 1952 Kahn submitted his Monte Carlo studies to Cal Tech as a
physics dissertation. But it was rejected on the grounds that academic
research must not be commercially sponsored. He pitched his Monte
Carlo work to other California universities in hopes of landing a
Ph.D. To his dismay, they all insisted that he enroll fulltime for at
least a year before they would award him a doctorate. He decided to
forgo the degree and remain at RAND.10

Sometime in 1950 Kahn began to date a woman who had assisted
him briefly, Rosalie Jane Heilner. Jane was a sassy New Yorker with a
B.A. in physics who had worked at Cal Tech and RAND as a “com-
puter.” This was a job usually performed by women, who manually
entered formulas and performed computations for researchers on
desk-top calculators. “I worked for Herman for three days,” she re-
called. “He showed me how to compute three equations simulta-
neously. I didn’t understand a word of what he was saying, and asked
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to be transferred to a different boss. He was the most creative, bril-
liant and amusing man I ever met.”11

In July 1950 Miss Heilner learned that the Army-Navy-Air
Force Personnel Security Board had denied her clearance for H-
bomb computations. They accused her of being a political radical, or
at least having contact with known Communists. She demanded a
review of her case. Kahn gallantly stepped in as a character witness at
her hearing on January 22, 1951. He testified, in part, that “I am a
member of my own Democratic [Party] Club and I am sort of sensi-
tive of how people feel about things. I feel I can recognize a fellow
traveler and . . . people who are sympathetic to the aims of the Com-
munist Party. I would unhesitatingly state [she] is not one of these.”
Heilner was soon after cleared for atomic work.12

In addition to courting Heilner, from 1950 to 1953 Kahn spent
most of his free time with Andrew Marshall. Marshall had originally
joined the social science unit in RAND’s Washington office in 1949.
By the summer of 1950 he had been persuaded to move to Santa
Monica and join the economics department. Bachelors both, Kahn
and Marshall soon began to spend evenings and weekends together.
Marshall described his friend as a polymath, omnivorously curiously
about everything. “We used to talk a lot about economics. He was
also very interested in anthropology, in sociology . . . He was a person
very interested in . . . how the world really functions.” They spent
hours weighing the strengths and weaknesses of systems analysis.
“Initially he didn’t really know that much about it. He was off on
these bomb design problems.”13

Since Marshall had a Q clearance himself, he could wander past
the glass partition and into the physics suite to visit Kahn. “With the
exception of Herman . . . [the physicists] weren’t very interested
in what was going on,” he recalled. “It was seen as a great sin that
Herman was being tempted into this . . . obviously much less rigor-
ous and precise kind of work.” In 1952 Kahn and Marshall co-
authored the first major systems analysis that incorporated Monte
Carlo methods. In it, they examined various combinations of aircraft
that could be used in bombing raids against Soviet defenses.14
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On March 21, 1953, Kahn and Jane were married. Less than
three months later, on June 16, 1953, his Oak Ridge and New York
clearances were withdrawn, and on July 27 his Q clearance was ter-
minated. The FBI alleged that his wife’s sister and husband were
“known Communists.” That very day, July 27, FBI Director Herbert
Hoover ordered a reinvestigation of Kahn’s political views and associ-
ates. An inquiry revealed that several years earlier an informant for
the Los Angeles bureau had reported that Kahn’s name and address
had appeared in membership files of the Committee for the Protec-
tion of the Foreign Born, allegedly a front organization for the Com-
munist Party. Kahn’s brother-in-law was a member of its executive
board. While Kahn was tagged as a person to watch, it soon became
clear that he had no contact with this man. Moreover, his colleagues
testified to FBI agents that they had heard him often remark that “a
Communist has no place on government security projects.” In March
1954 he was cleared once again for access to top-secret documents.
His Q rating for atomic research remained suspended while the FBI
pressed on with its investigation.15

Kahn’s case was reviewed at a Personnel Security Board hearing
some months later, on July 25, 1954. Before rendering their final de-
cision, the board authorized a further investigation “as to the true
reason” why he withdrew from Cal Tech. They suspected his mental
health: “The demonstrated instability of Herman Kahn was his ad-
mitted inability to complete his work for the Ph.D. in question.”
Surely this is every dilatory graduate student’s worst nightmare—
the FBI ordering its agents to interview one’s former professors. But
all of them at Cal Tech declared Kahn blameless. One professor
characterized him as “an average theoretical physicist, but above av-
erage in enthusiasm.” Another observed that he had been “unortho-
dox in his approach to his academic work, that he did not like routine
. . . [but was] a bright student.” No one considered his departure
from academic studies objectionable in any way. The board recom-
mended that his Q clearance be reactivated, which it was on June 1,
1955.16

While Kahn had followed the evolution of atomic, then nuclear,
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strategy since he first joined RAND, the suspension of his Q clear-
ance steered him more directly to problems in war-fighting and sys-
tems analysis. After years of picking through systems analyses pro-
duced by his colleagues, he collaborated with Marshall on several
papers. He also became an adviser to the strategist Albert Wohl-
stetter on nuclear weapons effects on hardened structures. Wohlstet-
ter was already well into his famous analysis of the vulnerability of
America’s forward staging bases in Europe.17

In February 1955 RAND researchers presented the first course on
systems analysis to the air force. By then Kahn had lots of ideas.
When the course was offered a second time, he was invited to discuss
the hidden pitfalls of modeling. His briefings, enlivened with jokes,
asides, and stories, were very popular. Marshall credited them with
the beginning of his friend’s reputation in the air force. “Most people
give fairly dull lectures. He became a more widely-known person
with a different range of people. Herman was always seen as a phe-
nomenally brilliant person.”18

Kahn’s success in the systems analysis course, combined with his
long suspension from bomb design, completed his transformation
from weapons scientist to systems analyst and nuclear strategist. As a
young man, he had dreamed of being a theoretical physicist. But hav-
ing recognized the unquestionably superior scientific gifts of the men
he assisted, Bethe and Teller, he was already on the lookout for an-
other arena for his talents. He must have been overjoyed by the suc-
cess of his briefing. “In my view,” Marshall reflected, “it was kind of
the undoing of Herman. ‘Undoing’ is the wrong word maybe, but I
mean it sent him off in a totally new direction to become almost a
kind of public lecturer on a whole bunch of topics.”19

Kahn’s friend Albert Latter thought his metamorphosis was
remarkable. They had met while Kahn was taking doctoral-level
courses at Cal Tech and negotiating with the department about his
dissertation topic. “But as far as I could see his interest was never
substantial enough for him to do those things . . . It’s pretty clear in
hindsight that he had some kind of communion going on with him-
self, because all of a sudden he emerged as the Herman Kahn that
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everyone remembers.” His physics colleagues were flabbergasted. “I
don’t think that [they] ever did relate . . . to the new Herman.”20

While the new Herman initiated most of his own studies, he
occasionally joined Wohlstetter’s coterie. Wohlstetter’s wife, Roberta,
who also worked at RAND as a historian, smiled as she recalled Al-
bert saying, “It was great. It was kind of like being joined by a frag-
mentation bomb.” Kahn rapidly absorbed Wohlstetter’s arguments
and moved to establish his own authority in the field.21

Gustave Shubert was there when Wohlstetter, Kahn’s sometime
mentor, blasted him for writing On Thermonuclear War. Shubert had
been visiting Wohlstetter in his all-white office, “White rug, white
furniture, pristine!” Wohlstetter was lounging with his foot perched
on an open desk drawer. Kahn peeked in and asked if he had read his
manuscript. “Yes,” replied Albert, flicking it at him. “There is only
one thing to do with this book. Burn it!” To Wohlstetter’s horror,
Kahn had poached nearly every one of his major ideas. He was a
highly polished man. To read arguments very nearly his own ren-
dered in hopelessly bungled language appalled him. Even so, when
colleagues later spurned Kahn, Wohlstetter stood by his friend, loy-
ally indignant when necessary and steadfast during the infancy of the
Hudson Institute.22

Megalomania, Zoom!

Kahn didn’t experiment in a laboratory, but by frolicking and spar-
ring with his colleagues and audiences. He assembled (and compul-
sively revised) a fat deck of briefing tables. He’d clamber onto the
speaker’s podium with his charts under his arms, dump them onto
easels flanking his lectern, and blast off. In Hudson’s first years, he
frequently introduced its mission this way: “Basically we want to be
the think tank for the Secretary of Defense. We want to be a pol-
icy planning group for the Secretary of Defense.” Anthony Wiener
smiled, recalling the subject, “He loved to say this to an audience,
‘That’s our agenda for next year. But we need a very intelligent Secre-
tary of Defense in order to be useful to him. The following year, we’ll
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do the same thing for the President. The year after that, for the Sec-
retary General. In the fourth year, God.’” This would always elicit
roars of laughter. Kahn invariably added, “At the Hudson Institute,
we’re proud to say that we stand halfway between chutzpah and meg-
alomania.” By 1968 he had boiled this down to a concise schtick. He
told a visitor, “We take God’s view. The President’s view. Big. Ae-
rial. Global. Galactic. Ethereal. Spatial. Overall. Megalomania is the
standard occupational hazard.” The joke against himself was irresist-
ible. “Herman Kahn,” marveled the reporter, “beaming and at his
happiest, began twirling a finger off his desk and into the air toward
the ceiling . . . Herman rose out of his chair and suddenly boomed
out: ‘Megalomania, zoom!’”23

“Herman came home, ate his dinner, swam in his pool, and
worked. He was too tired to talk about his work,” his wife recalled.
He was often away traveling, but when he was home, he was great
company. “He was very witty, very funny and curious about every-
thing. He was a great conversationalist, fascinated with everything.”
While an indefatigable talker, his interests always oriented outward.
He wasn’t in the least introspective. “He didn’t talk about himself. He
didn’t volunteer information unless it was related to the issue at hand.
He certainly didn’t theorize about why he was the way he was, or why
he couldn’t lose weight. He didn’t talk about his inner process, what
moved him this way and that.”24

Kahn especially liked eccentric people. He deliberately recruited
iconoclasts for the Hudson Institute. He explained, “They’re very
good, but . . . impossible. They are a little bit simplistic, they touch
on the hysteric, they come close to demagoguery . . . but they are
also extremely interesting.” “Herman was never narrow,” reflected
Wiener, one of Kahn’s collaborators. “He surrounded himself with
people . . . whose skills complemented his in various ways.”25

Kahn loved to buttonhole people who disagreed with him. For ex-
ample, he energetically pursued contacts with the full spectrum of
the peace movement, from the anticommunist Robert Pickus, to
members of SANE, to religiously oriented pacifists such as Quakers
and A. J. Muste, to the academic disarmers of the Committees of
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Correspondence in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to the direct-action
pacifists of the Committee on Non-Violent Action. Both the strate-
gists and the peaceniks looked forward to these public wrestling
matches. Kahn adored these encounters, and some in the peace
movement were equally delighted to get on so cordially with a man
whose ideas they condemned. The chair of the American Friends’
New England Regional Peace Committee in these years suggested
that some members of the peace movement were willing to have in-
teractions with Kahn because they wanted to say, “‘We have been
able to remain in contact with someone with whom we thoroughly
disagree.’ For a moral sense.”26

This was certainly the case with the most radical faction of the
peace movement whom Kahn met, the pacifists of the Committee
on Non-Violent Action. The CNVA not only forswore the draft,
refused to sign loyalty oaths, and withheld some or all of their fed-
eral taxes, but they also advocated direct action against the instru-
ments of war. They stole into missile bases and onto Polaris sub-
marines, and by the early 1960s battered instrument panels with
hammers.

While he was still at RAND, Kahn was contacted by Sam Gottlieb,
a filmmaker who was shooting a documentary on the CNVA’s San
Francisco to Moscow Walk for Peace. Along the way the marchers
planned to hold meetings in schools, churches, and public halls, dis-
tribute leaflets, and engage fellow citizens on the problems of the
cold war at all levels of society, including statesmen. Kahn was the
only strategist who agreed to meet with them. When the band ar-
rived in Santa Monica in late December 1960, he met them at the
entrance of RAND, “plump, bespectacled, a youthful forty,” wrote
Bradford Lyttle in his memoir. After introducing himself, Kahn
asked if they were the same protesters who had trespassed onto an
Atlas missile base the year before. On learning they were, he snick-
ered, “You should have heard what General Powers [the commander
of SAC] had to say about you in a briefing session I gave him!”27

While they chatted, the afternoon grew dark. Kahn suggested they
move to the Del Mar Hotel and Beach Club, of which he was a
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member. He telephoned the manager for permission to film in the
cabana on the beach. Gottlieb’s crew lugged their equipment into the
outbuilding. Some teenage girls were curious and excited to see the
film crew. “Are you making a movie? Can we be in it?” Lyttle gravely
explained the purpose of the walk to Moscow and gave them some
flyers.

While he and Kahn waited for the cameraman to set up his gear,
they discussed the chances that the marchers would be allowed into
the Eastern Bloc nations. Kahn was skeptical. Lyttle retorted that
he would have been just as doubtful of his group’s ability to climb
aboard Polaris submarines, which they had done six months before.
Kahn pondered this for a moment, then nodded, “I see what you
mean. You don’t bother to calculate chances. You just do your best,
what you think is right.” Decades later, Lyttle reflected, “I thought
that was a rather sympathetic insight. That was exactly what we were
doing.”28

Suddenly two young men burst in on them, clutching the leaflets
and screeching: “Where are these characters? Going to Russia?
Boy, they’ll sure love you there!” Lyttle murmured that he doubted
whether the Communists would be pleased by their call to the
masses to practice non-cooperation with military and totalitarian in-
stitutions. “You’re a nut all right. I know all about you young Com-
munists and fellow travelers!” one fellow shot back. They stormed
out of the room. Lyttle and Kahn resumed their conversation while
Gottlieb made his final preparations. Suddenly they were interrupted
by a posse of men and the hotel manager: “I won’t have it! Not here!
No! That’s all. I won’t have it.” He evicted them. When Kahn tried
to placate him, he howled, “I’ll call the police!” “But I’m a member
here. I phoned and made arrangements to have this film made here!”
“You said this was a film sponsored by RAND.” Kahn turned to
Lyttle, “I knew you shouldn’t have given those girls the leaflets.”
Gottlieb packed up his equipment. Kahn remained behind to pacify
the manager and insist that his membership not be revoked. He also
wanted to go for a swim in the pool to calm down. The next morn-
ing, he met Lyttle for the interview at the home of a friend of the
marchers.29
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The CNVA was probably the most radical faction of the peace
movement that approached Kahn. Robert Pickus, a staff member
for the American Friends Service Committee on the West Coast and
founder of the anticommunist Acts for Peace, marked out the con-
servative position among the disarmers. Pickus was to the right of
the American Friends; Kahn was clearly in sympathy with him. He
wrote to Pickus, “I am so impressed by your Uniting for Peace Move-
ment that I am half-thinking of having the Hudson Institute apply
for association.” (He described the Hudson Institute as being “a self-
announced peace group.”)30

Kahn also conducted a friendly exchange with the young editor of
the Committees of Correspondence Newsletter. Roger Hagan had
repeatedly invited him to contribute something to his newsletter.
“We need to be reminded that to many of the people you talk to
you are as far out as we are, and in the same direction.” In reply,
Kahn described a meeting of the pro-disarmament Scientists on Sur-
vival group. They had focused on the uncertain data of nuclear weap-
ons effects. “I have the distinct impression that the sins that the
peace groups accuse the government of, such as dealing in myths and
clichés and not coping with reality are as much their sins as the gov-
ernment’s . . . I would be willing . . . to stack up the ‘reality testing’ of
the Executive Office and much of the Pentagon with most of what I
heard at Scientists on Survival.” He proposed an article comparing
the realism of the peace movement with the Pentagon. Kahn closed
with a comment about his enclosure, a copy of his correspondence
with the editor of Scientific American, who refused to allow him to re-
but the magazine’s hostile review of OTW by James Newman. “I pro-
duce [these] as another example of a standard of behavior which
would be intolerable from the right but is considered mildly aberrant
[for] . . . peace people.”31

A few days later, Kahn scribbled a second letter. “I have been
thinking about what I wrote . . . and have decided that I am mostly
off-base. Someone like myself who is in some sense a member of the
‘Establishment’ has to have one style of working, speaking, and talk-
ing, while a protest group obviously needs a . . . different style, if for
no other reason than to get attention. While I believe my comments
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. . . [are] correct, I think that their force should be greatly dimin-
ished.” It was not clear exactly what he had meant to retract, but the
fact that he was moved to soften his comments suggests that he cared
very much not to alienate Hagan.32

Kahn’s cordiality with the peace movement did not go unnoticed.
In August 1962 he agreed to be interviewed by two FBI agents about
his contacts with CNVA and his general relationship with the peace
movement. The encounter seems to have been hostile. The agent in
charge wrote that his subject “manifested nervousness by stuttering
badly which was immediately followed by extremely rapid speech.
The writer was forced to ask [him] to repeat his statements.” Kahn
explained that he wished to form a clear idea of the peace position on
various topics. “Organizations such as the CNVA supply a valuable
tenseness in our society and they are well meaning individuals.
However, he could not condone [their] emotional and irresponsible
acts.” As director of the Hudson Institute, he defended his regular
conversations with disarmers. “It is useful to have people in the peace
groups freely express their ideas and objectives to this organization.”
In fact, he vowed to continue to meet with leftists, as well as liberals
and conservatives, in the future. “Such a procedure is necessary in or-
der to obtain the entire spectrum of thinking of all various and op-
posed groups.”33

This was no lie. Throughout his life, Kahn befriended people far
from him in taste, opinion, and preoccupations. He was fascinated
with the counterculture. His sister-in-law’s sons were hippies. They
had dropped out of college and lived with the Kahn family for close
to a year. He occasionally sought out their company, the opinions of
their friends, and other ideologically invested young people. Anthony
Wiener remembered a trip to the Esalen Institute for a Hudson
study on the youth culture. “Herman got along wonderfully with all
these people. I found Abby Hoffman for him, Paul Krasner. I iden-
tified all of these people. They all wanted to meet Herman. They had
a wonderful time. We walked around . . . chatting about dropping
acid.”34

Kahn’s engrossment in the counterculture was not wholly theoreti-
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cal. He confided to a reporter in 1968, “I like the hippies. I’ve been to
Esalen. I’ve had LSD a couple of times. In some ways I’d like to join
them.” In 1962 he had volunteered to participate in a study of the ef-
fect of LSD on creative people, directed by Sidney Cohen and Wil-
liam McGlothlin at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Los
Angeles. In a letter to McGlothlin after the experiment, he wrote ex-
uberantly, “I should probably mention that I really enjoyed the expe-
rience and I would be delighted to do it again if you thought it desir-
able. While I’m not a convert to the LSD movement, I am a convert
to LSD, and I would be shocked if I didn’t convert to the movement
also when I know more about it.”35

Kahn had a tendency to blurt things outs. His friends repeatedly
drew attention to his self-confidence and audacity. Wiener com-
mented, “He said it himself, ‘It’s not that I’m smarter than other peo-
ple, it’s just that I keep on thinking where other people stop.’” So in-
tent was he on tracking a thought that he exhibited a kind of obtuse
effrontery. “Often he would say things very crudely, not in the way
that he meant. We had innumerable conversations where I would say,
‘Don’t you really mean . . . ?’ and he would say, ‘Yeah that’s right.’ So
afterward, he would say, ‘Well, I don’t hear the difference. I guess I’m
just tone-deaf.’”36

Often if he sensed discomfort in his audience, he would go to great
lengths to explain himself, but he characteristically resisted attempts
to refine his presentation. Jane Kahn recalled that when he had origi-
nally created the table correlating the number of millions dead in a
nuclear war with the kinds of prewar preparations made, he called it
“possible distinguishable post-war states.” After some thought he
changed it to “tragic but distinguishable post-war states” in order to
mollify those who believed that he should pledge his good will. But
the table “had nothing to do with feelings,” she fumed affectionately,
“it was making an analytical distinction!” In order to do this kind of
work, “you either have to have an iron will or be very detached.
Herman didn’t have an iron will. In fact quite the opposite. He tried
to diet for 25 years. But he was very detached.”37

Kahn had no qualms about moving between reality and unreality,
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fact and fiction, while developing an argument. Early in life he dis-
covered science fiction, and he remained an avid reader throughout
adulthood. While it nurtured in him a rich appreciation for plausible
possibilities, Wiener observed that Kahn was quite clear about the
purposes to which he put his own scenarios. “Herman would say,
‘Don’t imagine that it’s an arbitrary choice as though you were writ-
ing science fiction, where every interesting idea is worth exploring.’
He would have insisted on that. The scenario must focus attention
on a possibility that would be important if it occurred.” The heuristic
or explanatory value of a scenario mattered more to him than its
accuracy.38

Many of his friends tell the story of how once, in the course of an
anecdote about an incident in World War II, Kahn was cut short by a
general: “Excuse me, Mister Kahn, but that’s not how it happened.”
He replied, “How do you know?” The general retorted, “I was there.”
Kahn paused, then commented, “That bothers me, but not a lot. It
doesn’t matter how it happened for my purposes. If you will agree
with me that it could have happened that way, then please understand
the point I’m trying to make. And that’s enough.” This was a regular
occurrence. Often somebody in a briefing audience would call atten-
tion to an error. “And if you pressed him on this, and challenged
him,” Wiener noted, “he would say, ‘OK, but it doesn’t matter.’ He
was constantly using fiction to make his point. And constantly ex-
plaining that that was okay, that this was all heuristic.”39

Kahn was a fierce debater. Panero remembered, “He would say ten
things very fast. Some of them were very strong, no way to attack
them. Three were a perception, and two could be flawed in some way,
or contingent.” In conversation, during the briefings, and even in his
printed works, Kahn gave the suggestion of spinning out multidirec-
tional stories that could go on infinitely; each fork in the narrative
could render an infinite number of infinite branches. Panero said,
“He would think faster and about more subjects when he was trying
to talk about one.” As Wiener observed, “There was an element in
Herman as though he were living out a fantasy of never running out.
There was always going to be more: more and more ideas; more and
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more distinctions to be made. It was important to him psychologi-
cally that he keep talking.”40

Yet Kahn was not a monologist. On the contrary, he generated
many of his arguments by engaging with collaborators, and he lis-
tened carefully to them. Their contributions stimulated one further
remark, one further contradiction, one further variation. While tem-
peramentally good-natured, on occasion, he would become irritated.
He would lean forward and sputter, “I can make your argument
better than you can, and then I can show you why it’s wrong!” “That
was one of his favorite things to say to people when he felt like put-
ting them down,” Wiener said. “Then he would demonstrate it, if
you would ask him to.”41

He would rapidly assert a number of independently valid state-
ments, all of which were not quite to the point. “While you’re still
worrying about the first one, he’s gone on to 2, 3, 4, and 5. After-
wards you can reconstruct the whole thing and you can come back to
him and say, ‘Look, Herman, every one of the points you made was
true but irrelevant.’” His rejoinder would be to generate another
group of statements radiating even finer distinctions, or remoter con-
nections to the original question. “It became an endless process.”
Wiener reflected that what was “characteristic of Herman in these
arguments was the speed with which he would come up with all of
these things to say.” Recalling these sessions, Panero added, “You re-
ally could not move Herman to integrate while he was talking. You
just had to annotate them in your head and then try to separate what
was right from what was wrong, and what you believe. If you started
arguing with him, he’d develop the subject at a higher rate of speed
than you could. And better. So you would end up losing, even having
started from a valid point.”42

While Kahn might evade rebuttal by changing the subject, switch-
ing arguments, or overstating his facts, his zest for dialogue was so
appealing, his gaiety so disarming, that most of his assistants were re-
cruited to work on projects in these very same encounters. Sidney
Winter, Jr., remembered Kahn bursting into his office blazing with
some idea. “Well, I have been thinking about such and such, and I’d
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concluded so and so. What do you think of that?” Winter would pop
back, “I think it’s flat wrong.” “Well we did this calculation, we did
that calculation, and it came out this way. So why is it wrong?” The
numbers were off. “And pretty soon, you’d be in a position where you
had agreed to do some calculations yourself in order to fend him off
the next time he came around.”43

Kahn always enlisted collaborators for his projects. Panero called
him “an idea sponge,” luring antagonists into debate about prob-
lems that interested him but of which he was unsure. “He would go
around until he found a young guy in his twenties who was brilliant,
had very good grades and was quick. And in a sense, he’d seduce this
young man, pull him in, and argue . . . with him.” In their first en-
counter, the young opponent would air all of his ideas. Afterward,
Kahn would scour the research literature to find data and arguments
to support his and his sparring partner’s positions. Having had his
say the first time around, the young man would be vanquished when
Kahn ambushed him. “In my time with Herman, I watched him
burn out a series of young men who thought they were brilliant when
they arrived and left with their tails between their legs. I mean just
absolutely destroyed.”44

Even in his earliest years at RAND, Kahn made use of collabora-
tors such as the physicists G. Goertzel and I. R. Latter, as well as An-
drew Marshall. He hired his first collaborator, the mathematician
Irwin Mann, in 1954 to help him pull his Monte Carlo studies into a
book. With adjoining offices, Kahn relied on Mann (or one of the
secretaries) to transcribe dictaphone tapes. He avoided writing as
much as possible, preferring to speak into a tape recorder. Later on,
he would have one of his collaborators record his briefings and use
these transcripts as the basis of texts, which they revised. Mann ed-
ited, amended, and liberally rewrote Kahn’s words, but Kahn gener-
ated almost all of the ideas for the projects on which they worked,
though he “never pulled rank,” Mann commented. “It was not an
equal partnership in those things we co-authored. It is true in some
sense that Herman could have done [it] by himself and I couldn’t.”45

Distracted, disorganized, and mercurial, Kahn would abandon a
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study and begin something new well before Mann thought the first
had been properly completed. From 1948 to 1956, Kahn plugged
away on a handbook, Applications of Monte Carlo, but eventually dis-
carded it. Mann sighed, “We broke on the issue of how finished
something had to be. Nothing was ever finished. It was terribly
sloppy. It was an enormous myth that anything was studied. Nothing
was studied. Not really. He didn’t study anything. He was enor-
mously smart. Dangerous on facts when cornered.” By 1958 Kahn
moved on to civil defense and left Mann behind.46

Kahn’s next collaborator was Robert Panero. As an engineering
consultant to RAND, Panero had given a paper on underground in-
stallations at the First Protective Construction Symposium. Kahn
was interested in every aspect of the problem, from siting industrial
plants underground to various ways of hardening communication fa-
cilities. Panero spent a good deal of time with him from 1957 to
1959. He proposed siting components of the North American Air
Defense Command (NORAD) in a series of unconnected strata un-
derneath Cheyenne Mountain. Kahn and Panero briefed General
LeMay (who at this time headed Strategic Air Command) on the
benefits of relocating NORAD deep underground. Panero also de-
voted much of 1957 to a feasibility study of evacuating the popula-
tion of Manhattan to a mass shelter installed 2,000 feet underground
in the island’s impermeable rock.47

Max Singer came next. He was a young lawyer who had worked in
the General Counsel’s office of the Atomic Energy Commission for
two and a half years before quitting to work on the Kennedy cam-
paign. He met Kahn during a summer study in Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts. Kahn invited Singer to work for him on a project called
“The Next President’s Study,” which was intended to be a set of na-
tional security briefings that would be delivered to whoever won the
election in November 1960. Singer’s first assignment was to read the
galleys of OTW to familiarize himself with Kahn’s ideas. Within six
months, he and Kahn were laying plans to create the Hudson Insti-
tute.

A few months after Singer moved to Santa Monica, Kahn ac-
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quired Anthony Wiener as another collaborator. A classmate of
Singer’s from Harvard Law School, Wiener was an instructor in the
political science department at MIT, as well as a research associate at
the Center for International Studies. On one of his jaunts through
Cambridge in 1960, Kahn telephoned Wiener. “I still remember how
he sounded because I never heard anyone speak this way, he spoke so
rapidly, he slurred his speech. It was hard to follow.” “This is Herman
Kahn. Max Singer told me that you would be a good person to meet.
I’m coming to Cambridge, can you spend two days with me?”48

Curious about Singer’s new boss, Wiener met him for breakfast:
“And there’s this great big 300-odd pound guy sitting across this
small table in the hotel . . . chortling and joking . . . He’s kid-
ding around about everything. It was part of the very informal, re-
laxed, give-and-take style that he cultivated.” Kahn had scheduled
two public gatherings, a lecture, and a debate, as well as meetings
with faculty groups at Harvard and MIT. Wiener accompanied him
throughout his trip. “What impressed me was that he had a different
interesting story on a different topic for each one of these groups.
Most people have only one story.” Some months later, Singer tele-
phoned his friend and asked if he would consider coming out to
RAND to work with him and Kahn. Wiener wanted to stay on the
East Coast. A few months later, Singer called again. He and Kahn
were going to found their own institute on the East Coast, and
they were inviting him to join them. Wiener took a leave of absence
from MIT, and in July 1961 the three men opened the Hudson Insti-
tute.49

These young men were vitally important to Kahn. While he gen-
erated ideas in dialogue, he desperately needed their skills to translate
crude outlines or the raw transcripts of his briefings into articles, re-
ports, and books. His first book from Hudson, Thinking about the
Unthinkable, was written in collaboration with Singer, Wiener, and
John Caplan, a law professor at Stanford. “He talked it out into a re-
corder. He listed the main points into dictaphone or tape recorder;
someone transcribed his partly garbled speech; the team received a
transcription; we’d take it, elaborate it, amplify.” His collaborators
produced drafts and handed them back to him. “And he would say,
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‘Well I don’t agree with that’ or ‘Yeah, that’s good, that makes me
think of something else’ . . . He would just pass it back and forth
. . . Often there would be four or five people doing this and then
it would just grow.” Kahn compulsively inserted qualifiers such as
“more or less” or “mostly.” “Herman reflected the real ambiguity of
the things he talked about. He did equivocate a lot as a result.”50

Kahn displayed and elaborated hundreds of charts during his
briefings. “Standing there expanding out to the huge waistline of his
belt. With these charts up. He had these two screens . . . and a
pointer . . . And you go very fast.” He spoke in a blur, “extremely im-
perfect English, flow-of-consciousness type stuff,” added Winter. He
delivered each briefing between thirty and fifty times. The briefing
would evolve from a mélange of inchoate and old well-formed argu-
ments to new, fully elaborated material. His audiences offered rebut-
tals and corrections, to which he would develop counter-arguments.
“So if he got in trouble, that was a great stimulus to new ideas. They
would all get incorporated.”51

Kahn deliberately elicited strong responses from his audience. “You’ve
got to startle them so they would pay attention,” he would instruct
Wiener. “Here you threw away this point. You threw it away by mak-
ing it sound too reasonable.” Marshall reflected that “being a kind of
performer tended to push him in the direction of developing striking
formulations of things to get ideas across in this lecture platform. It
also tended to push him in the direction of trying to find a humorous
and catchy formulation.”52

Kennedy’s assistant secretary of defense for civil defense, Steuart
Pittman, was fond of Kahn, but understood why so many people
were offended by him. “He was trying to communicate complex
ideas. You sacrifice elegance for being . . . understood when you’re
doing that.” The topic itself repelled people. “[You] walk right into
the Dr. Strangelove reaction and there’s no way to deal with it with-
out being exposed to [outrage].” Pittman thought Kahn’s delivery
was a more formidable problem. “The trouble with Herman . . . was
that his mind worked so fast, he leapt from crag to crag, to keep
up with him was difficult. A lot of people who didn’t keep up with
him would say the guy is throwing things around irresponsibly. He’s
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throwing ideas around that are unconnected, leaping from one thing
to another.” Bewildered by his rattling effusion, skeptics and the fear-
ful were not disarmed by his affability.53

“When he would go giving the basic thermonuclear war thesis,”
Cohen remarked, “people would scream at him, ‘You monster you!
What right do you have to talk this way? You should be locked up!’”
There was one rabbi who bawled, “How can a Jew behave the way
you’re behaving?” Kahn relished the incident. Cohen thought he
basked in notoriety. “At least as important as adulation was con-
demnation. He really wanted to be cursed and damned. He just glo-
ried in it.”54

Unlike nearly everybody else, Kahn did not toady to the air force.
Imagine the effect of this disheveled, giddy dumpling needling a
room full of officers: “Now the enemy has a third choice. He can just
take that road. He didn’t have to go past the fort. The enemy may
figure this way. After all, if you put the fort there you must have had a
reason; he’ll attack it. We refer to this as the military mind—the
Army military mind. We’re very clear on that. So you have a problem
here. You don’t want to rely on the enemy being stupid even though
you feel in your bones he is. He’s at least as stupid as you I mean, for
example.”55

“They would look at him in fascination,” said Wiener, “but gener-
ally speaking with a mixture of horror and awe. Part of the way he
got their attention was that they had never seen anybody like this.
They had never heard anybody talk this way.” That was the brunt of
Kahn’s critique of Wiener’s briefings—“That I sounded too reason-
able. That I sounded too much like other people, and that wasn’t
good. I should really be distinctive, be really different.” “Herman was
such a phenomenon, a thing I never would have imagined,” marveled
Winter. The spectacle of his pumpkin body, his gibbering fluency, his
giggle and gags with his unspeakable, unthinkable emphasis on the
immediate danger of contemporary life made him a gazing-stock and
a wonder.
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Chapter 4

AN OPERATIONAL BUT UNDETECTED CAPABILITY

You sort of plead with yourself—he can’t make a bomb, he
can’t make a jet fighter, he can’t do this; you go to Korea
and the thing’s flying around—what the hell?—mirages!

herman kahn, 1955

Kahn once joked, “Most Americans find it very hard to believe in en-
emies . . . Neither can I. I have difficulty. I train myself every morn-
ing to try to do it.” Not only did Americans shrink from the idea of a
hatred so grinding that an enemy would willingly assault the United
States with genocidal weapons, but it was hard to imagine a scenario
in which waging all-out war against the United States and NATO
would make military or political sense. Kahn implored (or begged)
his readers not to muffle the likelihood of nuclear war “with an air
of hypotheticalness, unreality or improbability.” “I suspect,” he re-
marked, “that many in the West are guilty of the worst kind of wish-
ful thinking when, in discussing deterrence, they identify the un-
pleasant with the impossible.” As long as the nation opposed
Communist aggression with a promise of nuclear retaliation, nuclear
war had to be recognized as an actual possibility, even though every-
thing about it was conjectural. “In this field,” he sighed, “everybody is
a theorist.”1

Persuading people to regard hypothetical threats attentively in a
spirit of solemn anxiety seemed impossible. Kahn lampooned the un-
concern he expected to find in politicians and bureaucrats. It had
three voices.



• The problem is hypothetical. You cannot prove it exists.
There is no need to get hysterical.

• The problem is there, but there are many other problems.
In your parochialism and naiveté, you have gotten hysteri-
cal. We have known about the problem for some time and
we are not hysterical. Why are you?

• The problem is there. It is insoluble. (Or, it is too late to do
anything.) For God’s sake don’t rock the (political or public
relations) boat.2

Nuclear war couldn’t be grasped because it was unreal. It could
only be approached with the imagination born of a faith that leapt
across the abyss between the present and the post-attack world. In
this chapter we’re going to fix our attention precisely on the no-man’s
land between positively known reality and impossibilities—the fron-
tier of improbable but not impossible events. While folk beliefs in
ghostly apparitions gradually yielded to faith in the splotches, spirals,
and tallies of modern scientific evidence, phantoms did not disap-
pear from our world. The horrified suspicions gripping the men and
women who squinted above and beyond their hometowns in the
1950s were prompted by the jittery uncertainties of the Cold War.
They jumped when they heard the whine of a plane, snatched their
binoculars, looked up, and hesitated: Is that an incoming Soviet
bomber, one of our own, or a smear in my lens?

The history of the cold war has become petrified into a kitsch
montage of mass hysteria. One need only think of the vile House
Un-American Activities Committee’s investigations of entertainment
professionals, McCarthyite book-burnings in libraries and schools,
the angst caused by Sputnik as it sailed above American skies.

Paranoia wriggled and curled in the sporadic surges of enthusiasm
for civil defense, from the intricate plans to billet urban evacuees in
rural villages that were drawn up during the Korean War, to the
boomlet in fallout shelter construction during the Berlin Crisis in
1961. If you wanted to gather evidence of a national mood of unsta-
ble excitability, and even delusions of persecution in these years, you
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could make a plausible case. But this ironic shorthand blunts the ur-
gency, terror, moral seriousness, and despair that clutched American
society in these years. We can more sensitively explore the cold war
by referring to a shape of feeling. If we foreground the cognitive and
emotional palette of these years rather than its pathology, we can en-
ter vitally into its world.

The Postwar Uncanny

The atmospheric mood and style of the cold war open themselves to
us by way of Freud’s notion of the unheimlich or the uncanny. The
uncanny is something that is closely known but lost from memory
until the instant of its reappearance—it is “nothing new or foreign,
but something familiar and old-established in the mind that has been
estranged only by the process of repression.” For people not directly
concerned with national security in the 1950s, atomic war had just
this kind of familiar-but-forgotten quality—something known to all
but passed over. However much people gawked at atomic tests in
movie newsreels and on television, atomic weapons and war were re-
mote from the workaday world—immense, secret, and infernal, too
cosmic for the prosaic stuff of life. World war fought with atomic
weapons could not be tested against everyday reality. Its existential
possibility was known to all, yet known with even more abstraction
than the stars and the planets were known.3

Signs of the national mood more concrete than this are hard to
gather in the long stretch of time from 1947 to 1961. Daily life al-
tered repeatedly in these years, and people at different strata of soci-
ety dreaded atomic war more or less acutely. Relatively few Ameri-
cans volunteered for the civil defense corps’ fire, police, and rescue
squadrons or built fallout shelters. More to the point, fear of atomic
war did not often flicker at the forefront of people’s daily worries.
Poll after poll confirming general apathy mortified civil defense
boosters. But rather than assuming this proved indifference, one could
suppose that fear about a horror that most Americans felt they
couldn’t influence and couldn’t survive might not express itself
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behaviorally, might not articulate itself to pollsters. It might never-
theless scratch out traces across the cultural horizon.4

Tucked into the dominant satisfactions of daily life in these years,
we can espy the traces of a catastrophe that could befall America at
any moment. These were nearly invisible, both familiar and incon-
spicuous. Here, a shop window poster encouraging citizens to volun-
teer for the local civil defense organization; there, a newsreel about
American hydrogen bomb tests in the Pacific. A fallout shelter dis-
play erected in the parking lot of a supermarket. The weekly blast of
a warning siren. An addendum to a nursing textbook about first aid
for radiation burns. A toy ballistic missile unwrapped on Christmas
morning. Highway billboards designating city arteries as emergency
evacuation routes. A flock of high school students excitedly waving
to friends from atop a Ground Observer Corps parade float.

From farmers peering into a blank sky with binoculars, awaiting
a bomber whose rumble could already be heard, to intelligence
officers poring over mushy images in high-altitude photographs,
most Americans knew little about their enemy. For much of the
1950s, the USSR was a closed society, and very little leaked out. An-
alysts probed the Soviet speech and action available to them, dissect-
ing every comma in edicts, the graphic layout of Pravda, pleasantries
Russian diplomats bandied with their hosts at Georgetown cocktail
parties. They brooded over the patterned significance invested in So-
viet parades and other public spectacles. Virtually anything, a baga-
telle, a ceremony, a cough and a wink, might let slip their enemy’s in-
tentions or capabilities.

The intelligence community knew quite a lot about the Soviet
atomic complex itself. In the first half of the 1950s, Spurgeon Keeny
ran an office in air force intelligence HQ that followed Soviet nu-
clear development. He recalled, “We had Air Force bases in the Far
North. The Soviets didn’t have landlines in a large part of Siberia.
They used radio telephones. We could hear everything. By the early
1950s we knew the location of every one of their important facili-
ties.” Keeny briefed the secretary of defense in 1953 and 1954 on “all
of the major sites, where they were and what they were doing. We
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had a clear picture of the structure of the Soviet atomic production
complex. We knew their Oak Ridge, their Hanford, and their Los
Alamos.”5 Not only did they know the layout of the Soviet produc-
tion complex, they had a pretty good idea about their atomic and
nuclear bombs themselves. American intelligence monitored ura-
nium extraction in Czechoslovakia and East Germany. AEC scien-
tists gathered debris from atmospheric tests and from this deduced
the design and yield of the Soviet bomb. “All of the information we
knew about their tests made it clear that they had succeeded in mak-
ing an explosive device and were weaponizing it.” The mystery lay in
the numbers of bombs they had and the Kremlin’s intentions to use
them. American intelligence officials knew the locations of the major
sites in the USSR but didn’t have any photographs of them. Photo-
graphs would help resolve the question of how many bombs and de-
livery vehicles—long-range bombers and, later, missiles—they had.
Moreover, the Pentagon wanted reliable intelligence about Soviet in-
tentions. No one knew whether or not the enemy could or would re-
alize his threats.6

Did the Soviets really want to annihilate the West? As soon as
possible? Was it true that New York and Washington might be va-
porized one sunny day? Was World War III right around the corner?
These questions are not as preposterous as they sound. In two sepa-
rate polls conducted in 1950, more than half the people surveyed be-
lieved that U.S. involvement in the Korean War meant that World
War III had already begun. Three years later, the chairman of the joint
chiefs of staff rebuked his countrymen for describing current realities
as World War III. In an address at Rollins College in February 1953,
General Omar Bradley objected to the “unchallenged” currency of
the remark, “Let’s face the facts, we are already in World War III.”
“Personally,” he protested, “I don’t believe that we have reached that
stage.”7

Still, it was hard to shake the feeling that world war would come
eventually. In another poll taken on July 18, 1956, 59 percent of the
young and middle-aged adults surveyed believed that the United
States would fight another world war in their lifetimes. Just days be-
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fore, the Soviet Party Secretary Nikita Khrushchev had declared, “I
would like to emphasize that war between the Arab states and Israel
would mean World War III.” Today, we are hardly accustomed to
hearing statesmen pronounce threats of world war. To our ears, the
phrase “World War III” is so provocative that its utterance is taboo in
the mouths of presidents and prime ministers. In the 1950s, states-
men experimented with the effect of employing such coercive lan-
guage in their dealings with one another.8

Such threats were more than mere rhetoric. Dispatching atomic
forces to crisis hot spots was a real option. Not only were warnings of
World War III delivered to and fro, but several times during the
1950s both President Truman and President Eisenhower seriously
considered deploying their strategic forces. Eisenhower deployed his
strategic forces to forward positions in response to Khrushchev’s
threats of World War III during the simultaneous Polish, Hungarian,
and Suez Canal crises of the second half of 1956. Several times, So-
viet leaders repeated their warnings of impending world war, throw-
ing Americans into perplexity as to the meaning of their remarks.9

In late 1955, border skirmishes took place almost daily in the
Gaza Strip. On January 22, 1956, the UN Security Council censured
Israel for the ferocity of its retaliatory attacks in response to Arab
border violations. So fierce were its reprisals that many observers an-
ticipated an Israeli preventive war against her neighbors in the im-
mediate future. It began on July 26, when Egyptian President Colo-
nel Gamal Nasser proclaimed that he had nationalized the Suez
Canal. On October 29, with military assistance from France, Israel
launched an attack across the Sinai Peninsula. Without American
approval, British and French troops soon joined forces with the Is-
raelis. Just days before the Israeli mobilization, the reformist Polish
Premier Oscar Gomulka ordered his Stalinist minister of defense
to resign. Khrushchev flew to Warsaw to intimidate Gomulka’s fac-
tion in the Central Committee into retaining his minister. Gomulka
stood down the pressure tactics. Khrushchev withdrew but ordered a
division of the Red Army to pour into Warsaw. By October 22 dem-
onstrations had erupted in cities all over Poland. As word of the Po-
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lish insurgence spread to Hungary, student protesters swarmed Bu-
dapest, demanding the expulsion of Soviet forces from their territory.
By October 24 the USSR had dispatched troops, tanks, and armored
cars to the Hungarian capital to smother the rebellion.

Whereas the Red Army smashed the uprisings in Poland and
Hungary, the British, French, and Israelis made a strong stand in the
Sinai and the Canal Zone. The situation couldn’t be more explosive.
On November 5 Soviet Premier Bulganin cautioned the West that
the USSR was “prepared to use force to crush the aggressors” in
Egypt. Should the Red Army be introduced into the conflict, hostili-
ties could lead to World War III. He proposed sending a joint So-
viet–American force into the theater to compel peace. Bulganin ad-
monished Eisenhower privately, “If this war is not stopped, it is
fraught with danger and can grow into a Third World War.”10

The European assault on Suez prompted Khrushchev to utter his
infamous prophecy “We will bury you!” at a reception on November
18. Gomulka had scuttled to Moscow to propitiate the Kremlin.
Framing his remarks as a toast to his Polish underling, Khrushchev
exclaimed, “The bandit-like attack by Britain, France, and their pup-
pet, Israel, on Egypt is a desperate attempt by colonizers to regain
their lost position . . . But the time has passed when imperialists
could seize weak countries with impunity.” Building to a climax, he
couldn’t resist goading his guests. “We base ourselves on the idea
that we must peacefully co-exist. About the capitalist states, it doesn’t
depend on you whether or not we exist. If you don’t like us, don’t
accept our invitations and don’t invite us to come to see you.
Whether you like it or not, history is on our side. We will bury you!”
Emissaries of twelve NATO countries and the Israeli chargé d’affairs
waited until Gomulka made a brief reply and then flounced out of
the reception hall.11

On the same day as Khrushchev’s outburst, the Kremlin invited
NATO members to a disarmament conference. Its message began,
“The armed attack of Britain, France, and Israel on Egypt has cre-
ated a situation dangerous for peace and has confronted the peoples
with the threat of a third world war in all its acuteness.” The West
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was preparing its citizens for a “plunge . . . into the abyss of another
world war” for the sake of “fabulous” war profits. The only sensible
road was a peace summit. At nearly the same hour, the Soviet news
agency Tass announced that Russian scientists had exploded their
first hydrogen bomb.12

On the very next night, November 19, Khrushchev added another
dollop to his stew of threat and conciliation. To underscore the ear-
nestness of his support for Nasser, he resumed his tirade against the
Western forces arrayed in Egypt, browbeating the British and French
for “having cut the throats of the Egyptians” under the guise of re-
storing order with a police action. “What kind of order is this?” he
bellowed. “It is the order of colonizers, the order of enslavement,
domination of the strong over the weak!” Once again, the European
and Israeli diplomats marched out of the party secretary’s presence.13

Several months later Khrushchev recast his threat in a spirit of
friendly competition. “Recalling a remark about the ‘burying’ of capi-
talism that he made recently,” one journalist wrote, “Mr. Khrushchev
said he had meant that capitalism would ‘die a natural death without
any violence on our part.’ He added, ‘Of course, we will contribute to
it what we can.’”14

Khrushchev was taunting and intemperate. But he was also funny.
He could spit out one-liners on the spot. For example, during his trip
to the United States in the fall of 1959, he compared an American
cocktail with Russian vodka: “They have only just invented this drink
and already they are diluting it.” On his distaste for the French can-
can performed at a Hollywood soundstage: “A person’s face is more
beautiful than his backside.” On the merits of American welfare pro-
visions, he retorted with the proverb, “Only a grave can correct a
hunchback.” On the Hungarian revolt of 1956 he snapped, “The
question of Hungary has stuck in some people’s throat like a dead rat.
They feel it is unpleasant and yet they cannot spit it out.”15

Khrushchev was capricious. His notorious capers at the UN Gen-
eral Assembly in 1960 are a case in point. Crowds hissed at him
wherever he went. He shrugged it off. “I’m not afraid of it,” he told
the press. “I was in the Civil War for three years at the front and that
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was booing—real booing.” As he made his way out of his hotel to re-
turn to the Soviet UN mission, a throng of nearly three thousand
people shouted catcalls at him. He planted himself in the hotel foyer,
waggled his hands, and simpered. When he returned later in the day,
some elderly women in the lobby jeered him energetically. On his
way to the elevator, Khrushchev pivoted, faced the clutch of ladies,
and trumpeted, “BOOOOOOO!”16

During a speech at the UN in which he chastised President Eisen-
hower for allowing a U-2 spy plane to penetrate Soviet air space,
Khrushchev spoofed an American television commercial. Within
moments of beginning, he paused and poured a glass of water. He
looked up and grinned, “This is fine Soviet water. I recommend it
highly to all who have not tried it.” The assembly burst into laughter.
Later, he took a sip, held the glass aloft and murmured, “Excellent
water.” Toward the end of his speech, he exclaimed, “I’m drinking my
Borzhom to the bottom!”17

Khrushchev hooted at the British prime minister. He heckled an
address delivered by General Secretary Dag Hammarskjold. At one
point in the secretary’s remarks he began to pummel his desk with his
fist. Other members of the Soviet delegation soon began to hammer
their desks, followed by the delegates from the Warsaw Pact nations,
all pounding away in unison.

Seizing a gesture that magnified the dramatic possibilities of the
occasion, the Soviet premier wrenched off his shoe and banged it
wildly during a debate on colonialism. Lorenzo Sumulong, a mem-
ber of the Philippine delegation, had been in the midst of urging
the assembly to introduce into its anti-colonialist declaration a de-
fense of “the inalienable right to independence of the peoples of
Eastern Europe and elsewhere who are deprived of their political and
civil rights, and have been swallowed up by the Soviet Union.” The
deputy foreign minister of Romania, Eduard Menzincescu, bobbed
up and objected that the delegates of the UN shouldn’t be insulted.
The acting chair of the session, an Irish delegate, overruled him.

At this point, Khrushchev lunged onto the rostrum. Sumulong
shrank back. Khrushchev waved him aside, muttering “jerk” and
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“lackey of Western imperialism” in Russian. The chairman again si-
lenced the premier, who stalked back to his seat. Sumulong resumed
speaking. Within minutes, Khrushchev tugged off his shoe, leapt
up, and brandished it. He slammed his shoe onto his desk and left
it there. A moment later, he battered his desk with both fists, which
the Soviet delegation immediately mimicked. Sumulong was dumb-
struck. The chairman pressed him to continue “in the interest of the
dignity of the debate.” Switching tactics, Khrushchev cordially ad-
dressed the Philippine delegate, whom he called “not a bad man,”
and invited him to visit the Soviet Union and see for himself how
free its peoples were.18

Later in the day, Khrushchev again snatched up his shoe, waved
his arms, and howled during a speech by the American assistant sec-
retary of state, who had reintroduced the subject of the Soviet domi-
nation of Eastern Europe. Khrushchev glowered for a moment, then
sat down. Menzincescu scolded Chairman Boland for not having
muzzled the American. Besides, he added, the Northern Irish people
surely longed for political freedom as much as anyone else. The en-
raged Boland banged his gavel so violently that its head broke off and
arced over his head. “Because of the scene you have just witnessed,”
he sputtered, “I think the Assembly had better adjourn!” Afterward,
an aide announced that the chairman had already begun to adjourn
the meeting before Menzincescu had so much as mentioned North-
ern Ireland. The Romanian sniffed that he’d gladly celebrate Irish
emancipation, but hardly thought he had spoken out of turn.19

Reporters rushed at Khrushchev. What did he make of the ses-
sion? Had he changed his mind on the importance of disarmament?
He countered cryptically, “If I were to disarm every day, I’d be totally
disarmed.” He patted his jacket and pulled out his eyeglass case.
“This is my only arm.” He produced a penknife out of his pocket and
remarked, “I have this. Can you puncture such a sack as Wadsworth
[ James J. Wadsworth, permanent U.S. delegate to the UN] with
this?” When asked why no vote had been taken on his proposals for
disarmament, Khrushchev smirked, “The main instrument of the
president of the General Assembly broke. He rapped his gavel and it
broke. How can he proceed without a gavel?”20
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The next day Sumulong took the floor to object to “the unparlia-
mentary and unkind remarks” by the Soviet premier, who “did not
see anything wrong when he called my humble person a ‘stooge.’”
Khrushchev let loose a great guffaw which was echoed by the Soviet
delegation and Communist-bloc members in the Assembly Hall.21

What was he up to? Was he mad? Shrewd? Simply joking? Boor-
ish and impertinent, Khrushchev ruptured the distinction between
popular speech and diplomatic niceties. By breaching the repertoire
of a head of state, he contributed to the uneasy feeling that the times
were both ludicrous and sinister.

The Cold War Fantastic

Among the various actors in different strata of American society,
who can we find to light up something as evanescent as a mood of
nervous uncertainty about the threat of atomic war? Sifting through
the population, first we recognize the ordinary folks who comfortably
tolerated the repressed threat. Communist aggression, atomic war,
bombers, rockets, radiation burns, and fallout lurked in the cultural
landscape but were not easily cut out of the background for careful
attention, except by worriers like the civil defenders, the world feder-
alists, the disarmers, and the atomic scientists.

Next, we separate out politically-minded citizens directly engaged
in the cold war—writers and journalists, some industrialists, the mil-
itary and the political classes. After the settlement of the Korean
War, these Americans had little definite proof of immediate Com-
munist intentions on which to focus their anxieties. They dreaded an
indistinct, improbable Something. The fuzziness of the threat meant
“the real problem is not to prevent ourselves from being destroyed in
some specific manner, but from being destroyed in any way whatso-
ever.” Without reliable intelligence of the Kremlin’s aims, all possible
scenarios were valid. America would have to prepare not for one fu-
ture but for all possible futures.22

Certainly our man Kahn took this principle to heart. He insisted
that the very idea of a Soviet strike out of the blue was not macabre.
“I have found among too many people the utmost resistance to tak-
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ing seriously the idea of ‘gambling’ or ‘reckless’ Russians. I do not be-
lieve such resistance to be based on sound intuition . . . Under the
new conditions of the Soviet counter-deterrent [that is, the presumed
Russian strategic advantage of the missile gap], the past may be a
poor guide to the future.” The very supposition of unexpected events
opened the door to phantasmagoria. In the face of uncertainty, Kahn
argued, not only must one study the transparent facts that com-
manded attention, but worry far more about the situation’s indefinite
qualities. In this connection, Max Singer pointed out, “He often
talked about the advantages of a good paranoid, who could smell out
not only things that weren’t there, but there might be some things
that were there that others wouldn’t notice.”23

Whereas everybody was absolutely uncertain about Soviet inten-
tions, and less than certain about the speed, schedule, and output of
the Soviet weapons production program, some smaller fraction of de-
fense professionals groped further outside of the visible spectrum
into the twilight realm where Seeming is Being. The air force’s argu-
ment—that one couldn’t prove that missiles aren’t on launchers just
because they couldn’t be seen—defines the outer reaches of cold war
perception. If by 1961 other intelligence analysts had forsaken the
idea of a crash missile program in the USSR, how could SAC officers
have been so preposterously mistaken? Perhaps this was only boot-
strapping, in which the more missiles the other side has, the more the
air force would have to acquire to outperform them. While this was
undoubtedly a factor, so too was the anxiety excited by uncertainty
itself. Spurred on by the indefinite Something of Soviet hostility,
SAC officers felt compelled to speculate about unseen, undetectable
possibilities.

We can turn to literature to show us on how panic and dread
aroused by uncertainty prepares the mind for haunting disturbances.
Stories conforming to the genre of the fantastic characteristically ex-
plore the hysteria and hesitancies provoked by uncertainty. What dis-
tinguishes the fantastic genre from fantasy and suspense is that it lin-
gers at the point of irresolution. The things that menace a hero could
be visitors from the spirit world, which would put the story squarely
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into the fantasy genre, or they could be the shenanigans of a mortal
foe, or hallucinations induced by illness, drugs, or dreams, all of
which would make the story a thriller. But fantastic stories hover be-
tween the mundane and imaginary worlds. Once a decision is made
about the nature of the menace, it resolves into a footprint of the ac-
tual world, or collapses into marvelous froth.24

There are two other qualities of the fantastic genre that throw
light on the impulse toward extravagant speculation among some in-
telligence analysts. The first has to do with uncertainty about what
one sees. In classic fantastic stories, there is always some kind of per-
ceptual trouble. The object world is murky and can only be viewed
with the aid of some kind of instrument: a mirror, a field-glass, a key-
hole, a pair of spectacles. One can’t be sure if the thing is really there,
or seems to be there because of a scratch in an instrument lens, or
maybe it’s just the cock-eyed hiccup from a bad dinner and a glass
or two of sour wine.

The other motif from the fantastic genre worth highlighting has
to do with the world from which the menace springs. Fantastic sto-
ries split the world into two: the mundane world, where uncertain-
ties resolve into explainable phenomena, and the magical world of
gods, spirits, and dead souls. Until a decision is made about the na-
ture of the menace, fantastic stories give us the picture of a hero wan-
dering in and out of daily life into the nether world. Probable and
improbable worlds are both present to him during the interval of his
uncertainty.

We can find both motifs in cold war speculations. Intelligence an-
alysts labored over indistinct images snapped by cameras dangling
from air force balloons, from impossibly high flights of the U-2
plane, and the first generation of spy satellites. And we could look to
Kahn for samples of the double world of the fantastic. He moved
easily between the peacetime present and the postwar world. Where
an ordinary man saw a subway tunnel, Kahn saw a subway and a dor-
mitory for postwar survivors. Where an ordinary woman saw the
medical miracles of chest x-rays and penicillin, Kahn saw the march
of progress and proof that postwar survivors would do just fine.
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For Kahn, the proper referents for nuclear planning were the
twinned realms of the status quo and the improbable but not impos-
sible world of nuclear war. The analyst therefore had to transpose his
perception of the bomb as a peacetime deterrent into the means for
fighting and winning an all-out war. Most men could not make the
shift. Kahn repeatedly reproached his readers for thinking of nuclear
war as an unreality that could not even be pictured in the imagina-
tion. “Thermonuclear war seems so horrible that it is difficult for
most people to imagine that such events can—and do—occur.” Even
war planners had “enormous psychological difficulty” in admitting a
thermonuclear war could be “a disaster that may be experienced and
recovered from.”25

The very cipher of nuclear war—its horrific lack of content—
swept the concept into the uncertainties of the fantastic. And yet,
time and again, drowsing in the all-too-somnolent placidity of a
sunny day, the all-too-gentle rustle of eventide, people would startle
to awareness and wonder whether the next moment would bleach the
world white in a long-dreaded, long-forgotten surprise attack on
American cities.

A Feeling of Inevitability

The felt worlds of 1945, 1951, and 1960 were unlike. However,
a continuous thread ran through the war scare of 1948, the World
War III scare during the Korean War, the convulsions of
McCarthyism, the crises in Poland, Hungary, and the Suez Canal,
the launch of Sputnik in 1957, up to the collapse of the Geneva Sum-
mit and Khrushchev’s shoe-banging episodes at the General Assem-
bly in 1960. Throughout it all, free-floating dread twisted the bowels
of many Americans. Some identified fear of atomic cataclysm as be-
ing behind it all.

The present was often characterized as “the possible and intellec-
tually probable end of mankind.” In his book The Atom Bomb and the
Future of Man, Karl Jaspers argued that the bomb necessitated “a new
way of thinking.” Physical scientists had been the first observers to
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mark this world-historic upheaval in human possibility. The physi-
cist Max Born articulated for Jaspers the change. He had written,
“Today we do not have much time left; it is up to our generation to
succeed in thinking differently. If we fail, the days of civilized hu-
manity are numbered.”26

Atomic weapons seemed to draw cosmic forces down into the eva-
nescent present. At the Trinity test at Los Alamos in July 1945 the
physicist Enrico Fermi wondered aloud whether the blast would ig-
nite the atmosphere. Eleven years later, Senator Estes Kefauver an-
nounced that an H-bomb blast could jolt the earth off its rota-
tional axis by sixteen degrees. Uttered by social actors with varying
political and scientific perceptions of their present moment, we can
find traces of the feelings expressed by the comic book editors: “This
is the atom age! The unbelievable has already begun to come true!”
The A-bomb oriented dazzled and uneasy minds toward technical
and scientific inventions. Radar, jet engines, rockets, automated sys-
tems, and digital computers defined the unbelievable dimensions of
the present.27

Possible atomic Armageddon excited widespread movements for
the establishment of a world federalist government, or at least for
international control over atomic research and development. How-
ever, not everyone in the United States adopted a transcendental out-
look. Stoicism was by far the prevailing public emotion in the United
States. More than a year into the Korean War, Time magazine pre-
sented the results of a national survey of youth between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-eight. Young people were “waiting for the hand
of fate to fall on [their] shoulders, meanwhile working fairly hard
and saying almost nothing.” Looking at patterns of education, work,
marriage, childrearing, and carousing, the reporters seemed dismayed
by the peculiar impassivity of American youth:

Intellectually, today’s young people already seem a bit stodgy.
Their adventures of the mind are apt to be mild and safe . . .
Young people seem to have no militant beliefs. They do not
speak out for anything . . . The only two issues about which
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the younger generation seems to get worked up are race rela-
tions and world government; but neither of these issues rouses
anything approaching an absorbing faith . . . GI Joe’s younger
brother . . . does not go in for heroics or believe in them. He is
short on ideals, lacks self-reliance, is for personal security at
any price. He singularly lacks flame.28

Since they had no active part in thwarting the danger of war,
young people assumed an attitude of subdued forbearance. Time’s
portrait closed on a cheerless note. “The best thing that can be said
for American youth,” concluded the writers (who must have congrat-
ulated themselves for having been jollier in their twenties) “is that it
has learned that it must try to make the best of a bad and difficult job
. . . The fact of this world is war, uncertainty, the need for work, cour-
age, sacrifice . . . Youth today has little cynicism, because it never
hoped for much.”29

Those who could perform a role in the cold war—the analysts,
military leaders, and politicians who cut for themselves a part in the
ordeal—became aroused to hyper-vigilance. The uncertain factors
shaping an inevitable future war fomented an occult view of the pres-
ent. Analysts anxiously scanned the proclamations of Soviet leaders,
Continental Air Defense anxiously scanned the American frontier
for incoming bombers, and McCarthyite tribunals anxiously scanned
the dossiers of potential subversives for clues about the intentions of
the bosses of the Comintern. Putting the Time survey together with
Kremlinology, we can define the feeling-state of the engaged cold
war public: credulity offset by fatalistic forbearance.

The activities of the volunteers in the civilian Ground Observer
Corps enacted this skittish fortitude by combing the skies for Red
bombers. From 1952 to 1957 Americans were pelted with shop-
window posters, newspaper and magazine advertisements, radio an-
nouncements, and even leaflets dropped from planes exhorting them
to “Look to the Skies!” and “Wake Up, Sign Up, Look Up!” and join
the civilian Ground Observer Corps. The GOC sought publicity
everywhere. Floats appeared in holiday parades; celebrities such as
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Bing Crosby, Joan Crawford, and Nat King Cole pitched GOC
volunteerism on radio programs or in person. Highway billboards
and movie shorts solicited GOC volunteers. Local chapters hosted
talent shows, beauty pageants, square dances, ice cream socials, and
bake sales. They were sponsored by city and county councils,
churches and high schools, labor unions and private firms, men’s ser-
vice organizations, veterans associations, Chambers of Commerce,
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Air Scouts, Eagle Scouts, Sea Scouts, Ex-
plorer Scouts, and Ladies Auxiliary service groups. At its peak in
1956, more than 400,000 people were enrolled nationwide as cadres
in the Ground Observer Corps.30

Families established observation posts in their homes, while
young people formed clubs to inspect the skies around the clock.
Whole cities threw themselves into GOC work. Stories of dedicated
attendance abounded. A World War I veteran devoted seventeen
hours each day to Skywatch observation. Twice weekly a housewife
traipsed three miles at midnight to operate the local observation
post until eight o’clock the next morning. Boys as young as nine and
ten operated a twenty-four hour watch at their school. Volunteers for
a not-yet-built observation post in Colorado participated in three
alerts during winter blizzards by keeping watch near a bonfire lit in
the middle of their town’s main street.31

At times, enthusiasm for ground observing was heartbreakingly
comic. Whenever a plane flew over the South Dakota village of Yale,
a small crowd sprinted to the post office to compete for the chance to
file a report to the nearest filter center. So great was the general con-
cern not to let air traffic go by without identification that one woman
installed a loudspeaker in her home so that she could hear planes
eight miles away. Another woman regularly roused herself from sleep
(with help from her indoor amplifier), grabbed her binoculars, and
dashed into her yard to identify overhead planes. A farm wife can-
vassed the skies while milking her cows. Even pet dogs and farmyard
geese and ducks were enrolled as aircraft spotters.32

What motivated people to devote themselves to ground observ-
ing? Certainly, the pleasure in sociable effort shouldn’t be minimized.
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The GOC’s dances, beauty pageants, parties, and award ceremonies
played a role in attracting volunteers. “I love the work,” said one
woman, “and I know that others would too if they only knew how
they are needed.” Yet civic conviviality was not the principal reason
that thousands of Americans hoisted binoculars to follow the vapor
trail of every plane that streaked by. Over and over again, the GOC
magazine reported testimonies of alarm. People felt defenseless in
their homes, schools, offices, factories, and farms. After she learned
how a low-flying Soviet bomber might slip through the radar net
without anyone’s notice, another woman “thought to myself, ‘This
could happen to us, and if I can help, I will.’” Another woman re-
marked, “I haven’t forgotten how frightened we were in Bremerton
[Washington] at the time of Pearl Harbor.” And frightened was
what the GOC volunteers seemed to be. World War III could erupt
at any moment. Only unbroken watchfulness from every point in the
nation’s interior could ensure a secure air defense.33

The Ground Observer Corps was inaugurated on June 1, 1950, by
the Continental Air Command. The air force had recognized its
need for human “gap-fillers” in the warning network as early as No-
vember 1949. Radar could not detect aircraft flying at altitudes lower
than four thousand feet. There were also holes in the radar cover-
age of the North American perimeter. In 1951, with the assistance of
the Civil Aeronautics Administration, the air force authorized an
Air Defense Identification Zone at the borders of the United States,
in which all aircraft flying higher than four thousand feet would
be required to identify themselves. The volunteers of the GOC were
tasked to identify multiengine aircraft flying below this altitude.
(Whence the term “unidentified flying object” for nonstandard or
unrecognizable craft espied from the ground.)

Originally, the plan was to station civilian volunteers eight miles
apart throughout the nation. Upon hearing the whine of a turboprop
plane, the volunteer would get a fix on the plane’s trajectory, identify
it by shape and markings, and phone the information to a regional
filter center. From there, if requested by local civil aeronautics au-
thorities, the filter center would forward the information to the local
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Air Defense base, which would scramble planes skyward for further
reconnaissance.

As of July 1, 1950, only 402 of the needed eight thousand observa-
tion posts were staffed. But soon after, American mobilization for
the Korean War aroused the public, and by year’s end volunteers
filled more than half of the posts in the Eastern and Western De-
fense Force areas. However, air force officers supervising the GOC
noted drooping enthusiasm among their corps in the Eastern and
Central Air Defense regions. After the excitement of training, volun-
teers found the absence of air traffic a letdown. To inspire them, the
air force invited members of the Civil Air Patrol to fly over areas
where local flights could not be arranged in order to relieve the
ground observers’ boredom.

In October 1951 the Air Defense Command remedied its prob-
lems in recruitment, morale, and retention. Henceforth, a perimeter
zone from one hundred to two hundred miles in depth around the
borders of the continent would be created, within which the Ground
Observer Corps would be put on twenty-four-hour alert. The re-
maining posts were shunted to reserve status. Cadres for Operation
Skywatch were given intensive indoctrination, quasi-military uni-
forms, and a more prominent public relations profile. General Hoyt
Vandenberg, the air force chief of staff, announced the inauguration
of the Skywatch program on April 23, 1952. When round-the-clock
surveillance began in July, of the 200,000 GOC members, 150,000
enrolled in Skywatch service.34

Alas, Skywatch was a disappointment. In the Central Air Defense
area, there was little activity to entertain the round-the-clock ground
observers, who volunteered for shifts as long as twelve hours at a
stretch. On the other hand, air traffic in the Eastern Air Defense area
was so dense that it was impossible to identify the speed, direction,
and type of every multiengine aircraft overhead. The Eastern Air
Defense command soon dropped the idea of compelling identifica-
tion of all air traffic. Instead, civilian observers were instructed to
look out for unusual phenomena. (Eventually, observation posts in
New York City, New Jersey, and other congested air corridors were
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retired to standby status.) As a sign of the suspense (and tedium) of
observers across the nation, the reports that the GOC did pass on
through the volunteer-run filter centers to the Air Defense Com-
mand were often erroneous. A 1953 study noted “an excessive num-
ber of manifestly friendly tracks were being reported . . . to the over-
taxed radar network.”35

Skywatch was intended to be a transitional measure until improve-
ments such as additional interceptors, ground-to-air missiles, gap-
filler radars, offshore Texas Towers and picket ships, the Distant
Early Warning (DEW) Line, the Airborne Early Warning and
Control program, and the Semi-Automatic Ground Environment
(SAGE) system were installed later in the decade. By the end of
1957, the Skywatch program was terminated, and the GOC was
phased out on January 31, 1959.36

While in absolute numbers the Ground Observer Corps repre-
sented a scant fraction of the population, it attracted extraordinary
participation. In addition to the usual civic volunteers of the pe-
riod—housewives, retirees, church and city boosters—the GOC re-
cruited people ordinarily regarded as marginal to the public life of
the nation: boys and girls in state reformatories, prisoners, Native
Americans on reservations, Alaskans, teenagers, mothers of young
children, Catholic monks, people with disabilities. Geese and wide-
awake dogs played their part by helpfully alerting their human keep-
ers to approaching flights. When more observers were needed, other
groups were roped in. State and federal forest service personnel
manned observation posts, as did members of the Coast Guard, the
National Wildlife and Park Services, government weather stations,
and fish hatcheries.37

The cadres of the Ground Observer Corps reads like a
Whitmanesque muster: lumbermen in the Pacific Northwest;
fishermen in the mid-Atlantic states and in the Great Lakes; off-
shore merchant marines along the East Coast; ferry pilots on the
Mississippi River; engineers running the rural electric cooperatives of
Montana and Minnesota; tugboat captains from Seattle to Alaska;
rig operators for the Sun Oil Company’s Pennsylvania pumping sta-
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tions; section and depot crews of the Chicago, Burlington, Quincy,
Rock Island, Northwestern, Western Pacific, Gulf-Mobile, and Ohio
railroads—all were enrolled in the GOC. Dam tenders for the Ohio
River and the Imperial Dam in Yuma, more than a hundred bridge
attendants in North Carolina, and toll collectors at the New York
State and Ohio Turnpikes watched the skies. Taxicab drivers work-
ing the late shift in Marshalltown, Iowa, kept track of flights over the
city. The State Highway Patrol in North Dakota and Wisconsin and
the police organizations of Indiana and Michigan kept a lookout. In-
mates at the West Virginia Prison for Women at Pence Springs and
the men’s honor camp of the West Virginia State Penitentiary, four
Northern Michigan prison camps, the California State Prison at
Folsom, Attica State Prison in New York, the Nevada State Prison in
Carson City, the Delaware New Castle Workhouse, the Virginia
State Penitentiary, the Statesville Penitentiary in Joliet, Illinois, and
forty-eight prison camps in North Carolina were trained for ground
observer work. So were the nurses of Mercy Hospital in Dubuque,
Iowa, the guards at the Iowa State Penitentiary in Fort Madison,
Iowa, and the Navajo Tribal Police in Tuba City, Arizona.

It is tempting but wrong to confuse the Americans who hurtled
out of their beds and into their yards to inspect an overhead plane
with the vigilantes of horror movies who feverishly scoured the hori-
zon for Godzilla or other atomic mutants. Rather than giving way to
an all-too-easy disdain for the futile watchfulness of the Ground Ob-
server Corps, one can’t help but be awed by the mosaic of people
scattered across the country who volunteered for Skywatch. The fact
that so many different kinds of people joined the GOC demonstrates
the somber involvement in the next catastrophe that many Ameri-
cans must have felt.

The Korean War and World War III

So preoccupied have we been with mood and style up to this point,
we have neglected to register the principal events of the cold war pe-
riod. Here is a summary.
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The USSR padded its frontier by establishing outlying satellite
states, beginning with Finland in March 1946 and Poland the fol-
lowing January. On March 12, 1947, President Truman declared
America’s determination to check Communist expansion into Eu-
rope. However, the Soviets annexed Hungary and Bulgaria that
September, Romania in December, and Czechoslovakia in February
1948.

In late June 1948 the USSR barricaded all surface approaches to
the Western sectors of Berlin. The United States responded with a
massive airlift, shuttling food and basic necessities to West Berliners
for close to a year. The Western allies founded the North American
Treaty Organization (NATO) on April 4, 1949, as a bulwark in Eu-
rope against further Communist penetration.

The occupying powers established the Federal Republic of Ger-
many on May 23, 1949. The following October, East German Com-
munists announced the establishment of the Soviet-dominated Ger-
man Democratic Republic. In Asia, civil war erupted in China in
May 1946. By October 1949 Mao Zedung proclaimed the People’s
Republic of China. Kim Il Sung founded North Korea in February
1948 and promptly accepted aid from the USSR.

On the home front, the Truman administration prowled after
Communists allegedly infiltrating unions, schools, entertainment,
and journalism. Loyalty investigations of federal employees began
in March 1947. In the following October, the House Committee
on Un-American Activities opened an inquisition into radicals sus-
pected of contaminating the entertainment industry. In February
1950 Senator Joseph McCarthy gloated that he had unearthed 205
subversives in the State Department.

Finally, perhaps the single most important fact to be registered as
background to the ascendancy of the bomb was the demobilization
of American forces in 1945 and the subsequent contraction of mili-
tary expenditures to peacetime levels. From 1945 to 1950 President
Truman imposed budget ceilings on defense appropriations. His
thrift resulted in perceived shortages in manpower, weaponry, and
supplies in all three armed services. Given his tight-fisted economies
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and the fact that the Red Army could marshal infinitely more ground
forces than the United States and NATO, by 1949 the President and
the joint chiefs resolved that atomic weapons would be the lynchpin
of an American strategy that threatened atomic war in response to
Soviet adventures in Europe.

Conservatives in Western intelligence circles guessed that it would
take the Soviets as long as twenty years to master atomic weapons
science. On September 23, 1949, Truman announced that the Rus-
sians had successfully detonated their first bomb, dubbed Joe-1. Four
months later, the President authorized the inauguration of H-bomb
research, which would increase the explosive magnitude of The
Bomb a thousandfold. Given the fact that the atomic monopoly had
been broken, hydrogen (thermonuclear) weapons research seemed to
satisfy the demand for moderating defense expenditures while stiff-
ening national security.

As wave after wave of crises from 1947 to 1949 unnerved Ameri-
cans—especially the blockade of Berlin in 1948, Joe-1 in 1949, and
Mao’s victory in the same year—the Korean War looked like the
opening gambit of a Communist strategy to incite World War III.
On June 25 North Korean troops bolted into South Korea. On June
27 the President ordered the air force and navy into the theater to
beef up the Republic of Korea’s army. Some weeks later Truman
asked Congress to institute a draft. Having a practical basis for com-
plaint, the joint chiefs of staff could now press their demands for
more funds. From $10.5 billion for fiscal year 1950, Congress autho-
rized $48 billion to pay for troop mobilization. Still, Truman con-
fided to his budget director that he “had no desire to put any more
money than necessary . . . into the hands of the military.” Whereas
the JCS repeatedly asked for double, then triple the pre–Korean War
defense budget, the President demurred, waiting to see how events
unfolded in Asia and elsewhere.38

His real worry was that Kim Il Sung’s invasion of the South might
be a Communist ploy to ensnare America’s troops in Asia, thereby
clearing the way for a new phase of global war. The next move might
be to snatch petroleum reserves in the Persian Gulf, or mobilize the
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Red Army around Berlin. During the summer of 1950 American an-
alysts scrutinized Soviet activity around the world for clues. A CIA
intelligence memorandum of June 30 foretold “strong provocative
actions” in Berlin and Vienna as part of a Soviet “war-of-nerves” cal-
culated to scatter American might.39

During the summer and fall of 1950 South Korean and interna-
tional forces routed Kim’s army. By October UN forces crossed the
South Korean border and began pushing the Korean People’s Army
(KPA) northward. The KPA yielded Pyongyang on October 19.
General MacArthur’s troops pursued them to the Chinese–Korean
border. With the surrender of their capital city, the North Korean re-
gime seemed close to collapse.

But in late October thirty-six divisions of the Chinese People’s
Volunteers (about 300,000 troops) surged into Korean territory, for-
tified by twelve wings and air defense divisions of the Soviet air force.
Just when the conflict looked as though it was nearing a terminal
point in mid-October, the Chinese entry into the conflict intensified
the danger of general war. Even so, holding firm against his military,
Truman forbade the bombing of Chinese staging bases in Manchuria
and any other escalating tactics.

In early December the Chinese repulsed the UN troops across the
38th parallel and pushed them back into southern territories. At this
point, Truman felt compelled to yield to pressure from the joint
chiefs. While the crisis forced the President to allow greater defense
expenditures, most of these increases were for troops stationed not in
Korea but elsewhere. Europe remained America’s primary security
commitment. It was still vulnerable to Soviet aggression. Procure-
ment for the Strategic Air Command was given the highest priority,
even though the air force had immediate needs in Korea.

By summer 1951 the opposing forces in Korea faced an impasse.
But the Soviets had not swept into Western Europe as analysts had
feared. America sent word to China, the USSR, and North Korea
that it wished to open peace talks. It looked as though the war might
draw to a close shortly. Hostilities maundered on for two more years,
concluding in stalemate in 1953.
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Even though the Chinese entry into Korea had been expected, the
event itself stunned Truman: “I’ve worked for peace for five years and
six months, and it looks like World War III is here,” he wrote in his
diary. Kim’s invasion of South Korea gave the long-suppressed un-
easiness of the American people a definite focus. Robert Patterson,
the former secretary of war, petitioned the President to divert a full
quarter of the GNP into a crash mobilization, urging Truman to pre-
pare the nation for the “total danger” of war.40

In a speech in Dallas on June 13, 1950, Secretary of State Dean
Acheson rejected the option of preventive war. But by August, there
were cries on many sides for America to pounce on the USSR imme-
diately. On August 10 congressional leaders met with Secretary
Acheson to press for preventive war. “Sentiment” for American ag-
gression “through the country [is] building up,” declared Senator
Estes Kefauver. The commandant of the Air War College, Major
General Orvil Anderson, publicly pleaded with the President to
take the initiative. “Give me the order to do it and I can break up
Russia’s five A-bomb nests in a week!” Secretary of the Navy Francis
Mathews urged the nation to adopt a “peace-seeking policy” that
would “cast us in a character new to a true democracy—an initiator
of a war of aggression. It would win for us a proud and popular title.
We would become the first aggressors for peace.” Mathews was un-
compromisingly clear about what he meant by being an “aggressor
for peace,” namely, “instituting a war to compel cooperation for peace.”
It was the only way to “effect the salvation of the free world.” (Nei-
ther demand went down well with Truman: Anderson was bumped
from the war college; Mathews was humiliatingly reprimanded.)41

At the height of the widespread anxiety about world war, Soviet
Premier Joseph Stalin stepped forward in February 1951 to discuss
the international scene for the first time in two years. In answer to a
question whether another world war was inevitable, he replied, “[At]
the present time it cannot be considered inevitable. Of course, in the
United States of America, in Britain, as also in France, there are ag-
gressive forces thirsting for a new war.” Nerves were so jangled that
these spare comments mollified many observers.42
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A year later, in 1952, at the Lisbon convocation of NATO, jour-
nalists reported “strong indications that Moscow does not really be-
lieve in any possibility of peaceful co-existence between the capitalist
and Communist systems.” Nevertheless, while yet pursuing “the pro-
gram of Stalinist world revolution,” NATO ministers concluded that
the Kremlin sought “at all costs to avoid ‘excessive risk’ to the Soviet
Union itself.” They therefore decided that rearming West Germany
under NATO command was not provocative enough to oblige the
Russians “to initiate actions that might risk a third world war.” At
the meeting, Secretary Acheson firmly reiterated that the United
States absolutely rejected a policy of preventive war.43

Still, the impulse to jumpstart World War III could not be squelched
in a single stroke. “It seems to me the time is ripe for a blow this
year,” mused the military attaché in Moscow in his diary in 1951. To
his everlasting chagrin, General Robert Gow’s jottings were pub-
lished in an East German newspaper and in a book written by a Brit-
ish Communist. Someone had nabbed his diary from his Frankfurt
hotel room, photographed it, and returned it without his knowledge.
Gow had scrawled such lines as “War! As soon as possible! Now!”
“We need a voice to lead us without equivocation: Communism must
be destroyed!” “We must understand that this war is total and is
fought with all weapons.” As soon as the story broke, he was yanked
from the American embassy in Moscow and sent packing.44

The Will to Believe

While the impulse to get it over with was an irritable tic on the part
of some Americans, let’s consider the assessment of the worldwide
danger of the Korean War set forth by more circumspect observers.
Having canvassed the threat perceptions of ordinary citizens and im-
patient militants for preventive war, we can turn to the National In-
telligence Estimates of the threat of atomic war and see for ourselves
the uncertainty with which even the best informed people sought to
construe the events of 1950.

During the first six months of the Korean War, the CIA wondered
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whether the Chinese army would fight or limit their activity to offer-
ing staging areas for the KPA. And what would have to happen for
Stalin to commit Red Army troops? Let’s have a look at these threat
assessments in order to familiarize ourselves with the drift of politi-
cal-military inference during the early years of cold war.

As soon as they were founded in 1948, both the Republic of Korea
and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea announced that the
first business of their governments would be to reunify the peninsula,
following the withdrawal of occupation forces. Throughout the rest
of 1948 and all of 1949, intelligence analysts expected civil war to
break out at any time. Just before Kim’s invasion of South Korea, a
CIA assessment reviewed his military capabilities. The authors be-
lieved that it was unlikely that Kim could single-handedly conquer
the South. Moreover, the Soviets and Chinese would not fight along-
side Kim “except as a last resort.” Clearly, the Soviets understood that
their presence in Korea would escalate a local conflict into a major
provocation of the United States and her allies.45

On the heels of Kim’s southern campaign, in June 1950 the Tru-
man administration sought the views of everyone in a position of re-
sponsibility. Analysts stationed at the American embassy in Moscow
interpreted the situation as an unambiguous challenge to the United
States, “which should be answered firmly and swiftly because it con-
stitutes a direct threat to US leadership of the free world against
Soviet Communist imperialism.” Should the West shirk its obliga-
tion to assist Syngman Rhee in South Korea, they felt sure that the
Kremlin would interpret this as Western sufferance of an expanded
Communist presence in East Asia.46

The CIA concurred, noting that Stalin had “probably calculated
that no firm or effective countermeasures would be taken by the
West.” The basis for assuming American indifference in East Asia
was Secretary Acheson’s remarks to the National Press Club on Janu-
ary 12, 1950, in which he affirmed that a “new day has dawned” in
the Asian Pacific. Henceforth, the United States would not shelter
these territories. “It is a day in which the Asian peoples are on their
own and know it and intend to continue on their own.”47
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It was one thing to be confronted with civil war in Asia; it was an-
other to face a Soviet invasion of Western Europe. If the Commu-
nists seemed ready to advance against West Berlin or Vienna, then
the Korean affair must be regarded as the opening move of world
war. However, reports in late June found “no evidence . . . indicating
Soviet preparations for military operations in the West European
theater.” The CIA concluded that the Korean adventure was harass-
ment only. The Soviets wanted “to make the US effort . . . as difficult
and costly as possible.”48

Even two weeks into the conflict, the CIA was still in the dark
about Soviet aims. “The world [is] still waiting for some indication
of Soviet intentions . . . At the moment, the Soviet and Communist
propaganda line offers no clue.” Should the South Korean and UN
forces drive back the KPA, would the Soviets rally to assist Kim? “All
evidence available leads to the conclusion that the USSR is not ready
for war.” The authors suggested that Stalin was more likely to pro-
tract the war for as long as possible, and perhaps “initiate hostilities
elsewhere.” Perhaps the mobilization of American forces had, in fact,
moderated the ambitions of the Kremlin.49

While intelligence officers were confident that Stalin would avoid
committing his soldiers to battle, they were less sure about Mao. As
early as July 7 Chinese troops were reported near the Korean border.
By September, UN forces had so routed the KPA that Soviet or Chi-
nese forces would be needed to avert defeat. A series of intelligence
briefs speculated whether and when the Chinese, who had begun to
amass in Manchuria, would enter combat. Should they do so, they
would “substantially increase the risk of general war.”50

General MacArthur’s landing at Inchon on September 15
squeezed the Soviets ever more sharply as he drove northward. The
CIA repeatedly argued that the danger of general war presented
“compelling reasons” for the Soviets to withhold their forces, even it
meant allowing Kim’s regime to be overthrown. (As we now know
from Khrushchev, as recounted by a Russian historian, on October
13, 1950, “Stalin . . . was willing to abandon North Korea and allow
the United States to become the USSR’s neighbor, with its troops
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deployed in Korea, if this was the price to pay for avoiding direct mil-
itary confrontation with the US at that time.”)51

Throughout September and October reports filtered in regarding
the Chinese decision to intervene in Korea. Yet even on the last day
of October, the CIA hesitated about Chinese involvement. By No-
vember 3 there at last could be no doubt that Mao’s troops had joined
forces with the KPA. While many people were panic-stricken about
pending global war, an early assessment of the Chinese action was
nicely circumspect. While “the Chinese Communists . . . have ac-
cepted a grave risk of US–UN retaliation and general war,” the report
made much of the “limited extent of their intervention” and sug-
gested that it was more likely “defensive in nature.”52

Five months into the war, the CIA established the Office of Na-
tional Estimates. On November 15, 1950, it delivered its first na-
tional intelligence estimate (NIE) to President Truman. While rec-
ognizing that solid information was missing, the NIE stated, “It
must be recognized, however, that a grave danger of general war ex-
ists now.” The possibility of a sudden strike against the United States
and her allies remained ever-present should Stalin conclude he could
obliterate the West in a disarming blow.53

The August estimate of the following year (1951) began with the
credo, “We believe that . . . [the Kremlin is persuaded that] an armed
conflict between [the West and the USSR] is eventually inevitable.”
The USSR would scramble to match any development in Western
military capabilities and maintain “an advanced state of war-readi-
ness.” The authors regretted that they couldn’t offer the President a
definite finding of whether or not the Soviets intended to precipitate
war. Instead, they surmised that “the USSR has the capability to
launch general war . . . The international situation is so tense that at
any time some issue might develop to a point beyond control.”54

The CIA had prophesied the cusp of 1952 as the summit of dan-
ger. While assuming the Communists expected “an ultimate frightful
collision” between the West and East, the January 1952 NIE admit-
ted that a surprise attack in the near future was improbable, given the
fact that the Red Army had not stormed Western Europe. Even so,
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the authors couldn’t refrain from suggesting that the Soviets might
pulverize their enemies. They wrote menacingly, if uncertainly: “The
possibility of deliberate initiation of general war cannot be excluded
at any time merely because such initiation would contradict past So-
viet political strategy. Further, the possibility of deliberate initiation
of general war cannot be excluded even if, judged from the outside, it
seemed certain that the interests of the USSR would be better served
by other courses of action.” While cautiously phrased, the postulate
that the Kremlin was determined to wage an aggressive war against
reason and available evidence is plainly perverse.55

The Missile Gap, 1957–1961

With the stalemate of the Korean War and both sides’ invention of a
working hydrogen weapon in 1953, the next focal object in the arms
race was the production of a delivery vehicle for the bomb. For the
remainder of the decade, analysts assumed that Soviet aggression was
inhibited only by this lack.

The Korean War gave intelligence analysts real events to scruti-
nize. With the stalemate of 1951, threat perception regressed to divi-
nation. Lacking definitive information, analysts filled in the outlines
of the Red Menace with mirror images. As early as 1948 the chair-
man of the Atomic Energy Commission deplored “the way the intel-
ligence agencies deal with the meager stuff they have. It is chiefly a
matter of reasoning from our own American experience, guessing
how much longer it will take Russia using our methods and based
upon our problems of achieving weapons.”56

If the threat assessments of the Korean War were marginally de-
fensible inferences of Communist intentions, the missile gap of the
second half of the 1950s shows how analysts educed the worst possi-
ble prognosis for impending war. Soviet missile superiority seemed to
realize the promise of the V-2 rocket threat, which had been cast
since 1945 as the apocalyptic medium of the next catastrophe. The
details underlying guesses about the rate of Soviet missile production
are actually decisive. Measuring the magnitude of the threat takes us
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right into the No Man’s Land of fantastic credulity. In the missile
gap, analysts detected missiles in the ectoplasmic traces of Nothing
At All.

The story begins with signals intelligence. Wartime technologies
for eavesdropping on the enemy’s radio, telephone, and telegraph
communications were refined in the late 1940s. By monitoring So-
viet communications, analysts discovered the existence of a missile
testing facility that had been established to develop the rocket tech-
nology pried from kidnapped German engineers immediately after
the war. The CIA became aware of Kapustin Yar in the spring of
1947. Otherwise, most of the reliable intelligence about bases, rail-
roads, and other strategic targets within the USSR was known from
World War II–era Luftwaffe aerial photographs. However, since the
Germans had been concerned mainly with the western front, huge
swathes of the Soviet Far East were unknown to Western intelligence
agencies.57

Engineers scrambled to devise technologies that could augment
the crumbs of human intelligence gleaned from behind the Iron Cur-
tain. This is the gadgety stuff of spy novels. Unbelievably, the air
force thought it might snoop on its enemies with high-altitude bal-
loons. Project Genetrix disseminated camera-carrying balloons that
were meant to waft over the Soviet Bloc countries and the People’s
Republic of China. Steeled by the air force’s emphatic guarantee that
the balloons could not be discovered by radar, seized, or intercepted,
President Eisenhower reluctantly approved their release in late De-
cember 1955.

By the end of February 516 balloons were launched to float east on
the trade winds from Western Europe. They tended to drift south
rather than eastward, alighting in the Chinese desert, the Black Sea,
Southern Europe, and the Mediterranean. Some were shot down,
and others landed thousands of miles away from their targets. The
Russian press gleefully displayed American cameras, transmitters,
and polyethylene gasbags to the international media. The Kremlin
accused the United States of going to the brink of war by secretly re-
leasing these balloons over its territory. The air force sheepishly re-
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joined that the balloons had been used for weather research spon-
sored by the International Geophysical Year. Eisenhower quashed
the program tout de suite.58

Amazingly, this random operation yielded the richest booty of
images of the interior of the Soviet Union since the captured
Luftwaffe photographs of the previous decade. Of the 516 balloons,
34 succeeded in photographing Russian or Chinese terrain. Even
odder than that, the bar on the balloon from which hung the camera
and ballast equipment happened to resonate with a Soviet radar fre-
quency used for early warning and ground-controlled interception.
When Soviet radar pulses connected with the bar of the balloon, it
vibrated in such a way that American and NATO intelligence per-
sonnel could locate these air-defense radar installations. The result
was that, at the end of the two-month operation, NATO had gath-
ered a cornucopia of information on Soviet Bloc radar nets and
ground-controlled interception technologies.59

The air force couldn’t resist the sneaky allure of more balloon
espionage. On July 7, 1958, they launched three additional camera-
carrying balloons from an aircraft carrier in the Bering Sea. The bal-
loons touched down in Poland and the USSR. In addition to formal
protests of the violation of their airspace, the Soviets again exhibited
the recovered aircraft and cameras to a wondering international audi-
ence.60

When the National Security Agency introduced radar for intelli-
gence gathering, it was a welcome reliable asset. It captured the speed
and thrust of missile trajectories and determined whether or not tests
had been successes. In 1955, the NSA established its first radar sta-
tion near Samsoun, Turkey. The Turkish radar tracked Soviet inter-
mediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM) test launches at the R&D fa-
cility at Kapustin Yar. By late 1956 it detected forty to fifty test shots
for an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM).61

On July 27, 1955, the CIA began preliminary trials of its se-
cret high-altitude reconnaissance plane, the U-2. Soon thereafter,
square-jawed unflappable commercial pilots began to report substan-
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tial numbers of UFOs to air traffic controllers and to federal civil and
air force aviation authorities. The silver-painted U-2, flying 40,000
to 50,000 feet higher than commercial aircraft, scintillated in the
beams of a setting sun. Air Force Project Blue Book investigators rou-
tinely crosschecked UFO sightings against the flight logs maintained
by the CIA’s project staff. While most sightings were resolved with
reference to U-2 flight paths, the air force could not disclose the truth
about the glowing object in the sky to complainants or the press.62

President Eisenhower had been just as loath to approve the civilian
U-2 program as he had the air force’s balloon scheme. He worried
that the planes could be tracked by radar, or—heaven forbid—inter-
cepted. “If uniformed personnel of the armed services of the United
States fly over Russia, it is an act of war—legally—and I don’t want
any part of it.” U-2 was intended to be a short-term program. Its
handlers assumed that within a year or two Soviet radar technol-
ogy would attain enough accuracy to intercept the flights. Actually,
American estimates of the tempo of Russian radar development were
naive. From the beginning of the program, every mission was tracked
by Soviet radar and duly protested.63

The missile arms race opened up in 1955. The National Security
Council reviewed progress on intermediate and long-range ballistic
missile research in July. The following September President Eisen-
hower resolved that the long-range (intercontinental) missile pro-
gram should dominate his military R&D agenda. Two months later
he added the intermediate range program to the highest priority
list. On April 24, 1956, Khrushchev announced that the USSR
planned to deploy long-range guided missiles tipped with hydrogen
warheads. Hot-headed congressmen instantly accused the President
of allowing the missile program to lag behind the Russians. The
President reacted phlegmatically.64

The CIA informed the President that he should expect a series of
Soviet ICBM test flights in the spring. From May to August 1957
the CIA monitored eight long-distance flights, two with ranges of
3,500 nautical miles. In addition to Kapustin Yar, the U-2 discovered
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another missile installation, Tyuratam, in August. The second U-2
flight of the 1957 summer season reconnoitered the nuclear proving
grounds in Semipalatinsk. Here, photo-interpreters found evidence
of a recent low-yield nuclear test.65

Eisenhower was not at all surprised when, on August 26, Tass
announced that “a super-long-range multistage ballistic rocket”
had been successfully tested and that the next rocket would carry a
satellite payload. On September 10 another U-2 mission overflew
Kapustin Yar and captured images of a large medium-range missile
sitting on its launcher. Consequently, when on October 4 the first
earth satellite, Sputnik, was launched by the Russians, the President
received the news nonchalantly. He assured the nation that Sputnik
had not upset the balance of power in the missile arms race. America
was not in any acute danger of surprise attack. Eisenhower also ad-
justed the missile program to an accelerated footing. What he did
not do is divulge to the American people the source of his abiding
calm.

In the wake of the commotion over Sputnik, on November 15
Khrushchev bragged that Soviet ingenuity exceeded American
skill. “Let’s have a peaceful rocket contest just like a rifle-shooting
match, and they’ll see for themselves.” Within months, quite with-
out confirmed proof, the office of the chief of staff for intelligence
for the air force began a four-year campaign to persuade decision-
makers that the USSR had already amassed hundreds of operational
ICBMs.66

Even in the first year of the missile gap, we can find references to
phantom evidence. In a November 1957 NIE, the authors admitted
that “positive intelligence” was “minimal.” Their estimate could offer
“only a possible Soviet program, but one which is . . . both feasible
and reasonable.” Nevertheless, the NIE maintained the assumption
of a missile threat with reference to empty possibility. An accompa-
nying document stated that although “firm evidence” was lacking,
“we believe that employment of missiles launched from aircraft or
submarines is within present Soviet capabilities.”67

From November 1957 to November 1958 the CIA acquired sub-
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stantive data of enemy missile development. They could finally con-
firm the existence of an ICBM program, as well as find evidence of
nine IRBM missile systems being readied for operational use. Not-
withstanding this information, the 1958 November estimate pointed
to “serious intelligence gaps.” In areas where solid facts were absent,
analysts guessed Soviet force sizes by extrapolating from American
missile R&D. They predicted that the Soviets would field ten proto-
type ICBMs by 1959. The number ten was a shot in the dark. “These
numbers are selected arbitrarily in order to provide some measure of
the Soviet capacity to produce and deploy ICBMs; they do not repre-
sent an estimate of probable Soviet requirements or stockpiles.”68

Given the overheated anticipation of a Soviet crash program in
missile R&D, something perverse happened—or, rather, failed to
happen. While it made no mention of the lapse, the next NIE was is-
sued in early November 1958, that is, roughly seven months after the
Turkish radar had last detected missile tests at Tyuratam. By April
1958 the number of test shots, including aborted missions, totaled
between ten and fifteen, none of which extended farther than 3,700
miles, hardly intercontinental distances. Russia launched Sputnik III
in May. Thereafter, missile tests at the Tyuratam facility were sus-
pended for close to a year.

The pause was confounding, since on December 4, 1958, at the
Geneva Conference on Surprise Attack, a Russian delegate let it
be known that “Soviet ICBMs are at present in mass production.”
The following February Khrushchev announced to the Soviet Com-
munist Party Congress that “serial production of intercontinental
ballistic rockets has been organized.” Likewise, the Soviet defense
minister affirmed that “our army is equipped with a whole series of
intercontinental, continental, and other rockets of long, medium, and
short range.”69

After almost a year, in March 1959 NSA’s Turkish radar picked up
the resumption of ICBM testing at a rate of about four trials a
month. The U-2 flight schedule resumed on July 9, 1959, more than
sixteen months after its last mission over the USSR. Among other
targets, it overflew the Tyuratam facility and discovered two more
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launch pads under construction. However, the summer flights also
determined that Tyuratam and Kapustin Yar were the only active
missile bases in the USSR. Notwithstanding the discrepancy be-
tween the long pause in testing and Russian boasts of missile mobili-
zation, in November of 1959 Khrushchev exulted, “In one year, 250
rockets with hydrogen warheads came off the assembly line in the
factory we visited.” Some analysts, including the intelligence officers
of SAC and the air force, readily believed him. We know now that
the Kremlin had been fed copies of the NIEs until 1961. An army in-
telligence officer working for the joint chiefs of staff, Colonel Wil-
liam H. Whalen, had slippped virtually all of the NIEs of Soviet ca-
pability to the KGB from the late 1950s until some time in 1961.70

The long pause between tests was ambiguous. The air force ag-
gressively shaped every datum into evidence for Soviet crash mobili-
zation. Absence of activity meant that testing had terminated and se-
ries production of the SS-6 had begun. On the other hand, the CIA’s
Office of Scientific Intelligence argued that the pause meant that the
missile program had probably stalled.71

“Every present indication,” began the November 1959 NIE, “sug-
gests” that the Soviets had embarked on an intense program of rapid
ICBM development. To this relatively moderate remark, the air force
assistant chief of staff for intelligence footnoted the more hair-rais-
ing prediction of a Soviet race to achieve global military dominance
by mid-1961 or earlier. He believed that the Kremlin desired to
achieve “at the earliest practicable date a military superiority over the
United States . . . so decisive as to enable them either to force their
will on the United States through threat of destruction or to launch
such devastating attacks against the United States that, at the cost of
acceptable levels of damage to themselves, the United States as a
world power would cease to exist.” Echoing Khrushchev’s claim, he
added that the Soviets would attain the technical and economic ca-
pacity to produce 250 ICBMs, with 185 ready on their launchers by
1961.72

As to an operational ICBM, “for planning purposes” the NIE sug-
gested that the Pentagon should expect an initial operational capabil-
ity of about ten ICBMs by January 1960. The problem was guessing
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how rapidly the Soviets could be expected to amass a missile force
into a pre-emptive strike capability. The year 1961 loomed as the
moment when the Soviets would attain “a decided military, political,
and psychology advantage over the US.”73

Although the authors of the NIE acknowledged the humble real-
ity of ordinary production delays due to bottlenecks and other slow-
downs, they ignored this. In fact, they assumed that the Kremlin
would devote a second plant to missile production and assembly. Al-
lowing for a production build-up and factoring in a learning curve,
the high-end estimates supported by the chief officers for the State
Department, the air force, and the joint chiefs forecast two hundred
missiles sitting on their launchers by mid-1961. Since anyone could
see that this was the best means for gaining strategic advantage, they
argued that it would be a reasonable course to follow: “Soviet plan-
ners would regard the advantages to be gained as justifying additional
effort.”74

In April 1959 Turkish radar picked up the resumption of missile
testing, which continued throughout the rest of the year. This in-
cluded the first full-range 5,000 nautical-mile test, which proved the
intercontinental power of their technology. However, the radar also
detected a handful of failures at launch or during flight. It was hardly
evidence of a fully fledged missile production program.75

In addition to the U-2 flights and the Turkish radar, in 1959 the
NSA added electronic and communications eavesdropping stations
in Norway, Italy, Greece, Ethiopia, and Peshawar, Pakistan. This last
was critical for eavesdropping on the Tyuratam installation, the nu-
clear test site at Semipalatinsk, and Chinese tests at their nuclear fa-
cility at Lop Nor.

By January 1960 Tyuratam was still the only major site for SS-6
deployment. Had there been other missile launch facilities in the
USSR, they would have been readily identifiable. The SS-6 rocket
was liquid-fueled and inconveniently heavy. It could only be trans-
ported by rail. Surveillance of railways would reveal whether or not
the SS-6 ICBMs were being shuttled about for active deployment.
None was found.

By the end of 1959, members of the intelligence community
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were thoroughly exasperated with the air force’s interpretation of the
available material. Secretary of Defense Thomas Gates testified to a
House Armed Services Committee that henceforth the NIE would
focus on what the Soviets “probably will do” rather than what they
could do. The change meant counting operational launchers rather
than guessing the total capability of the missile production plant of
the USSR.76

The 1960 NIE couldn’t wring a consensus from the three services,
the joint chiefs, the secretary of state, and the CIA. While the au-
thors surmised that the Soviets had probably begun to move from
missile prototype to series production in early 1959, they had “no
direct evidence of the present or planned future rate of production.”
They could find no launching sites for the putative rocket force or
any support facilities. Nonetheless, they insisted that ten operational
missiles would exist by January 1, 1960. They based their estimate
on extrapolations from Soviet military doctrine, Russian production
norms, and guesses at how enemy planners might conceive their mis-
sile requirements.77

Trailing after the main text were a series of footnoted objections.
The army protested that direct evidence of missile strength was criti-
cal to a credible estimate. Since “much of this evidence constitutes
negative indications,” placing too much faith in these extrapolations
“leads to unrealistic overestimation.” The air force parried that to the
contrary, one should assume that Soviet planners wished to acquire a
missile force that would “enable them . . . to force their will on the
US.”78

The CIA pressed Eisenhower to approve a U-2 flight over an al-
leged base at Plesetsk. The aircraft was shot down on May 1, 1960,
before the Americans had the opportunity to corroborate the pur-
pose of the facility. Given the President’s concern that a Soviet
intercept of a penetration flight might provoke war, it is a historical
curiosity that Eisenhower was already sheltered in an underground
bunker rehearsing the first stages of nuclear war in the national civil
defense exercise, Operation Alert, when word came of the downed
U-2. Within days of learning that the pilot was alive and had con-
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fessed to spying, Eisenhower cancelled the rest of the flights sched-
uled for that year. On May 11 he publicly disclosed the nature of the
U-2 operation, in the course of which he acknowledged that he had
indeed authorized covert reconnaissance flights over enemy territory.

A little more than a month after Francis Gary Powers’s plane was
shot down, the nation’s first satellite was launched by the CIA. After
partial successes and aborted missions, the thirteenth Discoverer sat-
ellite, launched on August 18, 1960, acquired more photographic
coverage of the USSR than the output of the U-2 program alto-
gether. Its initial objectives were the Soviet missile launching com-
plexes, which the U-2 had failed to get. The satellite also identified
previously unconfirmed missile test ranges such as the Plesetsk site,
as well as the main test center for the submarine-launched missile fa-
cility at Severodvinsk. These photographs resolved the question as to
what an actual Soviet ICBM launch site looked like. Plesetsk looked
like Tyuratam.79

Based on the information retrieved from the Discoverer missions,
the NIE of September 21, 1961, was finally able to offer positive in-
telligence about the Soviet missile program. “We are still unable to
confirm the location of any ICBM launching facilities other than
those at the test range.” However, “on reasonably good evidence,”
two to four operational ICBM sites could be said to exist in the
USSR. On this basis, the authors projected a missile force of between
fifty and a hundred ICBMs for mid-1961, situated in ten to fifteen
missile bases, in spite of the satellite evidence of only two to four
sites. The additional bases were a “general approximation” based on a
judgment “as to the relationship between what we have detected and
what we are likely to have missed.”80

It is worth reading the air force’s dissenting footnote in full to get a
flavor of its credulity and antagonism.

The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, USAF does not
concur . . . In his judgment the Soviet leaders recognize that
the ultimate elimination of the US, as the chief power block-
ing their aim of a Communist world, requires a clear pre-
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ponderance in military capabilities. He believes that this con-
sideration is the major determining factor in the continuing
development of Soviet military force goals. This factor and
the available evidence considered in light of extreme Soviet
security and the great lack of intelligence coverage of large
suspect deployment areas in the USSR, leads him to believe
that there are at least 120, and quite possibly an even greater
number of operational ICBM launchers in mid-1961.81

The next Discoverer mission passed over suspected missile sites in
the USSR, confirming that areas that had been included as possible
launch facilities were innocent of missile activity. A subsequent NIE
suggested that probable sites included in earlier estimates might also
be empty of missiles. Even so, unbelievably, its authors did not chal-
lenge the air force numbers. Rather, they also assumed undiscovered
sites, and therefore proposed ten to twenty-five missiles sitting on
enemy launch pads. “The high side takes into account the limitations
of our coverage and allows for the existence of a few other complexes
. . now operational but undetected.” We know now that even though
the 1961 NIE had postulated ten missiles, only four of these ICBMs
were actually deployed.82

Herman Kahn brooded, “Are we taking one chance out of a hun-
dred that the Russians have a disguised program we do not know
about? Is it one in ten, or one in three, or what?” However much he
cajoled his audiences to consider improbable possibilities, he was by
no means alone. All the strategists at RAND partook of this occult
business. RAND was a creature of the air force, battened on air force
largess, propelled by air force hungers and urges, and guided by the
air force mission in the cold war. Not only did RAND enjoy privi-
leged consultation with senior command officers, it fed its minions
from the royal jelly of air force intelligence.83

Having been battered by Congress after reports of the secret Gaither
study were leaked to the press, in 1958 President Eisenhower with-
held all further intelligence from his widest circle of advisers. The
Pentagon’s civilian contracting firms were stricken from the NIE dis-
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tribution list. The result was that RAND analysts continued to be-
lieve in the spurious missile gap well after it had been disproved.
From then on, the only intelligence about Soviet strategic capability
available to RAND originated in the air force. Therefore, they did
not know, could not know, how swollen their numbers were, nor the
extent to which air force reckoning had strayed from common sense.

The story of the missile gap illustrates how far credulity can wing
us into unknown unknowns. While his election campaign blared the
bad news of Soviet missile superiority, by the time President Ken-
nedy bearded Khrushchev in Berlin in 1961 and Cuba the following
year, he knew better. The prospect of hundreds of “operational but
undetected” missiles no longer stabbed at his imagination. Yet pre-
cisely because the Discoverer missions found only a handful of enemy
missiles, in the summer of 1961 Kennedy aides drew up a war plan
for a preventive strike against the USSR. They reasoned, “If the So-
viets had only a few nuclear weapons and terrible air defenses, maybe
the United States could knock out the whole Soviet nuclear arsenal
in a very small sneak attack.” While the President explored the idea
of a limited first strike, he worried about the possibility for escalation
into general war such a move would open. He queried his military
advisers in mid-September: “I am concerned over my ability to con-
trol our military effort once a war begins. I assume I can stop the
strategic attack at any time, should I receive word the enemy has ca-
pitulated. Is this correct?” No one responded directly to his concerns.
On the contrary, SAC Commander General Tommy Power burst
out, “The time of our greatest danger of a Soviet surprise attack is
now . . . If a general atomic war is inevitable, the US should strike
first.” Luckily for us, President Kennedy did not consider preventive
war to be urgent or necessary. As risky as the two nuclear crises of the
early 1960s were, surely we would have found ourselves nearer to the
lip of Doom had zealotry been allowed to elide possible threats into
probable ones and thence into achieved reality.84
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Chapter 5

HOW TO BUILD A WORLD WITH ARTFUL INTUITION

You’re trying to decide today what the conditions will be
eight to fifteen years in the future, and just what type of
things you should develop. Under these circumstances it
turns out that competent honest people often don’t do very
well. That doesn’t mean we want incompetent or dishon-
est people! At least not deliberately.

herman kahn, 1955

RAND researchers tried to transpose the defense community’s feel-
ings of reverence for senior military officers into blithe disregard. In
their view, the expertise needed to plan for nuclear war shifted the lo-
cus of authority from veterans of the last war to practitioners of the
new technologies of simulation. Nuclear war was unlike anything the
world had seen before. Imagining how it would be fought was a sci-
ence fiction, a hypothetical physical, military, and social construct.
How could America plan for something that would be unexampled,
catastrophic, and accessible only through experiments, models, and
simulations?

Military decisions have always been grounded in an unstructured,
inarticulate, and unimprovable mix of instinct, bias, and personality.
One convert to the new sciences wrote, “In past years . . . risks were
taken by military commanders who used judgment and experience
to estimate an enemy’s intentions.” In contrast to the vernacular
grooves of tradition, what did the modern science of war look like? It
glided forward on the skids of computation. By 1956 we can read the
already naturalized maxim: “In the old war game, professional opin-
ion and subjective qualitative information are supreme . . . [Now,]



analysis and objective quantitative data tell the tale.” Propelled by
impersonal quantification, the science of war rocketed into the fu-
ture. Scientists, the simulationists insisted with a swagger, “reach dis-
passionate, objective conclusions.” The practitioners of the new tech-
niques liked to boast, “At RAND, we tend to have faith that systems
analysis can do a much better job on many problems than . . . staff
work in the military.”1

During World War II, operations researchers in the United States
and England fiddled with weapons systems already in use. Their
spectacular interventions moved John Williams to wonder whether
the scientific analysis of military problems could be abstracted as a
general approach. In 1946, writing to Project RAND’s director about
the OSRD’s Applied Mathematics Panel, he commented that “iso-
lated components of the theory of warfare suggest the possibility of
similarly treating the entire subject.” He later reflected, “My notion of
what Project RAND represented was an opportunity to do more
fundamental studies of warfare [than] had been done before.” While
the operations researchers had demonstrated the insight engineers,
mathematicians, and physicists could bring to combat, Williams pro-
posed a futurological inversion for RAND.2

Atomic wars would be short and intense. Any new weapon system,
as well as the strategy and tactics for its use, had to be projected ten
or fifteen years ahead. This condition snagged the simulationists in
an inextricable contradiction. In light of the uncertainties inherent
in modeling hypotheticals, no one could deliver a definitive study.
During the 1950s the simulationists justified their work by remind-
ing their audiences that the validity of hypothetical analysis rested
on the oracular cunning of anyone who dared to model the future.
But the air force founded RAND as a scientifically based institute
dedicated to improving on the hunches of the old campaigners. Sci-
entists had proven their value during the war; it was the virtues of
unsparing and probative science that were wanted. How, then, could
the simulationists mediate between the demands for a quantitative
rationality and the unstable hypotheticals of any imaginary future?
How could they construct an indefinite, intuitively rendered science?
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The men at RAND had elevated the experience and knowledge
they gained by long practice with Monte Carlo, systems analysis,
war games, and man–machine simulation over the generals’ wisdom
derived from actual combat. In contrast to the creaky habits of the
officer corps, they believed that their own march up to future war
had sharpened intuition, stimulated creativity, offered insight into
complex interactions, and heightened sensitivity to their own blind
spots. But having thus distinguished their approach from the uni-
formed military, the simulationists wrangled over competing tech-
niques. The economists squabbled with the systems analysts; others
rebuked them both for methodological folly; and the physicists
snubbed everyone.

The Pulse of Creative Thought

Rather than tease apart the details of these disputes, I want to heap
together all of the methods for simulating future war and approach
them not as a science but as a style, a mood, and an aesthetic. Practi-
tioners of these arts, along with their historians, justly insist on
preserving the ramparts that enclose and differentiate their chosen
fields. But what I’m looking for are the traces of an aesthetic, which
scientific practices surely bear in much the same way that a society’s
fine arts, politics, and ephemera do.

What I have in mind is something like Nietzsche’s musical un-
derstanding of the pulse of creative thought. An amateur musician
himself, Nietzsche, in Beyond Good and Evil, spoke of “the tempo
of style” and “the average tempo of its metabolism.” When I leaf
through RAND publications from this period, I catch sight of typi-
cal shapes of problem formulation. The themes of open serial study,
branching forms, the rejection of realism, untiring stress on insight,
intuition, creativity, tacit knowledge—all blend into a distinct genre.
I’d like to extract these motifs in order to situate Kahn’s thoughts
about the plotting and planning of nuclear war into the larger stream
of futurological ideas at RAND. What would later be read as repug-
nant eccentricities in On Thermonuclear War deviated very little from
the general flow of studies produced by his colleagues.
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A glance at threat assessment in our own time throws light on
the cold war character of the simulation genre at RAND, as well as
its transhistorical potential. Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s shorthand
spree through the core concepts of risk assessment—his unknown
unknowns, his absence of evidence and evidence of absence—bor-
rows liberally from strategic futurology. He defines the threat in a
manner that everyone at RAND, from Frank Collbohm to Herman
Kahn, would have recognized. “A terrorist can attack at any time, in
any place, and using any technique . . . It’s physically impossible to
defend in every place, at every time against every technique.” His de-
scription of the pitfalls of intelligence gathering echoes complaints
CIA analysts made about the USSR in the 1950s. “Their task is to
penetrate closed societies . . . and learn things our adversaries don’t
want them to know . . . often not knowing precisely what it is that we
need to know, while our adversaries know . . . what it is that they
don’t want us to know.”

The terrorist threat of today resembles the cold war fear of a sud-
den strike from the air and hence drives the impulse toward extrava-
gant speculation. “Intelligence agencies are operating in an era of
surprise when new threats can emerge suddenly with little or no
warning, as happened on September 11th.” Because they have no
means to confirm their suspicions, intelligence analysts, goaded by
an uncertain menace, stitch together threat estimates impetuously,
sometimes feverishly. “It is their task to try to connect the dots before
the fact.” Since intelligence will always be imperfect, Rumsfeld coun-
seled decision-makers to take hypothetical threats seriously. “We do
not, will not, and cannot know everything that’s going on . . . [If ] we
mistake intelligence for irrefutable evidence, analysts might [hesi-
tate] to inform policymakers of what they think they know and what
they know . . . they don’t know, and even what they think [that is,
guess].”3

In the 1950s, the RAND simulationists preened themselves on
being the avant-garde of the defense community. But what, exactly,
makes simulation techniques so iconoclastic, so modern? The men
designing Monte Carlo samples, systems analyses, and war games
believed that atomic war instantly nullified military experience. In-
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deed, after reading about Hiroshima in the newspaper, the mili-
tary historian Bernard Brodie burst out, “Everything that I have
written is obsolete.” All of warfare had to be created anew under the
sign of the bomb. But the modernism at RAND wasn’t extreme; un-
like the scientific dissenters, the disarmers, and the internationalists
who argued that the bomb made war itself obsolete the RAND
simulationists comprised an avant-garde comfortably settled within
the framework of cold war politics—a cold war avant-garde.4

Let’s look at the motifs of the simulationists and see whether we
can make out a coherent pattern. The first formal feature was a
marked preference for the open form of serial study. Research on fu-
ture war bumped along provisionally. Rather than fishing for an opti-
mal solution to any problem, from 1950 onward RAND analysts
stole up to the future in successive, rudimentary, non-analytic trials.
They emphasized their studies’ dynamism and learning curve. They
tutored their sponsors in tolerance for uncertainty. In an age where
scenarios for war were tethered to successive generations of weap-
onry, soon to be displaced by the next cycle of the arms race, the
watchwords of the day were flexibility, adaptability, alterability.

The serial study excused the simulationists from ultimate conclu-
sions, which left them free to map out the totality of future war. By
temperament or training, they gravitated to opposing forms: compact
studies correlating limited combat objectives with fixed budgets, or
grandly speculative affairs spiraling around society, nature, and war.
The quantitative studies often aimed toward an ideal of omniscient
information management. Its opposing pole invoked an intuitive ho-
listic gestalt.

Another motif worth mentioning is the representation of manifold
alternatives in branching forms and correlative graphs and columns.
Following the zig-zaggery of fragmentary alternatives was the only
way to survey possible events and phenomena. It was ubiquitous—
in the multiple trials of Monte Carlo samples, in the correlation of
alternatives in systems analysis, in the consecutive rounds of war
games. It was a critical component of RAND futurology. Kahn com-
pressed the methodological ideal into a few sentences, coupling the
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will to circumscribe the totality of future war while simultaneously
splintering any single conjecture into almost infinite variations: “We
must try to think a war right through to its termination. This does
not mean . . . we can predict the details of what will happen, but only
that it is valuable to think through many possible wars to their termi-
nation points.” This branching impulse was so contagious that we
can glimpse it even in the work of someone who despised specula-
tive futurology. In a 1959 paper, Richard Bellman, an irascible critic
of systems analyses, characterized dynamic programming as “not so
much any fixed set of concepts and techniques as a state of mind [that
favored] a multi-stage decision process.”5

Since everything about future nuclear war was new, people at RAND
floundered, trying this and that. The studies were conspicuously pro-
visional. In Monte Carlo estimates, systems analyses, role-playing
games, and man–machine simulations, the definition of the problem,
the design of the model, and the collection of data happened simul-
taneously. It was a process in which “conclusions will emerge and be-
come more certain as the volume and quality of the facts improve
with further study.” In other words, they made it up as they went
along. In a report on his man–machine simulations, Murray Geisler
reflected, “Right at the beginning we had to put our money and time
on a problem of uncertain outcome. Therefore, we could not be sure
that we would be testing important research hypotheses.”6

The provisionality, open form, and simultaneous shapes of many
possible wars suggested the absence of a consensus on the core tech-
niques of systems analysis. The Fortune reporter who visited RAND
in 1951 was mystified. He wrote, “Systems analysis is understood in
sixteen different ways by sixteen different people, and yet they all do
it together like a jazz band playing around an unexpressed four-four
beat . . . It provides a pattern on which numerous and diverse special-
ists can cooperate . . . Some see it as a unique analytical method, oth-
ers as a familiar scientific attitude.” When Malcolm Hoag delivered
an orientation lecture to a gaggle of visiting officers in 1956, he
warned them that RAND futurology wasn’t a formulaic business:
“One can only repeat: ‘Systems Analysis is no substitute for good
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sense,’ and ‘There are neither prescriptions nor substitutes for inge-
nuity in analysis.’”7

In virtually every paper on future war, the role of intuition and art-
fulness in model design was endlessly and compulsively emphasized.
One author instructed his readers that the analyst “must . . . construct
a model as best he can, where both the structure of the model and its
numerical inputs may be based merely on intuitive insight and lim-
ited practical experience.” “In these analyses,” observed another, “we
have to do some things that we think are right but that are not
verifiable, that we cannot really justify, and that are never checked in
the output of the work.”8

Another motif was the fabricated quality of the simulations. Models
could be distorted to magnify unlikely events. Andrew Marshall de-
lighted in Monte Carlo’s pliancy: “Their synthetic character gener-
ates an additional, and very flexible, degree of freedom. This added
degree of freedom can be exploited, sometimes to an extraordinary
extent.” Sensitivity to error followed from this: “The degree of ap-
proximation to reality of the models used in these synthetic experi-
ments is often not known.” Indeed, everyone agreed that the undis-
coverable correspondence between a model and its referent was the
most significant (and worrisome) dimension of simulation.9

In virtually every major paper, analysts ritually acknowledged the
fictitious nature of simulations of war. Kahn exposed the artifices of
the model-maker more bluntly than most. “Take this curve over here.
What it says is that if a certain number of bombers hit your area de-
fense, this is the probability that those bombers will get through.
Now you get a curve like this in several ways. We got it just by draw-
ing it. That’s one way. It’s practically the classical way.” More soberly,
he remarked in another memo, “Hopefully, the understanding thus
gained will guide our intuition even where the known theorems do
not directly apply. It will . . . be as interesting to see what cannot . . .
be done by mathematics as what can, so that our ambitions will be
curbed.” Otherwise, the model was neither predictive nor offered
“precise rules for specific realistic situations.”10

While insisting that the value of any model relied on its de-
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signer’s finesse, Kahn and his colleagues just as vehemently and pi-
ously affirmed the scientific qualities of their simulations. Quantified
guesses were superior to perfunctory ones. As Kahn expressed it,
“The best we can claim for our results is that they are plausible.
Many, possibly all, of the numerical results can be expected to
change with further study. But even so, most of them should be
better than the intuitive feelings and preconceptions almost everyone
has at present.”11

Malcolm Hoag shared this tendency. Rather than regretting the
insecure foundations of model design, Kahn’s colleague flourished his
anxiety as the mark of conscientious professionalism: “The man who
solves complex problems in the space of five minutes on the intuitive
basis of ‘sound’ military . . . judgment and experience . . . [may] sleep
easily at night,” whereas the civilian analyst who devoted two years
to the same topic “may sleep badly, but only because he has be-
come acutely aware of all the pitfalls in the problem.” The analyst’s
recommendations will be more astute, more accurate, and more deci-
sive than those of his military counterpart. “If you take . . . people
who are scientifically trained . . . detached from the [problem and]
. . . have no bias . . . and give them ample time . . . [they] ought to be
able to do considerably better than one harassed Indian [that is, staff
officer] . . . [given] three months to solve an impossibly big problem
with little assistance.” To his air force audience he did concede that
“systems analysis as currently practiced . . . is much more an art than
a science . . . [The analyst’s] operations . . . are not characteristic of
‘science’ with a capital S.”12

Finally, as our last motif, the simulationists dreamed up worst-case
scenarios and improbable threats. Even before RAND was founded,
on the last day of 1945, the physicist Harold Urey worried that “an
enemy who put twenty bombs . . . into twenty trunks, and checked
one in the baggage room of the main railroad station in . . . twenty
leading American cities could wipe this country off the map so far as
military defense is concerned.” The expectation of surprise attack has
engrossed vigilant imaginations ever since. At nearly every turn Al-
bert Wohlstetter twitted the duffers at the Pentagon for being shift-
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less and feeble-minded. It was folly, he’d say, to assume that the
Soviets would employ strategies in the next war that could be con-
veniently countered by American capabilities, when there was an
infinity of ways to smite the United States.13

RAND’s injunction to ransack the universe for these possibilities
confirmed in Kahn a tendency to wallow in eccentric scenarios. As a
discovery method, he believed that war games should thresh out un-
likely but “interesting” possibilities. “The scenarios are not designed
to describe ‘most probable’ or necessarily ‘fairly likely’ courses of
events, although each is intended to be ‘not impossible.’” The aim
was to throw light on these events “not simply because one thinks
they are most likely to happen.” In virtually every briefing, he im-
plored his audiences not to shrug off his ideas. “In more casual days
one could dismiss a bizarre-sounding notion with a snort . . . about
[its] being impractical or implausible.” But the absolute horizon of
nuclear war invited “crackpot or unrealistic” speculations. “We must
take seriously the hypothetical possibility of either direct attack or
extreme provocation . . . long before the challenge materializes.”14

Monte Carlo

Kahn, sans Ph.D., made canny use of the commanding authority of
science. When pressing home an argument, he didn’t shrink from
claiming to know the facts. He arrayed “even intuitive notions” in
quantitative garb in order to express himself “with accuracy.” The
Monte Carlo studies of his earliest years were recognizable as sci-
ence. But in his transit to systems analysis in the mid-1950s, Kahn’s
science became science fiction, an exercise that derived political and
military policy—discrete, authoritative, partisan—from the vagaries
of simulations concocted with good guesses. For Kahn, it was but a
few steps from devising a “system of fictitious particles treated by an
electronic computer” to scenarios of future war that “stimulate our
imagination . . . [by bringing] less probable possibilities into focus.”15

His first years at RAND were devoted to simulating the activity of
elementary particles and gamma rays that might penetrate various
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thicknesses of protective shields in nuclear reactors. He delivered pa-
pers on this topic at all three of the major unclassified conferences
that introduced the Monte Carlo technique to the physics, engineer-
ing, mathematics, computing, and operations research communities
in 1949 and 1954.16

Monte Carlo was intimately related to the development of the
electronic computer. If we wanted to identify the moment when em-
pirically based experience was supplanted by synthetic data, we could
do no better than look to John von Neumann’s meteorological co-
nundrums during the war. He conceived the germ of Monte Carlo
while mulling over the physics of colliding atmospheric gases, but he
elaborated and refined the idea between 1944 and 1948 on problems
of a neutron’s behavior as it encounters plutonium or some other ra-
dioactive substance. An individual particle might recoil from the plu-
tonium nucleus, be absorbed by it, or split itself, releasing more neu-
trons. Whereas each of these possibilities had a specific probability at
specific temperatures, the actual behavior of neutrons was random.
Purely abstract calculations couldn’t capture this phenomenon in de-
tail. Nor could laboratory apparatus withstand the intense heat and
pressure of a fusion reaction. It was therefore necessary to represent
neutron activity in a simulated space. The only way to estimate the
ratios of neutron scattering, fusion, and fission en masse was to track
a representative sample of these particles. A roulette wheel, later a
table of “pseudo-random” numbers, could be used to generate the
path any one particle would follow. (Hence the name Monte Carlo.)
What emerged was the shape—the upper and lower boundaries—of
the probabilistic distribution of the event.17

It was truly a machine representation. Publicly introducing Monte
Carlo in 1949, Nicholas Metropolis and Stanislaw Ulam announced,
“These experiments will . . . be performed not with any physical
apparatus, but theoretically.” They added, “We want to point out
that modern computing machines are extremely well suited to per-
form the procedures described.” Thus, the field for the physics exper-
iments critical for hydrogen bomb design migrated from the labora-
tory bench to ENIAC, the first electronic computer. Certainly, the
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most revolutionary claim for Monte Carlo was that mathematical
models subject to repeated trials of random sequences were equiva-
lent to empirical experiments. They were, to quote one physicist,
“numerical experiments with the program as the apparatus.” This
idea quickly became axiomatic. In their 1949 paper, Kahn and
Goertzel put it this way: “One is not carrying out a mathematical
computation in the usual [analytic] sense, but . . . carrying out a
mathematical experiment with the aid of tables of random digits.”18

Electronic computers enabled countless repetitions of the “random
walks” of individual particles. As its enthusiasts claimed, “The tre-
mendous volume of logical, numerical and bookkeeping operations
that must be performed . . . makes this . . . a very natural application
for digital computers.” The data were begotten by the sample size,
the boundaries of the model, and the capabilities of the machine.
That is to say, the output of a Monte Carlo simulation was literally
“descriptive of the performance of a given configuration of the sys-
tem.”19

As in every statistical study, the sample size had a direct bearing on
its outcome: if it wasn’t large enough, anomalies would throw off the
result. Even when a computer ran thousands of trials, its representa-
tion in any simulation would always be relatively minuscule com-
pared to the real physics of billions of elementary particles. A statisti-
cal fluctuation could warp the data. To offset this possibility, Monte
Carlo designers added a bias to their models so that the random
walks would “tend in the direction required.” They would then cor-
rect for this by calculating the differences between unbiased and bi-
ased random walks. It was this refinement, called variance reduction
and importance sampling, on which Kahn first exercised his formal
imagination.20

Monte Carlo occupied an intermediate space between laboratory
physics, where experiments on real substances and processes occur in
actual space and time, and theoretical physics, which acts upon con-
ceptual entities. Invented by physicists, used for hydrogen bomb de-
sign, Monte Carlo seemed to have real referents in the world.
Certainly its brainchild, the thermonuclear weapon, had real conse-
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quences for the world. But even so, Monte Carlo models hovered
above empirical reality. They could offer only approximations of neu-
tron behavior. In every Monte Carlo simulation, it was always possi-
ble that design errors might never be detected.21

Monte Carlo made sense to the men behind the glass door at
RAND. During his early years there, Kahn “seemed to be a physicist.
He worked on physics problems,” remarked a colleague. But when he
turned to systems analysis, “it seemed to most of us that he had
departed from our world.” In spite of the fact that the Physics De-
partment thought he had sailed off the edge of legitimate science in
search of the Happy Isles of futurological conjecture, there were con-
tinuities between Kahn’s Monte Carlo studies and his nuclear strat-
egy. In fact, all of the motifs of the simulation genre crop up in his
Monte Carlo papers and remained forever after as the architecture of
his imagination.22

The fact that the simulation need not emulate a physical process
but could sample a distorted, biased, or even wholly unnatural event
is the first wonder of Monte Carlo. It could mimic an actual process
or deviate from it considerably. Ideally, a sample would trace typical
life histories of neutrons flitting through a plane slab. But in practice
this was too computationally demanding. Honing the sample size
was the real design problem. Kahn insisted that these refinements
were, “to a certain extent, arbitrary.” He counseled the simulationist
to expend his efforts contriving efficiencies that lessened the compu-
tational load rather than straining to create a model that faithfully
hugged the lineaments of the elemental world. The simulation need-
n’t be analogous at all. What was needed was the physical intuition of
an expert model builder. Model design was artisanal and subjective:
“The ability to set up an efficient Monte Carlo problem depends
more on the intuition of the computer [the human analyst] than on
being able to evaluate the formulae given.”23

In a 1957 paper Kahn reprised the theme of the insight afforded
by non-natural representation. He exulted in the “complete control”
that allowed him to tinker with probabilistic events. Like genies
tumbling out of bottles, improbable events sprang forth and frolicked
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on command. “If, for example [the model-builder] were to want a
green-eyed pig with curly hair and six toes, and if this event had a
non-zero probability, then the Monte Carlo experimenter, unlike the
agriculturist, could immediately produce the animal.”24

While glorying in the plasticity of Monte Carlo, Kahn immedi-
ately called attention to the potential for error this enjoined. “The
calculator is, of course, confronted with the problem of how far to go
in altering the sampling.” He observed, “The decision about what as-
pects to concentrate on must be made early and therefore may easily
be made wrongly.” As early as 1949, he worried about the ways
things could go wrong. Given statistical fluctuations, the computer
might not register activity in lesser but significant regions. “The esti-
mate of the probable error may be small so that the computer will
have no indication that things have gone wrong.” The investigator
wouldn’t stumble across the error. He might believe the findings of
what he assumed was a roughly accurate estimate. To ensure against
this, the sample had to include “any possibly important but neglected
regions of the phase space” so that these outer reaches can “influence
the result.”25

In November 1952 Kahn and his friend Andrew Marshall deliv-
ered an address on Monte Carlo at a Washington conference. They
transposed the field of application from physics to war. It was the first
time their audience had heard of the technique. Presenting as much
an advertisement as a tutorial, Kahn and Marshall flourished the in-
dispensability of the method for problems involving multiple uncer-
tainties. It offered the analyst the freedom to choose the parameters,
sample size, and importance functions of his simulation.

In their paper, Kahn and Marshall laid out design principles for
Monte Carlo that unerringly anticipated the motifs of the simulation
genre: (1) the model is a non-natural representation: “the amount of
covariation of two processes is to a large extent under our control”;
(2) the model is highly manipulable: “success . . . depends on being
able to discover and exploit . . . opportunities for . . . increasing
the correlation between the outcomes of the two processes”; (3) the
model depends on the skill of the designer: “all that can . . . be done is
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to approximate this . . . distribution function . . . arrived at by the use
of physical intuition”; and (4) there was a danger of underestimating
the variance of the phenomena in the sample, which could result in
latent errors: “one appears to have a good estimate on the basis of the
information at hand when in fact he has a very bad one.”26

There is no end to speculation. As Metropolis and Ulam recog-
nized in 1949, “The ‘space’ in which our process takes place is the
collection of all possible chains of events, or infinite branching graphs.”
When he bolted from physics to systems analysis, Kahn carried his
methodological preoccupations—the intuitive nature of model de-
sign, anxiety about undetectable errors, the manipulability of the
simulation, the correlative comparison of alternatives, the rejection of
realism in improbable but critical events—into the scenario tech-
nique for authoring possible worlds.27

Systems Analysis

Systems analysis was as provisional and fictitious as Monte Carlo.
Because it toyed with the same elastic probabilities that begot Kahn’s
green-eyed curly-haired pig, systems analysis looked like science
fiction. You could imagine any totality you pleased. In fact, the first
systems analyses at RAND attempted to cram every conceivable
variable into master frameworks of future war. These rudimentary
studies whirled into confusion, and the air force eventually checked
the group’s grandiose ambitions. Over the course of the 1950s, the
systems analysts tinkered with the method and acquired more experi-
ence with its shortcomings, but they never disowned its speculative
kernel.

During RAND’s first decade, its analysts bickered over the best
way to imagine future war. Their immediate problem was agreeing
on a method for representing and assessing multiple future systems.
On the one hand, Samuel Wilks pressed for a matrix of quantifiable
phenomena such as damage and target coverage coordinated with
different budgets for weapons delivery. Olaf Helmer countered with
the case for folding political, economic, and psychological factors,
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along with historical study, into the prospectus for any future weapon
system. As head of the section, John Williams favored the big pic-
ture. While regretting that “the complexity of the subject [was] al-
most boundless,” he called for “a frame of reference which adequately
encompasses the subject matter.” Still, the ordeal of juggling the vari-
ables comprising the totality overwhelmed everybody. Complaints
bubbled up in nearly every one of these early studies. By 1948 the
tension between the quantified and gestalt models resulted in the re-
organization of the Military Worth section into separate depart-
ments of social science and economics.28

By May 1949 the analysts felt that they were close to arriving at a
science of war. They had laced together offensive and defensive sys-
tems studies into “a master systems analysis [that] would provide, for
any given time within the study’s horizon, the optimal allocation of
resources between attack and defense.” The method for assembling
the totality had by now become clear. RAND’s vice-president, Law-
rence Henderson, spelled out the royal road to the guiding synthesis
in a December memorandum.29

First, the big picture would have to be sketched out. “The perti-
nent factors comprising aerial offensive and defensive systems must
be identified, put in quantitative form, and the effect of their varia-
tion on the results established.” The analyst must then “consider the
interrelation of all these factors simultaneously.” He should evaluate
alternative weapons systems with a “mini-max calculation,” deter-
mining which offered “a maximum pay-off (in terms of utility or mil-
itary worth) for a given expenditure of resources, or a given pay-off
for a minimum expenditure of resources.” Henderson’s ideal was ex-
haustive and impossible. “Thus,” he wound up, “systems analysis
seeks to cover the full range of possible future weapons characteris-
tics and simultaneously analyze each set of possible characteristics in
all possible tactics and strategies of employment.” Many of the mo-
tifs of the futurological genre are already here: the will to represent
the totality, and the simultaneity, modularity, and combinatorial pat-
tern of its components.30

The air force abrasively challenged these studies. By 1951 the
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simulationists concluded they had been grossly over ambitious. Not
every element in a problem could be quantified. Four years after
RAND’s founding, the problem of the intangibles of future war had
yet to be resolved. Senior management thereupon decreed that ti-
tanic attempts to scale the totality of future war would no longer be
welcome. Henceforth, staff energies would be confined to the pre-
cincts of sub-optimization studies.31

This was understood as a move toward component analyses. Still,
people argued that even though the Olympian view had been
officially renounced, in the course of checking any one component
against alternatives the analyst was obliged to venture beyond the
frontiers of his study to assess its impact on other subsystems in the
ensemble. In a 1952 paper Hitch protested he couldn’t avoid sidling
toward the totality. Merely comparing one component against an-
other “wasn’t good enough.” In order to test the worthiness of the
criteria used for evaluating lower-level alternatives, any self-respect-
ing analyst had to steal into the big picture.32

A year later Roland McKean seconded Hitch’s injunction to stray
beyond the enclave of sub-optimization “for possible gains to other
operations as a result of the ones under consideration.” After all,
what was the principal objective of the business at hand? One had to
sift through “all possible alternatives and all possible allocations of
one’s resources among those alternatives . . . [weighing] the possible
impacts of . . . all events not under the optimizer’s control and expec-
tations.” McKean served up a résumé of the other motifs of the sim-
ulation genre. The choice of model variables was a headache, de-
pending, as always, on the cunning of the designer. Intuition was
indispensable for systems analysis (which looked less and less like the
science of warfare). “The methods of science will not magically or
automatically reveal optimal choices,” he remarked. “It will always be
necessary to use great care and good judgment in picking out the
partial optimizations that look promising and to set up appropriate
criteria [for assessing] . . . alternative policies or courses of action.”33

On this last point, the economists quarreled furiously with the sys-
tems analysts. Armen Alchian, Reuben Kessel, Burton Klein, Ken-
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neth Arrow, and Richard Nelson disdained the fussy coordination of
pinning the one best criterion to the one best component analysis as
a terrible way to approach the future. It put a crimp in what should
be an expansive survey of possibilities. Given the plasticity of weap-
ons system components during feasibility and R&D phases, Alchian
and Kessel argued that a genuine optimization of all the possible
technologies necessitated a proliferation of research. Since “optimal
diversity in concrete situations cannot be ascertained,” it was best to
crown the principle of maximal diversity as “the optimal principle of
choice.” In other words, the Pentagon should pay for competing,
even redundant, R&D programs. Only if it could be made to tolerate
the indeterminacy of embryonic innovation could the most efficient
advances emerge. By 1958 the economists’ arguments crystallized
into the thesis that the pace and direction of innovation could not be
planned in advance, and therefore the air force should permit (and
pay for) “more competition, duplication, and ‘confusion.’”34

Kahn smacked his lips at this prospect. This was just the war-
rant he needed for an exquisitely far-reaching futurology. He com-
mented with delight, “On the whole, the non-technical people have
done better than the technical people.” The visionaries “just drew
fairytales,” while the poor, conservative engineers objected that “we
can’t say that this is going to happen in ten years, we don’t know how
to do it; if we knew how to do it, we’d just do it today.” Precisely be-
cause the dreamers had no responsibility for materializing their ideas,
they could promise anything. It was always best to shun the engi-
neers. “If you’re talking about things which are two, three, four gen-
erations away, you’ve just got to take it into account. You’ve got to be
ridiculous—you’ve got to look at ridiculous extremes.”35

While any simulation was only as good as the wits of its designer,
its findings had to be quantitative, defensible, and grounded in statis-
tically valid norms. Everyone was preoccupied with the problem of
exercising good judgment in the unstructured spaces of future war.
The primers on systems analysis produced at RAND during the
1950s convey the double gesture of an appeal to the dynamism of
intuitive, occasionally quixotic reasoning, counterpoised by the
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demand—at times an imploring entreaty—to concede that systems
analysis was more scientific than the crotchety recommendations put
forward by the gaffers in HQ. The major figures at RAND who
wrote papers on systems analysis in this period—Hitch, Hoag, Mar-
shall, Williams, Wohlstetter, Edward Quade, and Richard Specht—
repeatedly advised their readers to make allowances for gusts of intu-
ition. Let the whiz kids have flashes of divination. Call it an art, not a
technique. In short, much of the discussion revolved around the
obligatory incorporation of the irrational into the science of war.

In a 1955 paper entitled “An Appreciation of Systems Analysis,”
Hitch outlined a number of themes touching on the notorious com-
plexity of simulations of future war. Projected fifteen years ahead,
choices about the elements of weapons systems, operational parame-
ters, tactics, and practical assumptions were at the mercy of the rip-
tides of inspiration. “Some are . . . subject to our control, some are . . .
subject to the enemy’s control, some are subject to nobody’s control.”
Tempted and overwhelmed by an infinity of elements, the analyst
factored out variables that deserved individual treatment and mashed
the rest together into an aggregation. He cautioned, “Distinguishing
problems that we can successfully factor out is an art.” According
to what principle should this operation be performed? “Preliminary
analyses and tests” could carry you some of the way, “but for the most
part,” deciding what to do was driven “by sheer judgment.” It was a
delicate matter. “It is hard to do; it amounts to no less than deciding
what is important and what is not.”36

Picking his way through the snares of the “advisory art with many
limitations,” he groaned, “one may well ask, in view of this long cata-
logue of difficulties, dangers, and limitations, and the rather obvious
possibilities of abuse they open up, whether military systems analysis
is worth supporting and continuing.” His answer was modest and
faithful. Long-range planning was hard, guessing “intelligent behav-
ior under uncertainty is really hard.” The galaxy of meaningful ele-
ments easily swamped the model and model-maker. The problem
could be simplified “only by escaping from reality.”37

All right then, systems analysis was a scouting operation, not a sci-
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ence. Still, it had its uses. It could “enable us to focus the intuition of
experts on a manageable technical problem.” In the genre’s agile two-
step, Hitch exposed the fragility of the business but humbly touted
its merits. “One would have to say that the case for analysis in broad
context problems is comparatively unproved.” But even the most
speculative analysis could help decision-makers. Future war required
study; it couldn’t be guided by charismatic authority. “We trust a
man’s intuition in a field in which he is expert . . . No one is an expert
in more than one or two of the sub-fields; no one is an expert in the
field as a whole and the interrelations. So no one’s unsupported intu-
itions in such a field can be trusted.” Therefore, an attempt to weave
together the postulates of a rabble of experts would produce some-
thing surpassing the wisdom of any one man.38

Hitch wasn’t happy. The following year, provoked by somebody’s
paper on systems analysis, he flew off into a well-bred little tan-
trum. He was all for intuition, weren’t they all, but artistic abandon
had its limits. The most important part of designing a simulation—
choosing the criterion according to which an array of alternatives
would be compared—was typically undertaken in an impetuous gal-
lop. The analyst “takes the first obvious criterion which pops into
his mind and dashes on to the less important but more congenial
aspects of his job.” But wasn’t the criterion the key to any study’s in-
telligibility? The historian David Hounshell explained the sig-
nificance of criterion choice for a systems analysis: “Exactly what
was being optimized (maximized or minimized)? What should be
optimized? How could one be certain that optimization was possible
given . . . [the] extreme uncertainty in very large, highly dynamic
systems such as global nuclear warfare?” While descriptions of the
critical activity of comparing alternatives had changed over time
from “evaluation of military worth” to “criterion specification,” the
basis for comparison remained the chief problem for systems analysis
in 1956. Its resolution would not be easy or elegant. Hitch closed his
paper gloomily, if cryptically. “The only road to good theory . . . is by
way of bad theory. So we had better get on with developing the the-
ory we need, even though, for a time, it is likely to be bad as well
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as distasteful.” The simulationists dodged the issue with an artistic
shrug.39

Systems analysis was the emblematic practice of the simulation
aesthetic. It modeled future war with an adversary whose intentions
were not fathomable and whose capabilities could not be ascertained
by extrapolating combat performance from prototype or not-yet-ex-
isting weapons. The obsolescence or latent error of present informa-
tion always threatened the validity of recent studies. The modular
quality of the total system meant that one could assemble, reassem-
ble, adjust, and alter the elements, perimeters, budgets, objectives,
strategies, tactics, operations, and performance of weapons systems at
will and infinitely. Protean, ephemeral, and credulous, it perfectly
captured the transient tempo of the atomic age.40

The Simulation Aesthetic and the Zeitgeist

Did RAND’s futurological motifs bear any stylistic resemblance to
the avant-garde in the fine arts? A cultural historian, Daniel Belgrad,
distilled the Zeitgeist of the postwar years by sifting through the
works of the beat and Black Mountain poets, bebop jazz, abstract ex-
pressionist painting, modern dance, ceramic sculpture, and critical
psychotherapy in order to assemble the “formal vocabulary” of the
cold war aesthetic of spontaneity. “To see spontaneity as embodying a
cultural stance is to grasp that what is most significant about sponta-
neous art, music, and literature is the world view (or mentalité ) it
communicates.”41

Many artists in the 1950s abandoned fussy conventions of re-
finement in their crafts. The poet Allen Ginsberg remembered a dis-
tinct “element of improvisation and spontaneity and open form” in
the fine arts of the period. Some RAND motifs do map onto this
aesthetic. Futurology’s seriality and provisionality correspond to the
deliberately unfinished works of visual artists, musicians, and writers,
their rejection of descriptive realism, and their attempts (through
drugs and other means) to ferret out insights not readily available
to ordinary awareness. But surely the greatest overlap between the
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fine arts avant-garde and the cold-war simulationists were the role-
playing war games at RAND. The beat authors contemplated the
rhythms of desire and reserve, approach and collision, commingling
and retreat in dialogue. Belgrad shows that in many beat works, the
contours of the cultural surround are suddenly thrown into relief by a
truly intimate encounter.42

This resonated with reports from role-playing war games. The
gamers argued that insights arose from immersion in play. In 1956
Joseph Goldsen noted that the war game demonstrated “the organic
nature of the complex relationships” that daily transactions obscured.
War-gaming gripped its participants, whipping up the convulsions of
diplomacy “more forcefully . . . than could be experienced through
lectures or books.” All of its practitioners in one way or another pro-
tested that narrative accounts were colorless imposters for gaming
experience. Olaf Helmer commented ruefully, “Just about the only
. . . way for the potential user of gaming to learn enough about the
subject to . . . judge its utility is to . . . go through the motions of con-
structing a game . . . playing it, and . . . applying the outcome to the
real world . . . [This paper] cannot replace this kind of experience.”43

Belgrad suggested that the spontaneous aesthetic of the fine arts
avant-garde ushered in the counterculture of the 1960s. The role-
playing games at RAND were one wellspring of the tendency that
would flower in the 1960s into experiments in group behavior, such
as the transmission of role-playing games to schools and universi-
ties, encounter groups, psychodrama, and happenings. By 1965 at
least two war-gamers associated with MIT elided the Human Poten-
tial Movement’s discourse of personal growth with the decade-old
promise of war-gaming. They celebrated role-playing as “a ‘sensitiz-
ing’ device [for] illuminating, intensifying and contrasting” the pre-
occupations and blind spots of the players. It hung upon the “the raw
intellectual and attitudinal materials” of its players. For an expert par-
ticipant, the game was a marvel, “widening the boundaries of his
imagination and preconceptions and leaving him a more flexible and
aware individual.”44

As a lark, and because the question is irresistible, let’s see how
Kahn stacks up against Belgrad’s taxonomy of the aesthetic of spon-
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taneity. There are so many ways in which his ideas share no common
ground with the worldview of the beats and abstract expressionist
painters that they defy any attempt to straddle RAND and the fine
arts. Still, a filament floats between them.

First, Kahn was a working-class Jew who had shirked his Ph.D.
Belgrad made much of the ethnic and social marginality of the fine
arts avant-garde. While lacking an advanced degree meant less in the
1950s than it does now, Kahn stood the greatest chance of success in
a profession where social pieties could be swept aside. RAND futur-
ology fit him better than the gray-flannel-suit culture of the postwar
boom.45

While Kahn’s ideas about individual and social psychology were
behaviorist and not particularly inspired, his personal style fell in
step with humanistic psychology. The fine arts avant-garde repre-
sented human experience as a physical-emotional-cognitive flux. The
productive generalities of the psychologist Paul Goodman articulate
this motif most sharply. Instead of conceiving man as a discrete mind
tucked in a fleshly envelope, extending unreliable feelers out to the
world, Goodman characterized human beings as a “social-animal-
physical field.” The body was “the site of an unarticulated struggle
between the faulty social order and human possibility.” Goodman
was interested in the self ’s pursuit and recoil from the world, its
wandering attention: What is happening? What is being perceived?
What is being felt?

In his 1951 book Gestalt Therapy, Goodman explored the in-
constancy of social objectivity. The self seizes on a focal point from
the eddies of happening—in Goodman’s terms, a “figure” against a
“ground.” In the gestalt understanding, “only the interplay of organ-
ism and the environment constitutes the psychological situation, not
the organism and environment taken separately.” In a healthy self,
awareness soars and dawdles and scampers in the whirligig of atten-
tion. But the social order stiffens awareness into neurosis: a lurching
gait, cloying pleasantry, sleepy rigmarole. Goodman’s gestalt therapy
aimed to expose and soften these rigidities so that “attention would
be released for active engagement with the gestalt formation.”46

It is right here that Kahn departs from Goodman’s gestalt. In the
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spontaneous aesthetic, Belgrad places the accent on invention occa-
sioned by bodily instinct, emotion, and the unconscious. All three
played no manifest part in the RAND simulation aesthetic. Kahn’s
professional demeanor enacted a certain kind of American masculin-
ity—ambitious, stoic, but conspicuously disembodied. There was one
exception: his exuberance was physical and cognitive. “Kahn’s body
shook, sending up endless amounts of energy, moving like lightning
through his briefing charts.” Here is common ground. “The content
of abstract expressionism,” Robert Motherwell reflected, “has to do
with energy . . . All that we abstract expressionists were doing was
shifting . . . [to an] emphasis on process.”47

A critic of On Thermonuclear War commented that Kahn “arranges
certain sets of figures in a form that would delight a Dada poet.”
While he would not have welcomed the tone and its implied anti-
rationalism, Kahn wouldn’t have minded the fact that someone lik-
ened his ideas to art. The tables in OTW were spangled with
numbers but they measured nothing—they described shapes of hy-
pothetical events. He cheerfully admitted that this was a kind of sci-
ence fiction: “What you are doing today fundamentally is organizing
a Utopian society. You are sitting down and deciding on paper how a
society at war looks.” He invited his Princeton audience to enter into
the spirit of his explorations or challenge him in the same vein.48

In a Hudson Institute paper from 1963 he demanded, “Is there
a danger of bringing too much imagination to these problems? Do
we risk losing ourselves in a maze of bizarre improbabilities?” On
the contrary. “It has usually been lack of imagination, rather than ex-
cess of it, that caused unfortunate decisions and missed opportuni-
ties.” His futurology was determinedly “liberating and suggestive.”
For Kahn perhaps more than the other simulationists, war-gaming
and role-playing scenarios opened the door to many possible future
worlds. Since the future was unknowable, “it is hard to see how crit-
ics can be so certain there is a sure divorce from a reality which does
not yet exist and may yet surprise them.”49

Paralleling the many worlds cooked up in Santa Monica, Jackson
Pollock’s gesture–field paintings and Charles Olson’s poems of the
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early 1950s teetered between figure and ground in “multiple foci of
attention in a constantly changing field.” The American fine arts
avant-garde inherited from earlier modernists the collapse of indi-
vidual perspective. Regarding shifting standpoints “without priority
or sequence,” Belgrad wrote, “the meaning of the whole is different
from that of each image presented singly, or from that which would
be created by a simple sequential arrangement suggestive of a linear
narrative.” We can tie this to Kahn’s compulsion to tack into varia-
tions and inversions of the many possible worlds. In the same Hud-
son memo that extolled the merits of priming the imagination with
scenarios, he stated, “To be fully aware of the shape of reality it is
necessary to glance beyond its boundaries on all sides.” In his work
after 1962, his explorations might plausibly have been influenced by
memories of LSD derangement.50

The beat poets adored the hilarity and liberties of long ranting
bouts patterned after bebop jam sessions, where “reality was under-
stood to emerge through a conversational dynamic.” Even the revival
of public reading in these years nudged the pleasure in poetry away
from the quiet savor of words on the page to the exhilaration churned
up in community gatherings. Kahn’s elation was not, in my view, the
giddy effect of exhibiting himself before others but was rather the
genuine pleasure he took in dialogue. Because he couldn’t bear to
write, he relied on his assistants, co-authors, and audiences to disen-
tangle and polish his ideas. He evolved new material by improvising
a claim or scenario during a briefing, heeding rebuttals, and gradually
weaving it into his repertoire. Delight in live performance and banter
are surely qualities he shared with the fine arts avant-garde.51

Kahn scrambled to lasso the totality. In a gesture of insatiable,
virtually illimitable discrimination, he strained toward exhaustive
breadth in every study. Marshall regarded this as a critical weakness.
For example, he begged Kahn not to cite certain authors who Mar-
shall knew, from secret intelligence on Soviet capabilities, were mis-
taken. “I used to tell him, Herman, you know, these guys . . . are not
very good . . . Why are you citing x, y, and z? Who both you and I
know are probably wrong?” Marshall guessed he used these tainted
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sources in spite of the warnings because “he was driven by a self-
imposed requirement for . . . comprehensive treatment.” While burn-
ing to circumscribe whatever interested him, Kahn always sauntered
off to some other enticement. Slogging to completion seemed not
to appeal to him. Futurology’s provisionality allowed him to break off
in midstream with the sheepish coda, “More research needs to be
done.”52
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Soon after the end of World War II, Americans began to worry about the next war,
which would be fought with atomic rockets. “The 36-Hour War,” Life, November
19, 1945. Used with permission of Getty Images.
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Local chapters of the civilian Ground Observer Corps attracted members with ice
cream socials and beauty pageants. The Aircraft Flash, July 1954.
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The Ground Observer Corps recruited its skywatchers from diverse social groups:
mothers of small children, boy scouts, teenagers, prison inmates, native peoples,
handicapped people, monks, ferry and barge operators, taxi drivers, train conductors,
foresters, toll collectors, and dam tenders. The Aircraft Flash, December 1955 (top),
September 1955 (bottom).
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Cover, The Aircraft Flash, December 1955.
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Top: “Farm and home-type posts provide much of the Canadian Ground Observer
Corps surveillance; families at such posts are invaluable. Here, a Quebec
farmwoman pauses from her chores to look to the skies.” Bottom: “A native Eskimo
boy teaches a group of younger native children some identification procedures at
Saint Mary’s Mission located on the Yukon River.” The Aircraft Flash, December
1957 (top), February 1956 (bottom).
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The underground factories and office spaces imagined by civil defense planners
would look something like U.S. Steel’s record storage facility. “Civil Defense
Is Possible,” Fortune, December 1958.
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Jules Feiffer was one of the rare humorists who poked fun at civil defense. Used with
permission of Jules Feiffer.
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This cartoon appeared in the Washington Post on the last day of 1956. Herblock was
the only editorial cartoonist who regularly skewered the nation’s nuclear weapons
programs. “Want to Know How It Ends?” from Herblock’s Special for Today (Simon &
Schuster: New York, 1958). Used with permission of The Herb Block Foundation.
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In the summer of 1957, Billy Graham preached to more than two million people in
his New York crusade. Life, July 1, 1957. Used with permission of Getty Images.
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Used with permission of Jules Feiffer.
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Radar, jet engines, rockets, automated systems, and digital computers defined the
unbelievable dimensions of the present. From Atom-Age Combat, February 1958.
Used with permission of Michigan State University.
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These drawings illustrated Herman Kahn’s
memorandum, Ten Pitfalls of Modeling.
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Herman Kahn in 1959. “Valuable Batch of Brains,” Life, May 11, 1959. Used with permission
of Getty Images.
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Playing a war game at RAND, two teams of RAND scientists were separated by a
low wall. Star-shaped pieces in the foreground represent enemy bomb bursts. Round
pieces represent U.S. aircraft. Daniel Ellsberg is in the center foreground. “Valuable
Batch of Brains,” Life, May 11, 1959. Used with permission of Getty Images.
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The comic strip which leaked the fact that the Pentagon had begun crisis war gaming.
Steve Canyon, June 9, 1963. Milton Caniff Collection, The Ohio State University
Cartoon Research Library. Reprinted with permission of the Caniff Estate.
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Top: RAND’s president, Frank Collbohm, from its public relations campaign in
Scientific American. This photo appeared in July 1957. Bottom: The RAND Corpo-
ration Building in Santa Monica. Used with permission of RAND Corporate
Archives.
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Afterhours in Albert Wohlstetter’s den. “Valuable Batch of Brains,” Life, May 11,
1959. Used with permission of Getty Images.
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Top: War Damage Computer for Naval Electronic Warfare Simulator (NEWS),
1958. Bottom: NEWS at Naval War College. Photographs courtesy of the Naval
War College Archive.
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From the Naval Electronic Warfare Simulator. Photograph courtesy of the Naval
War College Archive.
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Mad Magazine, June 1959. Used with permission of E.C. Comics.
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Mad Magazine, October 1959. Used with permission of E.C. Comics.
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Cover, Life, October 5, 1959. Used with permission of Getty Images.
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Top: The San Francisco to Moscow peace march. Bottom: Kahn and Bradford
Lyttle, a member of the Committee for Non-Violent Action. From Bradford Lyttle,
You Come with Naked Hands (Raymond, NH: Greenleaf Books, 1966). Used with
permission of Bradford Lyttle.
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Widely available tranquilizers helped the urban middle class “get through the day”
in the mid-1950s. © Tee and Charles Addams Foundation.
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Kahn surrounded by his briefing charts. From Arthur Herzog, “Report on a Think
Factory,” New York Times Magazine, November 10, 1963.
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Ed Koren’s “SuperKahn” cartoon appeared in the satirical periodical The Outsider’s
Newsletter, 1963. Used with permission of Ed Koren.
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Kahn and his wife Jane, and Kahn capering on the grounds of the Hudson Institute,
1968. From William A. McWhirter, “I Am One of the 10 Most Famous Obscure
Americans,” Life, December 6, 1968. Photos by Henry Groffman.
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Jules Feiffer’s cartoon meditations on faith in the scientific experts appeared in the
Village Voice in the late 1950s. This one (which should be read left to right across
two pages) was published in 1960. Used with permission of Jules Feiffer.
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Used with permission of Jules Feiffer.
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Chapter 6

FAITH AND INSIGHT IN WAR-GAMING

Modern war has become too complex to be entrusted to the
intuition of even the most experienced military com-
mander. Only our giant brains can calculate all the possi-
bilities.

john kemeny, 1961

It is dreadfully hard to wrap one’s mind around the mise en scène of
nuclear war. One’s attention dulls and slides away. Daydream beck-
ons. The strategist Bernard Brodie complained it was impossible to
imagine the details of a post-attack world. “Even if the spirit were
willing,” he sighed, “the data and the imagination would be much too
weak.” He couldn’t grasp the reality of nuclear war. “To make an in-
tellectual prediction of the likelihood of war is one thing, to project
oneself imaginatively and seriously into an expected war situation is
quite another.”1

Brodie wasn’t inhibited or shocked by matters publicists in and out
of RAND flaunted as the most advanced, most modern of develop-
ments. After all, he wasn’t ashamed to talk to his colleagues about his
psychoanalysis. But he was too snugly burrowed in the liberal arts to
enjoy the gyrations of simulation. His instruments of research were
antiquated: no computers, no interdisciplinary teams, just his noggin,
the library, table-talk, and the occasional colloquy. While Brodie sat
out the vogue for the science of war, others at RAND eagerly threw
themselves into the jet stream of novelty.

To enter into the spirit of the cold war avant-garde, you must
imagine the moods and hopes driving the simulationists. Imagine



founts of zeal for electronic computers, ambitions for a view from
simulation’s balcony, for an overview of the social, economic, military,
and political totality. Imagine their exultation in the speedy dyna-
mism of American ingenuity. Imagine postwar gaming and simula-
tion as a craze and a bubble. Throughout the 1950s, here and there,
commands and individual officers adopted many of the motifs of the
simulation genre. We can see this in a profile about the Combat Op-
erations Research Group (CORG) in a February 1956 issue of Army
magazine. The army’s director of war-gaming had to sell the promis-
cuous commingling of advanced research to an audience indoctri-
nated in the clean segregation of combat specialties. Reconnoitering
“almost all corners of the intellectual world,” he wrote, “CORG . . .
brings together mathematicians, physicists, historians, psychologists,
all of whom have something to offer the modern warrior. To join
[them] CORG brings military officers with the widest possible vari-
ety of experience.” Equipped with a pleasingly compact microcosm
of human intelligence and skill, the army ventured into the territory
cleared for them by RAND. “Now, in the early days of the Atomic
Age, there is developing a scientist-soldier team whose joint func-
tion is to outguess any conceivable enemy in any conceivable future
situation . . . Huddled around an electric brain that helps the fighter
to fight and the thinker to think, they are beginning to work—or
‘play’—together in the most elaborate war game imaginable.”2

Electronic computers and systems analysis were the great novelties
of the first postwar decade. As with all enthusiasms, exaggerated
hopes were laid before these new capabilities. While the technical lit-
erature was awash with tributes to “the breathless awe inspired by the
meteoric advent of the electronic computing machine,” the same ob-
server remarked, “The spectacular increase in computational speed
and capacity brought about in the last fifteen years has not come
without the confusion, the false hopes, and the excesses that seem,
inevitably, to accompany a brilliant new development.” The recep-
tion of these new techniques has all the earmarks of anxious faith.
The war-gamers openly worried about the uncertainty of their simu-
lations. So how did they invest their faith in war games? How did
they both tout and distrust the promise of synthetic experience?3
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During the 1950s and well into the 1960s, manual war games—
here we’re including conventional as well as nuclear war games—
were played on boards, maps, charts, or terrain models. Combat
forces were represented by miniatures, pins, symbols, or markers.
Players were divided into opposing teams representing multi-state
alliances, individual states, or the command authority of one of the
divisional levels of the service hierarchy. There was a separate role for
the game director or Control Group, who orchestrated each round
of play. The game director played secondary actors as well as “nature,”
whose function was to introduce chance events into the game.
Control, the game’s author-director, was its “all-seeing, all-knowing,
strictly impartial deity.”4

The players moved on the basis of intelligence given to them by
the Control Group, the situation on the ground, and strategic doc-
trine. The teams signaled their moves by declaration, filling out
a form for delivery or telephoning Control. The resulting encoun-
ter—detection, interdiction, hits, damage, and casualties—was deter-
mined by the umpires or by reference to rules, tables, graphs, formu-
las, and dice.

There were some variations in game organization. In one-map
games, players and umpires clustered around a single terrain model,
map, or game board. It was more usual to segregate the teams with a
curtain or screen, or isolate them in separate rooms. In a two-map
game, each team could see only its own schematic of the theater of
operations. Knowledge of the enemy’s capabilities was confined to
the intelligence doled out by the game director. In the more usual
variant, a third map offered the total picture to the Control Group.
This was called a three-map or three-room game.

The politico-military desk game was an exercise involving two
or more teams of experts and referees. Here, players role-played the
major political and military actors in a crisis. The game opened with
a crisis scenario, a sheaf of background papers, and a few rules of
engagement. They gathered around a conference table and played
against Control, who would communicate the moves of the enemy
side, or against another team in another room. Senior members of
the State Department and the Pentagon participated in games of this
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type, played at the request of the joint chiefs of staff. Often, a senior
State Department official at the Soviet desk would represent a mem-
ber of the Soviet Central Committee.

In theory, role-playing induced sympathy for the people who were
being impersonated. In one of the first unclassified comments about
the JCS exercises, in 1964 a game director remarked, “Role playing in
the Pentagon games project State, Defense, and other department
officials into the shoes and war-rooms of foreign leaders to think as
an opponent might think—to view the world through pink-tinted
glasses.” While no one could “really be made to think like a Soviet
politician,” it nevertheless pushed “him some distance in that direc-
tion.” By role-playing one’s counterparts, the experience offered “in-
sights into the pressures and limitations on foreign generals and
statesmen.”5

While seminar games were staged without props or scenery, other
simulations duplicated a combat information processing center, situ-
ation room, or communications hub. Their designers called these
exercises “man–machine” simulations. Drawing on the tradition of
training combat personnel on analogue devices such as the Link
flight simulator, the man–machine game reproduced the physical lay-
out and equipment of an actual facility. The apparatus usually
included screens and projectors for the display of forces, inputs for
sensors, radar, and communications, and damage calculators. For ex-
ample, the Navy Electronic Warfare Simulator, which was intro-
duced in 1957, consisted of command centers, control rooms for
umpires and spectators, as well as backstage data processing rooms.
Man–machine simulations were training devices and, to a lesser de-
gree, experimental environments.6

By the late 1950s war games were also played on analogue and
digital computers. Since human players could not make decisions
about the choice of moves—that is, they didn’t actually play the
game—purists quibbled that computer simulations shouldn’t be
called games at all. In 1955 the first national Symposium on War
Games threshed out the question to everyone’s exhausted satisfac-
tion. The assembly concluded that computer simulations could be
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called games if the number of actors was reasonably small, if the
model excluded psychosocial, political, and economic variables, and
if the computational limits of the machine were factored into the re-
sulting analysis. But, clearly, these first-generation computer simula-
tions lacked the sine qua non of war-gaming: the experience of dy-
namic play.7

Role-Playing Crisis Games

In the first two decades of the twentieth century, professors at the
Navy War College had been fond of war games but eventually cast
them aside. Role-playing crisis games seem to have originated at
RAND. These experiments excited a great deal of interest from aca-
demics and the State Department. Even before the conclusion of the
series of political games played at mid-decade, RAND fielded re-
quests for briefings on war games. It seemed to many people that a
potentially important research technique had arrived on the scene.

In 1948 and 1949 a few mathematicians at RAND concocted
three rudimentary games. The second of the three was the most
promising: the date of the scenario was 1953, and the game assumed
that Stalin was dead and the Red Army had poured into Scandinavia.
But RAND soon cast aside crisis gaming in favor of systems analysis
and Monte Carlo simulation. Then in 1954 a handful of mathemati-
cians began to toy with a computer game. Their efforts attracted at-
tention from Air War College staff and the State Department, who
recommended incorporating political and economic factors into the
model. The result was the first genuine cold war game, staged in De-
cember 1954. While the designers consulted with a few social scien-
tists, their game clumsily quantified a smattering of political and eco-
nomic variables.8

Herbert Goldhamer of the Social Science Division believed that a
war game should represent the mazy scramble of real life. Frustrated
with the mathematicians’ fumbling, he and a colleague put together a
game according to the recognizable motifs of the simulation genre:
“minimal formalization” (moves would not be fettered by rules and
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conditions); “incomplete and incorrect information” (to mimic the un-
certainties of actual crises; “contingent factors” (introduced by the ref-
eree’s role as “nature”); “plausibility of game events” (the determina-
tion of moves would be left to the players and referees); “clarification”
(the game was intended to unearth latent biases, interdependencies,
confusion, and ignorance); and “exploration of novel strategies” (dur-
ing the pre-game orientation, players received briefing documents
that prodded them to consider less hackneyed possibilities).9

Four role-playing exercises were played during 1955 and 1956.
The first two ran for a few days, and the third ran the course of the
summer of 1955. The fourth and final game swallowed up the ener-
gies of twenty participants for three weeks in April 1956. This would
be the most elaborate war game of the decade, and the model to
which later political exercises would refer. A team from the Social
Science Division posed a number of questions which they hoped
the unfolding month of gaming would resolve. Chief among them
was whether gaming could be used as a forecasting technique “for
sharpening our estimates of the probable consequences of policies
pursued by various governments.” Would gaming spark “political in-
ventiveness,” and, more importantly, how did it compare to con-
ventional policy analysis? Did gaming uncover problems that would
otherwise be neglected? And, invoking the emerging touchstone of
intuition, did the experience impart to policy analysts and researchers
“a heightened sensitivity to problems of political strategy and policy
consequences?”10

The first three games were a bust. Procedural quagmires mud-
died the players’ perceptions of the games’ worth. The question re-
mained whether role-playing crisis games could be a genuine re-
search method. It was hoped that the fourth round would settle the
issue once and for all. The game scenario was projected nine months
into the future. Since it was an attempt to explore the research possi-
bilities of gaming rather than conform to Eisenhower policies, the
U.S. team was encouraged to try out any and all tactics available to
the executive branch of government. The other teams played moves
reflecting the doctrines of their respective governments.

The game was played with reference to carefully prepared back-
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ground, strategy, and game-classified papers. Each side wrote up its
move in a policy note, including extensive justification, and passed it
to the referees, who assessed its credibility. In addition to introducing
acts of God into the unfolding dynamic, the referees leaked intelli-
gence and unsubstantiated rumors through a pipeline of covert
agents and a free press.

At the close of the fourth round the game director circulated a
complete dossier to the participants for critique. Was the role-play-
ing game a useful proving ground for political-military ideas? The
group concluded, “It is our judgment that the results which might
be achieved [were not] . . . worth the sacrifice of the time, money,
energy and neglect of other pressing problems.” To equate the game
with a social science experiment, researchers would have had not
only to evaluate the crisscross of a completed game but to compare it
with variations. Multiple trials would have been necessary to sort out
branching alternatives. Clearly this wasn’t practical. Not only was
such an experiment time-consuming, it was simply too taxing. The
game historian remarked, “Even the short periods of game activity
elicit[ed] a considerable drain on [participants’] intellectual capital
and resources.”11

Falling back to something less exacting than a formal experiment,
they wondered whether games could be used for brainstorming. But
even here they decided that game play was so intricate that no single
strategy could be scrutinized with the care it deserved. Had the sce-
nario been confined to a subset of a crisis, maybe the hopes for gam-
ing’s stimulus to invention might have been better realized. As it was,
the result was inconclusive, anticlimactic, and frankly disappointing.
“The players agreed that in a strict sense no fundamentally new in-
sight or scientific ‘breakthrough’ was produced by the play itself. Nor
was it at all certain that the ‘knowledge’ . . . generated could not have
been yielded by . . . conventional and less expensive procedures.”
With a shrug of exhausted irritation, they recommended that no
fulltime games be played at RAND ever again. Instead, maybe
tightly circumscribed, problem-oriented games could be conducted
on occasion.12

But on second thought, maybe something fleeting and flimsy and
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vaguely interesting happened during the fourth round. The game
had imposed a crisis gestalt on the players in which they scrambled to
work out the next move in the eddy of vying interests. Maybe the
game’s value was the experience of strategy formulation, rather than
the outcome of play. Perhaps the war game offered a middle ground
between rigorous analysis and the daily hurry-skurry of men respon-
sible for plotting short-term policies. Indeed, the team from the
State Department was especially pleased. “Its impact was far greater
than that which could have been produced by . . . reading . . . research
studies.”13

Even before the fourth round had concluded, news of war-gaming
wafted to elite institutions. Invitations were forthcoming. In the
summer of 1956 Hans Speier gave a briefing to a Social Science Re-
search Council summer institute and in 1957 to the fellows at the
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford
University. In the years between 1956 and 1958 Joseph Goldsen de-
livered a lecture on gaming at Yale and at a conference sponsored by
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace at Princeton. Her-
bert Goldhamer briefed the Army War College, and in September
1959 delivered a paper on gaming at the annual conference of the
Political Science Association. Other members of the RAND team
addressed audiences at the Department of State, the Center for In-
ternational Affairs at Harvard, the Brookings Institution, North-
western University, and MIT.14

War-gaming became the vogue of the moment. In 1957, inde-
pendently of RAND, Professors Harold Guetzkow and Richard Snyder
devised a game they called the Inter-Nation Simulation for use in
their courses at Northwestern University. The following year Pro-
fessor Oliver Benson of the University of Oklahoma programmed
Guetzkow and Snyder’s game for a digital computer. More impor-
tantly, RAND personnel transmitted the technique during visits to
MIT in 1957 and 1958. W. Phillips Davison spent the academic year
at MIT, in the course of which he played a modified cold war game
in his graduate seminar on international communications. Later that
year Professors Lucian Pye and Warner Schilling, also at MIT, ex-
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perimented with it in a course on American diplomacy. The follow-
ing year (1958–59), several RAND analysts consulted with Professor
Lincoln Bloomfield about game design, and in September Paul
Kecskemeti, a participant in all of RAND’s political-military games,
bundled off to MIT to assist in Bloomfield’s game sponsored by the
United Nations Project at the Center for International Studies. In
this one lineage—Goldhamer to Kecskemeti to Bloomfield—war-
gaming passed from RAND to MIT to the State Department and
the JCS.15

Bloomfield had been a State Department official for eleven years
before he moved to the MIT Center for International Studies in
spring 1957. He observed, “My previous [years] . . . had convinced
me that the government badly needed a better way to anticipate
foreign policy crises.” He embarked on a series of games with and
for the government, as well as some pedagogical exercises with un-
dergraduates. Beginning in 1958 and extending over the course of
the next thirteen years, Bloomfield directed twelve senior-level war
games at MIT. He and Harvard professor and RAND associate
Thomas Schelling jointly developed the basic game design.16

The first game, dubbed the Endicott House game after the MIT
facility where it was held, was sponsored by the UN Project at the
Center for International Studies. Involving senior faculty and re-
searchers from MIT, Harvard, Yale, and Columbia, the Endicott
House game attempted to question whether a role-playing exercise
“would produce significant predictive indications” in a cold war crisis.
During January, March, and April of 1959, Bloomfield conducted
two undergraduate games focusing on the current state of the Berlin
Crisis. In these games, he wanted to compare the results of gaming
with conventional college instruction.17

In their review of the three MIT exercises, Bloomfield and his
colleague Norman Padelford concluded that the role-playing crisis
game was not particularly useful for foreign policy specialists. “This
kind of operation is their métier, they do not need simulation.” How-
ever, like the RAND social scientists, they were thunderstruck by the
atmosphere induced by role-playing. “The game does supply a per-
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sonal kind of experience of self-awareness . . . and of a heightened
sense of reactions produced out of the dynamics of the game.” This
was also instrumental in the games’ successes as undergraduate vehi-
cles. “Simulated experience for the student of political science is a
form of vicarious learning seldom afforded by the more orthodox
teaching methods.” But undergraduates should not be exposed to
role-playing games until after they had thoroughly studied diplo-
macy and the political process. “Otherwise,” they cautioned, “the
gaming is likely to become artificial, pursued largely on the basis of
hunches or intuitions rather than of knowledge and understanding.”
(The very same shortcoming, playing by hunch and intuition, would
be imputed to the professional tier of war-gamers.)18

Bloomfield’s exercises attracted attention throughout the foreign
policy community. In 1961 the joint chiefs of staff established the
Joint War Games Group, a Pentagon-level gaming agency. Henry
Rowen, a former RAND analyst, who was an aide to John
McNaughton, the assistant secretary of defense for international se-
curity affairs in the Kennedy administration, recommended that the
RAND-MIT crisis game be adopted by the JCS.19

Very soon afterward, during the tense September of 1961, the
Pentagon sponsored two war games on the Berlin Crisis. Schelling
recalled, “At dinner at the home of Charles Hitch, then Comptroller
of the Department of Defense, as I was en route to spend a summer
at RAND, Walt Rostow urged me to develop the Berlin game; actu-
ally to give up my RAND summer developing the Berlin game; I did,
and we staged it in September.” Directed by Schelling, senior gov-
ernment officials impersonated the leadership of the Blue (US) and
Red (USSR) states. The scenario for both games involved military
threats over Berlin. Despite Schelling’s demonic inducements for ei-
ther side to escalate to war, they adroitly sidestepped his provoca-
tions.20

Neither President Kennedy nor his brother Robert participated
in Schelling’s exercises. During the Cuban Missile Crisis, Daniel
Ellsberg recalled, “On this Saturday morning, we were in . . . the Pol-
icy Planning Room. There were various cables coming in from min-
ute to minute. One of them looked almost identical to one of the
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cables of the year before. Namely that students were rioting and
demonstrating in Berlin. It looked very much like the message from
the [Berlin] game. I tapped Walt Rostow on the shoulder and I said,
‘Read this.’ He read it. I said, ‘This shows how realistic the Berlin
game was.’ He said, ‘Or how unrealistic this is.’”21

President Kennedy did not take part in any of the Pentagon games
conducted during his administration. His brother Robert was in-
trigued with the technique, however. The President, had he survived,
might well have agreed to observe, if not play, a war game. On Hal-
loween 1963 Schelling directed several crisis games simultaneously.
His players included the chairman of the JCS, the director of the
U.S. budget, the commander of the Marine Corps, and several oth-
ers, including Attorney General Robert Kennedy. In the post-game
session, the President’s brother excitedly proposed gaming civil
rights. He suggested that the President might glean something from
it. “We also talked about getting the President to observe—not par-
ticipate in—a brink-of-nuclear-war game for a whole day or two,”
Schelling recalled. “I took that to imply that John Kennedy had never
participated or even considered it. I’m quite sure he died before he
ever had a chance.”22

Serious Play

War-gaming in America was a somewhat clandestine affair. While
not an official secret, gaming was acknowledged only reluctantly in
the public media. It would be unseemly to advertise the fact that the
nation’s military was rehearsing the next war with miniatures and
markers, stage sets and role-playing dramas that “offer . . . the whole
world as a theatre.” President Eisenhower’s acting secretary of state,
Christian Herter, was quite willing to sponsor political-military war
games at MIT in 1958, “provided that he did not have to tell Con-
gress the State Department was ‘playing games.’”23

Similarly, the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not publi-
cize the establishment of its war-gaming group in 1961. Analysts
traveling within the RAND-Cambridge-Pentagon nexus would have
heard of war games played at RAND and MIT and doubtless antici-
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pated the establishment of a JCS-level research group. But the public
at large remained unaware of this development until news of the
Pentagon games was leaked by Milton Caniff in his nationally syndi-
cated comic strip Steve Canyon on June 9, 1963.

Because Steve Canyon was a gallant air force hero, Caniff was reg-
ularly briefed on service matters as possible material for his comic
strip saga. Sometime in 1963 Caniff was invited to observe a Penta-
gon exercise, which he subsequently dramatized in his June 9th strip.
The JCS were dumbfounded by the unexpected disclosure. While
the comic strip did not excite national attention as they feared, Lin-
coln Bloomfield chuckled, “When, to their chagrin, [Caniff ] went
public and the strip hit the street, it also hit the fan. The embarrass-
ment (and extensive kidding) they endured in-house caused the folks
in the Pentagon basement to vow never again to make the mistake of
allowing an uncleared round-bottomed civilian on the premises.”24

Participants were reluctant to use the word “game” to describe
these exercises (preferring “simulation”), since game seemed an un-
suitable name for rehearsals of conventional, limited, or all-out nu-
clear war. The phrase “serious play” characterized war-gaming in
the heaps of articles introducing it to military audiences. Serious
play connoted the solemnity, the expense of buying computer time
and assembling gaming facilities, and the time and effort of scores of
researchers who devoted months to game design and preparation.
Grim as war games were, they were also enormously enthralling.
Lincoln Bloomfield marveled, “To someone who is not a psychologi-
cal expert, it is nothing short of astonishing to see grown men aban-
don their families, forget their worldly obligations, and engage their
personalities and intellects so completely in a simulated role. Perhaps
show business learned this a long time ago.”25

While everyone made valiant attempts to cast crisis and war-gam-
ing as a sober research method, Bloomfield and other early observers
conceded that role-playing was also make-believe. They themselves
called it “a political psychological art form,” “the process of creating
an imaginary universe,” “social science fiction,” “stagecraft.” In fact,
Bloomfield wrote that during its first decade, gaming’s “only truly de-
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monstrable value . . . was entertainment.” War-gaming’s resemblance
to theater could not be evaded. In the same public discussion of JCS
war-gaming, its director quipped, “I’m afraid that before I finish, you
will associate our efforts more with those of Cecil B. DeMille than
John von Neumann, but that would be too harsh a judgment.” For
the most part, the exponents of war-gaming refrained from drawing
from the larger cultural meanings of play, such as symbol-making,
dreams, and jokes.26

The quality from which the war game derived its realism was
its dynamism, that is, its “process and playability.” This was the first
meaning of serious play. Operations researchers Clayton Thomas and
Walter Deemer, Jr., noted, “We feel that the essence of operational
gaming lies . . . in its emphasis on the playing of a game. Playing to
formulate a game, playing to solve a game, and playing to impart
present knowledge of a game.” Bloomfield described the process of
gaming as “setting into motion . . . a self-sustaining chain reaction
which develops a life and a momentum of its own.”27

Implicit in the vitality of play was the idea that the outcome of any
game was uncertain, however constrained by the rules and opening
scenario. “The sequential interaction of the actors . . . lead[s] them to
unforeseen choice-points.” Like the violent rush of real crises, one
couldn’t anticipate the consequences of the teams’ moves until they
unfolded in completed play. Clark Abt, one of the most formidable
game designers of the period, explained, “Gaming is a series of if-
then decisions structured like a tree. There is uncertainty at every
branch of a decision-making tree.” The more intricately designed the
game is, the greater the semblance of contingency and therefore the
greater realism of play. Just as importantly, “The more complex the
branching structure is, the greater the likelihood that an unexpected
outcome will result.”28

Gaming as Synthetic Experience

Typically, players finessed the problem of gaming’s validity by em-
phasizing the intensity of the experience, itself an untidy anti-concept.
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For example, RAND analyst Robert Specht interrupted himself with
the aside, “A war game teaches both intellectually and emotionally—
it is an experience one lives through. You and I should not be talking
about a war game—we should be playing one.” Following Specht’s
lead, let’s inspect the qualities of the game experience. It has been
characterized as a spur to group creativity, a training of intuition, the
creation of a parallel world, and synthetic history.29

Gaming’s power to stimulate creativity was frequently emphasized
in the literature: “Gaming stretches the limits of one’s imagination,
of one’s notions of the plausible and the possible, and one’s awareness
of the role of the unanticipated in international affairs,” remarked
Richard Barringer and Barton Whaley. Whereas the accent on group
creativity led gamers to probe novel situations, gaming also stimu-
lated insight, another topic of interest to the cold war avant-garde.
Insight was ritually invoked in every discussion of gaming in the pe-
riod, and yet what was it exactly?30

The Behavioral Sciences Subpanel of President Kennedy’s Science
Advisory Committee defined insight as “the achievement of under-
standing, particularly when it takes place suddenly and dramatically.
It is a genuine, if elusive, phenomenon.” In some gaming formula-
tions, insight seemed to mean lucidly grasping the dynamic opera-
tion of components of a total system. W. L. Archer used it this way.
“The tactical game provides a simulated battle experience for the
military players from which it is possible to gain considerable insight
into the key factors and critical interaction between the major tactical
systems.” On the other hand, insight was sometimes treated as an
indefinable good, the fruit of the players’ tacit knowledge. Clayton
Thomas proposed the game as “a mechanism for eliciting ‘buried’
knowledge from experts, files, latent sources of all kinds, and then as-
sembling it into a coherent totality that provides a test context.”31

During the 1950s, the stimulation of a player’s intuition was a
shibboleth among game enthusiasts, but no one could define it
sharply. Let’s sample a number of statements about gaming intuition
to get a feel for its use. In 1957 Thomas and Deemer wrote, “Al-
though there are no formal criteria to indicate when the game has
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been adequately solved, [the analyst] will judge intuitively when it
is safe to draw conclusions. Meanwhile, with each successive play,
his feeling for the game increases.” In 1964, at the Second War
Games Symposium, a navy analyst commented, “Because of the
rapid changes taking place in the nature of weapons systems and,
therefore, in the nature of warfare, a considerable amount of intuition
enters into [decision makers’] judgment.” And finally, from 1965,
Barringer and Whaley wrote, “It is believed that the planner will ac-
quire more of a ‘feel’ for the timing, logistics, political implications,
and other aspects of the problem than he would in the absence of the
game experience.”32

By foregrounding intuition, strategy drifted away from the con-
ventions of policy analysis. What can we make of statements that
justified themselves by an inexplicable feeling for the dynamic of
play? Dreaming up a game, simulation, or model meant drafting a
world-picture of the cold war. Grasping the tangle of influence and
disruption wrought by incompatible interests resembled the world of
a novel, a painting, a drama. While not every author exploited the
affinity between war games and the fine arts, certainly within the op-
erations research literature, the war game, systems analysis, or simu-
lation were regularly described as an ingenious fabrication with few
leading principles. Dalkey observed, “At present, the construction of
a simulation is almost entirely an intuitive art.” Helmer elaborated,
“There is no theory of operational gaming . . . [Gaming] is still very
much in the nature of a craft and thus calls for an artisan’s approach
to be understood and appreciated.” Thirty years later, the naval oper-
ations researcher Peter Perla remarked, “Game design has no real
formalisms. Instead, it is dominated by individual style and by fash-
ion, and in that respect is more like painting than the other arts.”33

While game intuition was often understood to project a world-
picture of a cold war crisis filtered through the personalities of the
players and the organizational culture of the sponsoring institution,
the actual experience of playing the game produced more than a
feeling for the crisis gestalt. Nearly everyone marveled at its distinc-
tive emotional intensity. Bloomfield’s colleagues at MIT surveyed
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participants in nine games conducted at the Center for International
Studies, beginning in 1958. Asked to quantify the intensity of player
involvement, 64.9 percent of the respondents marked the variable
“extreme or intense.” In other words, role-playing seemed to elicit
the same behavior they would probably display during a real crisis.
Bloomfield and an associate mused, “The single most highly valued
quality of the political exercise is that professional players are seen to
act essentially as they act in real life.” A respondent in the 1965 survey
reasoned, “You’re looking at live people who are your peers coping
with genuine problems as they might arise, and doing so under
strong competitive and professional pressure to perform well.” So en-
thralling was the game world that players broke away reluctantly.
“Coming out of a role is a little like coming out of a deep sleep
afer a particularly vivid dream,” Bloomfield wrote. “It takes time
for the carry-over of emotional content from the game to reality to
wear off.”34

Its very intensity made the game a special kind of lived experience.
Bloomfield called the war game “a laboratory in which [crisis] events
can be lived through experimentally.” Abt suggested that gaming
provided “anticipatory experience.” Simulation had long been recog-
nized as an instrument for training. But unlike field experiments, war
games could elicit behavior unavailable in any other forum. A colonel
in the Air Command and Staff College wrote, “It is . . . [now] possi-
ble to glimpse the elusive and manifold shape of future conflicts
and to harden, by fictional exposure, the officers who may some day
come face to face with the hideous visage of the real thing.” Many
gamers used the term “synthetic experience” to describe game-play,
and justified it along these lines: “The requirement to prepare for po-
tential conflicts with weapons of a radically new sort, where previous
experience gives little guidance, imposed the necessity for developing
a substitute for experience; and simulation is precisely a technique for
creating synthetic experience.”35

Gamers regarded the total event—designing the game scenario
and reference papers, the experience of play itself, and the subsequent
record of game transactions, up to and including post-game assess-
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ment—as forecasted or synthetic history. (Adding a Hegelian nuance
to the proceedings, war games even acquired a daily newspaper called
Weltbild, composed by Bloomfield and company at MIT in 1958.
Like Scheherazade forestalling the cataclysm each night with the
embroidery of complications, the Weltbild “present[ed] to the players
at the beginning of each day the hypothetical events which had taken
place overnight and would seriously affect their plans for the day.”)36

The shift from synthetic history to future history was not a great
leap. From 1961 onward, Kahn and his collaborators devised a series
of Alternative Future Worlds as “substitutes for relevant knowledge,
experiment, judgment, perception, insight, and intuition.” He be-
lieved that these imaginative forays should properly be understood as
“artificial ‘case histories’ and ‘historical anecdotes’ to make up to
some degree for the paucity of actual examples.”37

The Problem of Realism

The narrative framework for synthetic history, the scenario, was
the kernel of the war game. Providing a forum for experience, the in-
vention of the scenario presented the designer with a literary prob-
lem. In a contemporary primer on war-gaming, Perla expressed the
idea most succinctly: “Designing a war game is more akin to writing
an historical novel than proving an algebraic theorem.”38

Early in the 1950s analysts recognized the categorical difference
between mathematically informed games and an unstructured exer-
cise. For example, in 1954 Alexander Mood described the game as “a
method for solving problems previously thought to be . . . answerable
only by appeal to the judgment of experts. [These] problems . . . can-
not be detached, for purposes of investigation, from their natural
context.” Certainly, we can recognize a parallel between game scenar-
ios and literary art. Scenarios could not be plucked from their cul-
tural and historical situation. They were oriented toward the totality,
and like a novel, they dramatized several streams of interaction si-
multaneously. Analysts inched up to the idea. Rauner and Steger ob-
served, “By providing a detailed, tangible representation of reality,
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game-simulations make it easier for planners to understand the over-
all model than if it is more abstractly drawn.” Kahn stressed the
gestalt of scenario. “[Scenarios] help to illuminate the interaction of
psychological, social, political, and military factors, including the in-
fluence of individual political personalities . . . and they do so in a
form which permits the comprehension of many interacting ele-
ments at once.” But on this very point, critics argued that game sce-
narios suffered from the analytic deficits of narrative history. “The
scenario writer constructs the behavior of adversaries in a crisis with-
out many of the constraints that operate on decision makers in a cri-
sis . . . In other words, both the scenario writer and the historian
attack crisis studies from the outside, looking in.”39

Gaming was approached with as much caution as enthusiasm, for
how could group story-telling resolve operational conundrums? Re-
garding “the general uncertainty of the results of research,” Clayton
Thomas of the air force’s Operations Analysis Office remarked, “The
three-room war game . . . is properly restricted in its employment to
those problems where it seems that ‘nothing else will work.’ In a typi-
cal application, prior efforts to simplify the problem further have
failed and the residual formulation is full of complexities.”40

Ambivalence about gaming’s resemblance to literature was not
limited to the scenario. Following the thread of systems thinking, the
gamers tried to shoehorn everything of importance into game design
and play. Since a major war would batter every department of life,
they were tempted to expand their model into infinitely complex de-
tails in the simulation of reality. But at the same time, they were de-
termined to set upper and lower boundaries, limits, and constraints
of every kind onto that surging impulse toward the Weltbild. In other
words, in war game design, one makes out a wish to cast a richly fur-
nished world, but one sealed off like a terrarium or a tableau in a pa-
perweight. This snug little world, in which the totality could be
grasped all at once, encompasses the universe of miniature life. The
behavioral experiments staged in the ingenious enclosures of sub-
marines and arctic bases, the maps, chits, and rule-books of board
games, the intricate array of model railroad networks, and the plas-
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ter-molded, landscaped table-top terrains of toy soldiering all con-
tributed to the propriety and ultimate acceptance of the game-world
microcosm.

The congruence between the model and future war was typically
posed as a question of the game’s realism. Analysts of the period
recognized this as a genuine problem. Mood wrote in 1954, “Most
games now in existence need further development and refinement
before they can be said to represent reality well enough to provide a
basis for decisions. And until that time comes, one cannot be certain
of what the games will accomplish.” In 1958 Specht remarked, “We
have not settled the question of the realism of a war game. This is a
problem that . . . runs far deeper than the superficial aspects of rich
detail or enormous complexity.” Three years later, Churchman ele-
vated its importance into being the leading puzzle of the field: “We
can say that now the most significant problem of operations research
is the problem of realism.” The following year another analyst admit-
ted, “The search for an elusive and seemingly very desirable attribute
called ‘realism’ continues to preoccupy many of us.”41

Game design stalled on the range and degree of detail necessary to
flesh out the scenario. How much was warranted? How much was
obfuscatory? The designers’ preoccupation with instilling a sense of
reality among players by piling on political, social, and operational
details opened the question of determining what sort of realism was
pertinent to the game world. For Thomas and Deemer, authors of
the Operations Research Society’s prize-winning essay of 1957, the
“appearance of realism” was both a benefit and an encumbrance.
For one thing, the authenticity of the game experience aroused en-
thusiasm and a commitment to the lessons derived from the par-
ticulars of play. Thomas wrote elsewhere, “All of these emotional
responses evidence a striving for reality.” The fact that it was an expe-
rience—an event—risked assigning too much weight to the insights
elicited in a game: “One is fascinated by the appearance of real events
unfolding before one’s eyes, and may forget that the appearance
does not in itself prove or disprove the reality or faithfulness of the
representation.” Thomas and Deemer repeatedly despaired of the
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conviction players felt while extrapolating general principles from
a single trial of a game scenario. “Despite the absence of logical
proof,” they remarked, “operational gaming inspires its practitio-
ners with a remarkable confidence in its results. Sometimes an im-
plausible result is accepted with special relish because of its implausi-
bility.”42

For Thomas and Deemer, as for most gamers, realism “induce[d]
an ambivalent attitude towards elaboration.” More ominously, they
cautioned that the urge to festoon the scenario with secondary issues
was a “temptation” that “court[ed] delusion.” What they meant by
realism was piling on the details and refinements that contributed to
the simulation’s verisimilitude. Game designers believed that by
heaping up variables and irregularities, they were conveying the in-
effables of politico-military conflict. They seemed to draw from an
anecdotal sensibility in which a jumble of details, revealed in episodic
moves, in an atmosphere of uncertainty and incomplete information,
evoked a sense of reality.43

Yet, for many game designers, simulation was not literature, but an
experiment and should therefore conform to the criteria of scientific
realism. Over against the thick description of story-telling, long-
standing experimental principles counseled representing only the es-
sential structure of a phenomenon, even if the isolation distorted its
verisimilitude. One couldn’t achieve a semblance of reality because
the phenomenon to be gamed made it proof against a meticulously
empirical, contextual representation. Clearly, there could be no one-
to-one correspondence between a simulation of nuclear war and real-
ity; the weight of uncertainty blocked this possibility.

Given that simulations of war would necessarily be idealized, for
Thomas and Deemer the scientific realism aspired to by war-gamers
aimed for an unadorned, quantified schematic of combat. The
scientifically real captured the essence but not its documentary ap-
pearance. It would be quantified, aggregated, and subject to analytic
solution. Thus, in the course of protesting the incoherent findings
of role-playing, they offered the striking difference between the stark
configuration of the scientifically real and the quasi-literary re-
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finements of war-gaming. In war-gaming, “one has no such sure
guide to the adequacy of a proposed solution.” As a result, one can’t
really assess the value of any particular game outcome. Moreover, in
the absence of a reliable sensitivity analysis, game designers tended to
“overemphasize the desirability of elaboration.”44

Other war-gamers echoed the idea that literary realism was a trap
“which,” Archer complained, “may gave the player a false sense of se-
curity.” This was not a professional secret, but openly acknowledged.
Gaming enthusiasts and critics struggled with the problem in eager
discussions at briefings, post-game assessment sessions, conferences,
and symposia.45

Arguments about the merits of gaming became so much the norm
at professional meetings that RAND’s Ed Paxson reproduced them
in a research memorandum on war-gaming. His “Critic” accused
players of being too credulous, and designers of “confusing their
model with reality” and providing spurious details that could not be
checked against field experiments or other data. His “Protagonist”
retorted, “War-gaming is not an exercise in mass self-hypnosis. But
the players do become convinced that a war game is an experiment,
undoubtedly imperfect. They know that intuition and judgment in-
tervene.”46

Given the fact that war games were regarded both as synthetic his-
tory and laboratory experiments, eventually they were used to gener-
ate operational data. The events taking place in the course of play,
as well as game outcomes, acquired the aura of well-founded fact
in the absence of empirical sources. “As we recede from such sources
of empirical data as World War II and Korea, an ability to generate
synthetic battlefield facts becomes increasingly important.” Sterne
reflected, “Such game outputs are valuable through being, often, the
only operational details that can be obtained about novel military ac-
tions, or with novel forces, or under novel conditions.” Hausrath told
the story of a field experiment requested by army game designers
when they discovered that there was no available information about
how to pinpoint fire from an anti-tank weapon. A field experiment
was performed, and the resulting data were plugged into a war game.
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“Here was an example of a game that established a requirement for
field tests. The field tests in turn yielded data that enabled the game
to solve problems not previously within the capability of operations
research analytical study.”47

Clearly, simulations could be justifiably used for planning. But the
gaming community split on the soundness of “synthetic operational
data.” Would they be able to sift through the gamed phenomena
linked to rules, conditions, and aggregated data, and make out data
resulting from game-play? Archer pointed out that it was a “subtle
and complex problem” to distinguish the substantive outcome of a
game from phenomena flowing from the scenario and rules. Any
outcome was just as likely to be a consequence of design, and not the
result of player participation. He warned that there were “definite
limits to the resolution” of the war game. In other words, game out-
comes corresponded to the game logic, and only secondarily, or indi-
rectly, to the actual world. There seemed to be no positive grounds
for evaluating the result. Abt pointed out that while clearly invalid
games could be discredited by reference to real-world phenomena,
“there does not seem to be any objective method for determining the
degree of validity of not completely invalid models.” Ultimately, the
problem could be resolved only by resort to the final decision-maker’s
intuition and judgment.48

Discussants at the Second War Games Symposium in 1964 heat-
edly debated the question. George Pugh, the deputy assistant direc-
tor for weapons evaluation and control at the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, asserted that in reviewing game results the su-
pervisor’s intuition played a central role. In cases where findings from
computer simulations “didn’t jibe” with his intuition, he ordered his
team to rework their model. Often they uncovered mistakes. Just as
often, after revisiting their design, his team would return to explain
the vagaries of the result with him in depth, which in turn “revised”
his intuition. Contrary to Pugh’s standpoint as the ultimate arbiter of
his researchers’ findings, an army operations analyst responded that
in his opinion, “The most valuable answers from any OR [operations
research] technique, including games, [were] correct answers that
disagreed with the intuition of the military.” The counter-intuitive
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results of war games were their raison d’être. “We are coming up with
something that they just wouldn’t have ever gotten around to by
themselves.”49

Into this round-robin of self-congratulation, the chief of the Air
Battle Analysis Center interjected that he was uneasy about relying
on intuition “because you have to worry about the station in life of
the person exercising the intuition.” Only a few years earlier, a deci-
sion-maker with no experience with war games and computer simu-
lations would habitually discredit these findings—he “would believe
nothing in which he had not personally participated.” Whereas intu-
ition had acted as an impediment to the advancement of long-range
planning, now war-gamers worked for decision-makers who “be-
lieved everything without questions.”50

They broached the tricky problem of whether or not to believe the
results of a game as though it were a simple output from an impene-
trable black box. The chief of the Joint War Games Agency, Rear
Admiral Clyde Van Arsdall, declared that he had no choice but to
defer to the findings of the professional gamers. When he first be-
came chief of the new agency, some analysts on his staff counseled
him to “trust the people who knew the routines and technical de-
tails.” It would be a great mistake to “get lost in the guts of a com-
puter, which was not my business.” It was good advice, he told his au-
dience. “I could care less about how one of your programmers starts
at the beginning and comes out at the end, because I think you know
more about that than we do. If we can pose the problem and you can
run a routine that will give us the answers, fine.”51

But not everyone shared his faith in the professionals. A discussant
from IBM countered that game sponsors often protested, “When
I play the game . . . I have to take some egghead’s word that these
models are realistic and accurate. I don’t really understand the model,
and no matter how you try to convince me, I will always have some
doubt about how I can use the results for decision making.” They
begged him to build “simple-minded games” whose assumptions and
routines were intelligible to laymen. Only then could they make an
informed evaluation of its results, saying: “I then might feel more
confident about using the results for actual decision-making.”52
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Was it a matter of deciphering game design, managerial incompe-
tence, or lack of time? One panelist remarked, “Perhaps the biggest
problem that exists today is that a war game model is extremely
difficult to understand. Years are spent in their development, and
when someone is in a hurry for an analysis, he can’t spend the time
to learn all vital details of the model.” Another discussant accused
decision-makers of abandoning their responsibility to probe gaming
results. “They will not look at the assumptions that constrain the
model, and they will not take the time to read through the explana-
tory appendices, particularly those that have all the integrals worked
out.” Clearly, not everybody could appreciate the explanatory appen-
dices. The last speaker of the symposium pondered the detail into
which the decision-maker needed to delve in the black box of game
design. No senior official had the time to inquire into every finding.
He concluded affably, “Here perhaps more than anywhere else in
gaming is the user of games required to exercise his judgment and in-
tuition: in choosing judiciously which ‘black boxes’ to accept without
opening, which ones to examine in detail, and which ones to accept
after a careful description by the author.”53

Gaming was the vogue of the moment. Its very ambiguity elicited
ardor and skepticism in the defense community. Given the atmo-
sphere of heightened interest bordering on anxiety regarding its util-
ity, it is not surprising that everyone felt obliged to catalogue the
benefits and pitfalls of war games, to offer caution in its use, and
stake a position regarding its ultimate value to strategic planning,
analysis, and research.

A number of analysts addressed gaming’s correspondence to real-
ity, then compared its defects with more conventional techniques. In
these contests, war-gaming gained in richness, subtlety, and intelligi-
bility. For example, Robert Davis commended role-playing games for
their ability to represent the complex environment of arms control
“rather than abstract[ing] it away.” Moreover, the players “respond to
a situation which resembles as nearly as possible ‘real life.’” Davis
nevertheless disconfirmed any comfortable congruence between the
simulation and reality. He asked, “Has the real system been so vio-
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lated . . . that there is not a reasonable degree of similarity between
our conceptual model of reality and the real world?” He opined mo-
rosely, “Not one of the techniques described is . . . adequate; not
one of them can be operationally traced back to the bedrock of real-
ity.” Gaming and simulation were as flawed as other research tech-
niques.54

Bloomfield and Whaley worried, “Can reality ever be . . . approxi-
mated under laboratory conditions, however skillfully attempted?
Does what happens in a game bear any demonstrable relationship to
what will happen in real life?” They tempered the skeptical reach of
such a question with the reminder that all research simplified the
world’s “infinite number of variables.” They offered a modest vote of
confidence for gaming. “On some issues, but not on all,” they con-
cluded, “it comes closer to reality than . . . other methods.”55

In his “Introduction to War Games,” Weiner noted the absence of
real experience and data for new weapons systems as well as the pit-
falls of drawing inferences from demonstration tests, field exercises,
games, and simulations. Since games and simulations posited specific
cases, it would be impossible to know how actual future combat con-
ditions differed from hypothetical studies. “We have no acceptable
and precise way of relating [test conditions] to combat.” Bloomfield,
for his part, doubted whether “culture-bound Americans,” even for-
eign policy experts, could accurately role-play their Soviet counter-
parts. Archer protested that game models were too simple to afford
statistical confidence in their outcomes. Other critics presented a
hodge-podge of complaints: the absence of firm facts, the inadequacy
of modeling imponderables such as group morale, leadership, and
enemy response. And everybody objected to the roiling atmosphere
of game design, arbitration, and play.56

A trio of British observers offered a sly impression of the craze for
gaming. “At first sight, simulation or gaming may appear to the Eu-
ropean . . . as dangerous, esoteric, pompous, behaviouralist and
American, yet its frequent use in varied fields in the United States
commands attention.” Deploring the “evident and manifold” limita-
tions of war games, they nevertheless yielded to the Pascalian wager
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with the concession, “Yet the alternatives are inadequate, as the state
of ‘conventional wisdom’ at the moment unhappily bears witness.”
Dipping into the gambling idiom themselves, after listing the various
constraints and defects of gaming, they suggested its chief liability
was “the absence of a sense of high stakes.” It could never be real
enough. No simulation could possibly attain the burden of gravity as-
sumed by decision-makers in a real nuclear crisis.57

In a retrospective article, Bloomfield and Gearin concluded that
their early games had been more like “a political-psychological art
form” than a fully articulated research technique. “The point was to
present players with a horrendous crisis problem and turn them loose
in order to ‘see what would happen.’” It was a fruitful technique for
brainstorming. For policy analysis, “the PE [political exercise] was, at
best, a form of organized mind-blowing, with serendipity the chief
objective.”58

Its very amorphism excited criticism from social scientists. They
charged Bloomfield with having exerted “little effort . . . to define in-
puts and measure results in other than gross or intuitive terms.” Hos-
tile social scientists demanded scholarly reference to ongoing social
psychology, political science theory, quantification of inputs and out-
puts, and mathematized analysis. In its current form, resting on a
narrative and performative structure, “the lack of rigorous controls
made it impossible to conduct a controlled test of specific hypotheses
except in the most general way.” In turn, Bloomfield and Gearin de-
fended group exploration of a “plausible” reality against the “excessive
scientism” of their critics. “It would . . . be a shame to distort the val-
ues that already inhere in the PE [political exercise],” they retorted,
“for the sake of fidelity to often imperfect and sometimes dubious
theory.”59

The Wager of War Games

Hopes for the computer’s contributions to military planning pre-
dated the invention of the digital electronic computer. In 1946
Warren Weaver, the chief of the Applied Mathematics Panel of the
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Office of Scientific Research and Development, dreamed of a “great
Tactical-Strategic Computer” that would compute the optimal war
plan. “You begin to twiddle the decision variable dials,” he wrote
wistfully. Adjusting the “military worth dial” automatically rotated
the “decision variable dials.” Modifying the plan this way and that al-
lowed the analyst to “observe directly whether the change is for the
better or for the worse.” In order to arrive at the optimum plan, he
speculated, the computer would have “a mechanism which . . . shifts
all the decision dials through cycles of accessible values, the resulting
values of M.W. [military worth] being recorded so that the maxi-
mum can be located and the corresponding set of optimum values of
the decision variables determined.”60

Defense analysts were the first computer addicts who originated
much of the lore of the computer’s exalted capability. Fantasy that
strategic and tactical inputs could be programmed into the black box
and the desired plan or even the war itself would thereby be ren-
dered was not merely a quixotic desire afloat in a void. When com-
puters appeared in defense, corporate, and government spheres in
the mid-1950s, they excited powerful fantasies within the culture. If
not openly expressed in the technical literature, popular descriptions
abounded with the hope that bloodless simulations would become a
substitute for war.

For example, the mathematician John Kemeny, expressed the
yearning to be rescued from war that was popularly invested in the
computer. In the future, he wished, wars would be conducted at
“great simulations laboratories at the United Nations.” The war
would take place “on the largest and most expensive computing ma-
chine ever constructed by Man. After twenty-four hours of computa-
tion, both sides are informed of the outcome. The victor can then re-
joice, and the defeated country—after paying due reparations—can
start arming for the next simulated war.” The idea was repeatedly in-
voked. Several years later, in “The First Battle of World War III,”
George Boehm prophesied that it was “not wholly inconceivable”
that major wars would be played at some international computer lab-
oratory. “All that will remain to be done on the fateful morning will
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be to push the ‘start’ button and wait for the computer to wage war
10,000 times.” Studying the printouts of the outcomes, “we can envi-
sion one commander-in-chief . . . [saying,] ‘Okay. You wiped us out
9,327 times. I’ll tell my Prime Minister to pull out of the Balkans.
Now, how about a Martini before lunch?’”61

As early as 1956 the new technology had attracted a circle of fer-
vid operations researchers whom Bernard Koopman playfully ad-
monished for suffering from mechanitis, “the occupational disease of
one who is so impressed with modern computing machinery that
he believes that a mathematical problem, which he can neither solve
nor even formulate, can readily be answered, once he has access to
a sufficiently expensive machine.” Reflecting operations researchers’
faith in the computer’s powers, one author observed, “This preoccu-
pation with machine gaming was further fostered and encouraged by
an appreciation for the complexity of the new weapons systems avail-
able. Indeed, the speed with which these weapons could react, each
to the other, seemed to indicate that only a machine with vast mem-
ory and instant response could be expected to indicate a successful
counter strategy in sufficient time to be useful.”62

While Koopman parodied computer enthusiasm in 1956, by the
end of the decade a number of systems analysts sought to cool the
mania. For example, in 1958 Robert Specht tried to refocus profes-
sional interest in model design and analysis by reproving his read-
ers, “It is important for us to remember that there is nothing magic
about a computing machine . . . Regardless of the machinery used, it
is to the assumptions that we must turn when we ask for an explana-
tion of the results of the game.” Three years later Clayton Thomas
noted that a mystique had long beguiled researchers concerning the
digital computer’s “machine virtues” such as automaticity, transfer-
ability, and speed. “When one hears of the flexibility of computing
machines that ‘can do anything,’ one sometimes forgets that a ma-
chine solves no problem entirely by itself, in some magical, automatic
way of its own.”63

By 1964 analysts had accumulated enough experience with com-
puter-aided gaming, computer games, and computer simulations to
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moderate their ardor. “There was a tendency two or three years ago
for us to become a slave to the computer,” remarked the chief of the
air force’s premier gaming office, the Air Battle Analysis Center. But
now military wisdom had regained some of its luster. He continued,
“Whatever the place of the machine, we cannot function without the
operational experience of man and the application of sound military
judgment in any of our games and analyses.”64

Just as some sectors of the armed forces were wildly enthusiastic
about war-gaming, we can observe a backlash among the senior and
middle-level military officers hostile to computer-dependent weap-
ons systems, systems analysis, and war-gaming. It was inevitable that
conflict would break out between civilian analysts and the venerable
senior staff of the armed services. In a 1960 article, Robert Roy mat-
ter-of-factly laid out the structural antagonism between the practi-
tioners of the new analytic techniques and their reluctant clients.
Operations researchers typically aroused hostility at their field sites.
“The notion that a group of outsiders, themselves incapable of per-
forming an operation, can tell veteran, expert operators how to do
better is . . . preposterously contrary to our own notions about our-
selves.” He counseled his readers to be mindful of the injured pride
their studies invariably provoked, and “to learn to practice the art of
persuasion to the n-th degree.”65

Alas, most analysts were hardly discreet in their assault on the old
guard. We can readily sense the aggrieved indignation felt by military
traditionalists in the remarks made in 1961 by a British Labour Party
MP. Richard Crossman commented waspishly to an audience at the
Royal United Services Institute, “One of the strangest features of
American life in the 1950s—which no doubt will continue through-
out the 1960s—is that many of the experts who lead the discussion
on the nature of war have no experience in it or training for it.” He
described his encounter with a civilian defense analyst whom he had
accosted in a recent trip to the United States. “I said to him . . . ‘Did
you ever in your life go near the Army or hear a shot fired in anger?’
‘Of course not,’ he said, ‘one would hardly get to my position if one
had.’” It was a joke, of course, but Crossman declared, “it’s a remark-
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able fact that . . . the war gamester, in fact, is a human computer.” In
contrast, he was pleased to compare the enlightened military of the
United Kingdom. “Here in Britain, thank goodness,” he murmured,
“we still realize that, although scientific and technological develop-
ment may substitute the machine and the computer for human activ-
ity, it still remains true that the final decisions must be taken by hu-
man beings, and the humble study of human nature still remains the
criterion of wisdom, whether in a general or a politician.”66

Senior American (and NATO) officers eagerly demonstrated the
fallacy of replacing military wisdom with the findings of civilian sys-
tems analysts and war-gamers. For every article suggesting that an-
swers to problems of strategic planning could be found in simulation,
one could find screeds such as Lieutenant Commander Frank Haak’s
1961 piece for the Proceedings of the U.S. Naval Institute. Systems
analysis “should be employed to refine human judgment rather than
replace it.” While acknowledging the transformation of warfare, the
senior officer must nevertheless reclaim his ultimate authority for
combat decisions and “avoid the dangerous practice of accepting on
blind faith the scientists’ findings.” Haak intoned, “The military field
is his profession, not the scientist’s.” In manifest rebellion against
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara’s reforms, he called upon his
fellow officers to restore the supremacy of military judgment and in-
tuition against the prevailing methodism of the civilian technicians.
“The time is ripe for the man with the military mind to reaffirm his
ability to satisfy those demands and put the scientists back to work in
areas where their own professional qualifications are best suited.”67

While Haak regarded decision-making as the essence of com-
mand authority, an accent on the irrational art of war foregrounded
the exceedingly romantic cri de coeur of a senior French operations
analyst, which appeared in the August 1962 issue of the U.S. Army
magazine Military Review. In “The Soldier and Technical Warfare,”
Ferdinand Otto Miksche argued that the modern military had sub-
stituted “technical routine” for the “creative intelligence” employed
by seasoned combat soldiers. In the mechanized, automated, central-
ized military, “soldiers are no longer fighters but specialists in the
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use of certain instruments.” Miksche characterized the implementa-
tion of war plans via man–machine weapons systems as a soulless,
technicist, and inflexible approach to warfare. “It is no more possible
to win battles solely with technical means than to paint worthwhile
pictures with a machine whose electronic brain is able to select col-
ors.” He most particularly derided the most advanced electronic, ra-
dar, and computerized capabilities of the modern armed forces. “The
atomic general, dressed like a robot, follows the course of the battle
on the screen of his televisor with fixed gaze. An electronic brain will
furnish him the data for his decisions.” For Miksche, this wasn’t sol-
diering but machine-tending. “A soldier must be able to act instinc-
tively, without having to stop to reflect.” Like his American counter-
parts, he concluded that the root of the decline of martial authority
lay in the “exaggerated hopes” invested in machines whose capabili-
ties had supplanted “confirmed experience.”68

For many observers of the professional craze for war-gaming, its
validity was as haplessly imperfect as expert intuition, and as likely to
err. Two prominent exponents of game theory and decision analysis,
Duncan Luce and Howard Raiffa, seem to have expressed the opera-
tions research community’s mood when they wrote rather sagely in
1957, “[We should like] to see if under any conditions, however lim-
ited, the postulates of the model can be confirmed and, if not, to see
how they may be modified to accord better at least with those cases.
It will be an act of faith to postulate the general existence of these
new constructs, but somehow one feels less cavalier if he knows that
there are two or three cases where the postulates have actually been
verified.” In the case of gaming nuclear war, the model’s assumptions
could not satisfy these modest demands for verification.69

Hence we arrive at the conundrum of simulating nuclear war.
There was no independent way to validate the findings from any
game. One could only submit to an act of faith. In 1961 Schelling
reflected, “We are poor in alternative ways of studying the phenom-
ena empirically . . . The knowledge we can get from experimenting
with a game may not be comprehensive or terribly reliable, but, com-
pared with what we have or can get in any other way, it looks good.”
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This was the essence of the futurological wager. Then, as now, advo-
cates of biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons for deterrence
declared that it was simply not true that using weapons of mass de-
struction would lead to global annihilation. The result was as vari-
able as the modeling assumptions underlying any simulation of such
a war. Planetary life or death could be derived by extrapolating from
the conditions of a strike, a war’s termination, weather variables,
and a host of imponderables. Teetering on the Pascalian dime, they
defied the mortally fearful to prove otherwise.70
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Chapter 7

THE MINESHAFT GAP

One can almost hear the President saying to his advisors,
“How can I go to war [when] almost all American cities
will be destroyed?” And the answer ought to be, in essence,
“That’s not entirely fatal, we’ve built some spares.”

herman kahn, 1960

Uncertainty presents a double face to the world: callous and narrowly
practical, or unpredictable and feverish. This accounts for the moods
of strategy. If you had to make life-saving decisions with imperfect or
doubtful information and no power to alter the outcome, how might
you appear to others? If one is stern, one will be expressionless. A
more romantic soul might be silkily nonchalant. Immediately, we can
see the parallel between the exchange of threats in crisis maneuvering
and Dostoevskian gambling.

“To be taken seriously by those who wield power,” observed
Anatol Rapoport, one must “accept the game paradigm . . . [to show]
one knows what it means to ‘play the game in a man’s world.’” Given
the impossibility of picturing World War III, Elliott Fremont-Smith
chimed in, “How else is one to think about war if not in terms of
chess, poker, and Tactics?” People at RAND assumed the faces of
high-stakes gambling: an insensible mask, lightened occasionally by
a gay willingness to risk the highest consequences. “It is at first hard
to understand the obvious satisfaction these chess players . . . get in
this weird game,” mused Norman Thomas. “On reflection one can
understand that . . . strategy has its own fascination, especially if one
can train oneself to think in terms of nations and statistics, not hu-



man beings.” Another observer was struck by the alluring grandiosity
of power politics. The “awfulness” of strategy, he remarked, “has a
certain magnetism.”1

There was pleasure in spinning out a catalogue of possibilities,
hatching intrigues and feints, plotting campaigns, playing out the ul-
timate contest. Strategy could induce paroxysms of roguish jaunti-
ness. It offered the exhilarating emotional palette of a certain type of
boy’s world: a virtuous people menaced by evil zealots, the fate of
millions concentrated in the hands of a daring few.

Kahn carried the thrilling convulsions of the strategic imagination
to feats of civil defense. He wanted to know how people could be
shielded from blast and fallout. Maybe factories could be erected in
mines. Three years of foodstuffs could be squirreled away. There was
no real reason why people in target cities couldn’t flee into subterra-
nean shelters. Since America’s enemies taunted it with nuclear weap-
ons, surely it made sense to launch a Manhattan Project on postwar
survival and reconstruction.

A member of Kahn’s civil defense team at RAND mapped out a
plan for cocooning New Yorkers in dormitories erected in the natural
caverns that sprawled beneath the subway tunnels and sewer and
utility strata of Manhattan Island. For ninety days, people could tarry
in these dens “with no . . . access to the outside world,” waiting out
the decay in the radioactivity of the rubble up above. Robert Panero’s
engineering firm concluded that “such shelters seem to be feasible” at
a cost of $500 to $800 per shelter space. Extrapolating from the 1948
census, they estimated that approximately 750 million square feet of
available underground space in the United States was ripe for civil
defense construction.2

Burning with the highest hopes, Kahn raced to Washington to
tell Spurgeon Keeny’s working group on civil defense the good news.
He implored them to advise the President to install 50 million un-
derground berths for targeted populations, 50 million less-hardened
shelters for second-tier city dwellers and suburbanites, and an addi-
tional 100 million spaces of fallout protection for the rest of the na-
tion. From an imaginary pot of $200 billion, he suggested $30 billion
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be set aside for buying up “immediately usable factory space under-
ground.” Not only would these facilities offer protection during a
war, but they had the additional merit of providing “radiation-pro-
tected working and living space” during reconstruction.3

The men in Washington were flabbergasted by Kahn’s vision of a
post-attack world. He had grossly overestimated their willingness to
entertain world-rebuilding ideas. “The biggest influence Kahn had
on me,” Keeny remarked many years later, “was showing what a huge
undertaking civil defense was, and many of the limitations of what it
could do.” There were so many headaches: hustling people under-
ground, shuttling others to rural reception areas, provisioning shel-
ters. “I had never really thought about it quantitatively. As one stud-
ied it in some detail, the utility of blast shelters became increasingly
dubious.” As the group digested Kahn’s assurances that with ade-
quate stocks and training, New Yorkers could survive a nuclear war
and climb back up into a humanly supportable world, one member
recalled, “We became increasingly convinced that the distortion of
society [by such a civil defense initiative] would be such [that] no one
would tolerate it.”4

While they shrank from the deformation civil defense initiatives
would inflict on American democracy, Kahn aimed straight for it. He
recognized the stupendous tear in the social fabric posed by the
threat of nuclear war. He nonetheless toyed with ideas that others re-
garded as cranky or perverse. Civil defense opened up an administra-
tive utopia. Consider the immensities of the problem: one had to
imagine a socio-technical organizational structure that could be es-
tablished in peacetime but endure into the postwar world, a nation-
ally coordinated plan promulgated in peacetime but enabled after
the war by emergency elites and cadres and executed by millions of
people who had been compulsorily drilled during peacetime in the
proper responses to the impact of a nuclear strike, confinement un-
derground, and resurrection into an irradiated world. Surely this is a
fantastic undertaking, weaving the parallel worlds of the peacetime
present and the postwar situation. The possibilities were mind-bog-
gling. For Kahn, the enormity of civil defense cried out for his kind
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of realism. It was also a fount of hope. “Because a war is so horrible, it
takes an act of imagination to visualize one starting. It should not
take a further act of imagination to believe that it will end.” With
careful preparation, “it is difficult to see how the military forces
themselves can be totally destroyed.”5

His approach to civil defense displays the hallmarks of the RAND
futurological aesthetic. It epitomized the totality; estimates of the
post-attack environment were biased toward health and recupera-
tion; model parameters were chosen for ease of computation; models
were designed by feel and judgment; their numbers merely animated
speculative ideas. The postwar world spun into a desultory tangle of
multiple paths issuing from a single stem of the many-branched po-
tentials of civil defense. The model’s potential for undetectable error
inspired in Kahn an exhaustive cascade of variables and variations.6

In comparison with systems analyses, civil defense was both more
mythic in its invocations of end-time narratives and more substan-
tively historical. The hardiness of American pioneers, the strike out
of the blue at Pearl Harbor, the doughtiness of the British during the
Blitz, Soviet resilience after the depredations of the Nazis—all were
reference points in Kahn’s civil defense imagination. Yet while civil
defense incorporated more exacting social phenomena than systems
analysis, it was far more speculative. Nuclear war-fighting was not
the only basis for envisioning its unfolding, but one among many.
The viability of the economy, the integrity of the social order, the
constitution of the survivors, and the biosphere itself were problems
that civil defense had to address and solve.

Protection against Enemy Action

Immediately after the war’s end, teams of social scientists combed
through the ruins of Axis cities to assess the effects of aerial bom-
bardment. The resulting U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS) be-
came the chief source of ideas and data for atomic civil defense. The
author of the volume The Effects of Atomic Bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, Paul Nitze, spelled out rudimentary civil defense ideas for
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the postwar era: America should disperse its industry into the hinter-
land, erect a national blast shelter system, and lay plans to evacuate
city dwellers to rural reception centers in the advent of war.7

In any conceivable future war, at least one bomber would penetrate
national defenses. Civil defense seemed to offer prudent insurance
against enemy action. From the immediate postwar period through
the 1950s, blue ribbon panels, advisory boards, and classified summer
studies were periodically convened to examine the economic,
scientific-technical, and political feasibility of massive civil defense
programs. Usually with some urgency, they all recommended the im-
mediate inauguration of a national program.

In light of widespread anxiety about Soviet long-range bomber ca-
pabilities, a Technological Capabilities Panel was convened in 1954
to assess the American and Soviet potential for fighting World War
III. Informally called the Killian Panel after its chairman, James
Killian, Jr., the committee delivered its report, Meeting the Threat of
Surprise Attack, to President Eisenhower on February 14, 1955. In-
voking the shibboleths of the atomic age, the committee affirmed
that without military and civil defense, America’s vulnerability in-
vited surprise attack. The only way forward was to acquire defensive
capabilities of every conceivable type with as much effort, money,
and ingenuity as the nation could muster. They pressed President Ei-
senhower to speed up missile development. But he didn’t particularly
fancy rocket war. Eisenhower admitted he did “not think too much
of the ballistic missiles as military weapons.” He deferred to the
Killian recommendations only because of the “psychological impor-
tance” of missiles.8

Skeptical about the efficacy of even a robust national civil defense
program, on January 12, 1956, the President directed his National
Security Council to consider the “chaos and destruction” resulting
from a thermonuclear war. He wanted to acquaint himself with the
magnitude of ruin occasioned by these weapons and the degree to
which military and civil defense could mitigate such a catastrophe.
Specifically, he asked them to sketch out the worst possible outcome
of a likely scenario of war, the point at which “we will have passed the
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limits of what human beings can endure.” The NSC reported back
that even with advance warning, a Soviet attack could still prostrate
the United States. While American forces could retaliate against the
enemy’s heartland, Eisenhower reflected in his diary, “There was lit-
tle we could do during the month of warning in the way of dispersal
of population, of industries, or of perfecting defenses that would cut
down losses.”9

A few months later, he convened a secret committee to evaluate
civil defense in light of these trends. Officially called the Security
Resources Panel, it became known as the Gaither Commission after
its chairman, president of the Ford Foundation and RAND board
chairman H. Rowan Gaither. Eisenhower addressed its first meeting
in August 1956. He asked them simply, “If you make the assumption
that there is going to be a nuclear war, what should I do?” This dis-
posed the committee to enlarge the scope of its study from the merits
of civil defense to the current and near-future state of America’s abil-
ity to deter, fight, and survive a nuclear war.10

On December 21, 1956, the Federal Civil Defense Agency’s direc-
tor, Val Peterson, presented a proposal for an elaborate blast and fall-
out shelter program to the National Security Council. Estimated at
$32.4 billion, it would provide state-of-the-art blast protection up to
30 pounds per square inch (psi) for people in presumptive target cit-
ies and fallout protection for the rest of the population. Several weeks
later, the NSC met to evaluate Peterson’s idea. Several questions
would first have to be resolved in order to make sense of his bewil-
deringly great allocation: was the United States really vulnerable to
surprise attack? What was the effect of such a program on the econ-
omy? And more importantly, if a $20 to $40 billion shelter program
seemed necessary to protect Americans, would it be better to use the
same money to strengthen offensive forces?11

Herman Kahn enters the story as an informal consultant to the
Gaither Commission. The roots of this relationship go back to fall
1952, when an informal RAND group that included Bernard Brodie,
James Digby, Charlie Hitch, Victor Hunt, Arnold Kramish, Andrew
Marshall, Alex Mood, and John Williams began meeting at lunch-
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time to discuss strategy and to wrangle over the problem of limiting
damage in atomic war. As a consequence of his close relationship
with Marshall and his budding friendship with Wohlstetter, Kahn
became a regular participant in these sessions. Then in 1956 RAND
began a major study on the composition of strategic bomber forces.
As an adjunct to the project, Kahn decided to launch a little study on
civil defense. While some people had touched the subject before, it
was scorned by senior management and the air force.

Kahn pushed his study over the objections of his superiors: “The
president of RAND [Collbohm] had ideological objections to civil
defense, as did the Air Force, and his objections were very personal—
he was director of civil defense at Douglas [Aircraft during WWII]
and had done some very stupid things.” By the mid-1950s, civil de-
fense had acquired a politically liberal aura: “In general, the Right
was anti-civil defense before our study and the Left was pro–civil de-
fense because civil defense cared about people—it was warm, human,
soft. The Right didn’t like the idea of being scared, so they opposed
it.” Kahn wheedled a vice president to approve it with the proviso
that the air force didn’t pay for it. Ultimately, it was funded by a Ford
Foundation grant to RAND for small-scale, non–air force research.12

The Gaither Commission sorted its members into working groups
on different aspects of thermonuclear war. Each committee invited
experts to brief them on their assigned topic. Then they wrote a back-
ground paper that was passed to the members of the steering com-
mittee. One or two members of the steering committee ultimately
drafted the final report to President Eisenhower. Spurgeon Keeny
was the chairman of the civil defense working group. He had been
tapped for the position since he had directed the air force’s intelli-
gence office on the Soviet nuclear weapons program for several years.

In the summer of 1957 Kahn briefed Keeny’s team on the major
arguments for civil defense. They were appalled by the political con-
sequences of Kahn’s technical fix. “There was no longer any question
but that in a nuclear war you would lose the whole society, even
though you could save lives with fallout shelters. The whole experi-
ence was extremely disturbing to me and many of the other partici-
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pants. Was this really a way to solve the problem? The proposed so-
lution seemed to lead to a garrison state.” Keeny authored the group’s
recommendations on civil defense, and submitted them to steering
committee members William Webster and James Perkins, whom he
assumed would incorporate their ideas into the final report.13

Kahn also briefed Keeny’s group on Wohlstetter’s famous RAND
report, Protecting U.S. Power to Strike Back in the 1950s and 1960s.
Wohlstetter had studied American vulnerability to Soviet surprise
strikes. He had recommended placing SAC bombers in hardened
blast shelters, dispersing and hardening hangars and other critical
buildings, building more airfields for returning bombers, and aug-
menting the radar warning network. Drawing heavily on Wohlstet-
ter’s work and influenced by his discussions with Kahn, Keeny wrote
a background paper on SAC vulnerability and passed it forward to
Perkins and Webster. The steering committee also heard directly
from Wohlstetter himself. Since his ideas echoed the perspective of
the Killian panelists, to whom the acting chair of the Gaither Com-
mission, Robert Sprague, had been a consultant, Wohlstetter’s notion
of strategic vulnerability was received with great sympathy. Wohl-
stetter had consulted with Rowan Gaither privately before the com-
mittee’s formation and had urged him to widen the scope of the
study from civil defense to a general examination of strategic vulner-
ability. But they turned their attention to problems of offensive nu-
clear war-fighting only after his formal appearance before the com-
mission.14

The steering committee directed their attention to strategic vul-
nerability. Following Wohlstetter’s lead, they worried about the ex-
posure of the bomber fleet. They roughed out an analysis which de-
termined that on a typical day, all of the bombers in the Strategic Air
Command were concentrated on a handful of bases, and few, if any,
were on strip alert. Sprague and Foster flew out to SAC headquarters
in Nebraska and confronted General Curtis LeMay with the news
that the offensive force was unlikely to deploy within the warning
time of an impending attack. An exercise testing SAC readiness had
demonstrated, according to a memorandum written by Eisenhower’s
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aide, General Andrew Goodpaster, that “not a single plane could
have left the ground within six hours except for a few that were by
chance in the air on a test at the time.”15

Apoplectic that a civilian advisory committee dared to counsel or
guide him, LeMay blurted out that if he received confirmed intelli-
gence of forces massing for an imminent attack, he would order a
preemptive strike against Soviet air bases. The unprotected bomber
fleet was a moot issue. This was a shocking admission. In essence, he
announced that he planned to defy the United States’ official war
plans and follow an autonomous policy of striking on warning.16

Two further developments exacerbated the steering committee’s
perception of the urgency of the threat. On August 26, 1957, the
Kremlin announced that it had conducted the first successful flight
test of an ICBM over its missile test range. And on October 4 the
Soviets launched Sputnik into space. Neither event was a surprise
to President Eisenhower. Since the summer of 1955 the NSA intelli-
gence had monitored the missile test site at Kapustin Yar from a
listening post in Turkey. Moreover, U-2 spy planes had been over-
flying the USSR since July 1956. By the following spring they de-
tected a second installation in Tyuratam, whose range extended over
three thousand miles, putting the continental United States almost
within range of Red Army missiles. Eisenhower was satisfied that the
Soviets were only months ahead of the United States in missile de-
velopment. This could hardly put America’s deterrent forces at im-
mediate risk.

He called a press conference to assure the nation that the Sputnik
launch did not imperil America. The Communists had technical
problems with missile guidance and re-entry that had yet to be
worked out. For the present and the near future, he declared, manned
bombers would remain America’s deterrent. Besides, Americans
would be testing their own missiles very soon.

But in late September, when an American Atlas rocket exploded
on its launch pad, Congress fretted that the Russians were pulling
ahead in the arms race. To make matters worse, Sputnik demon-
strated that the Soviets had developed the capability to propel a mis-
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sile over five thousand miles. Sputnik seemed to confirm that the
Kremlin was pursuing a crash program of missile R&D. While
members of the Gaither steering committee almost certainly had
access to radar and non–U-2 spy flight intelligence, and therefore
would have known that the Russians had not taken a command-
ing lead in missile technology, they were ideologically committed
to pushing the President to authorize an aggressive schedule of mis-
sile R&D. As a consequence, the authors of the final report of the
Gaither Commission magnified the risk of America’s vulnerability to
surprise attack. Given the imminent danger of the next two years,
they stressed, “If we fail to act at once, the risk, in our opinion, will be
unacceptable.”17

On November 7, 1957, the steering committee presented its
findings to the President. It concluded with the opinion that “by
1959, the USSR may be able to launch an attack with ICBMs carry-
ing megaton warheads, against which SAC will be almost completely
vulnerable under present programs.” They also endorsed civil defense
in terms calculated to please the joint chiefs and the President. “The
main protection of our civil population against a Soviet nuclear at-
tack has been and will continue to be the deterrent power of our
armed forces.” But the deterrent would never be adequate unless it
was bolstered with shelters. “As long as the U.S. population is wide
open to Soviet attack, both the Russians and our allies may believe
that we shall feel increasing reluctance to employ SAC [except] . . .
when the United States is directly attacked.”18

The panel advised that active and passive defense be inaugurated
“with all possible speed.” (“Active defense” meant defensive weapons
systems; “passive defense” meant structural measures such as armor-
ing and hardening buildings; “civil defense” referred exclusively to
the protection of noncombatants.) While the committee did not en-
dorse a major blast shelter program, it proposed $25 billion for fall-
out shelters, since no other measure was “likely to save more lives for
the same money in the event of a nuclear attack.” Whether or not
Kahn directly influenced Nitze or Sprague, the authors of the final
report promoted civil defense as an indispensable safeguard for the
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deterrent and retaliatory mission of the armed forces. Fallout shelters
fortified deterrence “by discouraging the enemy from attempting an
attack on what might otherwise seem to him a temptingly unpre-
pared target; second, by reinforcing his belief in our readiness to use,
if necessary, our strategic retaliatory power.”19

In order to pressure Eisenhower to accelerate missile R&D, af-
ter having briefed the President on the report but before he could
formulate his response properly, someone on the Gaither steering
committee leaked excerpts of their recommendations to a reporter at
The Washington Post. Eisenhower was furious. Keeny recalled, “He
felt that it was an unprincipled act of insubordination of the panel,
which was supposed to be working for him.” The President there-
upon directed the CIA to bar RAND and other civilian contractors
from access to raw intelligence or direct contact with intelligence
professionals. While RAND analysts continued to receive the NIEs,
they were not exposed to the feverish debates raging within the intel-
ligence community. The result was that, with the exception of An-
drew Marshall and Joseph Loftus, they simply echoed the air force’s
extravagant assessments. Their conception of the Soviet threat were
wholly unchecked by countervailing opinions.20

While incensed by the leak, the President was neither alarmed by
nor sold on the committee’s proposals. “I did not agree with all of the
panel’s hypothetical figures,” he wrote in his memoir. “Moreover, the
panel had failed to take into account certain vital information and
other considerations.” For one thing, in spite of congressional charges
that he was complacent in the face of Soviet technological advances,
he had decided not to expose the U-2 program, which would have
proven that their worst fears were unfounded. Second, he considered
the suggested expenditures to be excessive. They would have dis-
torted the economy toward an overemphasis on arms production.
Moreover, Eisenhower loathed civil defense. A national fallout shel-
ter program, complete with mandatory civilian training, would ham-
string a free and independent people: “Given the atmosphere of the
time, ‘We must neither panic nor become complacent,’ I told my as-
sociates . . . Our security depended on a set of associated and difficult
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objectives: to maintain a defense . . . [but] we could not turn the na-
tion into a garrison state.”21

As a matter of principled reflection, rather than contemplation of
the various scientific construals of nuclear weapons effects data, Ei-
senhower did not believe that American society could survive and re-
construct from a nuclear war. As he thanked members of the Gaither
Commission for their efforts, Eisenhower’s parting comments were
dismaying and poignant. Hearkening back to his original request for
the study, he said he now realized he had asked the wrong question.
“You can’t have this kind of war. There just aren’t enough bulldozers
to scrape the bodies off the streets.”22

The United States was not falling behind the Soviets in the arms
race; it was merely losing its lead. Eisenhower fully trusted the strate-
gic value of the manned bomber force. He declared to his NSC, “Un-
til an enemy [has] enough operational capability to destroy most
of our bases simultaneously and thus prevent retaliation by us, our
deterrence remains effective.” While rejecting the alarums of the
Gaither Report, he agreed to extend the nation’s tactical warning sys-
tems. In January 1958 the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System
(BMEWS) was authorized as a supplement to the Distant Early
Warning Line, which had entered service the previous August.23

Eisenhower’s cool response to the Gaither recommendations fo-
mented a split in the strategic community. Two groups emerged: the
old stalwarts, who continued to push for advances in offensive and
defensive strategic systems in the never-ending arms race, and a new
sort of strategist, men who abandoned their campaign for super-
hardened, super-accurate weapons systems in favor of arms control.
For example, Jerome Wiesner, who would become President Ken-
nedy’s science adviser, had advocated defensive systems installed in
the periphery of SAC bases. But now he was struck with “the inher-
ent futility” of defensive measures against atomic attack. “It became
clear that if you were certain that war was going to occur you’d take a
lot of costly steps. But even then you couldn’t do much.”24

For Keeny, the six months he worked on the Gaither study was
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a defining moment. Weeks of assembling materials for committee
members had unsettled his notion that technical solutions could be
found to mitigate a nuclear catastrophe. It had become clear that a
political, not a technocratic solution, was the only way to manage the
cold war: “[We] had a real concern as to whether the technological
response to a worst-case analysis of the threat was the right way to go
as opposed to a diplomatic approach including constraints on the
threat by arms control.”25

Similarly, Herbert York, director of the Lawrence Livermore Lab-
oratory, who had been instrumental in developing the ICBM, expe-
rienced a change of heart: “There were three events that contributed
to changing my views. The first was the Gaither Panel, but that was
the least important . . . As soon as we got seriously working on arms
control, I saw the light . . . Arms control and technology were alter-
native ways of approaching national security.” The second factor that
critically shaped his views was participation in the President’s Sci-
ence Advisory Committee (PSAC), formed in December 1957. And
finally, York had been appointed director of defense research and en-
gineering, a position he held during the last three year’s of Eisen-
hower’s administration. “It was my experience as DDRE that finally
taught me the futility of the technical approach.” By 1963 York de-
clared that the cold war could not be managed by the arms race. He
stated publicly that by relying on “technical solutions” to a political
problem, “the result will be a steady and inexorable worsening of this
situation . . . I believe that there is absolutely no solution to be found
within the areas of science and technology.”26

In 1958 Eisenhower initiated the Geneva Conference of Experts
on Nuclear Test Detection, the Conference on the Discontinuance
of Nuclear Weapons Tests, and the Surprise Attack Conference.
Keeny observed, “There was a close continuity of events between the
Gaither study, Eisenhower’s reaction to it, his decision to go ahead
with the Test Ban Treaty and the Surprise Attack conference. His re-
action to it was . . . you’re gonna have to explore other ways to deal
with this, because this [active, passive, and civil defense] is leading
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to a disaster. Eisenhower didn’t like the picture that the Gaither
study painted of the future any more than Wiesner, or Herb York,
or I liked it.”27

The RAND Civil Defense Study

During his last four years at RAND, Kahn immersed himself in civil
defense research. In August 1957 he presented his first briefing on
the topic. Recoiling from the belief that nuclear war meant the col-
lapse of world civilization, he maintained that “the limits on the
magnitude of the catastrophe seem to be closely dependent on what
kinds of preparations have been made, and how the war is started
and fought.” Accordingly, he framed his research as a response to
the query, “How would the country look five or ten years after the
war as a function of various preparations?” Formulating the question
this way enacted his characteristic preference for regarding a future
problem as a nested structure that embedded one conditional within
another.28

The report, Some Specific Suggestions for Achieving Early Non-
Military Defense Capabilities and Initiating Long-Range Programs,
was the result of several months of work by a sixteen-man team di-
rected by Kahn. In it, he proposed a $500 million budget to establish
a national civil defense program and underwrite research and devel-
opment in “all aspects of the state of the art of non-military defense.”
He advised the government to gather critical stockpiles; prepare ex-
isting mine space for storage, industrial production, and civilian use,
including dormitories; enlist the energies of professional societies
and universities in scientific research; and, mirroring the long-range
plans of the armed services, institute comprehensive federal planning
for postwar survival and recovery.29

He was determined to persuade anyone who would listen that the
chief problem of civil defense was properly understanding it. Kahn’s
1958 report opened with his basic thesis: given the tempo and mag-
nitude of nuclear war, it would be impossible to improvise protection
in the brief interval of a mounting crisis, or worse, in the wake of a
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nuclear strike. Therefore, government attention should be redirected
from a World War II–era policy of recruiting industry and civilians
after a war has begun to ensuring the nation’s survival by peacetime
preparations for war. In the nuclear age, the nation’s survival could be
ensured only by mobilizing citizens for war during peacetime. He de-
scribed his “prewar mobilization” idea as a “starter set” for national
reconstruction. By warehousing surplus goods, the economy and so-
ciety could convert at a moment’s notice to wartime readiness. Kahn’s
scheme protected civilians and property; accumulated critical stock-
piles; offered detailed plans for crash mobilization during prolonged
crises; and suggested measures to aid postwar recuperation and re-
construction.30

He sketched out four progressively more lavish budgets, from a
“Cheap Starter Set” at $200 million, to a “Luxurious” program of
$20 billion. He admitted that the parameters of the four plans were
“orienting and educational, and not . . . estimates or recommenda-
tions.” More precise numbers would require “more work and re-
sources than we gave to the problem.” Kahn’s luxurious starter set not
only offered “very high standards of habitability and protection,” but
was “over-designed as a hedge against the enemy’s threat becoming
worse or our reconstruction plans going awry.” His “austere” plan was
a nationwide network of blast and fallout shelters built to “minimal
standards.” His “minimum” plan provided fallout shelters to every-
body. Finally, his “cheap” program provided fallout protection to citi-
zens in target cities and “wherever [else] it is . . . desirable.”31

Kahn scaled back his ambitions for civil defense in order to dem-
onstrate what could be done with a cheap program. Whereas most of
his lavish budget was spent hoarding and hardening assets, a cheap
civil defense program would be a “legacy for any later and larger pro-
grams.” Such a program “might save from 10 to 50 million lives, limit
. . . damage to property, and markedly facilitate our ability to recu-
perate.” By offering imperfect fallout protection for a limited range
of strike scenarios, Kahn showed atypical political sensitivity. “Real-
ism in this case,” he allowed, “means not trying to do too much and,
as a result, failing totally, but rather trying to get those capabilities
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that might be useful in special circumstances even if the range of cir-
cumstances is not complete.”32

He pressed the government to draw up detailed plans for post-
attack damage control (such as shutting down utilities), emergency
repair, and communications and electricity patch-up. It should dis-
tribute manuals for urban and rural decontamination. In order “to
provide a reasonably dispersed population target,” urban evacuation
plans should be reinstated. Existing surpluses should be invento-
ried. Strategic raw materials, war-reserve tools, Commodity Credit
Corporation stocks, and obsolete materiel should be consolidated in
a centralized registry. Suitable fallout shelters should be identified
through a survey of underground space throughout the nation, which
would certify that subways, sewers, tunnels, and sub-basements of
urban buildings, along with mines and caverns in the countryside,
were fallout-proof. Improvements to these structures could be made
with “sandbags [or] shutters . . . either before or after the attack,
wherever it seemed desirable or cheap.” The most expensive item in
Kahn’s plan was the universal distribution of radiation dosimeters.
“Such meters,” he observed, “would be invaluable as a recuperation
aid . . . Without [them] . . . it is likely that restoration would be very
difficult, if not paralyzed.”33

He airily suggested that the government sell property insurance
against nuclear war. It was a cunning idea. The promise of guaran-
teed compensation would give contractors an incentive to build blast
and fallout protection into new or remodeled buildings. And insur-
ance premiums could finance the recuperation stockpiles.34

If so many remedies could be implemented, why did civil defense
fail to arouse enthusiasm among the nation’s citizens, Congress, or
the administration? Kahn suspected that “until the feasibility of re-
covery is settled, it will be difficult to arouse real interest in attempts
to alleviate the consequences of war.” Not only had various shelter
configurations not been thoroughly studied, but most of the other
problems associated with “preserving a civilization and a standard of
living have not been examined even superficially.” There was simply
not enough information about the real conditions of the post-attack
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environment. Kahn therefore proposed $200 million for a major pro-
gram of research, development, systems analysis, planning, and tech-
nical design. Asking point-blank, “Is $200 million an unreasonably
large sum?” he compared the R&D budgets of aircraft and missile
development with civil defense. If the Pentagon annually spent $5
billion on military hardware, surely civil defense was “at least as com-
plicated as an interceptor aircraft.”35

Since research was cheap, every suggestive possibility should be
pursued. Otherwise, “there may be disastrous inadequacies, or even
complete lacunae, in the program.” He hastened to explain that his
sums were “relatively arbitrary”: “The numbers are intended to com-
municate quantitatively our intuitive and preliminary thinking.” In
fact, “in several categories [such as] anti-contamination . . . we have
no real feeling as to what reasonable expenditures are.”36

The ensuing discussion makes plain Kahn’s sense of the specula-
tive possibilities of reworking the social, political, and economic to-
tality in light of civil defense needs. This ranged from basic explora-
tions that would propel further “imaginative work” once research had
begun, to suggesting programs for industrial and governmental activ-
ities in underground shelters in mines, caverns, quarries, and deep-
rock structures. This last was one of his most notorious ideas, ap-
pearing in Dr. Strangelove as “the mineshaft gap.”37

Kahn’s study paid particular attention to the protective qualities of
deep underground structures. Mines could have multiple uses: as
emergency personnel housing in the event of evacuation and dis-
persal of the population and industry; as warehouses; as industrial
sites for commercial and office activities; as postwar civilian housing.
They could serve all of these functions in sequence: “For example, we
might outfit a mine as an emergency shelter for evacuees, use it later
for stockpiling, and finally convert it for use as a permanent under-
ground installation of some sort.”38

He therefore proposed an exhaustive research agenda for mines:
(1) surveying existing underground space, “including . . . adapting
the mine [into] shelters, . . . location of transportation, utilities, and
labor force”; (2) surveying existing quarries as cheap resources for
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converting already excavated sites into future underground shelters
and tunnels; (3) encouraging the private sector to construct under-
ground plants; “for example, we might wish to encourage very deep
mining under urban areas”; (4) promoting research “to develop new
uses for crushed rock” and other mining products in order to create
new incentives for the expansion of mining (“If these studies were
even mildly successful, they might make very important changes in
our capability. We concede, of course, that some of the studies might
be very speculative.”); (5) surveying the geological composition of the
United States in order to identify new sites for underground facili-
ties; (6) underwriting the design of various underground industrial,
military, and civilian facilities; (7) creating a federal clearinghouse on
protective structures and making its technical assistance widely avail-
able to industry and local government.39

Kahn had equally ambitious plans for investigating reconstruction,
since “almost no work has been done on the problem of restoring a
prewar society.” As a demonstration of the feasibility of construc-
tion projects that had both peacetime and postwar uses, he suggested
that ten to twenty prototype factories for underground plant opera-
tions be erected with the cooperation of private firms. Military and
civilian installations such as “communication facilities, specialized
commercial and office space, and possibly civil defense headquarters
should be tested for relocation underground.” Studies of shelter ven-
tilation, humidity, waste disposal, sanitary engineering, and over-
crowding should also be initiated.40

Kahn consistently minimized the weapons effects, suggesting that
“abruptly abandoned plants that did not suffer blast damage but were
subjected to fallout” could soon be up and running as production
sites in the postwar period. He therefore advised researchers to esti-
mate what degree of blast damage plants could suffer and still oper-
ate. Economists and engineers should “design an emergency ‘tempo-
rary’ reconstruction program that would restore production quickly,
use salvaged materials and equipment, and substitute less-scarce for
more-scarce materials.” Or, varying the notion, economists should
consider how industry could assemble stockpiles of new and obsolete
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construction elements for use in new plant construction. In another
twist on pre-attack mobilization, Kahn suggested that industrial
plants be redesigned so that they could be located underground or
built within blast-proof shelters. “This would mean economizing on
space . . . minimizing ventilation and air-conditioning problems,
minimizing noise problems, and exploiting special features of mines.”41

With such a far-ranging program, Kahn anticipated an economic
boom touched off by civil defense research. Just imagine the prod-
ucts, services, and technologies that civil defense needed and which
the market could provide: excavating and tunneling equipment;
mass construction; shock absorbers; ventilation; damage control; dig-
ging-out equipment for emergency use in deep shelters; shelter utili-
ties; non-food shelter supplies; communication techniques; storage
and preservation; postwar building technology; gasoline substitutes;
warning systems; rapid movement of masses of people; blast doors;
stockpile connectors; shielded vehicles for moving people in contam-
inated areas; methods and materials for modifying conventional
vehicles.42

Decontamination would be another growth industry. Kahn
proposed a $30 million budget for research into mitigating fallout
during and after the war. In addition to basic studies in the phenom-
enology of fallout, procedures for decontaminating food, water, and
soil should also be thoroughly investigated. Moreover, the possibili-
ties of concocting “synthetic food” from uncontaminated stockpiled
material (such as hydroponic and algae cultivation) and “therapeutic
agents that could be added to food to prevent retention of fission
products in the body” (presumably in the form of calcium and potas-
sium pills) should be explored. Scientists and engineers should delve
into innovative technologies such as nuclear waste disposal systems
as well as “vacuum cleaners, sweepers, bulldozers, scrapers, and wash-
down systems.”43

RAND studies in the 1950s did not address the ecological prob-
lems of a post-attack environment. In OTW, Kahn remarked, “The
war may have important and totally unsuspected ecological conse-
quences.” He acknowledged that radiation would disturb the balance
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between bird and insect populations as well as radically disrupt
weather patterns. While confident that the amount of radiation re-
leased by a comparatively “small attack” would not injure the bio-
sphere, he admitted that a large attack might possibly “sear a very
large area of the country by thermal radiation; and either attack could
cause cataclysmic tidal waves, floods, and fires.” For all that, Kahn al-
lowed that his research team “did not look at the interaction among
the [weapons] effects we did study.” It was only in August 1961 that
someone at RAND produced a paper on the ecology of nuclear war.
An analyst trained as a physician observed that ecology “has been
strangely neglected . . . and detailed research is conspicuously absent
. . . not part of the intellectual equipment of people ordinarily con-
cerned with civil defense and postwar recovery.”44

Kahn’s study paid special attention to the production, processing,
storage, and distribution of food. He guessed that surplus food in-
ventories should be sufficient to meet the needs of the surviving pop-
ulation for the first postwar year. Expressing a systems orientation to-
ward the economic totality, he suggested that national food stocks
be inventoried and updated so that postwar distribution patterns
could be studied. The main task would be providing rations to the
population until sufficiently clean crops could be cultivated and ani-
mals could graze on uncontaminated pastures, or pure food could be
imported. Stockpiles of unprocessed foodstuffs could also be ware-
housed in underground facilities for long-term postwar consump-
tion. Kahn urged provisioning the nation’s shelters with a three-
month supply of food as well as stockpiling several years’ worth of vi-
tamins.45

He proposed $10 million for studying communicable diseases that
might afflict shelter residents, such as respiratory viruses and “antibi-
otic prophylactic studies.” Likewise, he recommended research for
determining the highest human tolerance to short-term radiation ex-
posure in order to plan the activities of emergency workers. This in-
cluded “a search for and the screening of promising drugs that might
prevent the acute radiation syndrome.” Psychiatric and social psycho-
logical casualties should not be neglected, especially morale, family
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separation, panic, and the stress of shelter life. “Various measures
(work therapy, sedation, recreation, segregated activity or discipline
areas, etc.) ought to be studied and prepared in order to maintain
shelter discipline, to lessen the mental strain, and to minimize the in-
cidence of psychological aftereffects.”46

Finally, the government should encourage parallel efforts by the
private sector. In the universities, protective requirements should be
routinely incorporated into the professional curricula of engineer-
ing and architecture students. Rather than enjoining volunteer effort
from professional societies (such as the National Association of
Manufacturers, American Society for Heating and Ventilating,
American Society for Testing of Materials, American Society of
Civil Engineers, American Concrete Institute, American Institute
of Architects, American Association of Railroads, American Medi-
cal Association), civil defense research among these private groups
should be federally coordinated.

Kahn’s study closed with a comparison between the apocalyptic
conception of nuclear war and his group’s findings. While most
Americans believed that a nuclear war would be “so annihilating that
nothing useful could be done to mitigate its consequences . . . we
have demonstrated that, subject to uncertainties, the above view is
wrong, for at least the next five or ten years.” While sensitive to the
myriad unknowns and unknown unknowns crowning the problem,
he entertained a rosy prognosis for a postwar world for the rest of his
life.47

In March 1959 Kahn delivered the lecture, “Why Go Deep Un-
derground?” at the Second Protective Construction Symposium at
RAND. In this paper, which he wrote while delivering the OTW
briefings around the country, we can observe just how faithful, how
provisional and anxiously credulous his investments in civil defense
were. He observed that the design challenges of underground con-
struction involved “new or esoteric principles.” The architect and en-
gineer would “find his reserves of experience, knowledge, ingenuity,
and technique strained to the limits . . . The experience of the most
readily available designers may not be even remotely appropriate.”
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Accordingly, in order to enter into the speculative domain of the
post-attack world, he advised the engineer to overdesign the struc-
ture, heeding all the known weapons effects phenomena, “and then
hope for the best.”48

Kahn closed his remarks with the disconcertingly hapless wager of
strategic futurology: “All we can do is just face the fact that to some
extent the working of our installations depends upon faith.”49
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Chapter 8

ON THERMONUCLEAR WAR

To stay cheerful when involved in a gloomy and exceed-
ingly responsible business is no inconsiderable art: yet
what could be more necessary than cheerfulness? Nothing
succeeds in which high spirits play no part.

friedrich nietzsche, 1889

“Is it really true that only an insane man would initiate a thermonu-
clear war?” Herman Kahn would ask. “Or are there circumstances in
which the leaders of a country might rationally decide that thermo-
nuclear war is the least undesirable of the available alternatives?” As
Kahn gnawed at these questions, his answers skittered over an ex-
haustive array of topics. Fond as he was of tidy schematics, ticking off
each item in a cascade of charts, his briefings were mazes, his digres-
sions abstruse and associational.1

Brooding about war awakens the story-telling imp. On Thermonu-
clear War hums with motifs of world cataclysm, resurrection, and
miracle. While sometimes resembling a sales pitch or a comic spiel,
Kahn’s expository style was an experiment in historical narrative. His
zigzags, pockets of scenario detail, and lists resembled the herky-
jerky pulse of an epic poem. This was the case not just because the
book dealt in the near-cosmic rebirth of a nation. Keep in mind the
exhilaration of being thrust into the appalling demands of the here-
and-now. Among other things, On Thermonuclear War was a live per-
formance. When addressing awful matters and exhibiting the abso-
lute freedom and absolute terror of nuclear war to all the world,
Kahn radiated the nervy bravura of an actor. It is here, in the en-



counter between an audience and a man willing to storm the citadel
of the unthinkable that the energies of OTW and the epic style con-
verge.

Kahn’s dynamism advanced from point to point on the stepping
stones of epic strings of variables. With its pageantry of World Wars
I through VIII, On Thermonuclear War had a Scheherazade-like ar-
chitecture of nested stories that promised to continue indefinitely,
there being no end either to the scenarios or, seemingly, to the dis-
cussion itself. Thinking about the unthinkable seems to be related to
this quality of endlessness. Kahn once mentioned to McWhirter that
the Tales of the 1001 Nights was one of his favorite stories. The re-
porter reflected, “Herman Kahn may feel that, by inventing one Sce-
nario after another, he is holding back the changes that would seal
our doom.”2

At RAND, Kahn was not responsible for designing actual plans
for the air force. He was paid to ruminate about hypothetical crises.
But if we look at historical contingency planning for a moment, we
will recognize in it the temptation to sketch out every variation in
the course of drafting a decision tree of a political–military crisis. We
can contextualize Kahn’s dynamism by listening to men reminiscing
about their work as they made detailed plans for escalating moves ul-
timately resulting in nuclear strikes during the Berlin Crisis of 1961.

In 1991 several Kennedy administration officials described their
planning activities during that event. Given that the Berlin plans
originated as a critique of massive retaliation, they closely resem-
ble Kahn’s effort. The story began in 1959, when General DeWitt
Armstrong was assigned to the International and Policy Planning
Division in the Army General Staff. He was the action officer re-
sponsible for the army’s role in the Joint Task Force on NATO and
Berlin. Essentially this meant that as the support officer to the na-
tional security planner, he was the army’s contingency planner for
Berlin. Armstrong was struck by the “strong general-nuclear-war
coloration” of existing Berlin strategy. In the event of a crisis, he re-
called, in a few small steps “the United States faced the question of
whether to undertake a massive nuclear action or not.” His col-
leagues assumed that deterrence would inhibit the Soviets “from any-
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thing but a very brief blockage of the autobahn, if even that. But just
suppose it did not?”3

If the Soviets challenged the Allies in Berlin, there was no plan at
the ready. Because intermediate steps between doing nothing and
doing too much had not been formulated, it seemed to Armstrong
that there was a genuine risk “the U.S. might collapse early” in a con-
test of wills in Berlin.4

Armstrong tried to coax his air force colleagues to accept the ne-
cessity of introducing flexibility into strategic doctrine. “There were a
lot of true believers in the Air Force, guys that were really convinced,
first, that the deterrent will deter, and, second, that nothing must be
done to interfere with the capability of this massive nuclear retalia-
tion threat to work its magic on the aggressor.” In frustration, around
the time of the 1960 elections he drew up a safer alternative. It was a
complex scenario that explored possible developments that could oc-
cur should the Soviets block the autobahn at Helmstedt. In sharp
contrast to the hypnotic vagueness of existing plans, Armstrong dra-
matized the various trains of events that might unfold. Like a good
war game designer, he specified the numbers and kinds of vehicles,
weapons, and command and control capabilities of the major players.
At every stage of the scenario, he presented a sheaf of options, each
one of which was filled out with details of their political, diplomatic,
and strategic ramifications.5

The thrust of his analysis was to demonstrate the effectiveness of a
graduated approach to military conflict. Rather than imposing a cat-
astrophic ultimatum on the enemy, Armstrong’s scheme retarded the
process of crisis decision-making by allowing intervals for diplomacy
and information-gathering. “Each of these new increments by the al-
lies would force upon the Soviet Union a new high-level decision.
They had to decide, well, are we going to raise that bet, or are we go-
ing to buy out? And as this program of mounting pressures ran up
the ramp, each time they could see, Jesus, these guys are more serious
than we thought. And then would come the next one.” With each
phase of escalation, the possibility for nuclear war drew nearer but
would not immediately overwhelm the antagonists.6

Several months after he had completed this study, in May 1961
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Armstrong was transferred to the Office of International Security
Affairs (ISA) to work as the action officer on Berlin planning for As-
sistant Secretary of Defense Paul Nitze. Armstrong translated his pa-
per into a colossal graph known as “the horse blanket.” This was
army jargon for plans inscribed on enormous sheets of paper. Admi-
ral John Lee of Nitze’s staff condensed Armstrong’s diagram into
“the pony blanket.”7

President Kennedy warned the nation about the dangerous crises
escalating in Berlin in a televised address on July 25, 1961. Immedi-
ately after his speech, NATO foreign ministers gathered in Paris. In
an address to the NATO Council on August 8, Secretary of State
Dean Rusk articulated the administration’s Berlin plan. Armstrong
had authored Rusk’s text. In due time the Berlin contingency plan
was delegated to an interagency military group supporting NATO.
This last committee digested the pony blanket into the executive
“poodle blanket.” On October 10 President Kennedy met with his
Cabinet, generals, and national security adviser to discuss the evolu-
tion of war plans for Berlin. Before the meeting, Nitze had circulated
a memorandum, “Preferred Sequence of Military Actions in a Berlin
Conflict,” to the principals. It laid out four unfolding scenarios. Its
outline form and options escalating to “general nuclear war” suggest
that Nitze’s memo was based on the poodle-blanket document.8

The lineage of Berlin contingency plans conveys the formidable
reach of the original horse blanket design. Dreaming up future his-
tory seems to induce this kind of giddy expansiveness. “I was hypo-
thesizing in this thing, not predicting,” explained Armstrong. “You
can do this endlessly without exhausting the possibilities.” Likewise,
Lee remarked, “The permutations quickly approached infinity. For-
tunately things got repetitive; there’s a limit to what you can do.” If
the extravagant possibilities for Berlin dismayed actual war planners,
we can appreciate how much more unbounded was the vortex of pos-
sibilities which engrossed Kahn’s imagination.9

In 1959 Kahn took a leave of absence from RAND and spent a se-
mester at the Center of International Studies at Princeton University.
He also crisscrossed the country delivering a three-day-long briefing,
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“Three Lectures on Thermonuclear War in the 1960–1970 Period”
to more than five thousand policy-makers and advisers. By July 1959
transcripts were well in hand. His secretary circulated copies to sev-
enteen colleagues at RAND for editorial assistance. While it was a
small thing to recruit friends to help refine his text, persuading the air
force and RAND management to release the book for publication
was harder. The air force cleared OTW just one month before RAND
instituted a publication review process intended to smother works
defying cherished air force positions. The new policy stipulated that
manuscripts had to be cleared by every relevant air force office and
other federal agency, with an eye to suppressing “anything that could
embarrass anybody in the government or services.”10

In April 1959 Kahn requested guidance for clearing the manu-
script of OTW. There should be “little to arrange,” he assured his
boss. “I am doing this as an employee of Princeton University and
private citizen and am relying on unclassified sources completely.” In
the course of directing him to send the final manuscript to the Office
of Security Review, the vice president of RAND, L. J. Henderson, Jr.,
instructed Kahn to attach a cover letter attesting that the book was a
private affair “and not a RAND book in any sense.” Should any
conflict with the air force arise, it would be “a personal problem for
Herman Kahn and . . . entirely your own responsibility.” While man-
agement did not approve of OTW, it couldn’t object to the book’s re-
lease under the imprimatur of Princeton University Press. While he
didn’t agree with many of Kahn’s ideas, Henderson sighed, he did
think the book might “serve to promote discussion” about neglected
problems. Kahn handed the galleys to Max Singer for one last revi-
sion. The book was published on December 8, 1960.11

Kahn was among the pack of analysts who railed against President
Eisenhower’s policy of threatening massive retaliation against Soviet
aggression. Like Truman, Eisenhower wanted to buy a ferocious na-
tional defense without straining the economy. His secretary of state,
John Foster Dulles, announced the doctrine in a nationally broadcast
speech to the Council on Foreign Relations on January 12, 1954.
Dulles characterized the cold war in terms of “the long haul,” a no-
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tion that had been proposed the previous April at a NATO Council
meeting. As America turned away from the crash mobilization in
Asia and Europe during the first two years of the Korean War, na-
tional security would henceforth have to offer “a maximum deterrent
at a bearable cost.”12

Rather than answering local aggression with the might of any
one European state (all of which were still recovering from World
War II), the collective security afforded by NATO would stiffen re-
gional defense with “the further deterrent of [the] massive retaliatory
power” of the United States. Deterrence would be ubiquitous and in-
determinate. “The way to deter aggression,” in Dulles’s view, was “to
be willing and able to respond . . . at places and with means of [our]
own choosing.” Those means principally involved “a great capacity to
retaliate instantly.”13

By the mid 1950s, strategists in and out of RAND began to pro-
nounce the threat essentially unbelievable. Given the collaborative
culture of research at RAND, Kahn’s contribution to the debate is
difficult to assess. His ideas about flexible war plans, limiting nuclear
war, strategic vulnerability, credible first strike capability, and intra-
war bargaining synthesized arguments that had evolved at RAND
over a number of years.

In the brawl trailing the publication of OTW, the question whether
Kahn was a typical RAND specimen was occasionally lobbed
into play. For example, the RAND mathematician Richard Bellman
pelted Commentary, Fortune, Harper’s, The Nation, The New Republic,
Newsweek, The New York Times, The Progressive, The Reporter, Satur-
day Review, Time, The Washington Post, and the director of Princeton
University Press with letters spurning Kahn. OTW did not express
the consensus on nuclear war-fighting: “I can report that a number of
senior members [at RAND] . . . who have examined these questions
. . . do not share Kahn’s views, and I myself do not have these troglo-
dytic, apocalyptic visions of Kahn.”14

In one sense, he was right. Senior management and the air force
chafed at Kahn’s identification with RAND. Their mutual discom-
fort resulted in his departure the following year. But neither Bellman
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nor senior management were among the coterie of men who spent
their days mulling over the details of hypothetical nuclear war.
“RAND is not a monolithic organization,” Kahn remarked in 1955.
“One of the nice things about this place is that people can think in
different ways and nobody falls on them like a ton of bricks. When I
say we, I’m talking about me and my friends.” His circle included the
most prominent strategists of the period: Bernard Brodie, Albert
Wohlstetter, and Thomas Schelling, among others. Virtually every
substantive argument Kahn made about deterrence could be found in
pages written by these men. OTW was not a grotesque sideshow.15

The Right Way to Think about Nuclear Deterrence

Having cast On Thermonuclear War as a near-encyclopedia of prolif-
erating scenarios, branching forms, and kaleidoscopic intuitions, how
shall we gather momentum to make our long leap into its pages? The
book is prolix, repetitive, gargantuan. In what follows, I will not at-
tempt to survey all of Kahn’s arguments. Instead I’ll restrict my dis-
cussion to his critique of deterrence, projections for postwar survival
and reconstruction, and his methodological comments. It’s not possi-
ble to follow him concisely; yet there is a red thread braided into its
many topics.

Kahn was determined to prove to his audience that most ideas
about nuclear war were maudlin, sleepy, badly formulated, and factu-
ally wrong. To that end, nearly every page addressed the questions:
What’s the best approach to the possibility of nuclear war in our
present and future? How shall we feel about this? If it were possible
to survive such a war, what can we do now to protect ourselves and
ensure recovery? The single most important idea coursing through
OTW was the thesis that the magnitude of death and ruin in a nu-
clear war depended on “the preparations made before war, the way
the war started, and the course of military events.” Of the three, pre-
war preparation was the dominant factor that would shape the post-
attack world. Holding this assertion in mind helps us cut a path
through the labyrinth.16
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Kahn parsed America’s threat against its enemy into three classes
of deterrence, each of which required different weapons systems.
Type I deterred the Soviets from a direct assault against U.S. terri-
tory. It was an “automatic and unthinking” policy of immediate mas-
sive retaliation. Type II checked Soviet aggression against NATO
countries and other U.S. allies. Type III inhibited the enemy from
provocative actions through a graduated escalation of diplomatic and
military moves. In a nutshell, for Kahn, unless the United States
drew up plans to fight a “3–30 day war,” fortified its air defense,
and shielded society and the economy by throwing up a massive civil
defense infrastructure, then the threat of nuclear war—the very un-
derpinning of American diplomatic and military activity—was an
empty show.17

Deterrence worked on “the enemy’s mind rather than . . . his
body.” The puzzle was to work out how far one needed go to impress
the enemy that bad actions would be punished with the hell bomb.
What does the United States have to do to be persuasive? To answer
that, you had to flip the question and ask, What does not being per-
suasive look like? And how can we fix it?18

This was a methodological issue. How do you evaluate deterrence?
Simply promising retaliation was not an adequate threat. “Even a
frown” might startle “a complacent and cautious enemy.” Likening a
deterrence system to a massive building, Kahn stipulated that you
shouldn’t ask how it will fare on a balmy day but how well it survives
floods, hurricanes, tornados, earthquakes, and blizzards. It was an
engineer’s question. Worst-case scenarios tested the resiliency of de-
terrence. “We may not be able to predict the loads [the deterrent sys-
tem] will have to carry, but we can be certain that there will be loads
of unexpected or implausible severity.” In other words, Kahn posed
the question: what would the deterrent system have to look like so
that even when the stability of the USSR and its satellite states was
challenged, the Kremlin would still refrain from attacking the United
States with nuclear weapons?19

He illustrated the idea by reconstructing the Kremlin’s tempta-
tion to strike American targets preemptively, had the United States
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intervened in the Hungarian revolt of 1956. If we suppose that the
Russians faced American ground forces in Hungary and Poland,
they had three options. They could do nothing and risk losing their
satellites. Not likely. As a second option, they could retaliate. If the
Americans fought conventionally, they would wonder why we hadn’t
used the H-bomb. Were we keeping the theater free of radiation so
that we could burst across the Russian frontier? The Kremlin would
be tempted to drop atomic bombs on American positions in Hun-
gary to eliminate that possibility. On the other hand, if the United
States had exploded a tactical atomic bomb in Europe, the Kremlin
would think this limited action necessitated reprisals. In either case,
retaliation would inevitably escalate into all-out war.

As a third and plausible option, rather than do nothing or wait
for the next bad thing to happen, the Kremlin could blast American
targets preemptively, which would give it strategic advantage over an
enemy whom it assumed would eventually obliterate Moscow.
Knowing that the Soviet Union faced these three options, the United
States chose not to intervene in 1956. The Hungarian crisis sug-
gested one of many scenarios in which the Red Army could traipse
around the world without fear of Western intervention. America’s
threat to blow up the USSR as punishment against local bad acts was
simply not credible. Kahn packed OTW with scenarios demonstrat-
ing this idea.20

To dramatize the flimsiness of a threat to move—in one step—
from doing nothing to using the most powerful weapon in the
American arsenal, Kahn unveiled the Doomsday Machine. “Assume
that for, say, $10 billion we could build a device whose only function
is to destroy all human life.” It would be connected to a cat’s cradle of
sensors planted around the nation and a computer. “If, say, five nu-
clear bombs exploded over the United States, the device would be
triggered and the earth destroyed.” Should Khrushchev attack, the
USSR “would be automatically and efficiently annihilated.”21

To be awe-inspiring, a deterrent system had to be “frightening, in-
exorable, persuasive, cheap, non-accident prone, [and] controllable.”
On these grounds, it looked as though the Doomsday Machine out-
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stripped every other system. “Now, on first sight,[the Doomsday
Machine] is better than any other system we’ve talked about.” But,
Kahn confided coyly, he was astonished by the disgust it excited.
“Why? [Because] it’s not controllable. It kills too many people too
flippantly. It kills them frivolously and it kills too many.” Nobody
wanted an automatic world-annihilating machine to be the guaran-
tor of world peace, because a system malfunction “would cause the
death of one or two billion people.”22

The Doomsday Machine threw light on the problem of defining a
tolerable threat in peacetime. Kahn insisted that Americans must
consider how many of the world’s people they could acceptably kill in
a war protecting themselves and NATO citizens. “How many is ac-
ceptable? It’s an important question. You have to ask that.” It also
underscored the notion that if one promised to do something awful
in response to bad acts, it had better be persuasive. The United States
had done nothing to ensure the survival of its citizens. Without
readying the nation for fighting, terminating, surviving, and recon-
structing from a nuclear war, who could possibly believe that an
American President would order the Strategic Air Command to
bomb Moscow? To elaborate the point, Kahn unspooled a contin-
uum of deterrence ideas that ranged from the simple custody of the
bomb all the way to fielding an invulnerable first strike force. He
moved incrementally closer to acquiring a lavishly equipped capabil-
ity for waging nuclear war in peacetime by pointing out the lack of
credibility for each posture that was less than a fully ready war-
fighting kit.23

From the bare possession of nuclear weapons, the next point in his
deterrence continuum inched closer to acknowledging a rationale for
nuclear war-fighting. Here he probed the reliability of the threat.
How good was deterrence if the strategic forces could be obliterated
by a sudden strike? Admitting the vulnerability of the bomber fleet
parked on the SAC tarmac or in unshielded hangars meant that for
deterrence to be effective the United States needed enough strategic
power “to cover all contingencies.” In other words, to ensure against
surprise attacks on vulnerable capabilities, you needed nuclear redun-
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dancy. Practically speaking, this meant enlarging the offensive forces
of all three services to include submarine-launched ballistic missiles,
bombers, and ground-based missiles.24

The next step was defending the deterrent. The strategy of counter-
force typically targeted the enemy’s installations and forces on the
ground. Kahn amplified the idea to include anything that might
“counter the use or effectiveness of the enemy’s forces.” Critics
objected that counterforce was destabilizing. Wouldn’t an offensive
force be scary enough to inhibit an enemy from attacking? Wouldn’t
the refusal to add defensive measures assure the world that the
United States had tasked its forces for a retaliatory mission only?
Kahn rejoined that without shielding its strategic forces and popula-
tion from attack, deterrence was little more than “a facade to impress
the enemy.” The problem lay in its lack of realism. Operational plans
for war-fighting and war-surviving had not been thought out and put
into readiness. He sniffed, “The planners seem to care less about
what happens after the buttons are pressed than they do about look-
ing ‘presentable’ before the event . . . If deterrence should fail, they
. . . could not be less interested in the details of what happens—so
long as the retaliatory strike is launched.”25

If the nation rested its security on the threat to pulverize the So-
viet Union with its inventory of thermonuclear weapons, then some
thought should go into the problems of war-fighting. One had to
work out how much and what kind of counterforce capability was
needed. Kahn’s notion of counterforce encompassed offensive capa-
bilities, targeting the enemy’s bases and command and control; pas-
sive defense, dispersing and hardening the strategic forces and put-
ting them on alert; civil defense, establishing a nationwide fallout
shelter system and compulsory civil defense training, stockpiling in-
dustrial materials, universally distributing calcium pills and dosime-
ters, and investing heavily in decontamination research. All of these
measures were counterforce insofar as they lessened the severity of an
enemy attack.

For Kahn, any mitigating measure was counterforce, including
medical supplies for the post-attack environment. Modern warriors
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should be as “concerned with bone cancer, leukemia, and genetic
malformations as they are with the range of a B-52 or the accuracy of
an Atlas missile.” While war planners fixed their attention on deter-
ring and fighting, everybody else focused on survival.26

Since negligence in amassing stores for post-attack conditions could
be fatal, counterforce meant assembling a “preattack mobilization
base” well in advance of any conflict. It readied the armed forces, the
economy, and civil society to mobilize rapidly for war so that emer-
gency resources would be immediately available. “Unless the Presi-
dent believes that the postwar world will be worth living in, he will in
all likelihood be deterred from living up to our alliance obligations.”
The brunt of his argument was to show that a fully outfitted war-
fighting posture was the most persuasive way to keep the cold war
peace. If you were going to keep your enemy from blowing you up by
threatening to blow up him up in retaliation, you had better look like
you mean business.27

The merits of fielding war-fighting capabilities ran through all of
Kahn’s ideas. While building up a first strike capability sounds like
war-fighting, he classified it as a peacetime policy. In the absence of
these capabilities (including hardening, burying, and dispersing of-
fensive forces, evacuating the population, and disseminating civil
defense measures throughout the economy and society), it might
appear to the Kremlin that the preferred American strategy in a
growing crisis would be to get the first nuclear strike in, for fear that
its forces and population might not survive otherwise. This was the
hitch in a second-strike policy. If SAC had to wait until it received
secure confirmation of the loss of the nation’s capital, its fleet would
not survive the assault.

In other words, America’s strategic vulnerability amounted to an
invitation to the Soviets to strike first. This was the creed of the nu-
clear war-fighter: “Under some circumstances, our vulnerability to a
Russian first strike would both tempt the Russians to initiate a war and
at the same time compel them, because they might feel that we would
be tempted to preempt for our own protection.” If both East and
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West were vulnerable to a first strike, the fear of surprise attack
ratcheted up the pressure to preempt.28

Thomas Schelling’s description of trigger-happy reciprocity
captured this idea. “Suppose that my nervousness depends on how
frightened I am, and my fright depends on how likely I think that he
may shoot me; and suppose he acts the same way. Then when I con-
sider the . . . probability that he may shoot me out of sheer prefer-
ence, it makes me nervous; this nervousness enhances the likeli-
hood that I may shoot him even though I prefer not to. He sees my
nervousness and gets nervous himself; that scares me more, and I
am even more likely to shoot.” Accordingly, Kahn explained, if the
United States believed that the Soviets were deterred by the invul-
nerability of American offensive forces so that they were “not . . .
tempted by our vulnerability to solve . . . [their] problems by quick
action,” neither would the American defender feel compelled to
strike preemptively at forces which it feared were preparing to strike
first. Hence, counterintuitively, Kahn argued that acquiring an invul-
nerable first strike capability made the world safer from the risk of
nuclear war.29

One might think he had exhausted the deterrence continuum at
this point. But Kahn wanted to make room for crises in which retali-
ation would be an act of will. The accent was on limited nuclear ex-
changes. For the sake of fortifying the reach of American power to
protect U.S. allies and client states, he wanted to legitimate tactical
nuclear war-fighting—that is, limited bombing that would not give
way, in one move, to total world war. He called these capabilities Type
II and Type III deterrence systems. He opened the topic with the
chilling words, “I am now going to ask the reader for an unpleasant
feat of imagination, one which very few Westerners seem willing to
achieve—to try to project himself into a future wartime situation and
. . . ponder the questions seriously . . . How might a thermonuclear war
be initiated? . . . [How might such] a war be fought and terminated?”30

Under what circumstances would the President be obliged to make
a political decision to use nuclear weapons? Type II deterrence crises
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referred to attacks against the territories of American allies. Unless
the United States threatened nuclear reprisal, the Soviets might as-
sume that apart from striking the American heartland, they had vir-
tual freedom of movement in Europe and the rest of the world. What
mattered was the Kremlin’s estimate of American responses to a sud-
den irruption. “The Soviet planner asks himself, ‘If I make this very
provocative move, will the Americans strike us?’”31

The United States needed to be able to fight a small atomic war in
Europe; otherwise, NATO was jeopardized. The Type II deterrent
force would “limit limited wars.” The idea was that the United States
could pacify the Soviets by putting into readiness such forces as
would enable the Europeans to survive war on their soil, if necessary.
“If the West is to have the resolve, in a time of need, to stand firm,
the United States needs to have capabilities and war plans designed
to give a reasonably credible and explainable possibility that our allies
will be able psychologically to endure the strain of a prolonged crisis
and physically to survive the war which might result from a failure of
Type II Deterrence.” Unless the United States extended civil defense
and tactical nuclear cover to its allies, the Soviets could try to “strain
the alliance to the breaking point.”32

Fighting was the best way to be persuasive: “Resolve is best shown
by action.” Therefore, Kahn recommended laying out a series of es-
calating moves between the first clash of arms and total war. Even af-
ter combat has begun, he believed it should be possible to limit its
scope by building thresholds between the opening blow and all-out
fury. Type III deterrence parried enemy moves with ever-sharper
countermeasures so “that the net effect of the aggressor’s action is to
cause him to lose in position.” Called tit-for-tat deterrence, this kind
of intra-war bargaining tightened the screw little by little. Pre-attack
mobilization played a critical role in this scheme. Facing an inconve-
nienced, pettish, aroused society, the enemy would likely be discour-
aged from experimenting with American military resolve.33

While strafing the enemy or evacuating his own citizens from cit-
ies were actual moves available to the commander-in-chief—not
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mere promises but actions on the ground—they were also psycholog-
ical operations when coupled with the threat to do worse. They
flogged the enemy’s mind as well as his body. At bottom, for Kahn
the best way to think about deterrence was as a fretwork of incre-
mentally more violent threats, actions, and reprisals. This was better
than shrieking “Take it or leave it!” Behaving “like a force of nature
that cannot be influenced or reasoned with” was too clumsy, since
maneuvering in a crisis was never a soliloquy. “The enemy also can
threaten us, and he will . . . refuse to believe that we will ignore his
threats. If we believe the enemy is listening to our threats, then
somehow we have to believe that he thinks we are listening to his
threats. Even if we think we are sincere in our irrevocable commit-
ments . . . when the time comes to act it just will not be worth it.”34

A war of nerves was a tooth-grinding gamble, but madness could
be mesmerizing. Kahn suggested, dangerously, that maybe the best
way to inspire compliance was to appear “slightly mad, intemperate
or emotional.” In the game of deterrence, the player who looks as
though he has committed himself “irrevocably” is more likely to win
a bargaining contest than his demure partner. This, then, was the
point at which the rationality of irrationality comes into play. Pre-
tending to be fanatically committed to an irrational policy could be
the best possible strategy in a crisis. As always, the problem was cred-
ibility. Kahn pointed out, “If we wish to have our strategic air force
contribute to . . . deterrence, it must be credible that we are willing to
take one or more . . . actions. Usually the most convincing way to look
willing is to be willing.”35

This was equivocal business. “Life, liberty, and security may de-
pend on playing . . . the game of ‘Chicken,’” he mused. “Short of an
objective arbiter . . . to decide disputes . . . one must be willing to play
the ‘game’ . . . or surrender.” Let’s stop right here and consider what is
being said. Kahn insisted that in order to look willing to fight a nu-
clear war, you had to be willing to fight a nuclear war. Was this mar-
tial bluster or a program for nuclear war-fighting? On the one hand,
he suggested that the United States had, ultimately, to make a lim-
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ited tactical strike to show its enemies that it was indeed willing to
cross the nuclear threshold. “Resolve is best shown by action. The
use of Controlled Reprisal is a direct matching of our resolve against
his.” On the other hand, he maintained that it was “desirable” to
keep American intentions ambiguous by pretending to be irrationally
committed to all-out war. “If we refuse to use such strategies, we will
be giving up an important set of options that may cause us very seri-
ous handicaps.”36

In the briefing he delivered at Princeton University, Kahn reeled
off a little parody of the contradictions involved in having to look re-
solved to punish bad acts demonically, while assuring the enemy that
the war could be limited.

Let me tell you my solution to the whole problem . . . You
make the SAC commander’s job hereditary and put a guy like
. . . General LeMay in charge who really is going to hit them
hard, you know, and he is really irrevocable. You make his as-
sistant’s job hereditary and his job is to shoot LeMay at the
outbreak of war. So you have a sensible strategy . . .

You have to have a spy in Russia so that after they’ve made
the irrevocable decision to go to war, to tell them: Look be
sensible about your targets because the Americans really won’t
hit you. See they think LeMay’s going to be in charge . . . So
you’ve got a spy in Russia to tell them what the situation is af-
ter they’ve made the irrevocable decision to go to war . . .

You also . . . buy a fantastic number of IRBMs [intermedi-
ate range ballistic missiles] and put them in Europe. Alert.
Ready to go. And this is bad because it makes the Russians
trigger-happy. You know, they want to hit them, take them
out. So you put [Bertrand Russell] in charge of [them]. You
know they’ll never be used. You make his assistant’s job he-
reditary. Comes the crisis, he shoots Bertrand.

It isn’t finished yet. You now need a whole series of spies in
the various countries of Europe to release exactly the right
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amount of information . . . There’s a little sociological prob-
lem which I’ll leave to you.37

The Radioactive Postwar Environment

Kahn often teased his audiences about the postwar world. After lay-
ing out a scenario, he’d say, “The straightforward factor by which we
exceed the National Academy of Science standards [for exposure to
radiation] is now really horrifying.” “How does a country look on the
day of the war? The only answer a reasonable person can give is ‘aw-
ful.’” He’d nod agreeably, “It takes an iron will . . . to distinguish
among the possible degrees of awfulness.” With these words, he
opened the scandal of thinking about the unthinkable that would
forever after cling to his name and work.38

Kahn was annoyed by blubbering heavings about survival. He’d in-
sist, “In describing the aftermath of a war it is not . . . illuminating to
use words such as ‘intolerable,’ ‘catastrophic,’ ‘total destruction,’ ‘an-
nihilating retaliation.’” If postwar states differed, then it was “impor-
tant to get a ‘feel’ for what the levels of damage might really be under
various conditions . . . The only way in which we can communicate
even intuitive notions with any accuracy is to use quantitative mea-
sures.” A friend of his recalled, “He’d always ask, ‘How can we possi-
bly size this problem?’ Somebody would say, this effect exists, he’d
want to know how big is it?”39

He envisioned a range of postwar conditions whose degrees of aw-
fulness were a function of prewar preparations. Civil defense could
make a difference between 100 million deaths and 50 million. Critics
hissed that only a depraved man could draw such distinctions in an
absolute catastrophe. “It is not that the problems are not inherently
emotional,” he protested, “they are!” But anxiety shouldn’t drive pol-
icy; it should only prod men to swallow realities they’d rather not
confront.40

Kahn was exasperated by the idea that nuclear war meant world
annihilation. To believe that any military engagement involving nu-
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clear weapons of any magnitude would automatically obliterate the
world’s peoples certainly simplified the problem immensely. But its
flaw was its necessity. Believing that nuclear weapons were world-
destroying was effortless. “There is obviously a difference between
damage and annihilation. It is high time that the distinction was
drummed into many key minds in our society.”41

Nuclear weapons simply couldn’t snuff out the earth’s creatures.
His 1958 civil defense studies had determined that until 1970, “any
picture of total world annihilation appears to be wrong, irrespective
of the military course of events.” Assuming this was true, effusions of
repugnance were beside the point. Rather than evoking a blurry tab-
leau of post-attack desolation, Kahn tried to bear down on the details
of several postwar worlds. “But surely one can ask a more specific
question,” he would protest. Overcoming the tendency to focus on a
single horrific picture, he would ask, “How does a country look five
or ten years after the close of war?” as a result of various prewar prep-
arations.42

Kahn’s notorious table of “tragic but distinguishable states” drama-
tized his conviction that prewar preparations limited deaths, limited
damage, and fostered postwar recuperation. If 40 million people died
in a nuclear blast and then another 40 million expired from radiation
exposure during subsequent weeks or months, those radiation deaths
would be “an unnecessary additional disaster.”43

In 1959 he once saw an ad for the SANE antinuclear coalition in
both The New York Times and The Herald Tribune. It read, “What
kind of insane person would take comfort from decreasing casualties
from three-quarters to a half?” This seemed to be a garbled variant of
something he said, so he telephoned a friend at SANE. “That sounds
like you’re sort of quoting me.” “Yeah, we call that the Herman Kahn
ad.” He was indignant. Not only was the math wrong—“I talk about
going from going from three-quarters to three-eighths . . . a factor of
two”—but it missed the point altogether. If civil defense could save a
quarter of America’s population from needless death, about 40 mil-
lion people, that was a good thing, wasn’t it? “Not to take comfort
from that is somehow curious. I mean, you should, clearly.” Yet he al-
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lowed, “On the other hand, I do have some sympathy with the ad in
the sense that if we happen to go from 160 to 120 [million deaths] it
would be hard to somehow take comfort . . . You would find it
difficult.”44

Kahn reflected, “It is in some sense true that one may never recu-
perate from a thermonuclear war. The world may be permanently
(i.e., for perhaps 10,000 years) more hostile to human life.” If the
proper and only question about nuclear war was “Can we restore the
prewar conditions of life?” then “the answer must be ‘No!’” But that
wasn’t the best approach. It was better to ask: “How much more hos-
tile will the environment be?” “How happy or normal a life can the
survivors and their descendants hope to have?” His assurances were
pert and pompous. “Despite a widespread belief to the contrary, ob-
jective studies indicate that even though the amount of human trag-
edy would be greatly increased in the postwar world, the increase
would not preclude normal and happy lives for the majority of survi-
vors and their descendants.”45

To add some meat to the postwar world picture, he posed the
worst possible thing people feared. What would that be? Godzilla,
the mutant child. Would the bomb sterilize survivors? Would radia-
tion exposure beget monstrous offspring? He translated this into a
homelier problem: “How much damage would be done if everybody
received a radiation dose to his reproductive organs as large as that
considered acceptable by the National Academy of Sciences?” If
everyone were bombarded with ten roentgens, he estimated there
would be a 0.04 percent increase of mutants born into the postwar
world, increasing to 0.4 percent with each new generation.46

Birth defects were tragic for parents, he remarked coolly, but these
risks were socially legitimate in modern society. On average, Ameri-
cans had absorbed half of the maximum permissible dosage of radia-
tion from medical X-rays alone. In fact, given their education and
tendency to consult doctors twice as often as the average person,
the readers of On Thermonuclear War might have absorbed the NAS
limit already. “The resulting damage,” he shrugged, “is just part of
the price we have to pay to live in a civilization with nuclear power
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plants, X-rays, fluoroscopes, tracer elements, weapons tests, and
so on.”47

If every survivor of nuclear attack received 25 times the permissi-
ble dose, birth defects would increase by 1 percent. “It was possible
that an American president might be willing to accept the high risk
of an additional 1 percent of our children being born deformed if that
meant not giving up Europe to Soviet Russia.” At this point in a
public lecture, a woman in the audience stood up and wailed, “I don’t
want to live in your world in which 1 percent of the children are born
defective!” “My answer was rather brutal, I fear,” Kahn smirked. “‘It
is not my world,’ I observed.” Besides, “she had a real problem, since
4 percent of the children are born defective now.”48

Society already tolerated birth defects resulting from exposure to
weapons test radiation, he maintained; the mutants were just kept
out of sight. Adding “a further 1 percent would be terrible,” but it
wouldn’t be a hardship. It was hypocritical to say otherwise. “We not
only bear this relatively high rate of tragedy; we come close to ignor-
ing it.” If genetic mutations from postwar radiation were comparable
to the radiation risks that industrial workers already endured, then
“most people will be able to live with such increased risks.” As a sop,
he added the prophecy of a miracle cure. In addition to “natural de-
contamination,” Kahn slipped in future developments of which we
know nothing today but which one could hope for. Who knew what
human cleverness might dream up to protect reproductive tissues
from radiation?49

While Kahn was resigned to birth defects, he also probed the
problem with great ingenuity. This was how he counteracted stron-
tium-90 contamination in the post-attack environment. If swallowed,
strontium-90 (Sr-90) irradiates bone cells and marrow, thereby in-
creasing the likelihood that the exposed person will eventually de-
velop cancer or one of the leukemias. Fortunately, Sr-90 is chemically
similar to calcium. When calcium is ingested along with contami-
nated food, the body appears to prefer to absorb the calcium first, and
correspondingly less strontium.50

Kahn addressed the problem of genetic injury by starting with the
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maximum permissible amount of Sr-90 that adults could safely ab-
sorb. According to the International Committee on Radiation Pro-
tection, it was 67 strontium units. While many scientists thought this
was too high, he pointed out that industrial workers were allowed
2,000 strontium units. Next, how much Sr-90 might a post-attack
environment have? He presented the worst case: assume fallout con-
tamination of 0.002 kiloton per square mile; assume 1 unit of stron-
tium per person; assume the amount of fallout translates directly into
the amount of Sr-90 in human bone; and assume people would not
eat contaminated food that produced more than 67 strontium units
in new bone, then how bad was the postwar situation? If fallout
alighted over a million square miles, then only 13 megatons of fission
(.013 kiloton per square mile) would “make the food unfit for human
consumption.” “If you use dirty bombs, the ground will get so con-
taminated that there will no agriculture for 40 years. You understand
that’s a long time between breakfast and lunch—40 years.”51

But here he flourished his special magic. The variables of the
problem—the amount of fallout in the environment and the permis-
sible dosages of Sr-90 exposure—could be adjusted. Owing to the
fact that fallout does not settle uniformly, and with passing weather
and time radioactive particles decay, the contamination in the envi-
ronment would safely decrease by a factor between 50 and 100.

Peacetime exposure standards could also be liberalized “to the
point that the incidence of cancer begins to change average life ex-
pectancy by a significant amount.” Why not ration contaminated
agricultural products according to how much strontium they con-
tained? The purest food, Grade A, could be rationed for children and
pregnant women. Grade B would be deluxe but universally available.
Grade C food would be cheaper. Grade D would be available only to
people over 40. Since mature bones do not incorporate as much cal-
cium as younger ones, cancer would not develop for decades. Opti-
mizing the slower absorption rate of old bones would suggest that
most survivors “would die of other causes before they got cancer.”
Grade E food could be fodder for animals. Finally, assuming that Sr-
90 binds to calcium in milk but lesser amounts lodge in animal
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tissues, he surmised that one could safely eat the meat of livestock
which had grazed on contaminated pasture.52

Kahn added a further layer of mitigation. He suspected that his
account of the relation between fission products and Sr-90 absorp-
tion was probably wrong, since it would take time before critical
amounts of the isotope collected in the body. During this interval,
postwar society could administer palliatives, “not to speak of the ones
we still hope to discover.” He proposed immediately instituting a
research program for extracting Sr-90 from milk, adding calcium
pills to the diet, and varying horticulture depending on the kind and
amount of contamination in the soil. This heap of piecemeal reme-
dies—exploiting slower rates of radiation absorption in middle-aged
bones, grading and rationing contaminated food, adding calcium
pills to the diet, sponsoring research in anti-radiation medicine and
purification technologies, and careful horticulture—typifies Kahn’s
inventive response to a seemingly overwhelming problem.53

In order to “be as specific and quantitative as possible in discussing
fallout effects,” Kahn postulated two scenarios, the “early” and “late”
attack on U.S. soil. The early attack hit 150 targets, expended 500
nuclear bombs, and yielded 1,500 megatons of fission products;
the late attack hit 400 targets, expended 2,000 bombs, and yielded
20,000 megatons of fission products. These numbers measured noth-
ing. They merely particularized the dynamic nature of the Soviet
threat. “[What] might be valuable for the next few years may prove
to be ridiculously inadequate somewhat later.”54

Based solely on fission yield, even after an early attack, worldwide
radiation would be three times greater than the maximum permissi-
ble amount. But Kahn confirmed his faith in weathering, uneven ter-
rain, isotope decay, and the application of constantly improving de-
contamination technologies. “Calculations indicate” that this would
decrease exposure levels to 1 percent of the first estimate. Even then,
he insisted that “we would not accept the situation passively. We
would [decontaminate and] . . . arrange our lives . . . to minimize
exposure.” People would garb themselves in protective suits when
venturing outside, and otherwise live and work in shielded surround-
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ings. An irradiated environment would not mean abandoning “our
homes and factories, although we might have to give up some of
their aesthetic appearance and convenience.” (Perhaps the sand-
bagged Quonset hut villages of wartime Los Angeles demonstrated
to Kahn that people would accept cheerless dwellings.)55

Even after a heavy attack, the postwar environment would still be
humanly tolerable. Highly contaminated areas would be accessible,
and perhaps even habitable, “if we wished to accept a somewhat
greater dose than our standards suggest, or be more aggressive in our
anti-contamination.” Folding one conditional into another, he ad-
mitted that mitigation would be impossible unless a multibillion-
dollar civil defense program was initiated immediately. Otherwise
the postwar environment would be too irradiated to allow improvised
measures or short-term exposures. He stated grimly, “There are no
conservation laws which state that we can survive this kind of war.
Any such belief must rest on empirical knowledge and calculations
and not on being able to ‘rise to the occasion.’” Without intensive
civil defense, American society might not survive. But by shield-
ing living and working spaces and developing decontamination tech-
nologies, Americans would probably find long-term radioactivity
bearable.56

Amazingly, Kahn conceded that his civil defense study did not
look at the long-term effects of radioactive isotopes and gamma ray
emissions. Since nuclear bombs created 200 isotopes, only on the
basis of intensive study of the short- and long-term effects of each
one could alleviating measures be invented. Fission products that had
not been thoroughly explored might yet poison human, animal, and
vegetative life. He admitted, “Some of them may have ecological ef-
fects that would sharply influence our preparations or expectations.”57

Kahn’s treatment of the postwar environment characteristically
wended its way between the polarities of faith and insight. He
flourished a broad assertion—in this instance, the worst-case sce-
nario—softened it with mitigating activities, then, having thumped
it into more encouraging shape, blurted out his misgivings. A dor-
mant element may yet harm or destroy the world in spite of every
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precaution. Having thrown his argument into doubt, he reprised his
confidence in hopeful outcomes. This performance could be bewil-
dering, distinguished as it was by his compulsion to itemize the
breadth of possible outcomes, his resourcefulness in problem solv-
ing, and his scruples to highlight the fabricated quality of his
hypotheticals. While some people grasped his sustaining optimism,
others, having followed his tortuous straggle through assertion,
modification, reversal, concession, and conclusion, could not arrive at
such happy finales. Some could not make out his meaning at all.

Modeling the Post-Attack World Picture

“Instead of asking ‘What happened?’ we asked ‘What can we do
about it?’” It was by virtue of making preparations, sponsoring R&D
in decontamination techniques and anti-radiation medicine, design-
ing habitable fallout shelters, instituting industrial defense, ware-
housing critical materials, distributing dosimeters, training cadres,
and—equally importantly—considering the ways in which counter-
force could blunt the intensity of an attack that Kahn fixed his wary
optimism.58

Kahn’s world picture was rooted in a faith in necessary inventions
(that technical and scientific innovations evolved by necessity), in the
perpetually new of the modern (that with each wave of technical in-
novation the defense avant garde had to be willing to think in a per-
manently new way), in human resiliency (that foresight erred by way
of apocalyptic exaggeration; having staggered through near-millen-
nial crises before, humankind would do so again), and in the absence
of limits to growth (that the earth bore distinct properties, yet its
riches and powers were illimitable; there would always be more for
science to extract). Likewise, human ingenuity was infinitely adapt-
able. In its engineered stuff, human will propelled itself beyond the
puny rotation of generation and corruption.

Kahn’s scenarios of social and economic recuperation uncoiled from
these fundamentals. He divided the country into an A part made up
of the fifty to one hundred largest metropolitan districts of the
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United States, and a B part of secondary towns and rural areas. If A
was destroyed, B would have the resources to reconstruct “in about
ten years.” Belying those who objected that the economy was too in-
terdependent to suffer the loss of its fifty or one hundred largest cit-
ies, he rejoined that a modern economy could smoothly adjust to
these changes, and one shouldn’t exaggerate the loss of resources,
personnel, and equipment.59

Economically speaking, even if no special preparations were in
place, he declared that the country could absorb the small attack and
recover. Survivors would buckle down to reconstruction and ration
essential stocks. Besides, he guessed that much of what had been de-
stroyed was probably nonessential. B country possessed one quarter
of the total industrial capacity of the nation. Assuming that many
manufacturing plants operated at less than full capacity and that
postwar industry would be devoted to basic needs (producing few
consumer goods and no frills), even one-quarter plant capacity could
retool the nation. Engineers would simply make do with critical
shortages.

One simply couldn’t ferry everyday mores into the postwar world
picture. One had to adjust expectations of the economy and society.
“People tend to do better in disasters and wartime situations than
they expect. They ‘make do.’” For example, rather than assume that
damage to a factory took it out of operation, people would probably
whip themselves to Herculean tasks with barely operational equip-
ment. He stated serenely, “Both laymen and professionals tend to ex-
ceed their own and the experts’ expectations, referring to the result as
a ‘miracle of production’ or a ‘miracle of ingenuity.’ This kind of ‘mir-
acle’ seems very common and is almost to be expected.”60

A heavy attack required civil defense. The following should be
held in readiness: “provisions for continuity of government, impro-
vised post-attack radiation shelter at work and home, food supplies
. . . manuals and instructions to aid adjustment to the new conditions
of life, trained cadres, and radiation meters.” In particular, he urged
training a “permanent semi-military reserve” of between 100,000 and
250,000 cadres for immediate rescue, repair, and clean-up. They would
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be the core personnel of the postwar recovery effort, supplemented
by masses of volunteers.61

Kahn had a special liking for pocket-sized radiation dosimeters. It
was a perfect example of the social benefits that could be gotten from
the universal availability of a cheap gadget. It solved the problem of
how to rally survivors to work for immediate postwar recovery, when
fear of radiation exposure might sap their will to join decontamina-
tion or reconstruction tasks. If one could reliably measure one’s own
exposure, most fears would be assuaged. Other radiological equip-
ment would certainly be needed, but for its dramatic effect on mo-
rale, “a meter may well be the most essential.”62

Kahn laid bare the “seven optimistic assumptions” on which he
based his prognostications of postwar renewal. He presupposed that
the United States had not lost the war, that it had not been occu-
pied, and that able-bodied people, resources, and infrastructure sur-
vived. “The debris has been cleared up, minimum communications
restored, the most urgent repairs made, credits and markets re-estab-
lished, a basic transportation system provided, minimum utilities ei-
ther set up or restored, the basic necessities of life made available, and
so on.”63 In short, he eclipsed the ruin of war.

Of all the expectations underpinning his reconstruction ideas, the
most cheering was that “bourgeois virtues survive.” The survivors
would not panic, languish, refuse to toil, rebel, or fall prey to brigands
and chaos. None was especially likely if civil defense preparations
were in place, if cadres were trained, manuals and dosimeters distrib-
uted, and stockpiles amassed. Folding one conditional into another
(bourgeois virtues would survive if the pre-attack mobilization base
had been assembled), he offered the words that would conciliate sur-
vivors to postwar arrangements. “In any situation calling for . . . mo-
bilization or evacuation . . . we can expect some previous education of
the people to the hard facts of life, and therefore a willingness to face
up to the responsibilities . . . Desperate conditions demand desperate
living. We did not choose this world, we just live in it.”64

As for the mental health of the surviving population, he firmly be-
lieved that a short war would not instantly create a nation of shell-
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shocked numbskulls and zombies. While the agony of conventional
war innervated society, “the habits of a lifetime” could not be swal-
lowed up by the brief interval of nuclear war. Survivors would remain
intact if their world altered suddenly.

Kahn believed that the survivors would be grateful and tractable
if the government had anticipated war, had gathered reserves in
protected facilities, trained cadres, published manuals of tolerable
post-attack standards, and had a reconstruction plan ready to hand—
especially “if the overall plan for recuperation looks sensible and
practical.” In fact, he predicted “a somewhat fanatic intensity” of re-
construction efforts among survivors. To the objection that “psycho-
logical, and political and social aspects might not be conducive to
great postwar effort,” he countered, “Assuming the program works
no worse than calculations indicate, we can fairly hope for exactly the
opposite effect.” Unfaltering recovery from war and natural disaster
repeatedly proved the point. Besides, “The government will be able
to give an honest account of its reasons for going to war, one that will
calm the ire of the populace. The nation has destroyed the enemy
that had to be destroyed. It did so with fewer casualties than many
expected. More important, the government has a feasible and credi-
ble plan for reconstruction. In short, all of our troubles were foreseen,
evaluated, and found to be worth the cost.” Should the reconstruc-
tion plan appear reasonable, “people will probably rally round and
work for it.”65

Interestingly and nobly, Kahn exposed the most presumptuous
(and damning) of his postwar assumptions: that “neglected effects
[are] unimportant.” He admitted that he did not integrate all of the
postwar problems into a single model. “We did not look at the inter-
action among effects we did study.” While such research was tenta-
tive, he enjoyed “confidence in some partial conclusions” such as the
feasibility of recovering from each of the problems resulting from a
nuclear war, rectifying radioactivity, rubble, genetic injury, and radia-
tion sicknesses separately. Countermeasures could be contrived for
every dimension of the postwar world. The problem of radioactivity
“if nothing else happened” could be mitigated; reconstruction “not
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complicated by social disorganization, loss of personnel, radioactiv-
ity” could be achieved; society could be reconstituted. And yet this
was all provisional. “But if all these things happened together and all
the other effects were added at the same time, one cannot help but
have some doubts.”66

He was guileless, acutely so. And bewildering. Just what was he
confessing when he said: “Some of these interactions are researchable
and should be studied even though we did not do so. However, I be-
lieve, though admittedly on the basis of inadequate evidence . . . that
none of the problems encountered in the small attack would prove to
be annihilating or even seriously crippling. No such judgment can be
passed about the heavy attack without more research effort. Even
then doubts may remain, depending on the quality of the prepara-
tions and the amount of research that has gone into the problem.”
Perhaps Kahn intended to prick American citizens, scientists, politi-
cians, and soldiers into fearlessly examining post-attack survival. I
have no doubt that he regarded candor as the very index of scientific
integrity. And yet it was due to these kinds of disclosures that many
people found his briefings horrific or unintelligible.67

He pressed on. “How much confidence did our researchers have in
these recuperation calculations?” The RAND civil defense study im-
perfectly captured the totality of the post-attack situation. Because
it didn’t weave social, economic, and biological behavior into a seam-
less fabric, confidence in the research was minimal. Nevertheless, if
weapons effects were contained, if only the A country was damaged,
and if radioactivity did not exceed the levels proposed in the study,
then arguments undermining his findings were “probably wrong.”
His summation displayed his characteristic faith and anxiety about
the uncertainties confounding his optimism. More study was needed
so that preparations could be readied for a calamity that might actu-
ally scourge America. “We may not be able to recuperate even with
preparations, but we cannot today put our finger on why this should
be so and I, for one, believe that with sufficient study we will be able
to make a very convincing case for recuperation, if we survive the war,
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and, more important, that with sufficient preparation we actually will
be able to survive and recuperate if deterrence fails.”68

The Problem with Hypothetical Studies

The last lecture in OTW conjured up eight prototypes of world
war—the two major wars that had already occurred in the twenti-
eth century and six hypothetical ones. Kahn’s scenarios of World
Wars I–VIII illustrated the effect of technical innovation on strategy
and tactics.69

World Wars I and II highlighted “the prevalence of unexpected
(but, in retrospect, obvious) operational gaps.” World Wars III and
IV might have broken out in 1951 and 1956 respectively. The former
began in Korea and could have been fought with atomic weapons.
World War IV would have used thermonuclear weapons, introduc-
ing into history “the problem of the post-attack environment.”
World Wars V (1961), VI (1965), VII (1969), and VIII (1973) fo-
cused attention on strategic vulnerabilities arising from phasing in
new weapons systems. World War V marked out present and near-
future vulnerabilities. World War VI was sensitive to changes in cur-
rent deployments. World War VII demonstrated the introduction of
weapons systems in early stages of development. Finally, World War
VIII extrapolated the arms race into the future.70

These wars illustrated the lag between the capabilities of a new
weapon system and the conventional strategic concepts used by war
planners. Since new systems succeeded one another willy-nilly, it was
no longer possible to learn the capacities and defects of each through
experience. The result was that strategic doctrine and the strategic
reality could be “almost unrelated to each other.” Presenting some-
thing close to the consensus view at RAND, Kahn argued that since
the end of World War II there had arisen “a revolution in the art of
war every four or five years.” “Technological revolution” was hyper-
bole for the idea that atomic and thermonuclear explosives as well as
their delivery systems (bombers, missiles, submarines) had speedily
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rattled into existence. The American atomic monopoly from 1945 to
1949, the attainment of Soviet atomic capabilities in 1949, the suc-
cessful detonation of the U.S. hydrogen bomb in 1952 and the Soviet
hydrogen bomb in 1953, and the introduction of missile technology
necessitated different strategies for nuclear war-fighting.71

With the introduction of new weapons systems every five years,
the forces-in-being were not instantly obsolete. Rather, multiple
weapons systems overlapped. The time span from a feasibility study
to initial operation could be ten or fifteen years, with a useful service
of five or ten additional years. Consequently, the assortment of sys-
tems at any one time was mind-boggling. There was the legacy sys-
tem soon to be retired; the more modern mainstay of the strategic
forces; an improved system being phased in; and a new prototype.
Within this interval, engineers, war planners, and systems analysts
had to imagine a future system’s use two to four “technological revo-
lutions” ahead of present capabilities. As a result, “since it is impossi-
ble for fallible humans . . . to project two to four technological revo-
lutions ahead,” Kahn noted, “much of our preparation must be made
in a partial fog.”72

Uncertainty stalked the strategist at every point in this progres-
sion, beginning with the haste with which analysts and weapons de-
signers were driven to present feasibility studies, well before a new
idea had been thoroughly explored. “In a sense,” he murmured, “you
start your briefings before you know what the whole story is about.”
The multiple dimensions of uncertainty compounded by overlapping
weapons systems opened up the gap, one of Kahn’s favorite and most
potent notions. The gap represented the unexpected and unknown
possibilities, both strategic and operational, that emerged from the
mix of new and old weapons systems in existence at any one time.
The R&D gap exposed the vulnerabilities a new technology creates
when “the other man knows more about some . . . hardware . . . or
weapons effects than you do.” The procurement gap described the
additive competition of the arms race: “The enemy has . . . more of
some weapons . . . than you have.” The operational gap referred to
the enemy’s insight into the current strategic force. “An operational
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gap . . . arises out of a failure to react properly to a change in the situ-
ation . . . It is the operational gap that kills you. It is also the most
subtle and hardest to recognize and guard against.”73

In each of his world wars, gaps between Soviet and American ca-
pabilities were inconspicuous. “[They] may determine the course of
events and are most likely to cause catastrophic failures of the system,
but until one is faced with a disastrous failure, it is most difficult to
take them seriously.” This was Kahn’s problem: how to invest hypo-
thetical vulnerabilities, particularly unknown and undetectable ones,
with urgency. Exhorting the “rigid thinkers, the budget-minded, . . .
the loyal member of an operating organization, or the partisan advo-
cate” to address airy possibilities was taxing and disheartening.74

The operational gap was detectable only in that unapproachable
horizon, the post-attack situation. “The only way to find operational
gaps is by intense observation of the whole system, reflection on un-
conventional possibilities, and paper . . . studies. This means that
any gaps that are found will look hypothetical and unreal.” The oper-
ational gap spanned the breach between rational planning and actual
happening. It was the design complement to the abysmal infinitude
of the strategist’s uncertainties. “This problem of finding and cor-
recting subtle (and hypothetical) weaknesses is, of course, com-
pounded by the rapid rate of technological advance . . . The aggressor
has to find one crucial weakness; the defender has to find all of
them and in advance.” Here we can pinpoint the impulse driving
Kahn’s utopia: the possibility of transcending every earthly limit
through human ingenuity, resolve, and technical prowess. This yields
the structure of the gap, the recognition of which rocks the analyst
between confidence and doubt.75

Cold war visionaries pinned their hopes on the gigantic scope of
the federal government. Kahn gloried in the colossal possibilities
wrung from the administrative coordination of the nation’s scientists,
a cornucopia of experimental materials, and an inexhaustible pot of
gold. “One of the most startling things that ever happened to me . . .
[was when I] first came in contact with the philosophy which is will-
ing to ask any question and tackle any problem. After study, people
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generally conclude that certain things are feasible but not practical
because they cost a little bit too much. And I really mean just about
‘any’ proposal. Henry Kissinger [remarked] . . . that the fires of
Prometheus had . . . been unleashed. This is an understatement of
the things that are now technologically feasible but that ‘cost . . .
too much’ . . . [like] melting ice caps and diverting ocean currents.”
What was technically feasible yearned to be realized. The only bar-
rier to attaining extraordinary objectives was political support for
R&D. Cost alone obstructed action, cost and not natural limits or
ethical prohibition.76

Kahn embodied a recognizable strain of American optimism—
brisk, liberal, masculine, and nonchalant. He believed that power was
self-actuated, that man must mobilize his resolve to master history
and nature, that science could be the instrument of political will, that
stoicism was obligatory in the cold war, and that people who suffered
too much had only themselves to blame. He shrugged, “While many
people find it difficult to visualize the conduct of international rela-
tions in a nuclear-armed world, human society has adjusted to even
larger changes than this in the past and may adjust again.” Instead of
shirking “inevitable future problems . . . [with] wishful thinking,”
Americans ought to “learn how to live with it.”77

Affecting a lofty intolerance for timidity, he laid bare his reality
principle. “In any question as complex as that under discussion, one
must, in the long run, depend on informed judgment and intuition in
addition to rigorous analysis.” While he spurned disarmament as cra-
ven and illusory, he also wreathed sentimental wishes into his science
of the unthinkable. One need only consider the miraculous advent of
decontamination technologies, medical antidotes to radiation sick-
ness, and the power of weathering to dilute irradiated terrain to rec-
ognize the manna inherent in his intuition.78

“What is physically possible,” brooded Brodie months after Hiro-
shima, “must [now] be regarded as tactically feasible.” The union of
the possible and feasible opened the fantastic impulse within strat-
egy. In a relay of strike and reprisal, strategic scenarios mirrored the
extravagant worlds of espionage and science fiction stories. That ac-
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tual nuclear war was impossible to picture in detail opened the way
for the daisy chain of consequence worked out by reasonable men.
Beyond artfulness, deterrence forced men to play with barbarism.
Coolly promising avenging slaughter was expedient. For Kahn, de-
terrence was a gambling feint at madness. A worldly raving. Fire-eat-
ing. Watchful and unreal.79
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Chapter 9

COMEDY OF THE UNSPEAKABLE

Those Great, uncontrollable forces, natural and social,
which hover over the world of men are so terrifying in
their raw state that man has always had to humanize, to
personalize, to mythologize them that he might live sanely
with what he cannot control. Thus, for example, Mars,
Neptune, Cupid. Now we have a modern candidate for
this pantheon. His name is Herman Kahn . . . This con-
temporary man of myth, this enigmatic Cassandra and
20th century Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, is, most surpris-
ingly, a real, live person.

james c. fleck, s.j . , 1961

Kahn didn’t like right-wingers: “I wouldn’t want to have dinner with
them and I wouldn’t want my daughter to marry one.” His friend
Robert Panero compared him to “one of those 1968 types, only this
was 1958. You know, ‘This is a free country, damn it, and I can say
whatever the hell I want to say and you can’t shut me up!’ He was
very, very anti-establishment.” But how could this be? I wondered.
Kahn wanted America’s strategic forces to be equipped, trained, ready,
and resolved to strike first in an all-out nuclear war. Panero replied, “I
think of him as a real peacemaker. He took the issue to the public and
out of the hands of the elites.” When Amitai Etzioni wrote “Kahn does
for nuclear arms what free-love advocates did for sex: he speaks can-
didly of acts about which others whisper behind closed doors,” he cap-
tured the conundrum of Herman Kahn altogether. Kahn snagged the
public’s attention not only because of what he said, but how he said it.1



His cronies relished his briefings. “If [OTW] reads the way he
talks,” scribbled a major general to the vice-president of RAND,
“it is probably one of those books you just can’t put down.” “You
have preserved much of the delightful style of [your] oral presenta-
tion,” rejoiced the director of research of the Naval Warfare Analysis
Group at MIT. “On Thermonuclear War consumed my weekend,”
gasped a writer from NBC News to Kahn, “and was the most fasci-
nating thing I have read since Lady Chatterley.”2

Of course other readers loathed the book. In his notorious review
in Scientific American, James Newman fumed, “On Thermonuclear War
is by turns waggish, pompous, chummy, coy, brutal, rude, man-to-
man, Air Force crisp, energetic, tongue-tied, pretentious, ingenuous,
spastic ironical, savage, malapropos, square-bashing and moralistic.”
Yammering, gurgling, unruly speech not only poured from Kahn but
was shrewdly channeled to a titillated public. Magazines and book
clubs hawked On Thermonuclear War as a sensation. The editors of
Popular Science gushed, “You may disagree violently with its prescrip-
tion (many experts do). You may be shocked by its blunt discussion of
ghastly catastrophe. Yet its ideas are so brilliantly fresh, many of its
conclusions so impressive, that [we] consider the following . . . one of
the most important this magazine has ever published.”3

The reception of OTW compounded political ideas and matters
of taste. If you were conservative, if sick jokes, Mad magazine, and
Lenny Bruce offended you, then you probably also objected to
Kahn’s approach to nuclear war. But for people at the political center
and to the left, it was harder to sort out one’s reactions. You could
be morally offended by Kahn’s argument: how could he justify a first-
strike deterrence policy? You could be bewildered by his qualifica-
tions and reversals: how could he declare that scientific study had
concluded “any picture of total world annihilation appears to be
wrong” but later confess there were flaws in his models of the post-
war environment? You could be offended by his attitude: how could
he joke about nuclear war? You could be offended by his style: how
dare he write so informally? Or perversely, you could regard him as an
unlikely hipster and applaud him for discussing awful matters irrev-
erently and frankly.4
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While his jokes endeared him to the scores of visitors who nodded
through week-long briefings and seminars at RAND, they infuriated
his colleagues on occasion. For example, Bernard Brodie quietly cir-
culated a memo he had written which was inspired by his own psy-
choanalysis. In it, he pointed out the affinities between an orgasm
and SAC’s war plan of massive retaliation, while RAND’s recom-
mendation of holding some strategic forces in reserve demonstrated
the self-control of withdrawal before ejaculation. In a briefing to
SAC officers, Kahn blurted out, “In a real sense you people don’t
have war plans, you’ve got war-gasms.” He smirked, “It went psssst
and everybody ducked.” Brodie was mortified. He chided him, “So
grim a subject does not exclude an appropriate kind of humor used
very sparingly, but levity is never legitimate.” Likening sex to nuclear
war wasn’t terribly shocking, but uttering “wargasm” to an assembly
of strangers in a professional forum was a disgrace.5

Brodie’s outrage nicely illustrates the pangs fetched by a gro-
tesque anomaly. Kahn jumbled together ordinarily segregated kinds
of speech into a mishmash of expressions high and low, exalted and
vulgar, scientific and uncouth. If Brodie thought Kahn had been
improper, it was because he considered his speech to be grotesque.
“Something [was] illegitimately in something else . . . Things that
should be kept apart [were] fused together.” This is the essence of the
grotesque. In it, there are no aesthetic standards and no separation of
discourses; everything goes with everything.6

Stylistically, grotesque form tends to two extremes: too little
meaning or too much. In the first instance, the refinements wreath-
ing a topic compete for attention, glut the visual field, unfurl inex-
haustibly, and stray so far from the center that the work collapses
into utter meaninglessness. Or a work compresses a bundle of odd-
ments into a single ambivalent symbol. The Rabelais scholar Mikhail
Bakhtin called the second type, the condensed focal point, a grotesque
knot. OTW exhibits both kinds of grotesque. Kahn’s asides were
amusing and unexpectedly hypnotic. “His barrage of wisecracks and
bad jokes . . . awes and befuddles even the most hardened audience.”
His spectators were spellbound, if stupefied. His excursions, varia-
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tions, reversals, and caprices seemed to swamp his argument entirely.
“It is not unusual to hear someone say during the intermission, ‘I
don’t understand a word he’s saying, but he’s terrific, isn’t he?’” While
his patter obscured his message at times—a case of the over-embel-
lished grotesque—the real scandal of Herman Kahn was the un-
seemly join: jokes and nuclear war.7

We can think of OTW as a grotesque knot. This will let us pin-
point what was unsayable, what could be broached publicly, and how
dread eventually broke into speech in the vulgar entertainments of
the late 1950s. Only by throwing OTW up against other comic gro-
tesques of the period can we guess how Americans might have heard
and understood Herman Kahn in 1960.

The Restoration of Spring

Of the sundry threads snaking through OTW, let’s tease out the bun-
dle of Kahn’s comic energies. “If we put one lion on the streets of
New York City,” he wrote in OTW, “every other mother [would be]
paralyzed with fright. She just would not allow her children out on
the streets.” People would cower for a couple of days, but eventually
they’d learn that lions don’t eat very much. Most pedestrians could
expect to live nice long lives. In fact, even if five or ten lions prowled
the streets, people would still not stampede out of the city. “After all,
five or ten lions might kill . . . as many people each year as [are] killed
by automobiles.” It mattered a great deal whether one, ten, or a hun-
dred lions dined regularly on New Yorkers. He concluded smugly,
“Ten lions will cause less than ten times as much trouble as one lion,
but one hundred lions may make the city unacceptable for business
or residence.” “You’ve got to startle them,” Kahn counseled Wiener,
“so they pay attention.” Appalled by passages like these, critics zeroed
in on the “irrepressible shine” in OTW of Schadenfreude, brutality,
paranoia, and “delight with the unlimited vistas opened by the nu-
clear age to the ‘arts of war and blackmail.’”8

Sporting with forbidden subject matter is exhilarating. “These is-
sues are fun to study,” Kahn once said. You might interpret words
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calling attention to a speaker’s daring exhibitionistic, but Bakhtin
proposed a more gallant construction behind rude speech. A speaker’s
transgressions release his audience from ordinary proprieties and in-
vite an answering candor. “Every age has its . . . words and expres-
sions that are given as a signal to speak freely, to call things by their
own names, without any mental restrictions and euphemisms.” Kahn
meant to be disarming in just this way. “You’ll never get people to
understand what’s confusing unless you make it stark,” he’d say. To
another reporter, he explained, “Some of the things I say have shock
value, but the reason for it is not to shock but to clarify. It wakes
them up and makes them think that what I’m saying might be true.”9

Romping with torture and dying makes for funny death. “The
people play with terror and laugh at it; the awesome becomes a
‘comic monster,’” observed Bakhtin. But the grotesque does not con-
vey or induce an unmixed mood. It is ambivalent and volatile. “The
grotesque is the feeling of anxiety aroused by the comic pushed to
an extreme, [but also] the grotesque is the defeat, by means of the
comic, of anxiety in the face of the inexplicable.” We can easily spot
the twinning of repulsion and mirth in the volcanic roar pealing in
cinemas around the world when Psycho debuted in 1960. Hitchcock
was simply dumbfounded by the near-hysteria of his audiences. “I
don’t think he was prepared for the amount and intensity of the on-
the-spot laughs . . . he got,” recalled his lead actor. His screenwriter
was equally bewildered. “I saw people grabbing each other, howling,
screaming, reacting like six-year-olds . . . I never thought it was a
movie that would make people scream.” Anxiety discharges in hilar-
ity. This is critical for appreciating the grotesque. It is both liberating
and excruciating.10

To no one’s surprise, Psycho inspired boycotts, letters to the editor,
and calls for suppression by clergy and psychiatrists. These civic mea-
sures characterize the moral panics that periodically erupt in re-
sponse to novelty in popular culture. Decency crusades have surpris-
ingly consistent features: they claim that young fans are harmed or
threatened, they attack the personal decency of trendsetters, whose
art is symptomatic of “imminent social breakdown,” and they mobi-
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lize campaigns to censor or withdraw the offending object. OTW
churned up much the same energies. Slurs against Kahn were found
in nearly every hostile review of his book. Cursed as the devil in
Scotland, at home a reviewer shuddered that he was ashamed to call
Kahn a fellow American. The attack on Kahn was so insistent and
personal that the director of Princeton University Press felt obliged
to justify his decision to bring out the book. To a horrified friend at
Simon & Schuster he responded gently, “I don’t wonder that you
were shocked by the book and by Newman’s review of it, though I
am sure that . . . you wouldn’t want to have it suppressed.” To another
he rang out, “Kahn will have to defend his own statements and
figures in detail, but . . . I firmly believe that the book was worth pub-
lishing.”11

Repugnance attests to something essentially vulgar in OTW. Kahn
was perfectly aware he galled many people. In fact, he called atten-
tion to this in a television broadcast. “If you knew a woman who had
lost her only child. And you walked up to her and said, ‘Madam, I
know the world looks black to you. I know you can’t envision a life in
the future anymore. Nevertheless, in five years, you will have recov-
ered from this loss. You will be laughing at jokes.’ I mean, she won’t
forget about her child, but she will not grieve eternally in the sense
that every day will be black. Everybody will be mad at you. They’ll
feel, ‘What right do you have to walk up to her and say something
like that! I mean, just what kind of a person are you???’”12

“Just what kind of a person are you?” neatly expresses the pique of
offended Americans. Kahn attracted, and perhaps even welcomed,
protesters. They heckled him at lectures; they flocked outside the
Hudson Institute. Some even picketed his home in Chappaqua. It is
hard to believe that “The Man Who Thinks About Atomic War” did
not occasionally bait his public. “It is an unfortunate fact that on a
lecture platform Herman Kahn looks like the mad scientist in an old
horror movie,” groaned a sympathetic observer. “Many people think
he is a mad scientist.”13

“There are all kinds of ways they look at me,” Kahn shrugged,
“‘The idiot genius’: he’s a kind of genius, but he’s also an idiot. ‘The
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bizarre’: thinking of 20 or 30 million dead at the office all day and
then coming home and playing with the kids in the afternoon. I
refuse to become paranoid about it.” He became so used to contro-
versy that in 1965 a reporter could blurt out, “Herman, why do so
many people regard you as a monster?” To which he replied amiably,
“There are a lot of reasons, none of which derive from my actually
being a monster. One of the most important and obvious is the feel-
ing that anybody who is interested in these kinds of problems must be
a monster.”14

While Kahn seemed to swagger with simple disinhibition, if we
peer closer at the comic thread looping throughout OTW, we’ll find
other motifs that resonate with the historic traditions of vulgar com-
edy. Coupling death and vitality is a staple in Western comedy. From
Greco-Roman festivals to the trial and execution of King Carnival in
medieval European revels, violence is indispensable for reanimation
and rebirth. Carnival’s “screaming, frenzy, [and] savage brutality” is
the medium for Spring. In the buffo tradition, ritual violence mim-
icked the weather: it was engulfing, potent, and wholly indifferent to
its victims.15

The death of old Winter ushers in the Spring. What persists
in the new season is elastic and provisional. We can find this idea
in Kahn’s prognostication of many possible postwar worlds. Woven
throughout OTW is the suggestion of life irrepressibly bobbing
through catastrophic vicissitudes. “Nations have taken shocks like
this and survived.” Life will carry on. “In such a postwar period you
will have to readjust your life . . . It isn’t quite the same as the prewar
world . . . it’s . . . another cost of the war. But not a cataclysmic cost.”
This surge into ever-new patterns of being is the essence of the
comic spirit. Life is “always ready to exchange one form for another.”
To the idea of pure mutability, we add the crimp of Darwinian adap-
tation. “All creatures live by opportunities in a world fraught with di-
saster.” The comic hero pits his cleverness and luck against an enig-
matic foe. In comedy, the villain is the world.16

Kahn occasionally tried to coax his audience to consider the cold
war under the sign of comic adventure. While explicitly warning that
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America could not wish away the need for preparation. (“You can’t
rise to the occasion with a thousand hours of microcuries. You fall
over . . . There is no conservation law which says that you can get
through this next war.”) Even so, like Figaro or Charlie Chaplin, he
nearly always defied Great Peril with cheerful resourcefulness. Life
would evolve new patterns in the postwar world. “People are just
plain ingenious. Given a year or so the engineer always triumphs. It’s
a miracle of ingenuity, but he always does it. The answer to that is,
let’s see who makes the miracle this time.” The post-attack world
would be “just the change of the game.”

You cannot jeopardize civilization, as far as I can see, by
genetic effects, and even if you could, you would then just
change the form of civilization. If it really turned out that
women were bearing more defective children than you could
live with, you wouldn’t go under. You would let the kids die in
the delivery room . . . Great tragedy if you are hit, but it does-
n’t affect you if you are not hit. You know, just the change of
the game. Even if the numbers were way off, things were ten
times worse than we describe, you wouldn’t be jeopardizing
civilization . . . You would change your standards.17

The belief that society would adapt to an irradiated world has
something perverse in it. In the teeth of appalling odds, comic
personae are buoyant—gloriously, transcendently stupid. The con-
noisseur of buffo, Anthony Caputi, credited “stupid stubbornness”
with “a toughness [that] . . . affirm[s] life regardless of what anything
or anyone, even death, might say.” We can see this in Kahn. His was
the monomania of an incorrigible optimist. In a televised interview
during the tense month of November 1961, when many Americans
feared nuclear war might be touched off at any moment in Berlin,
James Newman sneered that Kahn’s ideas about post-attack recovery
were a kind of “idiot arithmetic”: “If human beings are not things,
then you can’t do that kind of arithmetic. That is, if you have a coun-
try with 200 million persons in it, and you kill 50 million, the kind
of arithmetic that you do where you come out by saying, ‘Then I have
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150 million left’ is a kind of idiot arithmetic that pays no attention
to what is meant by the structure of a society—by its social . . . eco-
nomic . . . and political structure . . . its moral configuration, and
the feeling of community that people have with each other.” For
Newman, Kahn’s argument was plainly stupid.18

Which brings us back to buffo: “Something about stupidity,”
Caputi continued, “resists the defeat of life . . . [Nature] will not
yield, will not take the imprint of civilization; [it] . . . mindlessly re-
sists everything but the impulse to be itself.” Kahn’s quantification of
misery in OTW was not a sociological blunder but seemed rather to
emanate a philosophy of life. Langer said it best, “What the buffoon
really is: the indomitable living creature fending for itself, tumbling
and stumbling . . . from one situation into another . . . with or with-
out a thrashing. He is the personified élan vital . . . his whole impro-
vised existence has the rhythm of . . . life coping with a world that is
forever taking new uncalculated turns, frustrating but exciting.”19

The symbolic traditions of comedy truly found an agreeable host
in Herman Kahn. Even his fatness could stand for nature’s swelling
resistance to human ends. Obesity signifies “nature’s unwillingness to
conform to human expectations.” A fat body “moves us to a happy
knowledge” that life overflows the constraints of any particular ar-
rangement. Whether Kahn willingly played the persona of a jolly fat
man, most observers were eager to exploit it. They wrote he was
“built like a prize-winning pear,” that he was “a brilliant, good-hu-
mored, Santa Claus-shaped physicist.” He was affable and disarm-
ing. “Herman Kahn . . . comes across better in person than in print
. . . Face to face, it is hard to quarrel with this man. A lively sort with
a Kris Kringle shape.” Another was equally perplexed: “A soft spo-
ken, good natured, Santa Claus-shaped physicist . . . with a keen
sense of humor, he describes possible nuclear eventualities with mil-
lions of casualties with an air of hope for the future.”20

He seemed not to mind drawing attention to his body. “When the
lights have dimmed and the room has quieted, a figure goes to the
lectern, a hulking shadow against the picture screen behind him.
Across his body the slide projector writes: ‘WORLD SEEMS SAFER
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TODAY BECAUSE: . . .’” It was to his advantage to be as unthreat-
ening as possible. Journalists tried out catchy metaphors suggested by
Kahn’s frisky behavior. Which would best describe him, a mind rat-
tling along like a refrigerator-sized Pentagon computer, or a jabber-
ing dynamo? Maybe Kahn was a computer. “His bulky figure, thick-
lensed glasses, and staccato speech . . . sputters like the print-out on a
high-speed computer.” Maybe he was his book. “Into [OTW] Kahn
has poured all of his personal qualities: a vast physical untidiness; a
mind of overpowering force; powers of articulation so rapid as to be
almost incomprehensible.” By putting the accent on his body—the
capering, huffing, tearing sight of him—Kahn cast himself as the
clumsy intense boy who won the science fair, someone known to
everybody, not an evil genius sequestered behind barbed-wire Gov-
ernment Secrets.21

Even his velocity could be folded into the comic tradition.
Quickening action in farce and slapstick is a survival of the mounting
uproar of ritual revels. Kahn couldn’t keep still. Sweating freely, he’d
peel off his jacket and lumber across the podium, “punctuating his
points by pumping his thick right hand and pausing only to take a
whale of a breath.” He hurtled from topic to joke to scenario to an
item in a table to a variation of the same point, to its inverse. He ac-
celerated in a crescendo, urgently piling up ideas, vaulting over every
impediment. His very speed attracted fascinated dismay. “Staccato
words tumble over one another and his phrases march at an uneven
pace . . . engulfing whole phrases, if not sentences, in a gushing
sound.” A British reporter could barely understand him. “This roly-
poly genius is the fastest talker of any American I have ever met. And
his mind races even faster than his tongue. He will leave a torrent of a
sentence hanging in the air, uncompleted, with a chuckle.”22

Vulgar comedy is restorative. Caputi observed, “There has proba-
bly always been a strain of hysteria in it because of the cheekiness of
its affirmation. Superiority! Confidence! Sovereignty! Self-assurance!
Mastery!” In the miraculous whirl of life-surviving, life-reproducing,
life-adapting, life-enduring nuclear war, Kahn promised deliverance.
How tonic, how bracing are the words: “Even though . . . human
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tragedy would be . . . increased in the postwar world, [it] . . . would
not preclude normal and happy lives for the majority of survivors.”23

Hard-boiled Detectives and Horror Shows

The vulgar motifs of brutality, irreverence, indifference to one’s vic-
tims, comical torture, and death are unfailingly popular. In the 1930s
and ’40s Americans feasted on the exploits of gangsters, crime-
fighters, and superheroes in pulps, tabloids, the Sunday funnies, radio
shows, and movies. By the mid-1930s, over two hundred pulp maga-
zines could be found at a metropolitan newsdealer. The most attrac-
tively modern of them featured FBI agents, detectives, and marvel-
ous avengers. A lively, fanciful boy such as Kahn could not have been
immune to the charms and shapes of life offered in Bronx’s movie
palaces, news kiosks, playgrounds, his school cafeteria, and the racks
of his aunt’s grocery store.

The private eye story debuted in May 1923. From the start, the
main character was typically surly, sarcastic, and emotionally blunted.
Detective story scribblers cooked up an exaggeratedly flippant,
slangy argot for their heroes, which was intended to express the
tormented outlook of the veterans of the Great War. During the
1930s, more than 150 different detective titles appeared monthly. In
the hard-boiled world, life was mean-spirited and unfair. Heroes
grimly justified their brutality, allowing no pity to soften their dis-
taste for their victims. The genre’s violence and repartee were imita-
ble and irresistible. As soon as radio became widely available, its
shows immediately duplicated pulp offerings. From the early 1930s
to the late 1940s, crime radio programs could be heard every night of
the week.24

The hard-boiled entertainments produced in the decade following
World War II were angrier and thuggish. This was true in movies,
radio shows, and the comic books and paperback novels that sup-
planted the pulps. After the war, observed a connoisseur of the genre,
“comes the Great Fear . . . [The] wry grimace [was] replaced by ab-
ject terror, by a sense of ultimate impotence in a world suddenly full
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of danger, of nothing but danger.” Even Disney animations were vi-
cious. In 1947 the director John Houseman wondered at cartoons
that featured “savage and remorseless creatures [who] pursue one an-
other . . . rend, gouge, twist, tear, and mutilate each other with sadis-
tic ferocity.”25

Since Americans could never have enough of a good thing, follow-
ing the withdrawal of the pulps a handful of publishers issued hard-
boiled fiction originals in paperback editions. Their covers typically
depicted an alleyway, a bedroom in a flophouse, or a violated female
corpse. In the works of Mickey Spillane and other paperback writers,
sadism, gratuitous torture, and death abounded. By 1951—a year of
McCarthy hearings, war in Korea, and tidings of World War III—
lurid sex-and-death images appeared on paperback covers, most of
which accentuated the erotic possibilities offered by a dead woman.
By 1953 Spillane’s novels had sold over 15 million copies.

While crime drama dominated popular culture, horror stories also
toyed with death. As a hybrid of science fiction and melodrama,
the “weird menace” genre debuted in October 1933. Instead of mon-
sters and the undead, the villains in these tales were deranged scien-
tists, psychotic cultists, and idolaters. By the end of the 1930s, depic-
tions of sadism, necrophilia, gore, and sexual torture were its chief
attractions. “Deformities, maimings, disembowelings [were] all pre-
sented in explicit, often loving detail.” Politicians, reformers, and
editorialists launched a decency campaign against the genre, and by
1941 weird menace titles disappeared from the market. But their
sanitized cousins, the horror radio shows of the 1930s, struck many
of the same notes and were greedily listened to by millions of adults
(and pajamaed, tiptoeing children).26

The sibilant host of the radio program Lights Out opened each
show at midnight with the greeting, “Lights out, everybody! This is
the witching hour, the hour when dogs howl and evil is let loose on
the sleeping world . . . Want to he-e-e-e-ear about it? . . . Then turn
out your lights.” Its writer, Arch Oboler, wallowed in bodily horrors.
His first radio play was so repulsive that thousands of listeners com-
plained to his broadcaster. His sound effects were sickeningly effec-
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tive. To represent the sound of a man expiring on the electric chair,
he fried bacon; for bones splintering, he crunched Life Savers be-
tween his teeth; for cannibal dining, he sucked up noodles with a
plunger. Stephen King, the horror writer, recalled, “Part of Oboler’s
genius was that when [a famous Lights Out episode] ended, you felt
like laughing and throwing up at the same time.” Kahn must have
listened to these programs in the 1930s. Most girls and boys did, in
any sneaky way they could, in defiance of their parents’ prohibition.27

It can be no surprise that we can root out these genre impulses in
OTW. Look at the action thriller. A ghostwriter for a pulp title from
the 1930s spelled out its driving idea: “The basic concept . . . was that
he must save the United States from total destruction in every story,
every month. When I was called in to start the series they already
had a cover illustration . . . The White House being blown up.” In
the science fiction pulps, recalled one staff writer, “science seemed
like a . . . wonderland that would . . . change the world and make
things perfect.” In a continuous thread from the genre motif of im-
pending menace to humankind, to the suitcase bombs Leo Szilard
fretted about in 1945, to the wily surprise attacks, decoys, “Soviet ju-
venile delinquent Eskimos,” and other disguised raiders in OTW, one
genre theme that migrated into Kahn’s work was the solitary cham-
pion on whose resourceful shoulders rested the fate of the United
States (the Free World, Planet Earth). Here and there in OTW we
find wisps of the scientist-sleuth pulp hero. Kahn repeatedly reprised
the valiant role played by a clever civilian, uniquely blessed with ex-
traordinary powers of discernment and prognostication, who could
smoke out the least visible clues of fatal vulnerabilities in the national
defense.28

Hard-boiled stories offered an attitude of witty or stoic casualness
to suffering that Kahn could emulate. We can hear echoes of this in
such stern pronunciamentos as “Desperate conditions demand des-
perate living.” Of course, this was not the only model of masculine
daring for working-class boys to imitate, there were also athletes and
inventors, Babe Ruth and Thomas Edison. Kahn doubtless would
have been as enthralled with the derring-do of brainy rocketeers as
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he might have been with the austere line taken by unsparing and un-
lovely G-men. Nevertheless, his unblushing “willingness to face up
to the responsibilities” of engaging in thermonuclear war if necessary
resonated deeply with conventional ideas of masculine competence
and the popular acceptance of the instrumentality of violence.29

Finally, it is worth noting that while one might have supposed, in
light of Auschwitz and Hiroshima, that jokes about medical tor-
ture, maiming, and agonizing death were taboo in the 1950s, we
should keep in mind that the weird menace pulps, horror radio shows
and movies, and Charles Addams’s cartoons elaborated a repertoire
of macabre ideas with which adults in the 1950s and ’60s would have
been long familiar.30

The Postwar Anti–Comic Book Crusade

Five years after the Japanese surrendered, American GIs were
fighting once again in Asia. The Korean War seemed like the open-
ing round of World War III. Americans looked for scapegoats
(which they found in leftists and union organizers) and an outlet for
their anxiety (which they found in popular culture). It’s worth taking
a look at the efforts of decency crusaders to censor crime and horror
comic books in the 1950s. Radio broadcasters and Hollywood were
already regulated by obscenity laws and censorship boards, largely
as a result of their crime and horror content. The comic book, a
newcomer in the 1940s, was the only popular medium still free
from legal oversight. The anti–comic book campaign paralleled the
McCarthyite suppression of dissent. Whereas outspoken speech was
effectively silenced in these years, lurid comic books commanded
the overwrought attentions of decency crusaders. Powerless to stand
against the riptides of the geopolitical cold war, adults stormed the
flimsy ramparts of childhood. Children could be indoctrinated in
atomic safety and survival, and children’s amusements could be sani-
tized and made innocent of brutality.

With the opening of the Korean War, Americans developed a
bad case of atomic jitters. Children and adults alike were beset with
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official messages about surviving atomic war. At the height of the
World War III scare, in January 1951, the federal civil defense
agency distributed more than 20 million copies of its pamphlet Sur-
vival under Atomic Attack. NBC broadcast a series on atomic war sur-
vival seen by 12 million TV-owning households. With radio spots,
billboards, newspaper columns, short films, posters, comic books,
pamphlets, and traveling exhibits, the Alert America public relations
campaign dunned into the collective mind the rudiments of civil
defense protection. National evacuation exercises commenced just
weeks into the Korean War.

Guided by federal and state recommendations, school dis-
tricts around the country distributed “corrosion and heat-resisting”
dogtags to their students. The duck and cover drills that millions of
children (and hundreds of thousands of federal, state, municipal, and
industrial workers) rehearsed throughout the decade began in the
early 1950s. Teachers were encouraged to twine civil defense into
their curricula. For example, a 1953 manual suggested that English
teachers assign the following questions for discussion and composi-
tion, “Must destruction be our destiny? Will you be the lucky genera-
tion—or the last one? What moral problems does use of the A-bomb
pose for humanity?” Science, health, home economics, math, gym,
social studies, even trade and industrial classes could all incorporate
civil defense lessons. Above all, teachers in the atomic age were re-
minded of their responsibility to build up the mental fitness of their
charges. Proper emergency response to atomic attack, “made a fairly
natural, commonplace experience,” would ensure a psychically ro-
bust generation of survivors, should war come. All of this must have
aroused panicky feelings. Since public alarm about escalation of the
Korean War seemed to be foreclosed by mental hygiene prescriptions
of unruffled calm, adults looked for a scapegoat. Comic books could
stand in the place of unspeakable war hysteria.31

The anti–comic book campaign had all the hallmarks of a moral
panic. Would-be censors alleged that comic books enticed children
into insolent mischief and delinquency, contributed to “the break-
down of the moral fiber” of society, and were produced by debauched
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commercial interests that had been allowed to dominate the market
without interference from the responsible public. While the reinte-
gration of veterans into society was not explicitly thematized in their
propaganda, nonspecific anxieties about family disharmony were slo-
gans around which the reformers rallied.32

Ultimately the decency crusade boomeranged in the late 1950s
and early ’60s with a sharp, exultant reversal of taste. This was critical
to the reception of OTW. One cannot fathom the explosive glee and
disgust aroused by sick jokes without tying them to the struggle over
the limits of acceptable speech articulated by moral reformers during
the first half of the 1950s. This pulse of defiance and relief is some-
thing audiences would have heard in Kahn’s briefing. Since other
voices breaking into speech rang with the same note of satisfaction, it
would have been hard not associate his performance with the sick
jokes and sick comedians surfacing around the same time.

Vulgar entertainments were still going strong during the war and
after it. In 1942 Philip Wylie blasted America’s addiction to violence.
“Lustfully, you consume the news . . . of ax murders, kidnappings,
drug addiction, police beatings, lynchings, stonings, riots, revolu-
tions, battles, tortures, [and] sodomies.” While adults soaked up
the sensations of crime and punishment, another critic observed in
1949 that virtually every American child experienced as a daily imag-
inative practice the sensation of torturing and murdering someone.
Boys and girls who were six years old in 1938 had “by now ab-
sorbed an absolute minimum of eighteen thousand pictorial beatings,
shootings, stranglings, blood-puddles, and torturings-to-death, from
comic books alone, identifying . . . with the heroic beater, shooter,
strangler, blood-letter, and/or torturer in every case.” Whether or not
violent comic books produced hordes of psychopaths was an open
question, but surely they patterned the emotional and symbolic life
of a generation. “Twenty million children [have] been brought up
on violence, and sleep it, and eat it, and dream it, and love it to the
marrow of their bones—and therefore can never love anything or
anyone else.”33

The comic book industry took off after the war. In 1948, 239 titles
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were released, twice as many as in 1946. By 1953, over 500 titles were
offered for sale, with an average monthly circulation of 68 million
copies. Patterned after newsreels, the all-crime comic book Crime
Does Not Pay debuted in June 1942. Its host, Mr. Crime, breezily
introduced each account of an actual murder with a comic flourish.
By 1948, its sales had boosted to over a million copies per issue.
Crime comics were as vile as the very worst of the hard-boiled films.
They typically illustrated torture leading inexorably to murder. Al-
ways from the point of view of the killer, victims were objects of con-
tempt or indifference. Rape, prostitution, the dope racket, violence
against women, infanticide, and mutilation were its stock-in-trade.
For example, in 1947 the first two pages of a story from True Crime
Comics featured drug injections, machine-gun violence, burning bod-
ies, and a hypodermic needle poised over a bound woman’s eye.34

In 1950 William Gaines, publisher of EC comics, introduced
a comic book version of the weird menace pulps. Vault of Horror,
Crypt of Terror, and Haunt of Fear quickly become industry leaders.
As children, both Gaines and his partner had adored the radio thrill-
ers. When they adapted weird menace to comic book form, they kept
the spooky host. The Crypt Keeper, the Vault Keeper, and the Old
Witch—collectively called the GhouLunatics—presented the stories
as playful sport, addressing readers with punning, silly commentary.
For example, from The Haunt of Fear the Old Witch tittered, “Wel-
come to the Haunt of Fear! This is your Delirium-Dietician, the Old
Witch, cooking up another revolting recipe! Ready? Got your drool
cups fastened under your dribbling chins? Got your shrouds tied
neatly around your necks? Then I’ll begin dishing out the terror-tid-
bit I call . . . ‘Horror We? How’s Bayou?’” Gaines wanted laughs.
Horror comics should be read out loud. He snatched each new story
from the desk of his artists and performed them with great cacklings
and chortles. “This was the fun part.” A colleague recalled, “We always
thought of our work as being theatrical . . . it had to read right.”35

In the first year of EC’s horror line, Gaines’s business manager re-
called, “Break even was 36 or 27%. Our magazines were coming in at
89% . . . 93% . . . even Life wasn’t doing that well!” Other publishers
scampered to add horror titles to their lists. By 1953, 150 horror
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comics were published monthly. Like the fans of the hard-boiled
genre, adults pushed the craze for weird menace; 54 percent of the
comic book market consisted of adults, which meant that more peo-
ple were reading horror titles than Reader’s Digest or The Saturday
Evening Post.36

A decency crusade coalesced in 1948, when reformers hit upon the
idea that comic books inspired juvenile crime. This displaced con-
cern appeared at a moment when demobilized servicemen were be-
ing reintegrated into formerly female-headed households. Churches,
women’s and men’s clubs, PTAs, and city councils mobilized crusades
throughout the country. In September 1948 the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors adopted an ordinance banning the sale of crime
comics to children, punishable by a $500 fine or six months in prison.
Within days the American Municipal Association announced that
similar restrictions had passed in fifty cities. The Catholic National
Organization for Decent Literature (NODL) and the Committee on
the Evaluation of Comic Books drew up lists of offensive titles and
lobbied newsdealers to withdraw them or face boycotts. From 1952
to 1954 civic, religious, and veterans’ organizations agitated for comic
book regulation. They testified before city or county councils and
boards of supervisors. They organized boycotts, wrote letters, and
distributed pamphlets to libraries, schools, and churches. At their an-
nual assemblies, the American Legion, the General Federation of
Women’s Clubs, Amvets, the National Council of Juvenile Court
Judges, and NODL all passed resolutions endorsing the suppression
of crime and horror titles.37

On April 21, 22, and June 4, 1954, Senator Estes Kefauver pre-
sided over televised hearings investigating the comic book industry.
One of the most prominent critics of comic books, the psychiatrist
Frederic Wertham, testified that Superman induced “fantasies of sa-
distic joy” in normal children “in seeing other people punished over
and over again while you yourself remain immune.” He was seconded
by the director of mental health services for the Domestic Court of
New York City, who affirmed that the majority of children ordered
to his clinic were comic book addicts.38

“Piffle!” sulked EC publisher Gaines, who also appeared before
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the committee. “I do not believe that anything that has ever been
written can make a child hostile, over-aggressive, or delinquent . . .
Delinquency is a product of the real environment in which a child
lives—and not of the fiction he reads.” Comic book pleasures were
subjective, even non-arguable. He spluttered, “It would be just as
difficult to explain the harmless thrill of a horror story to a Dr.
Wertham as it would be to explain the sublimity of love to a frigid
old maid. Pleasure is what we sell . . . Entertaining reading has never
harmed anyone!” Rather than dwelling on the few boys who imitated
comic-book hangings, theft, torture, and murder, he pointed to the
masses of youngsters who devoured crime and horror stories every
month. Had they all become monsters? The decency crusaders saw
“dirty, twisted, sneaky, vicious, perverted little monsters who use the
comics as blueprints for action.” It was ridiculous to be afraid of boys
and girls. “Do we think our children so evil, so vicious, so single-
minded that it takes but a comic magazine story of murder to set
them to murder?”

Gaines did not find a single friend on the committee. He was an
outsider. Like Kahn, he was Jewish, fat, and vulgar. He was regarded
as a deviant, little better than a pornographer.

mr. beaser: Is there any limit you can think of that you
would not put in a magazine just because you thought a
child should not see or read about it?

mr. gaines: No, I wouldn’t say that there is any limit . . .
My only limits are . . . what I consider good taste . . .

sen. kefauver [holding up magazine]: Here is
your May 22 issue [of Crime SuspenStories.] This seems
to be a man with a bloody ax holding a woman’s head up
which has been severed from her body. Do you think that
is in good taste?

mr. gaines: Yes, sir, I do. For the cover of a horror comic.
A cover in bad taste . . . might be defined, as holding the
head a little higher so that the neck could be seen drip-
ping blood from it and moving the body over a little fur-
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ther so that the neck of the body could be seen to be
bloody.

sen. kefauver: You have blood coming out her mouth.
mr. gaines: A little.
sen. kefauver: . . . I think most adults are shocked by

that. Here is the July issue [of Crime SuspenStories]. It
seems to be a man with a woman in a boat and he is
choking her to death here with a crowbar. Is that in good
taste?

mr. gaines: I think so.
mr. hannoch: How could it be worse?

“I sat there,” groaned Gaines, “like a punch-drunk fighter, getting
pummeled.” It was great copy. It made front-page news. Civil liber-
ties could not compete with the welfare of the nation’s children.39

Realizing that he stood to lose his company, Gaines proposed that
the industry band together into a trade association. Representatives
of eight publishing houses attended his meeting. Tossing a bone to
Congress, they quickly agreed to withdraw the bloodiest of their
crime and horror titles. Gaines was stunned. “I was the guy who
started the damn association,” he gasped, “and . . . the first thing they
did was ban the words ‘weird,’ ‘horror’ and ‘terror’ . . . Those were
my three big words!” The Comics Code of the new Comics Maga-
zine Association of America proscribed “scenes of horror, excessive
bloodshed, gory or gruesome crimes, depravity, lust, sadism and
masochism . . . the walking dead, torture, vampires, ghouls, cannibal-
ism and werewolfism.” Gaines capitulated. EC retired its horror and
crime lines.40

By January 1956 the General Federation of Women’s Clubs de-
clared the campaign a great success. Thirteen states had passed laws
to restrict or ban crime comics, and monthly sales for all comic books
had dropped from 80 million several years before to 40 million. By
1962 comic book sales dwindled to 350,000 copies sold per year.41

Within a few years, comic art swept back into vogue, and by the
mid 1960s it was ubiquitous. Not only did every kind of advertising
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medium shower the public with comic strips, but everything else
gamboled in four-color dumb-show: billboards, book jackets, films,
TV shows, dolls, bubble bath, curtains, wallpaper, jigsaw puzzles, pa-
jamas, lipstick, and hostess aprons. For one awful moment in 1966, it
looked as though every possible thing had assumed the shape and
style of comic book art.42

Mad Magazine and Other Sick Jokes

In 1956 the author of a Reader’s Digest article crowed with satisfac-
tion over the newly decent fare offered by comic books, thanks to the
sober strength of parents who had joined together to force reform
upon a reluctant industry. But it was only “an uneasy truce in the cam-
paign against moral debauchery,” he warned. “To maintain it, we must
continue to exercise constant vigilance.” The way forward was an en-
ergetic redirection of young people’s taste toward more wholesome
amusement. Mad magazine was hardly what he had in mind. One of
the best-selling magazines of the second half of the 1950s began as a
sideline to Bill Gaines’s crime and horror comic book empire. In the
summer of 1952 one of his artists, Harvey Kurtzman, threw the pre-
miere issue of Mad magazine together as a parody of horror comics.
The first three issues sold poorly, but Gaines decided to continue Mad,
using the profits of his other EC series, just as he published Weird
Science and Weird Fantasy at a loss. “We just did what we liked to do—
things that amused us. And we were sure kids would respond to it.”43

Within a year, Crazy, Insane, Whack, Nuts, Riot, Flip, Get Lost, Bug
House, Mad House, and Eh! jostled Mad on kiosk shelves. When
Gaines folded his horror and crime titles in 1954, he continued pub-
lishing Mad, Panic (a Mad spin-off ), Weird Science-Fantasy, and Two-
Fisted Tales. The only title that sold consistently well was Mad.
In July 1955 Gaines rid himself of CMMA censorship by reformat-
ting Mad as a satirical magazine. But Hugh Hefner, the publisher
of Playboy, planning to publish his own comic monthly to compete
with Mad, lured Kurtzman and several others away from EC. The
new staff now assembled for Mad were artists who had worked on
Gaines’s old horror titles.
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The conjunction of Playboy and Mad in 1956 is fortuitous. They
were lumped together in one of the first notices of Playboy. By 1968
Mad and Playboy were recognized as the “smash-hit phenomena of
the postwar magazine business.” Just as Playboy flaunted irreverence
toward the oversold merits of marriage, church, and children, Mad
was just as brazen. It sneered at politicians, celebrities, parents, ad-
vertising, movies, television, and, on occasion (but not regularly and
not particularly deftly), the cold war. In almost every issue, Mad
mocked the chirps and blather of advertising rhetoric. In one piece, it
restyled the cold war as a public relations campaign.

Do you feel left out of things? Is the fast-moving Arab world
passing you by? Then why not do what so many Middle East-
ern nations are doing and join NASSER’S FRIENDSHIP CLUB.
You’ll be surrounded with friends who will fill your life with
excitement and intrigue! You’ll be swept off your feet by the
rising tide of Arab Nationalism! No longer will you feel iso-
lated from your neighbors. Everyone’s joining. Why not you?
Nasser’s Friendship Club. Cairo, Egypt. Branch Offices in
Damascus and Baghdad.

A Rugged Outdoor Life is Yours! At Fidel Castro’s Cuban
Health Camp. Are you 18 to 35 years of age, and tired of your
stuffy life in the city? Does a holiday in the open appeal to
you? If your answer is “yes,” then join the thousands of happy
rebels at Castro’s Health Camp! Tent out under the stars
overlooking gay, glamorous Havana! Commune with nature!
Explore the countryside! Discover the excitement of foraging
for food, raiding arsenals for ammunition, kidnapping hos-
tages! The perfect place to get away from it all! Nobody (even
including yourself ) will know exactly where you are!44

Mad energetically taunted the decency crusaders, but only rarely
yoked them with cold war themes. Its parody of Pravda, the Soviet
newspaper, attacked the magazine’s mascot, Alfred E. Neuman, for
being “responsible for deceiving millions of unsuspecting US read-
ers”: “Our unsavory American for today is Alfred E. Neuman . . .
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[He] is the ‘brains’ behind one of America’s most insidious publica-
tions, which cunningly distracts its exploited readers from the mis-
ery and deprivation around them by filling their minds with propa-
ganda-filled nonsense under the guise of humor.”45

Mad was a hit. Without carrying any advertising, by the end of the
decade it sold well over a million copies per issue. Its core audience
was teenagers and college students. Time magazine, both respectable
and a respecter of business success, gushed that “Mad is a refreshingly
impudent reaction against . . . 20th century hucksterism, its hopped-
up sensationalism, its visible and hidden persuaders.” Happily awed
by yet another reversal of fortune at EC, Gaines chuckled, “All I can
say to explain it is something glib like, ‘Everyone is under a strain,
and some sort of comic relief is a good thing.’ If we knew exactly
what we were doing right, we’d do more of it.” By 1960 “Alfred E.
Neuman for President” posters bobbed up at a Goldwater rally at the
Republican National Convention.46

Inevitably, observers pondered the magazine’s social significance.
The critic Dwight Macdonald was disappointed that Mad pandered
to adolescent cynicism. For the sarcastic young, the adult world was
“full of hypocrisy and pretense, so governed by formulas.” Its comedy
was unrelievedly vulgar. “It speaks the same language, aesthetically
and morally, as the media it satirizes; it is as tasteless as they are,
and even more violent.” No, no, Mad was good news, howled an-
other. It meant that “the organization-man, conformist-man wave is
not engulfing the younger generation.” This last was too much for
yet another observer, who protested that Mad only affected an atti-
tude of scurrilous worldliness. Its smirk conveyed “a sense of defeat
so total” that the very smile betokened surrender. Mad’s grin “was,
in the precise meaning of that all-American phrase, a ‘shit-eating
smile,’ borne by the combat-fatigued veteran of Dad’s ad culture.”47

Analyzing the data from a survey of readers, a psychologist ob-
served that his respondents did not include “major social issues of our
time, like desegregation and atomic war,” as topics for satire. He
wondered whether “teenagers may be so fatalistic about nuclear war
that they could not face even a satirical treatment of the subject.”
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Perhaps their “sensitivity . . . to the near-intolerable” was the reason
for their sick humor. The absence of social criticism in Mad could
be construed as evidence that by the late 1950s the atomic age had
made everything but itself vulnerable to ridicule. Concerning nuclear
war, words formulating its possibility or challenging deterrence were
unsayable for all but the most audacious or politically marginal of
Americans.48

At the same time that Mad was making a hit, a fashion in joke-
telling also flowered. It was called “the sick joke,” and it was a sign
of the times. “On college campuses and grade-school playgrounds,
youngsters—and many of their elders—are laughing at a new kind of
joke that has spread across the nation with appalling thoroughness,”
reported Time magazine in 1957. Sick jokes went like this:

Mommy, I hate my sister ’s guts.

Shut up and eat what ’s put in front of you.

Mommy, Mommy, Daddy just poisoned my

kitty.

Don’t cry dear. Maybe he had to do it.

No he didn’t. He promised me I could!

Mrs. Brown, can Sheldon come out and play?

Now, you children know he has leprosy.

Then can we come in and watch him rot?
49

Time adopted a benign attitude toward jokes fixated on amputa-
tion, disease, cannibalism, sadism, and death. They were no worse
than the Little Willie and Little Audrey jokes before them, and no
doubt the forerunner of humor that would amuse future children.
But they did represent cold war sensibilities. “They strike a respon-
sive chord in our tense, violence racked age.” Turning to the cultural
authorities of the day, Time consulted a child psychiatrist and a pop-
ular author for clues to their larger meaning. Dr. Martha Wolfenstein
obliged with the idea that these jokes flouted the injunction to “con-
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stantly . . . sympathize with human misery in a century that has had
more than its share.” Philip Wylie, the scorching editorialist, added,
“We use the sick jokes to wipe away a little of the burden of terror
put on us by living in this age.”50

Between September and December of 1958 the folklorist Brian
Sutton-Smith collected 155 sick jokes from young people. They
frolicked with ideas of murdering relatives and friends, mutilation,
corpses, beasts, excrement, indifference to the young, degenerate par-
ents, afflictions, disease, religion, and famous people.51 The editor of
a wildly popular series of sick joke anthologies underscored its thera-
peutic benefit: “Laugh at it, no matter how sad . . . and you’ll feel less
worried and better able to handle trouble . . . So don’t run to a psy-
chiatrist if you find yourself laughing at the sickest of the sick. It just
means that there’s something wrong with you—the same thing that’s
wrong with all of us!”52

Folklorists Alta Jablow and Carl Withers compared children’s jokes
and riddles they recorded in 1962 to those they had gathered twenty-
five years earlier. They were struck by the changes in children’s
wordplay. Their stories were now pointedly meaningless. “The stress
today . . . seems to be on an enormous and rapidly accelerating elabo-
ration of verbal nonsense.” Circular and endless jokes were popular,
such as “That’s life! What’s life? A magazine. How much. Ten cents.
I’ve only got a nickel. That’s life . . . “ Jablow and Withers observed
that these jokes “are parodies of narrative art, substituting . . . bore-
dom for narrative interest, and hoax for point.” Children also de-
lighted in absurd riddles:

What do a dog and rattlesnake have in

common?

They both don’t play the saxophone.

How is a house like a mouse?

They both don’t ride bicycles.
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The folklorists interpreted these as fantasies of an enigmatic world
lashing witless humanity. The commonest item they heard on the
playgrounds of New York in 1962 was a heartbreaking sample of the
atomic unsayable called the World War III joke:

Knock, knock.

Who’s there?

There is no answer.
53

The Sickniks

By 1957 and ’58 American teens and young adults greedily snatched
Mad (and Playboy) off the racks of newsdealers. The frontiers of
permissible public culture had begun to shift. But the campaign to
censor vulgar comic books in the early 1950s must be bundled with
the McCarthyite suppression of political dissent. Only by remember-
ing what it meant to hear comic and political voices defy proscription
can we grasp the sensibilities of Herman Kahn’s wrathful, snuffling,
cheering publics.

In January 1952 Supreme Court Justice William Douglas accused
McCarthy and his minions of having “magnified and exalted” the
threat of domestic Communism “far beyond its realities.” His tri-
bunals had sapped democracy of its meaning, smothered debate,
goaded “thoughtful people to despair,” and quashed the skepticism
natural to every rising generation. It was youth’s glory to “cast doubts
on our politics, challenge our inarticulate major premises, put the
light on our prejudices, and expose our inconsistencies.” But Amer-
ica’s youngsters had been cowed; they were “largely holding [their]
tongue.”54

In 1951 it seemed that there were no young comedians on the
scene. At the height of the World War III scare, people were so
wound up that playfulness seemed improper. “No man wants to be
accused of laughing . . . during a wake.” Indulgence in comedy was
boorish; it looked like fiddling while Rome burned. And yet society
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could not do without laughter. “Where are these younger humor-
ists?” one writer cried out forlornly. “Come out, come out, wherever
you are.”55

One of the few voices that did pipe up was a mathematics gradu-
ate student named Tom Lehrer. As an undergraduate at Harvard,
he had performed topical satirical songs at parties to such acclaim
that he eventually appeared in Boston cafes and nightclubs. “When
[Lehrer] finished, the audience happily howled for more.” Newsweek
applauded the spectacle of Lehrer “chanting and thumping his
way through a repertory which offers something for every depraved
taste.” His was a college wit: shrewd, puckish, but not scalding.56

By the mid-1950s McCarthy was vanquished, Mad and Playboy
were unmolested by posses of decency crusaders, and sick jokes were
traded among clutches of youngsters in schoolyards and college dor-
mitories. What was missing was satire about segregation. Civil rights
agitation had begun to unsettle white public culture, and Jim Crow
was as taboo for comedy as atomic annihilation. By 1961 young peo-
ple considered jokes about race and the bomb unsayable to strangers
and adults.57

Only Lenny Bruce, Dick Gregory, and Jules Feiffer dared to joke
about civil rights. In a cartoon published in 1959, Feiffer lumped to-
gether civil rights agitation with atomic anxiety:

When my husband began to build our shelter, he was going to
build two of them. One for the family and one for our hired
girl. Same dimensions. Same material exactly like ours in ev-
ery detail . . . Well you should have heard that girl talk when I
told her the news. I don’t know where she picked up some of
the ideas she has. She’s been with us ten years and never had
them before . . . Well you can’t argue with a stubborn mind so
we gave in. Good girls are too hard to get these days. So I told
her that . . . during the next alert she could join us in our shel-
ter . . . And suddenly . . . [she] changed her mind. She would
not share our imperialist air raid shelter! She was now a neu-
tralist and wanted a separate air raid shelter . . . We lectured
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her about democracy and quoted Abraham Lincoln but in the
end we had to build a shelter for us and a shelter for her. Good
girls are too hard to find these days.58

Dick Gregory also joined the two unsayables:

I love that expression “survival kit.” Up till recently, we used to
have survival kits in Mississippi. Ten “Yassuh, bosses” and a
shuffle.

This international situation raises some interesting ethical
problems. Like, if [Governor Orville] Faubus is driving through
one of our neighborhoods when they drop the bomb, would
he go into a colored shelter? . . . And if he did—should we let
him in? . . . “Orville, stop pounding on that door! Don’t you
know it’s three o’clock in the morning?”

They always talk about Russia dropping the bomb. I got
news. If it happens, it’s gonna be more like the 10,000 bombs.
There’ll be a 100-megaton bomb for New York, a 50-mega-
ton one for Chicago, a 30-megaton for Cleveland—and a
quarter-megaton job for Grosse Point . . . I figure a quarter-
megaton ’cause it doesn’t take much for those people to go to
pieces . . . Like one of us looking at a For Sale sign.59

In the spring of 1957 a mass of articles appeared diagnosing the
crisis in comedy. “Good laughs—rich, full-bellied yoks and boffs—
are . . . hard to find,” mourned Life. Everybody in the television busi-
ness agreed that the jokes weren’t funny and people weren’t in the
mood to be amused. “Audiences lack . . . a genuine interest in any
comedy,” the comedian Sid Caesar complained. “We need a new
breed of writers to supply the jokes, and a new breed of people to en-
joy them.”60

The poet Kenneth Rexroth thundered that the crisis in comedy
was symptomatic of the hypocrisy of capitalist public culture: “The
accepted, official version of anything is most likely false and . . . all
authority is based on fraud.” People were groggy and timid. Comedy
in such a society would have to be insipid. “Like the movies, nothing
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ever happens that would offend any conceivable group . . . or in any
way interfere with the sale of any commodity whatsoever. Nothing
important must happen—it would be bad for business.”61

Many others agreed. “These days we seem to be so insecure that
we can’t bear to be laughed at,” frowned another observer, Jerome
Beatty, Jr. “Our desperate materialism and strange values . . . leave no
room . . . for a joke which might release our tensions for a moment
and let us see ourselves as we are.” He blamed censorship intended to
forestall letters of complaint. The consequence was, in the case of ed-
itorial cartoons, “an elaborate system of institutionalized taboos that
have destroyed . . . cartoon’s power to make any kind of realistic . . . or
funny comment on our society.” Political humor was especially for-
bidden since it was “open to too many interpretations.” And like
Rexroth, Beatty attributed the mawkishness of mass culture to the
media’s dependence “on the sensitivities of [its] advertisers.”62

The exception was The Washington Post, whose editors allowed
the cartoonist Herbert Block to persecute whatever he pleased. He
mocked atomic, scientific, military, and foreign relations secrecy;
arms control talks; the Atomic Energy Commission’s preposterous
propaganda about the “clean” bomb; President Eisenhower’s televised
address regarding the leaked Gaither Report; Sputnik and the state of
science education in American schools. His colleagues celebrated
Block’s fearlessness. In 1957 they elected him cartoonist of the year.
In 1958 they voted him best editorial cartoonist. But as much as they
admired Block, very few cartoonists emulated him.63

When the annual Gridiron party wheeled around in 1958, it was
a big deal. “Though this happens once a year,” James Reston
whooped in The New York Times, “laughter in Washington is still
news.” Washington was otherwise unbearable. “Our . . . magistrates
are a flat and cheerless lot.” Yes, it was true that Eisenhower smiled,
yes, public servants tended to be “militantly” optimistic, and yes there
were a few good jokes at the Gridiron. But politicians “do not really
have much fun.” How could good government survive without mer-
riment? (Lenny Bruce later muttered, “Up till now, Presidents have
never seemed like real people to me. I could never visualize Eisen-
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hower even kissing his wife. Not on the mouth anyway. He didn’t
even go to the toilet either, he just stood there. He didn’t even go to
bed, he just sat up all night with his clothes on, worrying.”)64

Americans, one cartoonist observed, “try to please everyone . . .
and try not to hurt anyone’s feelings.” John Sisk suggested that the
absence of satire in the cold war was due to “the sectarian touchiness
of the pluralist society.” Civic discourse in a democracy could be
maintained only by wary politeness. Contrary to subsequent clichés
about the consensus society of the 1950s, Sisk described his pres-
ent—March 1958—as a moment “when there is little community of
moral and religious values.” Social harmony was achieved by exag-
gerated fastidiousness. “The vociferous minorities protect not only
themselves but one another . . . out of a common awareness of the
importance of co-existence: which is also a shared fear of the dissen-
sion and chaos that is always in potential.” Satire, critique, frank dis-
agreement had to be sacrificed to social cohesion.65

The problem wasn’t pluralism, observed the writer Frank O’Connor,
but coercive emotionalism. It steered understanding into the honey-
pot of smothering empathy and away from conflict: “American
thought is drenched in a syrupy liberalism. Who could be more lib-
eral than . . . psychologists who . . . warn us to understand rather than
condemn?” Maudlin kindliness in public speech was reinforced by ad
campaigns in the same style. Since radio, TV, and film production
was so expensive, “no poor writer could get near it” with material “li-
able to offend anybody.”66

This was the new American orthodoxy. The political culture im-
posed “a tolerance so profound that it is not . . . entirely unlike ter-
ror,” chimed in Gore Vidal. “One dares not raise one’s voice against
any religion, idea or even delinquency if it is explicable by a thera-
pist.” He wondered if the “stern tolerance” of society had prepared
the ground for an American dictator. Who would dare to criticize
him? You wouldn’t see one on television. “Sorry, the fellow has a lot
of admirers; yes, we know he’s bad news but you can’t hurt people’s
feelings, you know. And . . . well, he could be right; after all a lot of
people seem to agree with him.”67
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Harold Clurman, the theater director, suggested that anticom-
munist politics had driven attention inward “as if to say ‘please mind
your own business and let me mind mine.’” If people were listless, it
wasn’t because they were subdued by a threat with real teeth, “now
that McCarthy has passed away,” it was because their energies were
“transfixed, stuck, spiritually immobilized.”68

Jules Feiffer made this spiritual immobilization the foundation of
his art. Psychoanalytic introspection was the butt of much of his
scorn. It robbed people of their good sense. “Answers come more
easily now,” he wrote in a squib in 1958. “All the old problems be-
come familiar and time-worn . . . Neighbors drop by to confess. No
one feels guilty any longer because who in this crazy . . . H-bomb
world can be blamed for having problems? The idea is to look into
one’s self. The whole idea is to dig.” While most of Feiffer’s car-
toons explored the doomed scramble for romance, he also mocked
the cold war.

The item on the agenda, gentlemen, is the fallout bit. Our cli-
ent isn’t happy with our campaign. The public is negative
fallout conscious . . . I have here the outline of a “Fallout
is Good For You” saturation campaign. It includes such
items as “I like Fallout” buttons, decals inscribed with
“Your Government Knows Best”—a TV spec called “I
Fell for Fallout.” And as a capper—a “Mr. and Mrs. Mu-
tation” contest—designed to change the concept of
beauty in the American mind.

But what about the scientists, chief?
No problem. We’ll say they’re “organized” and have them all

subpoenaed. It’s one of our most successful sales de-
vices.69

Feiffer was especially attuned to the currents of contempt, long-
ing, solitude, and dread coursing through daily life. With the excep-
tions of Charles Addams’s cartoons in The New Yorker and Charles
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Schulz’s angst-ridden children in Peanuts, this had rarely been a sub-
ject for cartoonists. Feiffer was closer to the great nineteenth-century
European caricaturists than American humorists. Time’s apprecia-
tion faltered: “Many of Feiffer’s best cartoons are not funny at all, in-
stead sting with bitterness and poignancy.” He concentrated steadily
on the savagery of the civil rights struggle, on world affairs, and the
possibility of nuclear war. In 1961 he remarked, “Lately I’ve tried to
satirize self-hypocrisy at its most serious level—the level of authority
. . . when it’s someone lying in a position of power, then it becomes
more serious and frightening.”70

Toward the end of 1957 Mort Sahl stepped into the tiny spotlight
of a hipster club in North Beach, the hungry i. Clutching a newspa-
per, free-associating in a potpourri of erudite allusions, current af-
fairs, and slang, Sahl was something new. “I’m an intellectual in this
field by default,” he explained. “This is an era of . . . apathy, even
among much of the Left.” His material was political. “For a while,
every time the Russians threw an American in jail, the Un-American
Activities Committee would retaliate by throwing an American in
jail too.” “[Hitler’s] painting now and wants to be judged solely on
the basis of his art . . . I don’t want you to think these college people
were impressed with him just because he was Hitler. It was more the
fact that he’s from Europe.” “I’m not a comedian,” he insisted. “I
don’t build jokes around myself. There’s too much to say about every-
thing else, and nobody is saying it.” He always closed with the taunt,
“Are there any groups we haven’t offended yet?” Sahl did, in fact,
fluster television executives. He had signed contracts with CBS and
NBC, but not only did he not appear on TV, he didn’t make it past
the censors to the rehearsal stage. He scoffed at the whole affair.
“They’re afraid, and unfocused fear is insane. I told one guy at an
agency, ‘You can’t be afraid of everything.’ ‘But we are!’ he said.” “The
ultimate taboo,” according to Sahl, “is not against racial jokes or off-
color jokes but against intellectual content.”71

In his heyday, Sahl was elevated to major significance. A New
Yorker profile opened with the opinion that “Mort Sahl is almost cer-
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tainly the most widely acclaimed and best-paid nihilist ever produced
by Western civilization.” He preened himself on being an iconoclast
and truth-teller. His producer declared excitedly: “He is the voice of
mankind in the atomic age. When he says he doesn’t know whether
the approaching unidentified aircraft is going to drop a hydrogen
bomb or spell out Pepsi-Cola in skywriting, he speaks for all of us!”72

The persona of Lenny Bruce was far less wholesome. He styled
himself as a dissolute jazz artist, concocting parodies of celebrities,
movie characters, and politicians, sloshing together Yiddish with drug-
culture dialect, all spasmodically delivered in blocks of an urgent
New York drawl. Comparing the two, the critic Nat Hentoff re-
flected, “Unlike Mort Sahl, whose heaviest ammunition is aimed
at the Republicans, Lenny Bruce . . . cuts beneath politics into the
daily evasions of what he terms ‘first-plateau liberals.’” Bruce skew-
ered adoring middle-class liberals as well as conservative politicians,
southern bigots, and anticommunists. “All my humor is based upon
destruction and despair,” Bruce assured Newsweek. His material was
more caustic than Sahl’s. “I’ve been accused of bad taste,” he
shrugged, “and I’ll go down to my grave accused of it and always by
the same people.” In his autobiography, Bruce spoofed the emcees
who nervously introduced his act in the 1950s:

The owner decides to cushion me with his introduction: “La-
dies and gentlemen, the star of our show, Lenny Bruce, who,
incidentally, is an ex-GI and, uh, a hell of a good performer,
folks, and a great kidder, know what I mean? It’s all a bunch of
silliness up here and he doesn’t mean what he says. He kids
about the Pope and about the Jewish religion, too, and the
colored people and the white people—it’s all a silly, make-be-
lieve world. And he’s a hell of a nice guy, folks. He was at the
Veterans Hospital today doing a show for the boys. And here
he is—his mom’s out here tonight, too, she hasn’t seen him in
a couple of years—she lives here in town . . . Now, a joke is a
joke, right, folks? What the hell. I wish that you’d try to
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cooperate. And whoever has been sticking ice picks in the
tires outside, he’s not funny. Now Lenny may kid about nar-
cotics, homosexuality, and things like that . . .” And he gets
walkouts.73

In 1960 Bruce acknowledged, “I try to say as much as I can get
away with and still make the audience laugh.” With increasing noto-
riety he grew bolder. By 1962 a journalist marveled, “No attitude
seemed too sacred for Bruce to lampoon, no word too improper for
him to utter; he seemed perfectly willing to say absolutely anything.”
The censorship issues that hovered around Bruce were always more
serious than Sahl’s skirmishes with TV. Bruce occasionally swatted at
the cold war: “The bomb, the bomb—oh, thank God for the bomb.
The final threat is: ‘I’ll get my brother—the bomb.’ Out of all the
teaching and bullshitting, that’s the only answer we have.” But his
chief topics were sex, narcotics, white bigotry, anti-Semitism, desire
across the color line, homosexuality, incest, and pedophilia. Needless
to say, Bruce was arrested repeatedly on obscenity charges.74

It looked like “the last days of Rome—all this horror and mayhem
in humor.” The sicknik mixture of “jolly ghoulishness and . . . a per-
sonal and highly disturbing hostility toward all the world” skated so
close to atrocity “that audiences wince even as they laugh.” Were the
sicknik comics really social critics? While their publicity hailed these
“stinging social satirists who were plunging hungrily into dissections
of the delusions and evasions of us all,” for Nat Hentoff most of it did
not add up to political satire. He roundly seconded Feiffer’s dismissal
of the newly defiant style. Feiffer had observed, “Our society, even
with all of its obvious freedom, is so rigidly structured today that it’s
easy for an artist to feel daring and nonconformist and still stand for
nothing.” Only Lenny Bruce did not pander to the fashion for saucy
bravado. His future biographer remarked that “Bruce seems immune
from that permissiveness that is in the end perhaps more subversive
of true protest than censorship.”75

In a thoughtful essay, Benjamin DeMott added his suspicions
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that sicknik comedy barely attained the political force of real dissent.
Its fans marked themselves off as appreciative insiders by excluding
the groundlings “who understand nothing but the . . . dictionary
definitions of the words said.” But undifferentiated irony wasn’t cri-
tique, he objected; it was vastly flimsier. The mistake was to think it a
sharp instrument, when in fact it blunted the degrees of badness of
its targets. Sick comedians blurred historical particulars into a murky
continuum. The result was a fugitive rejection of everything. While
seeming to throw down a challenge to the status quo (and flattering
an audience who eagerly exchanged ticket money for the privilege
of belonging to the naysayers), sick ridicule offered little more than
the pose of mastery; it evaded the psychic burden of the atomic age,
“the desire to know and act, and the disabling fear that it is too
late to know and act.” But at least sick comedy wasn’t feeble. Its
guffaws invested its audience in the rugged identity of “Patriot as
Laughing Man.” No strains of self-pity quavered in this American
laughter.76

By 1963 sick humor had quickened into a fad. The sickniks had
scores of imitators. “By now, so completely have the so-called ‘sick’
comics caught on,” began an appreciation of Bruce, that “it no longer
requires daring, originality, or courage to attack sacred cows . . . Such
things are done . . . in diluted form virtually on every network.”77

Political Humor

In 1961 some improvisational actors performed a sketch of an idle
soldier who begins to play with a missile control panel. He closes his
eyes, pokes out a finger, and begins pressing buttons. It was “simulta-
neously hilarious and terrifying,” Nat Hentoff shuddered. “One is
forced into a nightmarish realization of how impotent we are to save
ourselves.” The crisis in comedy had surely passed. Attending a con-
vention of newspaper editors, James Reston rejoiced in his colleagues’
mirth. Only months after the resolution of the Berlin Crisis, “Some-
how they don’t quite believe the world is coming to an end on Mon-
day, so they’ve come away here to relax and get a little perspective.
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Jokes that would have split the editors in the McCarthy period now
get a big laugh across the entire political spectrum.”78

Little more than two months after the denouement of the Cuban
Missile Crisis in October 1962, Russell Baker echoed the idea. “One
of the Kennedy Administration’s brighter achievements in 1962 has
been its restoration of the sound of laughter to the American scene
. . . All the evidence suggests a country almost eager for any excuse to
laugh.” Political satire was fashionable. “Night club satirists are tilt-
ing at everything from John Birch to Nikita Khrushchev.” Whereas
Reston suggested that Americans were entitled to a spell of relief,
Baker interpreted the mood as gallows humor: “Ten years ago Amer-
icans feared their neighbors. Nowadays they are more worried about
more cosmic ménages, and the jest usually comes easier when the
odds are fearful.”79

Whatever the reason, political satire had become tolerable. Even
nuclear humor—still taboo for the young readers of Mad—had be-
come sayable. In 1957 two Yale students, Victor Navasky at the Law
School (and future editor of The Nation) and Jacob Needleman, a
philosophy grad student, founded The Monocle, a “Leisurely Quar-
terly of Political Satire.” Its first issue of 500 copies was gobbled up—
nice enough figures for the equivalent of a college humor magazine.
Appearing quarterly, the magazine reached a circulation of 15,000
to 20,000 copies. With 5,000 subscribers and wide representation
in bookstores, The Monocle developed “an underground following
all over the country.” It attracted all kinds of contributors: the art edi-
tor for Mad drew something occasionally, a foreign service officer
dashed off stories about a State Department nudnik, the managing
editor of American Heritage magazine parodied Eisenhower stum-
bling through the Gettysburg Address. Some notable authors also
appeared in its pages: Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., Nora Ephron, Neil Post-
man, Calvin Trillin, David Levine, even William F. Buckley, Jr.
Navasky recalled, “Unofficially we were mostly left-liberal Demo-
crats with anarcho-syndicalist pretensions.” As proof of the maga-
zine’s cult popularity, when Navasky arrived in Chicago in 1968 to
cover the Democratic Convention, his cabby asked him his name,
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curious to know whether his fare was a celebrity. Navasky told
him, muttering, “You would never have heard of me.” “Navasky? The
Monocle, right?” shot back his driver, to the everlasting satisfaction of
his passenger.80

Herman Kahn was mocked in The Monocle. In a satiric interview
with the Kissingeresque Heinz Grubble, director of the Boston Insti-
tute for Advanced Studies (BIAS), Kahn’s ideas were folded into
“The Ultimate Solution” for the world’s troublespots:

What are the major danger areas in the world? . . . Four. Viet-
nam, Berlin, Congo, Cuba. In each case, the problem is insol-
uble by traditional diplomacy or political maneuvers, but the
newly developed tactical atomic weapons make these things
perfectly simple. Obliteration is the solution. If they simply
ceased to exist, who would miss them? . . . And as for the hys-
terical myth that war would mean universal death, there’s
simply no statistical evidence for it whatsoever. You’ve read
Kahn, I assume, and Kissinger, and the others—all influenced
by me, of course—brilliant fellows. Naturally, there would be
casualties—20, 30, 40 million, depending on our state of pre-
paredness—you can check the presumptive casualties in a pa-
per one of my assistants wrote in the Statistical Quarterly. But
is that so terrible in view of all the problems that would auto-
matically be solved?81

Navasky and another friend, Richard Lingeman, also put out a sa-
tirical paper called The Outsider’s Newsletter. Its premiere issue
claimed that “just about anybody can get the ‘inside’ story by reading
. . . Time and I.F. Stone’s Weekly. But it takes persistence, courage, and
intelligent ignorance to get the outside story—the story of what is
not going on.”

dear col. chestnut: I read that a symposium of scien-
tists in Philadelphia concluded that we Americans are
not thinking about the threat of nuclear obliteration. We
know it is real, but we just refuse to think about it. I am
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chairwoman of the program committee for the next
meeting of our women’s club and thought it might be a
good idea if we devoted our time to thinking about nu-
clear oblivion. Can you advise us how to go about it—
reading lists, audio-visual aids, etc? Dolores Hazen
Humbert

dear mrs. humbert: Thinking the unthinkable is one of
the primary duties of the American citizen. Just that
phrase was used as the title of a book by the well-known
American philosopher, Herman Kahn . . . As for your
club meeting, I recommend a perusal of Herman Kahn’s
works. Also, the movie Hiroshima Mon Amour, otherwise
leftist-leaning, has some good shots of survivors emerg-
ing from the rubble after an atomic attack. CCC

dear col. chestnut: [Recently] . . . some dame at a
PTA meeting quotes a California psychiatrist as saying
that shelters and defense drills “raise questions in the
minds of school children about the adequacy of such
measures and, in turn, about the adequacy of the officials
who offer them” . . . It’s people like him who are opposed
to shelters that undermine authority and cause juvenile
delinquency. If any of my kids started bellyaching about
one of my civil defense drills . . . I’d take a monkey
wrench to him and that would be that. Instead of cod-
dling these kids’ feelings, we should be laying down the
law to them. What do you say, Col.? “Grease Monkey
Gus”

dear “grease monkey gus”: . . . Fear of nuclear war is
very real to children . . . It is up to their parents to reas-
sure them. Parents should emphasize the positive aspects
of a nuclear war—i.e., freedom vs. slavery, our superior
missile strength, the effectiveness of fallout shelters, the
chances of survival . . . Schools should teach Nuclear
War, just as they teach reading, writing, anti-Commu-
nism . . . If the facts about nuclear war—and thanks to
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the efforts of such groups as the Rand Corporation and
Herman Kahn’s Hudson Foundation we have a lot of
good solid knowledge in this area—were presented to the
kids dispassionately and objectively, their irrational fears
would thus be dispelled. C.C.C.82

The Outsider Newsletter even had a comic strip drawn by Ed Koren
called SuperKahn, Government Contractor. Its debut panel heralded
the new super-hero: “Equipped by a bountiful nature with superhu-
man, extra human and inhuman capabilities, SuperKahn roams the
world, thinking about the unthinkable and protecting the United
States, her citizens and her allies from evil deeds.”83

Dr. Strangelove

Herman Kahn wasn’t the only playful man in America who studied
nuclear deterrence. The men at RAND teased and mocked one an-
other in seminars, memoranda, and especially during presenta-
tions of new research, which were unofficially called “murder boards.”
RAND murder boards ritually pounded the authors of a new study
with a volley of spitballs, spoofs, and insults. It’s easy to imagine that
people bandied sick jokes in these gatherings. But nobody other than
Kahn dared to crack sick jokes in formal briefings where visitors and
outsiders were present. Still, he wasn’t the only cheeky performer in
his world. During the interval in which he delivered his “On Ther-
monuclear War” briefing to professional audiences around the coun-
try, vulgar comedy was seeping back into mainstream public culture.
Children amused their parents with the latest sick jokes, parents re-
peated them at cocktail parties, and comedians reeled them off on
TV. But by 1963 sick humor was overexposed; its sting had mostly
dissipated. Fans of Lenny Bruce complained, “The authentic radical
satire of a few years ago [has] been rendered innocuous by sheer ac-
ceptance and then imitation. It no longer requires daring, originality,
or courage to attack sacred cows like integration, Mother’s Day, the
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Flag. Such things are done, albeit in diluted form, virtually on every
network.”84

In 1964 Stanley Kubrick released a film about nuclear war that re-
vived the insurgent energies of the best sick comedians. Dr.
Strangelove was a genuine provocation. In it, the incompetence of the
President and senior military officials, all of them boobs and lunatics,
resulted in nuclear Armageddon. “Dr. Strangelove is beyond any
question the most shattering sick joke I’ve ever come across,” splut-
tered a critic in The New York Times. “And I say that with full recol-
lection of some of the grim ones I’ve heard from Mort Sahl, some of
the cartoons I’ve seen by Charles Addams and some of the stuff I’ve
read in Mad Magazine.” Dr. Strangelove afforded its audience an op-
portunity to stake their claims in the cultural struggle over acceptable
speech. Nearly every critic framed his or her review of the film as an
entry in the public etiquette of the cold war. Was Dr. Strangelove
funny? Was it immoral and improper? Just what was the right re-
sponse to the nuclear grotesque? 85

Herman Kahn played a part in this. While he didn’t originate the
plot—Peter George did that in Red Alert—and he didn’t write the
screenplay (although Kubrick, George, and Terry Southern slipped
excerpts from OTW into the film), Dr. Strangelove’s grotesque derives
from Kahn. Kubrick had originally intended to make a serious movie
about nuclear war. His working title borrowed from Albert
Wohlsetter’s famous Foreign Affairs article. It was called The Delicate
Balance of Terror. But in due course, Herman Kahn sat down with
Kubrick, shared a meal, and talked about nuclear war. They both be-
lieved that sick humor loosened public inhibitions. Listen to Kahn:
“One does not do research in a cathedral. Awe is fine for those who
come to worship or admire, but for those who come to analyze, to
tamper, to change, to criticize . . . sometimes a colorful approach is to
be preferred.” “One wishes to relieve the grimness of the subject mat-
ter. People in a state of horror are not good analysts or detached and
objective listeners.” And here is Kubrick: “Why should the bomb be
approached with reverence? Reverence can be a paralyzing state of
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mind.” It’s hard to believe that over the course of several meals Kahn
did not regale his dinner companion with some of his best briefing
jokes. Every time he sat down to write a scene for Dr. Strangelove,
Kubrick later told Newsweek, “it came up funny.”86

The strategist Thomas Schelling was the intermediary between
Peter George, the author of Red Alert, and Kubrick. Schelling had
written an article about accidental war with a discussion of three re-
cent novels. He praised George for having done a better job of pro-
jecting how a nuclear war might start than any professional analyst
he knew. The piece was published in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scien-
tists and picked up by the Observer in London. Kubrick, then living
in London, tracked down George and asked him to accompany him
to the United States and help him write a screenplay.87

Kubrick and George visited Schelling at Harvard. They were hav-
ing problems with the crisis scenario. When Red Alert had been pub-
lished in 1958, nuclear weapons were ferried about by bombers. In
the George novel, a rogue general launches a wing of SAC bombers
against Russian targets under the provisions of a policy that autho-
rized a base commander to launch his forces in the event that Wash-
ington and SAC headquarters had been eliminated in an enemy
strike. The general planned to coerce the President to order a preven-
tive war. The chairman of the joint chiefs of staff urges the President
to support the initial attack. Since the bombers are flying under radio
silence, they couldn’t be recalled. “There is an absolute military ne-
cessity to follow up their attack as hard and as fast as we can. Any
other course of action will . . . [mean] we lose cities, and take casual-
ties . . . Mr. President, the Joint Chiefs unanimously recommend that
a full scale attack on Soviet Russia be launched immediately.”88

George’s scenario was already obsolete by the time Kubrick began
thinking about his movie. The bomber force had been augmented
with Minuteman ICBMs and Polaris submarine-launched missiles.
Schelling recalled, “There was no way that you could launch [mis-
siles] and then call the President and tell him the strike is on the way,
you’d better launch the whole outfit. The question was how could a
brigadier general somewhere get the war started?” He, Kubrick, and
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George spent an afternoon fiddling with one scenario after another.
“We wanted to show that getting a war started was going to be very
very hard, but not impossible. By the time we broke up, we decided
that there wasn’t a very plausible way to get this unintended war
started.” Recognizing they were at an impasse, Kubrick and George
decided to make Dr. Strangelove a comedy. 89

In the Strangelove plot, after the unauthorized launch of a bomber
squadron to Soviet targets, the American president telephones the
Soviet premier to brief him on the accident. The premier informs the
president that should a single bomb detonate over Russia, a Dooms-
day Machine would automatically and irrevocably retaliate against so
many targets in the West that life would end on the planet. The pres-
ident successfully retrieves all but one of the bombers. In the final
scenes SAC gives its Soviet counterpart detailed operational infor-
mation, including general patterns of evasive tactics the pilot of the
remaining bomber would probably employ, in a last-ditch effort to
help the Soviets shoot the plane down before it releases its payload.
The last moments of the film are an agony as the bomber evades area
defenses. The final scene shows a Texan captain bronco-busting a
falling bomb, ten-gallon hat in hand. The credits roll as the screen
fills with a mushroom cloud to the strains of the lilting “We’ll Meet
Again Some Sunny Day.”90

On January 29, 1964, Dr. Strangelove, or How I Learned to Stop
Worrying and Love the Bomb debuted in New York. To no one’s
surprise, Kubrick’s “contempt for our whole defense establishment,
up to and even including the hypothetical Commander in Chief,”
shocked many people. If every authority was a nincompoop or worse,
what could be the ultimate message of Dr Strangelove? “I want to
know what this picture proves,” demanded the reviewer for The New
York Times. Its denouement was simply heartless. “Somehow it isn’t
funny,” he grieved. “It is malefic and sick.”91

That Dr. Strangelove triggered moral outrage is to be expected, as
were the various attempts to present it to American audiences as a
laffarama. Newsweek’s critic breezily elucidated its message—society
cannot “afford such dangerous toys as hydrogen bombs”—cozily
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tucking it into place as a pill anyone could swallow, popular and edi-
fying. Time also assumed an air of companionable urbanity, assuring
its readers that nuclear humor was a bracing but pleasant tonic. “The
film is an outrageously brilliant satire . . . and at the same time a su-
personic thriller that should have audiences chomping their
fingernails right down to the funny bone.”92

In 1961 and ’62 thoughtful observers noticed that fans of Mort
Sahl and Lenny Bruce coyly congratulated themselves on their so-
phisticated taste. In many telling ways, they marked themselves as
appreciative insiders by taunting the clods “who understand nothing
but the public, dictionary definitions of the words said.” While the
publicity for their many imitators described them as “stinging social
satirists who were plunging hungrily into dissections of the delusions
and evasions of us all,” in most cases what was performed was a kind
of preening braggadocio, not real critique. Setting aside outrage and
attempts to bowdlerize its message, the most interesting response to
Kubrick’s movie is this slip of attention. Since the actual possibility of
nuclear war was hard to take, it was easier to focus on one’s feelings.
Dr. Strangelove inspired flurries of just this kind of vamping. While
the film was strong stuff, admirers covertly boasted that they were
equal to the demand to tolerate it sportingly.93

One review said it point-blank, “If you can stomach all this nu-
clear horror as subject matter for a satirical comedy, you may have a
good time at ‘Strangelove.’” Sicknik insiders exercised their wits on
the dividing line between those who enjoyed the film and the yokels
who could not control their nerves half so well. For example, the re-
viewer for Life magazine confided, “I found myself at the edge of
tears as I watched a series of nuclear explosions fill the screen . . . Was
I sad that the movie’s world was ending? Was I having an attack of
hysterics? Or had I suddenly arrived after prolonged laughter at a
glimpse of some awful truth?” Strangelove’s meaning was undeniable,
but not everyone could see it. The prigs who rebuked Kubrick for de-
featism couldn’t hope to understand contemporary sensibilities.
“Their outrage underlines . . . [the] truth that the half-life of Not
Getting the Point is forever.” Americans probably wouldn’t get the
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point, sighed the reviewer for a Catholic weekly. A society nourished
on pablum could scarcely grasp Dr Strangelove’s message, “let alone
be swayed by it.” She predicted that most Americans would “attach
as little significance to it as [they do] to a Jerry Lewis movie.”94

Detailed scenarios of nuclear war invariably arouse panicky feel-
ings. You could suppress anxiety with forgetting, you could minimize
it, go completely limp, find a scapegoat, or channel your energies into
peace marches or civil defense exercises. Kahn very rarely discussed
hysteria in his briefings, but in one passage he dramatized the colli-
sion between the tender subjectivities of a survivor and a resolute
foreman.

The radiation from fallout has curious and frightening effects.
Most people already know . . . that if you get a fatal dose of ra-
diation the sequence of events is . . . like this: first you become
nauseated, then sick; you seem to recover; then in two or three
weeks you really get sick and die.

Now just imagine yourself in the postwar situation. Every-
body will have been subjected to extremes of anxiety, unfamil-
iar environment, strange foods, minimum toilet facilities, in-
adequate shelters, and the like. Under these conditions some
high percentage of the population is going to become nause-
ated, and nausea is very catching. If one man vomits, every-
body vomits. Almost everyone is likely to think he has re-
ceived too much radiation. Morale may be so affected that
many survivors may refuse to participate in constructive activ-
ities, but would content themselves with sitting down and
waiting to die—some may even become violent and destruc-
tive.

However, the situation would be quite different if radiation
meters were distributed. Assume now that a man gets sick
from a cause other than radiation. Not believing this, his mo-
rale begins to drop. You look at his meter and say, “You have
received only ten roentgens, why are you vomiting? Pull your-
self together and get to work.”
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Thinking he’s stricken from radiation sickness, the cadre vomits,
but he’s only suffering from shaky nerves. That the body imperatively
interrupts human purposes is the stock-in-trade of physical comedy.
Kahn’s scenarios of nuclear war-fighting and the postwar world were
typically bloodless, fleshless, and sexless. But here he pictures the
body’s loss of control. If radiation sickness is tragic, hysterical vomit-
ing is funny. “If one man vomits, everybody vomits” is a joke, or at
least resembles a joke. Picturing survivors vomiting in a postwar
world is plainly impudent, straying well beyond the proprieties of the
scientific advisory culture. Kahn mocked the military and the public
with his scenarios and his burlesques, his gadgets and his predictions,
and his unseemly dialogue between the earthly and the cerebral, the
high and the low, the vomiter and the scientist.95
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Chapter 10

MASS MURDER OR THE SPIRIT OF HUMANISM?

Ideal for Christmas . . . Your chances for survival are . . .
surprisingly greater than you dared hope . . . Far from
making anyone’s Christmas morbid, this book will bring
you hope in keeping with the season’s spirit. For the person
on your gift list interested in science’s impact on world af-
fairs.

space world, 1961

“These issues are fun to study,” Kahn once said. “There are qualities
of paradox and absurdity that appeal to analysts and other non-seri-
ous people.” Nietzsche’s sly description of Machiavelli’s Prince would
have been a fitting epigraph for OTW: “[He] cannot help presenting
the most serious affairs in a boisterous allegrissimo: not perhaps with-
out a malicious artist’s sense of the contrast he is risking—thoughts
protracted, difficult, hard, dangerous and the tempo of the gallop and
the most wanton good humor.”1

Kahn knew his book would be controversial. In 1959 he circulated
drafts to as many people as could be wheedled into reading them. An
astute if unflattering ally in this process was the Berkeley psychoana-
lyst Walter Marseille. He wrote to Kahn that the manuscript he read
would “antagonize most readers by the tone it is written.” He realized
Kahn probably couldn’t improve his writing: “How else could I ex-
plain the way your treat the English language, committing three to
eight atrocities per page against logic, grammar, and style?” These re-
marks were a foretaste of James Newman’s gleeful ridicule of Kahn’s
“solecisms, pleonasms, jargon, clichés, fused participles, and canni-



balized words” in his Scientific American review. Marseille closed his
letter primly. “If we are to withstand” the deterrence ordeal, people
needed to know that nuclear war “need not mean the end of every-
thing.” He sighed, “You could make an important contribution,” but
given the book’s stylistic barbarisms, “I am disappointed to see that
this is not what will happen.”2

Kahn apologized for the clumsiness of his prose and beseeched
his readers for forbearance and editorial assistance. In the preface to
the transcript of his briefing at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, he
begged for help. “The publishing schedule is such that I may be able
to make changes for the next couple of months or so. I would be
grateful for any helpful suggestions received before then.” Acknowl-
edging the crudeness of his work, he admitted that “I publish [this]
with some hesitation.” While feeling “no qualms” about delivering
briefings ripe with conjecture, his ideas looked “much more shaky
when put into cold print.” Nevertheless, rather than defer publica-
tion “until all the ideas could be thought out,” which might take
years, he offered his ideas “in the form I gave them.” He went so far
as to suggest that he would gladly retract his arguments in light of
fresher data or ideas. “[In] five or ten years from now, I will not be
too disappointed if the passage of time and thought causes me or
others to revise most of these remarks.”3

In addition to stumbling over his graceless diction, Kahn’s readers
would probably recoil from systems analysis, he realized. “It some-
times gives an impression of almost incredible callousness.” It didn’t
mean that he “approve[d] of the subject being analyzed—only that
. . . [it was] important to understand it.” Readers would doubtless
shrink from “the frankness with which . . . military problems are dis-
cussed.” He added artlessly, “They may have a point.”4

In the preface to the Livermore version of OTW, he invited his
readers to jump into the nuclear debate. One man who spoke up
was Marshall Windmiller, a professor at San Francisco State Col-
lege. He rebuked Kahn in a diatribe broadcast by the public radio
stations KPFA in Berkeley and KPFK in Los Angeles in March
1960. Windmiller had been invited to a two-day Kahn briefing
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sponsored by the World Affairs Council of Northern California. His
commentary, a transcript of which was disseminated to peace groups
in the Bay Area, denounced Kahn for cooking up propaganda to ad-
vance the arms race, and for being immoral and stupid. “While pro-
fessing a hard-headed realism,” he thundered, Kahn was “naïve about
politics. In the final analysis, our problems with the Russians are pri-
marily political, not just military.”5

Walter Marseille, who also broadcast on KPFA, pounced on
Windmiller, firing back with his own radio commentary. “Hardly
anything could show the need for Herman Kahn’s ‘Lectures on Ther-
monuclear War’ more drastically” than Windmiller’s tirade, which
flinched from the very subject of nuclear war and had virtually noth-
ing to offer against Kahn’s arguments. “If someone believes he has
the facts to refute [Kahn], we might get a genuine controversy. But a
critique that evades this point lays itself open to the suspicion that its
author has . . . misunderstood what it is all about.” Marseille’s re-
marks typified the personal attacks with which the pro- and anti-
Kahn camps pelted each other: “Windmiller exhibits a more perfect
combination of insensitivity toward the actual danger of nuclear war
with squeamishness toward any realistic discussion of that danger.”
Such smug high-mindedness was plainly foolish. He commented ac-
idly, “When insensitivity and squeamishness [are] compounded by a
self-righteousness . . . quick to brand all opponents as immoral and
frivolous, one loses the incentive to regard it as excusable.”6

Certain that the book would ignite this kind of quarrel, Kahn ar-
ranged for Senator Hubert Humphrey to enter an abridged ver-
sion of OTW into the Congressional Record as a Senate Document.
Humphrey was chairman of the Subcommittee on Disarmament of
the Committee on Foreign Relations. The senator threw his weight
behind Kahn’s ideas. “I consider it an honor to present [the pam-
phlet] because it embodies the intellectual honesty and rigor so much
needed in discussing the problems of our survival . . . Dr. Kahn ex-
amines without fear or favor many controversial problems. His views
. . . merit serious consideration by serious people.”7

Princeton University Press contracted with the History Book of
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the Month Club to offer OTW as its main selection for January 1961.
In its promotional literature, the book club editors wrote that Kahn’s
book was “of such importance that we are taking the extraordinary
action of recommending that our members not exercise their privi-
lege of rejection . . . His thesis . . . is frightening and repugnant, but
just for these reasons one which must be given the most sober atten-
tion.” The accompanying pamphlet predicted the book would be-
come notorious. “For that reason if for no other . . . the Kahn gospel
demands serious attention. To many it will seem repulsive and to
some fantastic, but no one can afford simply to shrug it off.” While
Kahn and his editor pitched their marketing campaign to this possi-
bility, they were wholly unprepared for the ballyhoo touched off by
an early review of OTW’s unthinkable thoughts.8

The Newman Affair

As a young lawyer, James Newman had devoted himself to atomic
energy. One of his chief accomplishments was authoring an early
draft of the Atomic Energy Act of 1945. When Gerard Piel launched
Scientific American magazine in May 1948, he hired Newman to run
the book review department. While it wasn’t a public affairs journal,
each issue featured a lead article and book reviews about the political
and social consequences of scientific advances. Piel had a longstand-
ing interest in the atomic bomb, and advocated the Acheson-
Lilienthal proposal to internationalize atomic science. In the spring
of 1950, defying the FBI, he dared to publish a series of articles on
the ramifications of the hydrogen weapon at a time when the Tru-
man administration sought to stifle public discussion of the matter.
Piel was pleased with Newman’s treatment of On Thermonuclear War.
“When he had the Kahn book,” he exulted, “he was inspired.”9

Newman opened his review with a sarcastic flourish, excerpts of
which were subsequently quoted in nearly every book review and
profile about Kahn.

Is there really a Herman Kahn? It is hard to believe. Doubts
cross one’s mind almost from the first page of this deplorable
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book: no one could write like this; no one could think like
this. Perhaps the whole thing is a staff hoax in bad taste.

The evidence as to Kahn’s existence is meager. The bio-
graphical note states that . . . he was trained as a physicist and
a mathematician. This explains, he says, why he finds it “both
satisfying and illuminating to distinguish the three kinds of
deterrence by I, II, and III, [despite the fact that] many people
have been distressed with the nonsuggestive nature of the or-
dinal numbers.” I find this passionate attachment to the ordi-
nal numbers implausible.

One more personal note. In his preface Kahn says he car-
ried the manuscript around for a year “on airplanes and rail-
roads.” This has the ring of truth . . . At times it almost seems
as though the author is suffering from motion sickness.

Kahn may be the RAND Corporation’s General Bourbaki,
the imaginary individual used by a school of French mathe-
maticians to test outrageous ideas. The style of the book cer-
tainly suggests teamwork. It is by turns waggish, pompous,
chummy, coy, brutal, arch, rude, man-to-man, Air Force crisp,
energetic, tongue-tied, pretentious, ingenuous, spastic ironi-
cal, savage, malapropos, square-bashing and moralistic. Sole-
cisms, pleonasms and jargon abound; the clichés and fused
participles are spectacular; there are many sad examples of
what Fowler calls cannibalism—words devouring their own
kind. How could a single person produce such a caricature?

No less remarkable is the substance of the book. An ecstatic
foreword by Klaus Knorr of Princeton University’s Center of
International Studies states that this is “not a book about the
moral aspects of military problems.” The disclaimer is much
to the point; it is exactly wrong. This is a moral tract on mass
murder: how to plan it, how to commit it, how to get away
with it, how to justify it.

He concluded his “portrait of the mind of Herman Kahn” with the
words: “Herman Kahn, we are told [by Klaus Knorr], is ‘one of the
very few who have managed to avoid the “mental block” so character-
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istic of writers on nuclear warfare.’ The mental block consists, if I am
not mistaken, of a scruple for life. This evil and tenebrous book, with
its loose-lipped pieties and its hayfoot-strawfoot logic, is permeated
with a bloodthirsty irrationality such as I have not seen in my years of
reading.”10

While Newman’s was not, strictly speaking, the first review, it
was among the first, and it set the agenda for the debate about OTW,
including the defamation of Kahn’s character. “We were horrified
that the New York Times had solemnly reviewed the . . . book as
though it was a subject for civilized discourse,” Piel recalled. He
made only one editorial correction to Newman’s copy. “He had a
wonderful line” comparing Kahn’s distinctions among numbers of
dead to SS deliberations to the effect that “if lampshades will be
made of Jewish skin, it should be done with good taste. We decided
that we didn’t quite need that one.” Piel didn’t expect an outcry,
but he didn’t particularly mind when the magazine received scores
of approving letters. “We just thought it was a swell review and
that took care of that one, and let’s get on with the next subject . . .
We went to press. We were happy to see it make a rumpus when it
did get published, because I was appalled by the way people were
talking.”11

Newman’s review was excerpted in The Washington Post in late
February. The March issue of Scientific American had already ap-
peared, and the Post’s readers immediately registered their responses.
Their letters to the editor offer a snapshot of the moral seriousness
with which letter-writing people understood their present moment.
One man defended Kahn’s uprightness: “Only a butcher, or a fiction,
[Newman] shrieks, could even suggest” the possibility of nuclear
war. “Newman, alas, is no fiction, but is only too typical of our gener-
ation. He entirely ignores the fact that our Nation is preparing and
must prepare for dreadful possibilities. Is it immoral to ask us to
reflect harder on what these possibilities really may be?” Another
reader trumpeted Newman’s review as “a magnificent statement
which should be reprinted as a pamphlet and given wide circulation.”
Kahn’s book was a product of RAND, the nation’s foremost think
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tank, which had substituted “the brain-power of computers . . . for
the critical and creative activities of men.” It was only in light of the
“coming world of computers” where “man is . . . little more than a bi-
ological nuisance” that it was “possible to be blasé about 50 million
casualties,” as Kahn had been.12

Kahn was wounded and surprised by Newman’s slurs and the let-
ters it inspired. He wrote privately, “Most of it is, of course, just abu-
sive. Much of the rest is just the worst kind of anti-militarism . . .
Does he really think it is wrong to make distinctions, not to do the
best one can if war comes, not keep our conceptual, doctrinal, and
linguistic framework up to date?” He drafted a rejoinder that his edi-
tor at Princeton University Press could send to The Washington Post.
In his cover letter he explained, “My efforts were touched off by the
visit of some friends from Washington, who told me that everyone
who knows me or has even heard of me is talking about the Newman
review and that therefore, either to capitalize on the excitement or
just to defend myself, I ought to have an answer published in the
Post.” His suggested letter asked: “Is OTW a ‘Moral Tract on Mass
Murder?’ ‘Yes,’ says James R. Newman. In his lengthy review of
Herman Kahn’s book, Mr. Newman could not find a single item of
merit. He attacked the author’s syntax, sanity, diction, digestion, mo-
rality, grammar, humanity, organization, rationality, competence, and
even cast doubt on his existence. We were awed. As publishers we do
not take sides on such substantive issues. However, we are proud to
have published this book.” This was followed with a handful of ex-
cerpts from laudatory reviews. Kahn closed with the pitch:

We do not mean to imply by the above that all the people
cited support Mr. Kahn. Far from it. Many disagree violently
and probably only Kahn agrees with all of Kahn. We do mean
to assert that OTW is an important book which all who are in-
terested in National Security and the Arms Race should read;
that even if you disagree with Mr. Kahn you are likely to be
instructed and stimulated . . . and that if you would like to
make up your own mind about this controversial book, why
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then as publishers we are delighted to suggest that you go out
and buy a copy. At all bookstores for $10.00.

Princeton University Press published Kahn’s riposte in The Reporter,
The New York Times, The New York Times Book Review, The Washing-
ton Post, The Times Herald, The Nation, The New Leader, The New Re-
public, and The Progressive.13

While he was pleased to receive acclaim from a spectrum of public
figures, Kahn could not coax Scientific American to publish a rebuttal.
On March 6, 1961, he wrote the first of a string of letters to the mag-
azine’s editor. “Dear Mr. Flanagan, I have just read Mr. Newman’s
review . . . and can only say that it should not have appeared in a
magazine called the Scientific American.” The problem with the re-
view was that Newman had shrugged off the necessity of engaging
any of OTW’s major arguments. He simply wreathed excerpts with
moral censure. “If you are interested in a serious discussion of the
difficulties and techniques which specialists have in coming to grips
with this unpleasant problem, I would be delighted to prepare one
for you.” He offered to write an article called “Thinking about the
Unthinkable,” which would consider “the methodological, psycho-
logical, and moral problems that anyone attempting a serious analysis
of national security must face.”14

Flanagan responded curtly that the title of Kahn’s proposed essay
“precisely expresses my personal view of the matter in reverse.” Since
there wasn’t “much point” in this kind of thinking, “I should prefer to
devote my thoughts to how nuclear war can be prevented. It is for
this reason that we must decline your offer to give us your article.”15

Kahn was baffled. He tried again. He registered his surprise that
Flanagan had interpreted his comments as simple huffing indigna-
tion against Newman’s invective. On the contrary, the matter was po-
litical and impersonal: “Nuclear war may be unthinkable but it is not
impossible.” Unless Flanagan believed that unilateral disarmament
was the only possible future for humanity, “I fail to see how you can
devote your thoughts to how nuclear war can be prevented without
thinking about nuclear war itself.” Kahn offered to discuss the prob-
lem with him in person. Flanagan declined and moved to close off
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their correspondence. While “it is good of you to make yourself avail-
able . . . I do not think that any purpose would be served by such a
meeting. We know your views, and I believe you know ours. Perhaps
. . . we should simply agree to disagree.”16

Unwilling to let the matter drop, Kahn pressed Flanagan a third
time. If Scientific American rejected immediate unilateral disarma-
ment, then it affirmed some kind of deterrence, which could not be
addressed by not thinking about it. “You seem . . . unwilling to ask
‘What would happen if this establishment were used or if the Soviets
challenged us?’ I now conjecture, I hope incorrectly, that you are will-
ing to put complete, if temporary, faith in deterrence and therefore
find it unnecessary to analyze these notions more carefully.” But
should these ideas be kept out of the pages of his magazine? If his
article “Thinking about the Unthinkable” was not wanted, would
Flanagan agree to publish something from Kahn in the Letters sec-
tion?17

Herbert Bailey, Jr., director of Princeton University Press, stepped
in with a plea to Flanagan to meet Kahn. “I hope that at least the two
of you will be able to agree on the meaning of ‘unthinkable’—some-
thing too horrible to think of, or something beyond the possibility of
thought. Whether you can agree on anything else is a question that
ought to be explored.” Bailey seconded Kahn that Newman had
sniped at Kahn himself, not the ideas in his book. “Newman did not
really review the book; he simply objected to its existence . . . to the
whole idea of thinking about the possibility of thermonuclear war.”18

In a terse reply, Flanagan agreed to consider a letter to the editor.
Incensed by Flanagan’s condescension, Kahn batted back one last let-
ter expressing disgust with the whole affair. “Well-wishing friends”
and “gossips” had reported to him that Newman and Piel were im-
mensely proud of the review and had sent reprints to everyone they
knew. “I am also told that Mr. Newman habitually discusses me in
semi-public and private meetings in four-letter words but has de-
clined the opportunity to confront me in any sort of public debate.”
Apparently Newman loudly approved Flanagan’s and Piel’s decision
to forbid Kahn a platform to “propagate my ‘obscene’ views.” This
was too much: “Altogether I get a picture of such emotional bias and
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uncritical self-righteousness that it makes me believe you would not
do the reasonable thing even out of motives of prudence and self-
protection, much less fairness and objectivity.”19

Since Flanagan refused to meet him in person, Kahn was obliged
to enumerate Newman’s errors by letter. He stated firmly, “I do wish
to make clear that [his] inaccuracies . . . are not my major objection
. . . It is the level of the discussion, the proud and self-satisfied un-
willingness to ‘think about the unthinkable,’ and the implication . . .
that anybody who takes the details of defense problems seriously is
either a knave or a fool.” While Newman was free to revile the sub-
ject, “it seems rather absurd to have as a reviewer of books on defense
a man who objects to writing or thinking about any details of the
subject.” In closing, Kahn once again offered to submit a letter of re-
buttal to Scientific American provided Flanagan publish it in its en-
tirety.20

Piel recalled that he thought it was “a deplorable nuisance that
people were so misled as to take indignation at the review we pub-
lished.” He was unmoved by Kahn’s and Bailey’s appeals to fair play.
“We weren’t interested in publishing Herman Kahn in the Scientific
American. So far as we were concerned, we attempted to represent
in our moral and political and social attitude the consensus of the
scientific community. The rest of the spectrum of opinion was well
covered in other parts of the press. Those were open to Herman
Kahn. Let him use them. We certainly weren’t going to give him
house room.”21

Piel explained that he was ideologically opposed to the profes-
sional interests of the civilian defense intellectuals at RAND and
elsewhere. “That’s something that we hire the military for and put
them in uniforms to conduct this monstrous, inhuman enterprise of
warfare.” But credentialed scientists working for the military were
“moochers on the work of their betters.” “That whole RAND Cor-
poration nest” was peopled by mediocrities poaching on the labors of
academic scientists. “RAND analysts were like jackals around the
lions picking up after them.”22

Kahn’s friends at RAND scrawled indignant letters to Flanagan
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and Piel. John Williams protested, “I do not believe that those of us
so engaged are evil, though some do . . . The organization to which
Kahn and I belong is characterized in one Russian journal as the
Academy of Death and Destruction, and another expresses the view
that our scientists should be beheaded. I trust that Mr. Newman will
not echo these [ideas] in the Scientific American.” Another letter de-
fended Kahn’s notorious distinction among numbers of dead. “Does
Mr. Newman really value human life? . . . We would all prefer that no
one . . . die from any cause; but if some must die, then surely a scruple
for human life values a 2-to-1 cut in the death rate! Surely it takes a
strange valuation of human life to reject, out of hand, consideration
of non-provocative measures that might save tens of millions of lives
in and after a nuclear attack.”23

In his note to his friend William Clifford, an editor at Simon and
Schuster, Bailey demanded, “Do you object to publication . . . by
Princeton University Press, or do you feel simply that it should not
have been published at all by anybody?” If Kahn directed unwilling
attention to “grim realities,” then wasn’t that a good thing? In fact, it
was one of the book’s merits “that it can provoke even such hysterical
diatribes as Newman’s review.” In his reply to the RAND mathema-
tician Richard Bellman, who sent angry letters protesting OTW to
twelve periodicals as well as to Princeton University Press, he ap-
plauded Kahn’s civic courage in assigning “numbers to . . . catastro-
phes that are virtually beyond imagination.” Of course the numbers
were provisional. But “I firmly believe that the book . . . is doing a lot
of good in the world . . . [in] forcing people to look at the numbers
and if possible to try to find better ones.”24

OTW had sold so well in its first three months (14,204 copies) that
Princeton University Press had planned a series of follow-up ads well
before the Newman review appeared. PUP expanded this round of
advertising “to help combat the effects of [Newman’s] review,” ac-
cording to the Press’s marketing director. “If anything, [it] adds to
our wish to do everything possible . . . to see the book more widely
promoted and distributed.” With great satisfaction Bailey reported to
Kahn that he had decided to use his proposed rejoinder for a large-
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format ad in The Washington Post. The marketing campaign, com-
bined with Kahn’s exasperated efforts to disseminate his ideas, sus-
tained the issue as a public scandal for several years. For a book on
nuclear strategy over 650 pages long, OTW did very well indeed. It
sold 23,847 copies in its first eighteen months.25

But Do We Live in Kahn’s World?

The critical reception of OTW offers a tableau of people’s preoccupa-
tions in 1961: anxiety about the impact of computerized weapons
systems on the nation’s defense, the influence of systems analysts on
policy, repugnance for Kahn’s grotesque style, and expressions of de-
spair, bitterness, fear, and regret.

In a review for The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists designed to pre-
empt criticism of Kahn’s comic style, Walter Marseille observed,
“Funeral directors are not supposed to gambol or frolic in public.
Kahn does not violate these taboos, but his . . . prose deals so enthu-
siastically with the grimmest problems that the reader cannot help
expecting him to do so at any time.” Other reviewers were not so
generous. “Geminus,” the author of a column in The New Scientist,
voiced his “profound objection” to Kahn’s “grisly jokes like mega-
death.” Such tomfoolery disgraced the vocation of science. “Rightly
or wrongly the RAND Corporation is regarded the world over as a
scientific organization. Mr. Kahn’s little fun is one important way in
which people in general come to believe that scientists have merely
an irresponsible attitude towards the problems of our times.” A re-
viewer for a journal on religion and public affairs also chided Kahn
for his “curiously chatty . . . digressing . . . jazzy style”: “A certain
awe—to put it mildly—should surround our contemplation of [nu-
clear war] . . . It should not . . . be set forth in jazz-talk.” Irked, Kahn
reproached him for fearing moral pollution in a letter to the journal’s
editor. “It is indispensable that some people at some time for some
purposes suspend their awe long enough to find out just exactly what
it is we are talking about.”26
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The historian Gabriel Kolko blasted The New York Times book re-
viewer, Jerome Spingarn, for certifying Kahn’s benignity. Spingarn
had coyly offered the usual portrait: “It should be stated that Kahn is
a cheery and gregarious Californian without a trace of bitterness, and
a zestful gourmet who certainly cannot feel detached about the pros-
pect of decades of poisoned crops.” Kolko fumed, “It is significant
that Mr. Spingarn pauses to attempt to show that a man who pro-
poses basing political strategy on the assumption of 40 million deaths
also loves life.” He was horrified by Kahn’s “abjectly dehumanized”
view of postwar prospects. Not only does he “destroy all possibilities
for sanity and democracy,” but “in the name of defending ‘freedom,’
the Kahns of America would create mountains of corpses and an
authoritarian and irrational society.” Spingarn, in turn, confirmed
his man’s rectitude. “Mr. Kahn’s integrity and intellectual honesty
and those of his book’s sponsor, Princeton’s Center of International
Studies, need no defense from me.” Like Marseille and Bailey, like
Strachey, like all of Kahn’s defenders, Spingarn retorted that it was
easier to malign the man than fix one’s attention on the implications
of cold war peace through deterrence. Surely OTW ought “to be . . .
analyzed on its merits.”27

Whether or not the book’s arguments could be creditably addressed
at all was an open question. The philosopher Irving Louis Horowitz
diagnosed among the “new civilian strategists” a confusion from
which they could not extricate themselves. The concept of deterrence
was dangerously unstable. The defense intellectuals talked of disar-
mament when they meant arms control; they talked of arms control
when they meant the perpetual modernization of the strategic arse-
nal; they talked of deterrence when they meant the capability to
fight a nuclear war. Deterrence could swell to include war-fighting
or swerve to the niceties of arms control and inspection. Horowitz
warned that “until the logical status of this concept is made plain,”
nuclear strategy “will obfuscate and disguise policy considerations,
and, worse, . . . cast serious doubt on . . . disarmament negotia-
tions.”28
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More damningly, Horowitz charged Kahn’s vaunted scientific
approach as a debauched rationality wholly divorced from early mod-
ern ethical reason. What long ago had been science’s stately, well-
earned independence from state and church doctrinal authority
had by now jettisoned morality. It assumed that “indifference to
valuational issues, if not stupidity in the face of them, is the best pos-
sible pose for the true scientific mind.” Solemnly, dolefully, Horowitz
concluded that systems analysis had lured American scientific cre-
ativity into a blind alley. Its abstractions could not possibly penetrate
“the actual conflict of interests that exists.” The result was that the
new civilian militarists wobbled between haughtiness and indiffer-
ence, forsaking the heritage of science’s historic alliance “with the
deepest causes of human survival and growth.”29

Whereas Horowitz regarded Kahn’s approach to nuclear war as
an adulterated form of means–ends rationality from which social
and ethical content had been expunged, the mathematician Anatol
Rapoport objected to the social content in the work of the defense
intellectuals. His book Strategy and Conscience was an ideological
exposé—unmasking allegedly neutral categories as harbors for
societally specific values. In fact, he wrote it in white-hot response to
OTW. “The starting point was my ‘gut reaction’ to the writings and
lectures of Mr. Kahn, who is the arch villain . . . I have cast him in the
role of arch villain, because he showed himself to be way ahead of the
traditionalists—a living demonstration of where strategic thinking is
taking us.”30

Rapoport refused to accept the validity of the science or sentiment
dilemma. Kahn had metamorphosed political conflict into mathe-
matical jargon. By doing so he shielded decision makers from “the
awareness of the implications of their . . . policies.” While “those who
know him tell me that he is a kind and perceptive person,” Kahn’s af-
fability did not obviate the fact that institutions like RAND filtered
out the social, political, and historical significance of their recom-
mendations.31

Mark Hedden accepted OTW ’s stoical dogma—“We did not
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choose this world; we just live in it”—as Kahn’s unimpeachable ratio-
nale. “But,” he demanded, “do we live in Kahn’s world?” He challenged
the assumption that America’s enemies were “bright, knowledgeable,
and malevolent.” Kahn had made no attempt to demonstrate that such
an enemy actually imperiled the United States. Hedden concluded
that OTW was more properly a work of propaganda rather than a
scientific study so much did Kahn “weight his data.”32

Kahn’s pose of scientific detachment became the focus of liberal
anxiety. Had his impassivity triggered “the hysteria of Mr. Newman,
et al.?” John Strachey of the London Institute of Strategic Studies
wondered whether the ideals of cultured humanism were compatible
with the cold war imperatives that shaped national security and the
NATO alliance. Would humanism be vanquished in the thermonu-
clear age? He argued that Kahn had surpassed the works of the peace
movement in filling out the grisly realities of the post-attack world.
Having “out-described” the peace activists, he outlined policies such
as active and civil defense that offered a better chance of preventing
war than unilateral disarmament. Since the Soviets had forced upon
the West the grinding choice between appeasement or defiance, he
concluded that Kahn’s counterforce arguments honorably straddled
anticommunism and humanism.33

An anonymous essayist in the Times Literary Supplement suspected
that the systems analysts’ formative training omitted political and
historical study, which would explain their failure to penetrate the
meaning of their own work. “At times one seriously wonders whether
the authors have any real comprehension of those western values . . .
which they claim so staunchly to defend.” From the “infinite com-
plexities of reality,” the analysts plucked and simplified a handful of
factors. “There is more to every problem, military or political, than
can ever be quantified and fed into a computer, and every situation
which confronts the statesman will be unforeseeably complicated and
entirely unique.” Their models and scenarios were oddly apolitical.
The span between their scenarios and reality was “as great as that be-
tween an electronic computer and a fully developed human brain.”34
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Evidence from OTW suggested that Kahn believed the USSR was
ravenous for world domination. What he overlooked were the mul-
tiple interests that conditioned and nuanced Soviet policy, “ideol-
ogy . . . [being] only one factor among many.” The whole pack of
strategists invited scorn for assuming Russia’s “deluded or terrorized
mass of automata” were governed by “fanatics.” Given the crudeness
of their political understanding, the TLS essayist suggested that
it would be best for all if they cultivated an attitude of “skeptical
and self-doubting humility” and restricted themselves to charting the
range of action open to more qualified persons. “Their skills do not
qualify them to take either political or military decisions.”35

A critic for The National Review rebuked Kahn for not being
properly dedicated to the struggle against communism. “The multi-
farious levels of the Communist attack upon the West . . . the aims
and ends of our struggle as they operatively affect our actions—all
these are missing from the world in which Herman Kahn’s mind
moves back and forth over the data like a flashing computer endowed
with an adventurous imagination.” OTW was altogether too formal
for his liking. “It would be only a slight exaggeration to say that in
this book any great power X could be substituted for the concrete So-
viet enemy, and any great power Y substituted for the United States,
without requiring serious emendation of the text.” Genuinely com-
mitted cold warriors should therefore read OTW mindful of its “dis-
tortion of understanding.”36

While Kahn made sparing use of game theory, critics wrongly
elided systems analysis with Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s math-
ematics of game theory. For example, in The New Republic Robert
Paul Wolff, a Harvard philosopher, objected to Kahn’s use of game
theory with the argument that “in the first place, Game Theory as-
sumes a simplified, closed-off, calculable situation in which the con-
testants act on ‘rational’ motives.” Just as classical economic theory
interpreted market behavior in light of the figment Homo economicus,
so Kahn postulated Thermonuclear Man, “an enemy bent simply on
military domination.” The result was an inane exercise in threats
among robotic belligerents. Kahn’s fabrications were maddening.
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“The reader may search the book for the slightest hint as to the ori-
gins of [his data]. He will find no citations of studies by economists,
nor even a cryptic reference to classified documents. The whole is an
essay in imagination.”37

The essayists Walter Goldstein and S. M. Miller borrowed the
expression “crackpot realism” from C. Wright Mills to characterize
the rugged realpolitik that justified Kahn’s approach to nuclear war-
fighting. In their portrait of Kahn as “military ideologist,” they de-
clared, “Each of his premises is based not upon empirical evidence
but upon abstracted inferences.” The problem was that “in his effort
to explore new hypotheses, Kahn often distorts his perspective so
greatly that his strategic scenarios become further and further re-
moved from reality.” By focusing wholly on technical considerations
such as the “rationality of conflict, the extension of communications,
and the perfection of nuclear gadgets,” the worldview of OTW exhib-
ited a peculiar “quality of fantasy plus realistic analysis,” rendering it
“more bizarre and sensitive to common sense objections.” Alastair
Buchan made much the same point, objecting to Kahn’s tendency to
generalize from hypothetical scenarios so broadly and so often that
much of OTW amounted to “political nonsense.” “He says elsewhere,
‘We cannot afford to eliminate completely our ability to go to war if
provoked in some extreme fashion.’ But will the Soviet Union, know-
ing the stakes, ever offer an extreme provocation? What does ‘ex-
treme’ mean in so dire a context?”38

To his critics, the objects, methods, and values belonging to specu-
lative literature, public policy, and the sciences were incommensura-
ble. On these grounds, they complained that Kahn’s book should
have been marketed as something other than a scientific work. In
his “Critique of Some Contemporary Defence Thinking,” P. M. S.
Blackett suggested that Kahn’s postwar world picture had abandoned
the demonstrable rationality of operations research. “When a highly
simplified model has to be used, any prediction . . . is likely to be so
uncertain that it is essential to check it against the conclusions
reached in a more intuitive manner by attempting to envisage the sit-
uation as a whole.” Given the model’s uncertainty, Blackett, unlike
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the men at RAND, admonished, “Never should [an operations re-
search group] fall into the trap of decking out what is essentially only
a hunch with a pseudo-scientific backing.”39

The strategist John Polanyi was also troubled by Kahn’s quanti-
fication of the geo-political universe. Whereas the actual world ex-
hibited “staggering complexity,” Kahn’s model was simple enough to
permit numerical manipulation. But he doubted whether anything
useful could be extracted from these transactions, “if we are forced,
ultimately, to rely on an intuitive assessment of the reasonableness of
[its] conclusions . . . It will be enough to note that the intuitive as-
sessment is not made in vacuo but will undoubtedly be influenced by
the calculation it is meant to assess.”40

What Blackett called the “verbal and scholastic bias” of systems
analysis, Paul Johnson of The New Statesman regarded as purest dem-
agoguery. Casting Kahn as the very epitome of RAND, Johnson
condemned systems analysis for grossly misrepresenting itself as
authoritative science. “I call the work of the Corporation a pseudo-
science for the simple reason that its exponents have no means of
verifying their conclusions by experiment . . . These studies are es-
sentially works of science fiction.” Because the simulationists un-
folded their speculations within the circuit of a dogma rather than
pressing ahead in an open-ended process, he likened them to medi-
eval scholastics. “The schoolmen believed that the world would soon
be destroyed by God; their problem was to discover a system of belief
and a code of morals which would permit the human race to survive
this catastrophe and pass safely to the other side.” Accordingly, they
stuffed the encyclopedic universe into their cosmological design. The
problem was that their founding assumption “could not be proved; it
could only be believed.” Whether tricked out in precedent or eco-
nomic and physics jargon, intuition and wisdom would still guide the
military in the thermonuclear age.41

The snare in systems analysis was its attractively implacable bru-
tality. “Ambitious young politicians who have yet to experience the
sobering reality of taking life-and-death decisions could be—and, I
believe, have been—corrupted by such books. They possess an intel-
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lectual ruthlessness which appeals strongly to men learning—or
yearning—to wield the levers of power.” Such books wielded an un-
wholesome influence over officers “whose moral reflexes have been
blunted by the exigencies of the Cold War.” Without grounding in
philosophy, history, and political theory, scientifically oriented young
officers could not recognize the “evil dogma” communicated by fu-
turology’s scientific veneer. Johnson concluded in the strongest possi-
ble terms: “Books like these should be treated as pornography
within the meaning of the act; otherwise we may all be factored into
oblivion.”

In the teeth of these arguments, Marseille countered that OTW
was defensible in spite of its unproven models. Kahn “freely admits
the incomplete, tentative and speculative character of the group re-
search which led to his conclusions.” But in spite of the impossibility
of evaluating his conjectures about a post-attack world, Marseille ar-
gued that Kahn’s deterrence arguments were well-founded. After all,
how could one be sure that the Soviets had ruled out a first strike?
Perhaps they would not, in which case, like it or not, Americans must
face up to the possibility of suffering a nuclear strike against their
cities. He found this line of thought persuasive. “If this factor is taken
into account, the question is not . . . [whether] nuclear defense can
be proved. It is only necessary to show that at the present time
nobody can prove the impossibility of nuclear defense—and all of
Kahn’s major conclusions follow.” No sensible man would haplessly
rely on the promises of his mortal enemy not to exploit his vulnera-
bilities. Wasn’t self-defense, procuring protection against enemy as-
sault, a better safeguard? “This is so obvious that our almost com-
plete neglect of civil defense appears incomprehensible.”42

Marseille invoked the failed reality principle to explain why dis-
armers did not yield to the good sense of civil defense. The peace
movement had mesmerized itself with the wish that because nuclear
war was “insanely horrible,” it will never happen. Marseille’s notion
of political and psychological realism was as hard to swallow as
Kahn’s. His remarks prompted letters to the Bulletin disparaging
Kahn and civil defense. One woman cried, “Unless we come to grips
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with basic issues of the nuclear threat and refute the barbarous illogic
of such men as Air-Force-Rand-subsidized Kahn, then we may ex-
pect even less meaningful exploration of the infinitely complex inter-
national conflicts.”43

Marseille was unmoved. In response, he interpreted disarmament
as a “deep-seated emotional resistance against the possibility of nu-
clear war. Mrs. Petrick’s letter exhibits a strong dislike of nuclear
war—an emotion which is healthy, but hardly noteworthy, since it is
shared by three billion other human beings.” She missed the point al-
together by accusing Kahn of war-mongering. The problem was not
that Kahn proposed the numbers of casualties America could absorb
and still recover; the problem was that the enemy has actually ac-
cepted catastrophic losses already—could, has, and might again in
the future. He asked bluntly, if belittlingly, “What guarantee can
Mrs. Petrick give us that Khrushchev’s and Mao’s calculations will
always be less ‘monstrous,’ ‘barbarous,’ and illogical than those of
Herman Kahn? Does she want us to ignore the fact that the Com-
munists actually have accepted many millions of casualties, more
than once, in the pursuit of their peacetime collectivization pro-
grams?”44

Some people in the peace movement praised Kahn for his un-
flinching realism. The disarmament activist H. Stuart Hughes wailed
that “the arguments of most ‘peace’ people seem vacuous and senti-
mental” compared to those of the defense intellectuals. Unless the
peace community could “meet and answer the magisterial authority
of a Herman Kahn,” they would remain marginal to the national
debate. At the center of the cold war dilemma was the question
whether “the matters at issue between us and the Communist world
[are] worth such a sacrifice?”45

Though skeptical of the necessity of readying the country for nu-
clear war-fighting, Hughes noted that “it would be easy—all too
easy—to dismiss the Kissingers and the Kahns and the Schellings as
bloodthirsty men who have computing machines where their hearts
should be.” Yet he affirmed the probity of all three men. In spite of
having assumed belligerent positions on deterrence, they were not
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immoral. “Faced with the frightful dilemmas of peace and war today,
the best any man can do is . . . make his . . . choice in the agony of his
conscience,” he reflected, “convinced that whatever he does will be in
some sense wrong, that, like Pascal, he is making a desperate wager
in the dark, and that no one will forgive him if he proves to have been
in error.”46

From a mainstream Christian perspective, John Fry of Presbyterian
Life pondered the role of the Church in the thermonuclear age. He
implored his brethren to fix their hearts and minds on the possibility
of nuclear war in the hopes that they may “have the most imperative
and creative word to say.” Straining against American apathy, he
urged the Church to advocate arms control among its parishioners.
“People who want to stay alive, who enjoy human prospects, might
begin acting as if arms control were pertinent to continued human
community.” It was therefore important to learn from experts like
Kahn so that Christians could pore over their studies “line by line,
then begin looking for holes, shortcomings, omissions, obscurities,
unnecessary pessimism, unwarranted optimism. We must not ever be
convinced that foreign policy experts, nuclear physicists and program
analysts automatically have the last or the true word on survival.”
Failing that, Fry pressed his readers to confront the worst possible
outcome, nuclear war, with wisdom and grace. “Surely the Church
can begin talking to people about the possibility of mass death,” he
cried plaintively, “in a way that does not invoke despair or hysteria.
Christians above all should be able to know how to die.”47

Kahn’s civil defense proposals were a sticking point. Donald Mi-
chael, a policy analyst at the Brookings Institution, considered them
distastefully authoritarian. In his review for Science, he noted that
there was nothing in OTW to suggest that postwar reconstruction
could unfold within a democratic political order. “It seems clear . . .
that the required degree of peacetime integration and control of eco-
nomic, political, institutional, and personal activities would very
likely conflict with traditional concepts of the private and public
rights and privileges of Americans.” On these grounds alone, Kahn’s
recommendations should be rejected out of hand.48
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Another critic, John Bennett, directed attention to Kahn’s impov-
erished cultural imagination. Kahn had glossed over associational life
in his projections of the postwar world. “What will happen to the
emotional health or morale of the people, to the structures of com-
munity, to the quality of life, to the institutions of freedom?” Kahn’s
engagement with these matters was perfunctory at best. Establishing
civil defense in peacetime would suppress popular “moral revulsion”
against such precautions.49

The geographer Roy Wolfe was worried by Kahn’s either-or:
“Without nuclear war, a garrison state would be morally indefensible,
with nuclear war it would be . . . indispensable, or else chaos would
result.” Wolfe was especially attuned to the social complexity of the
built environment. “Here is a book on war in which all the old
geographic factors have disappeared. Forgotten are terrain, frontiers,
rivers, oceans.” There was no geopolitics, no heartland and frontier;
Kahn annihilated the distance between places. “The earth has be-
come a featureless sphere, inhabited by featureless populations, and
moves and countermoves pour out from the featureless computers.”
Cherished metropolitan institutions such as universities, libraries,
museums, zoos, public gardens, art galleries, opera houses, and con-
cert halls were largely located in the target zone. “Not once in this
large book is the existence of any of these recognized,” he wrote won-
deringly. “The repositories of knowledge and art in our great [cities]
are the indispensable cultural link between past and future. To Kahn,
it would seem, man is economic man, and nothing more.”50

Getting down to particulars, Wolfe faulted Kahn for his utterly
abstract notion of a nation’s activity. The hinterland of America, on
which Kahn’s projections for postwar recuperation rested, could not
plausibly be deracinated from target areas. “One of the chief charac-
teristics of a highly developed society is its nodality, with clusters of
intense, concentrated activity being connected to their supporting
hinterlands and to other clusters by a network of links.” If the nexus
that honeycombed the target areas with its outlying interspaces was
damaged, it was doubtful that whatever survived could reconstitute
the economy.51
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It wasn’t good science, it wasn’t good geography, it wasn’t good
policy. David Lilienthal complained that the simulations of the
RAND avant-garde “epitomize how ill-adapted . . . the scientific
method [was] to deal with the conflicts that . . . shake the world of
men.” These “exercises and stream-of-consciousness cerebration”
pursued “with such zest and confidence” besmirched “the good name
of science.” The scenarios, war games, and the rest of the intuitive
rigmarole of the simulationists were shuffled out of the purview of
the public accountability that was required for good government and
good science alike.52

On these grounds, Marcus Raskin, a onetime member of the Ken-
nedy administration’s National Security Council staff, argued that ad
hominem attacks were perfectly germane to the scrutiny of contem-
porary strategists. “Who paid whom to say what and why?” he de-
manded. Having combed through the works of all of the major strat-
egists sponsored by the government, think tanks, and universities, he
concluded that nuclear policy was “essentially metaphysical, with no
reference at all to numbers of weapons, the size of the budget, or the
power of the military establishment itself.” One could only surmise
that the business of the defense intellectuals was propaganda de-
signed to “justify and extend the existence of their employers.”53

Norman Thomas, the evergreen Socialist Party presidential nomi-
nee, embraced Kahn’s book in the service of his crusade against the
tyranny of nation-states. In The Saturday Review he wrote, “Mr.
Kahn deserves . . . attention from those of us who believe that uni-
versal disarmament down to a police level under a strengthened UN
is our sole valid hope of a decent existence for our race.” Was national
security and the sanctity of the nation-state worth defending no mat-
ter what the human cost? Why should humankind “deserve to sur-
vive” World War III? Only to renew ourselves for “new slaughter in
the strife of garrison states worshipping at the altars of National
Power.” Although Thomas’s campaign for world government had be-
come risible by 1961, he still commanded attention in the public
arena. His perverse commendation of OTW was oddly florid and
seemed stately enough to merit inclusion in a Princeton University
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Press advertisement. He promptly begged them to remove it (which
they did). “I abhor the book,” he wrote, “sharing quite largely the
opinion so vigorously expressed by Dr. James Newman.”54

The systems analysts’ worldview commanded much attention.
William Lee Miller spoke for many observers when he noted “the
language and method and assumptions needed for ‘analytical’ and
mathematical work often bootleg in an ethic and a metaphysic of a
dubious sort.” Indeed, a number of reviewers proposed glosses of the
metaphysics underlying Kahn’s proposals. One man, Sumner Rosen,
regarded OTW as the product of “a new breed of utopian writers . . .
spawned by the atomic age.” He argued that Kahn’s book was
flagrantly utopian by virtue of its representation of the world picture
of nuclear war in the past, present, and future. In OTW Kahn implic-
itly supposed that social harmony could be achieved through the ap-
plication of techniques used for natural investigation. “This book ac-
cepts . . . the threat of nuclear weapons . . . as part of the innate
design of the world, and proceeds to teach us how to use our brains
to control them, as we do to outsmart microbes and tame the rivers.”
Rosen emphatically rejected Kahn’s segregation of war-fighting mat-
ters from diplomatic and social concerns. Without an enveloping
“political and social context,” he declared, “they are, in the deepest
sense, meaningless.”55

While Rosen considered OTW to be an unsavory utopia because of
its thesis that human reason could master the catastrophe of nuclear
war, Midge Decter read the same book and saw politically useful sat-
ire. In her review of Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove some years later, she
observed, “Where Dr. Strangelove is at its best, it most resembles
Kahn in the way it rubs the hypothetical up against the real.” In fact,
she continued, “the movie could very easily have been written by
Herman Kahn himself; he outlines just such plots in his books.”
OTW had been stuffed with Strangelovian scenarios, but not because
Kahn suffered from social idiocy. On the contrary. He was exquisitely
sensitive to the radically near, horrific possibility for chaos the pres-
ent moment enjoined. Herman Kahn, she announced, “was perhaps
the most thoroughgoing negative utopian of our time. It may well be
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the most powerful dystopia of all times. Not even a George Orwell
could be expected to bring the point home to us with more dramatic
force.”56

While Rubinoff ’s remarks appeared in Philosophy Forum on the
occasion of the publication of the paperback version of the second
edition of OTW in 1969, his earnest, sad mood typified the tone of
many reviews probing Kahn’s metaphysics. Rubinoff was distressed
by Kahn’s nihilistic assumption that survival was the sole objective
of humankind, next to which the ethical question “What ought I
to do?” lost its pertinence. Civilization’s survival hardly counted as
an ethical principle, since no one disputed the merits of existence.
“While nihilism is the negation of values, it is at the same time an
affirmation of the negator.” Since nihilism was, strictly speaking,
self-transcendent, Rubinoff pondered the sort of human being pro-
jected by this method: l ’homme machine. “To adopt this attitude un-
critically runs the risk of confusing the power of apocalyptic destruc-
tion with the capacity to protect.”57

Rubinoff did not vilify Kahn but instead extended his sympathy to
the occupation of military analyst. “It is not Mr. Kahn but the world
which is at fault . . . We can hardly blame him for refusing to be a
theologian and metaphysician before assuming the responsibilities of
a tactician.” While metaphysics was not the chief concern of the nu-
clear strategist, necessity made it the predicament of the rest of hu-
manity.58

Most astonishingly, Rubinoff suggested that OTW could be the
doorway to “a new critique of consciousness, a new phenomenology
of mind.” It could be a catalytic means for investigating the evil re-
posing in industrialized civilization. In the therapeutic experience of
reading Kahn’s book, the “nihilism of l ’homme machine” could be
overcome by “imaginatively liv[ing] through, in order to transcend,
the human capacity for evil.” Once evil had been confronted “as de-
sire,” it could be neutralized. Rubinoff counseled his readers not to
consider nuclear war-fighting as the worst possible nightmare but to
address it whole-heartedly as the most intensely desired wish of con-
temporary life. Kahn’s book had a critical role to play in this. “It is
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only through such a Faustian immersion into the purgatory of the
human condition that we can cleanse ourselves of the illusions which
have given rise to the predicament in which we find ourselves. If read
with the proper imagination, Mr. Kahn’s book is a step in the direc-
tion of such a Faustian immersion.” Having done so, Americans
would be braced to take the necessary steps required to de-escalate
the cold war and disarm.59

While Kahn often succeeded in charming his audiences, he was
too busy establishing the Hudson Institute, and frankly too self-as-
sured, to manage the reception of his book by responding to every
slur. Every once in a while he would be moved to write letters to
journals or newspapers to correct some egregious exaggeration of his
views. He once chided the author of a series of articles published in
The San Francisco Chronicle for distorting his views. “Of course, peo-
ple are entitled to criticize my ideas, and maybe even my character,
but it would seem more reasonable to do so on the basis of what my
ideas really are.” To set the record straight, he laid down three propo-
sitions which he implored the readers of the paper to associate with
his name forever after:

(1) I do not prefer war to peace. I think we can try, and may
succeed in avoiding war. If we fight a war, I think it should, if
possible, be fought without nuclear weapons.
(2) I do not regard with equanimity the death of any number
of Americans—or Russians—no matter how small. On the
contrary, I am actively concerned with saving lives in all con-
tingencies.
(3) I believe that our country is worth taking risks to defend,
and that, although the Russians are not malevolent monsters
waiting to attack us as soon as they have a chance, it is neces-
sary and practical for us to be prepared to defend it.60

Some months later, Kahn synthesized the strands of his responses
to the reception of OTW into an article for The Saturday Evening Post
entitled “We’re Too Scared to Think.” He opened with the com-
plaint, “Few people have criticized my search for means of avoiding
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thermonuclear war—but I have been criticized severely for spending
any time at all on the problems of fighting, surviving and ending such
wars. To many, this is an unthinkable subject; any attempt to think
about it is either evil or insane.” The attack wasn’t personal, he was
sure; it was a reflection of the national mood. Americans were will-
fully deluded about the actual dangers in the present moment. “We
may come face to face with a blunt choice between surrender or war.
And we must face this possibility,” he declared. “We cannot wish it
away.” While he could easily sympathize with the fears and wishes
motivating disarmament, it was even more improbable than war. He
pointed out, “I know of no occasion in history in which negotiators
from two opposing nations . . . sat around a table and said, ‘We’re en-
emies. Let’s be friends.’” Just as it was folly to suppose that war was
impossible, it was just as irresponsible to consign this ultimate fact of
life to the President alone. “Plans cannot exist unless we face the hard
realities of the situation. We cannot do it by . . . thinking that in
Washington there is some . . . expert or . . . father figure doing all of
our thinking for us.”61

What was unthinkable to Kahn was that his fellow citizens could
not be roused from their stupor to acknowledge the intangible but
not improbable danger of war. “I am . . . troubled that so many
Americans today seem so unconcerned . . . And if a cataclysm should
occur, a historian from Mars would never believe that while there was
still time to think, to discuss, to plan, we failed to act because we had
our heads in the sand”—that when actually menaced by the possibil-
ity of nuclear war, Americans lolled.62

The Hudson Institute

By 1959 tension between RAND management and its strategists had
reached the breaking point. As a professional group, they yearned for
a wider sphere of influence. Alain Enthoven later complained, “We
were doing very important studies on very important matters, on
which we had conclusions that really should be listened to and acted
on and were being received politely and filed away. I became . . . fed
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up.” He resigned in April 1960 and emigrated to the office of the di-
rector of defense for research and engineering at the Pentagon. In
February 1960 Albert Wohlstetter submitted a 69-page memoran-
dum to senior management airing his grievances. While outlining
his thoughts, he conferred with a knot of resentful men, including
Henry Rowen, Andrew Marshall, Burton Klein, Armen Alchian,
Edward Barlow, James Digby, Charles Hitch, John Williams, Olaf
Helmer, and Herman Kahn.63

By the time OTW appeared in print, RAND’s president, Frank
Collbohm, had announced a plan to restructure research procedures
and administration. Like his colleagues, Kahn felt smothered by the
newly prohibitive clearance procedures. Collbohm’s hostility to civil
defense added to his growing disenchantment with RAND.

As a supplement to a major study of strategic air power, in 1956
Kahn and a colleague had proposed a research agenda in civil and
passive defense. His analysis subsequently ballooned into a substan-
tial study, which appeared in several RAND publications. Senior
management and the air force were mortified. Civil defense was
anathema to the philosophy of air power. Kahn had anticipated ob-
jections from the air force advisory board, but he had not expected
Collbohm to try to choke off independent research. Kahn coaxed a
senior vice-president to approve his civil defense study. “People said
. . . this would probably be the end since the president wouldn’t stand
for it. Then I got into a series of fights with the president and . . . I
got pretty nasty.” He accused Collbohm of cravenly submitting to the
air force. Collbohm countered that civil defense deflected attention
away from air power, and that what had been intended as an annex to
a report would soon swamp the original study. “Basically I said that
the study would be dull and uninteresting. It got very interesting and
Collbohm thought I promised to keep it dull.” Collbohm also com-
plained about Kahn’s scamper around the country with his OTW
briefing. “It ended up with the president telling me that if I stayed at
home at RAND and worked on what I was supposed to work on,
then things would be fine.” Kahn bridled. “I just didn’t want to work
under their restrictions, and then I decided to start something of my
own invention. I just can’t work around silly restrictions. I quit.”64
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When Kahn returned to Santa Monica after his fellowship at
Princeton, he and Max Singer toyed with the idea of creating a
wholly autonomous unit within RAND. But in the wake of tensions
with his boss, constrictions on researchers’ autonomy, and Kahn’s
unexpected fame, his friends urged him to create his own institute.
By spring 1961, Kahn had decided to leave.

Financing for Kahn’s new organization, the Hudson Institute, came
from a donor associated with Nelson Rockefeller’s circle of advisers,
as well as advances for contracted studies. IBM’s Federal Systems
Division, the Martin Company, the MITRE Corporation, and the
Stanford Research Institute gave Hudson its first commissions.65

In September 1962 the staff of the new think tank settled into
seven buildings on a twenty-one-acre wooded campus in Harmon-
on-Hudson. Unlike RAND, Hudson was resolutely independent
from proprietary sponsorship. At its opening ceremony, Kahn ex-
plained to reporters, “The difference between RAND and Hudson is
that RAND is the loyal opposition, and Hudson is not necessarily
even loyal. We will have people with security clearance, without it,
people who don’t want it and people who couldn’t get clearance if
they tried.” Undoubtedly, some of his staff would champion contro-
versial ideas. He added wryly, “I expect some minor scandals, but I
am almost immune to attack.”66
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EPILOGUE: A COMIC PHILOSOPHY

What . . . could be more splendidly sincere than the im-
pulse to play in real life, to rise on the rising wave of every
feeling and let it burst . . . into the foam of exaggeration?
Life is not a means, the mind is not a slave nor a photo-
graph: it has a right to enact a pose, to assume a panache
and to create what prodigious allegories it will for the
mere sport and glory of it.

george santayana, 1924

Parallel worlds, fateful coincidences, panaceas, sneaky ploys, Dooms-
day, the doubling of America in secret caverns underground—preg-
nant with marvelous doings, Kahn’s scenarios might easily have been
fairytales. While his performances were shot through with hilarity,
he enfolded his wonders in the parsimonious idiom of systems analy-
sis. The simulation aesthetic choked off the arousals of epic imagin-
ing. Only resolve, that grinding exertion of will, was permissible.

The marrow of On Thermonuclear War was Kahn’s faith in the ti-
tanic power of the futurological method. We can see this in the ques-
tion-and-answer exchanges he reproduced in the appendix to his
book. For example, briefing audiences grimly challenged his proph-
ecy of postwar reconstruction. Even if material resources were avail-
able, wouldn’t the survivors be paralyzed with shock? Could they
rally the psychological, political, and social wherewithal to rebuild?
Wasn’t it more realistic to expect chaos and rebellion? Kahn braved
their skepticism with an obtusely hopeful homily.



Assuming the program works no worse than calculations in-
dicate, we can . . . hope for . . . a trend toward conservatism
and an over-riding drive to rebuild all that has been destroyed.
The government will be able to give an honest account of its
reasons for going to war, one that will calm the ire of the pop-
ulace. The nation has destroyed the enemy that had to be de-
stroyed. It did so with fewer casualties than many expected.
More important, the government has a feasible and credible
plan for reconstruction. In short, all of our troubles were fore-
seen, evaluated, and found to be worth the cost.

Given that a reasonable program is presented, the people
will probably rally around and work for it . . . Nonetheless,
there might be serious long-term effects on our political and
economic institutions . . . But, equally well, we can imagine a
renewed vigor among the population with a zealous, almost
religious dedication to reconstruction . . . Clearly, the question
of what kind of political and economic institutions we could
have in the postwar period is not independent of the planning
that has been done—which is another pressing argument for
better planning.1

One can hardly picture the events suggested by Kahn’s handful of
slogans. While he suppressed the social milieu within which name-
less office-holders act and react in situations of world-historical con-
sequence, one can see through systems analysis to a livelier world pic-
ture. I call it comic: buoyant, sustaining, inviolate, dynamic.

Hegel once defined the comic hero as a man who enjoyed “an in-
herently firm personality . . . raised . . . above the downfall of the
whole [world] and is happy and assured in itself . . . Comedy has for
its . . . starting-point what tragedy may end with, namely an abso-
lutely reconciled and cheerful heart.” The hero’s complacency means
he will never stake his will wholeheartedly in any single enterprise
and therefore can never be deflated. “It is to this absolute freedom of
spirit which is utterly consoled in advance of every human undertak-
ing, to this world of private serenity, that [comedy] conducts us.”
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Hegel wrote wonderingly, “You can scarcely realize how men can
take things so easily.” In the comic world, actual limits to action dis-
solve. This is the crux of its magic: objective limits to human action
are abandoned. The comic spirit assumes a world in which human
cleverness is not checked by any terminus.2

Comic reason is the power to modify social and natural limits into
transient ones with the wit that exploits every contingency. It de-
scribes that happy conjunction of rationality, resolve, and mettle in
which war-fighting scenarios align with the war-fighting calcula-
tions of briefing tables and graphs. It attains an astoundingly neat
conformation of plan with happenstance, as in Kahn’s assurances
that “the government has a feasible and credible plan for reconstruc-
tion. In short, all of our troubles were foreseen, evaluated, and found
to be worth the cost.” Comic reason denotes the faculties of will, in-
tellect, and imagination that turn every fortuity to good purpose.
Kahn’s feint of anticipating every possible future springs from this
deathless conception of human and earthly nature. Under the sign of
comic reason, every obstacle is a temporary hindrance, to be con-
tested and always felicitously vanquished by ingenuity, given enough
time, money, and resolve.3

Thinking about the unthinkable outrides social pieties. But, alas,
human will is not the author of the universe that nuclear war would
assault. The living world is no modular tool or resource for extrac-
tion. The error is just here. Kahn magnified humankind’s mastery
over nonhuman being and processes, known and unknown. The non-
human world, that alarmingly uncivil reality, is not molded by wishes,
may yet be uncoercible, may yet stand fast against resolve. Slighting
this, Kahn lunged into a body of fog, winning victory from no resis-
tance at all. This is kitsch, a stroke against nothing.

Humankind can adapt, exhorted Kahn, devise solutions to prob-
lems, and alter habits. Humanity was not inert. Kahn’s comic reason
wished for decontamination technology and an anti-radiation cure-
all. It held out the possibility “that drugs can be developed which, if
taken in advance, will increase our ability to accept large radiation
doses.” He was not alone in this wish. Scores of people both high and
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low busied themselves in labs. In 1957 scientists at the Air Force
Laboratory at the University of Chicago began testing 10,000 differ-
ent compounds for their efficacy in protecting living tissue from radi-
ation injury. By spring 1961 they had identified four substances that
promised anti-radiation protection.4

In one experiment, they administered serotonin to laboratory mice
before irradiating them. The substance elevated a lethal dosage from
542 roentgens to 880 roentgens. In another experiment, AET gave
some protection to monkeys. Whereas a lethal dose was ordinarily
500 roentgens, with AET 80 to 90 percent of a monkey population
survived exposure to 700 roentgens, and 50 percent survived expo-
sure to 900 roentgens. Sulfur and even the nerve gas DFP were re-
ported to offer protection.5

Just as foolish as prescribing nerve gas as an antidote for fallout,
but heartbreakingly whimsical, was the experiment of a British pa-
thologist who valiantly turned out lollipops in his kitchen. His sugar
syrup contained iodine, strontium, and potassium, on the theory that
if his children sucked the candy, their bodies would store these chem-
icals and be too saturated to absorb chemically similar radioactive
isotopes.6

For comic reason, the earth itself is plastic. Just think of Kahn’s ex-
cited remark, “Relatively thin margins of cost prevent us from doing
such extraordinary projects as melting ice caps and diverting ocean
currents.” Tampering with the climate and geography of the planet
was not a cranky idea; like the radiation pill, weather warfare inspired
experiments. John von Neumann was also intrigued by the prospect
of weather modification. In 1955 he observed that it would take a so-
cial investment equivalent to building the railroads to attain control
of the climate. “There is little doubt that one could carry out analyses
needed to predict results, intervene on any desired scale, and ulti-
mately achieve rather fantastic effects. The climate of specific regions
and levels of precipitation might be altered.”7

Flourishing the climactic gesture inclusive of the Western inheri-
tance, Kahn put Reasoning Man at the pivot of the cosmos. As
comic as the romantically willful cry, “Open the Age of Reason—
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Colonize Space!” his science of postwar survival slighted the mor-
tal fragility of life. He wished away the nonsocial elements of our
humanity, the terrestrial and the humbly biological. Unarmored
humanity is swaddled in the very earth, air, fire, water of Being—
Kahn shook off this dependency. In the 1970s he pushed human-
kind off the great globe in his predictions of future history. While
his book The Next 200 Years focused on market activities on planet
Earth, Kahn and his co-authors confessed they were “somewhat
more inclined” to a “space-centered” prospect. There were no limits
to growth. “If . . . limits set by a ‘finite earth’ really exist, they can be
offset by the vast extra-terrestrial resources . . . that will become
available soon.”8

Did Kahn really believe that the earth’s panting dwellers could
adapt to a world in which “every now and then a city or town is de-
stroyed or damaged as a result of blackmail, unauthorized behavior,
or an accident”? In 1959 he was ready to persuade the American
President that it would be safe to initiate thermonuclear war under
certain conditions on the strength of estimates assessing the survival
of the nation. Several years later he described these as cast-off beliefs.
In an interview in the mid-1960s, he shrugged, “The truth is I’m
bored with nuclear war as a subject. Not repelled, you understand.
Just bored. Like the people in Washington, like most people, like
you, I don’t really believe in it.”9

In 1950 Norbert Weiner dramatized the unstable dynamism of the
postwar world with a parable of the woebegone inventor: “We are in
the position of the man who has only two ambitions in life. One is to
invent the universal solvent which will dissolve any solid substance,
and the second is to invent the universal container which will hold
any liquid. Whatever this inventor does, he will be frustrated.” Like
Weiner’s hapless scientist-engineer, the men who drew up the na-
tion’s plans to fight and survive thermonuclear war fumbled with
contradictory aims. No matter how artificial and poor were their sim-
ulations of nuclear combat, strategists still had to trust them, if they
wanted to draw up plans for the next war. And yet in order to satisfy
their consciences, they felt compelled to dispute the various idealiza-
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tions invested in their models. In short, whatever the analyst does, he
will be frustrated.10

Even though Kahn pressed his audiences to accept the necessity of
nuclear war-fighting and civil defense with bravura maxims of self-
reliance, he was inescapably anxious. In his briefing about pitfalls in
modeling, he murmured, “A judicious mixture of faith and caution
seem to be needed; faith that seeming difficulties will yield to re-
search and development, caution because they may not.” This neatly
captures the contest between faith and insight that bedeviled strate-
gists in the 1950s and 1960s. Hypothetical simulations of nuclear
war depended for their cogency on the wager of faith. The problem
was simple and dramatic. Either the model grasped life-sustaining
phenomena well enough to support projections of the postworld or
it erred catastrophically. There were no decisive means to settle the
issue.11

The dilemma confronting Kahn and the defense intellectuals could
easily be transposed into Pascal’s wager. “Infinite Chaos separates us.
At the far end of this infinite distance a coin is being spun which will
come down heads or tails. How will you wager? Reason cannot make
you choose either, reason cannot prove either wrong.” The wager is
duplicitous and grounded in doubt. It forces one to stake a claim, yet
promises no definitive outcome. And yet one must affirm some posi-
tion; it is not possible to be agnostic on the matter. The men invested
with the responsibility of contemplating a nuclear encounter could
not refrain from unthinkable thoughts.12

Ultimately, I found myself reading Herman Kahn’s book in the
forlorn light of presumption and dismay. The best reason for doing
so was that the strategists themselves regarded their activities in these
anxious terms. The wager unfolded in an atmosphere of dread and
confidence. In OTW Kahn remarked, “I find it hard to believe that
we have uncovered all of the problems from which our systems may
suffer. Extreme dependence on such theoretical investigations as sub-
stitute for (unobtainable) experience can be dangerous.” Survival it-
self was profoundly unknown. “It is not at all clear that we will be
able to predict the post-attack environment in enough detail to be
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able to take into account adequately all the phenomena that will oc-
cur . . . The only question is how important will they be.” Given the
uncertainties in plotting weapons effects, battle scenarios, social re-
sponse, and mobilization, it was impossible to determine any major
perimeter of a war. Analysts could only gamble that the modes of
simulation encompassed the problem, however imperfectly.13

In a few short years after the publication of On Thermonuclear War,
Kahn had grown easy that the world was not in immediate danger.
But the wager of deterrence was unaltered. Let’s hear again the words
of the operations researcher who admitted he could only hope that
the findings from simulations of nuclear war were true, since there
was no way to check them: “We know that these tests are carried out
under controlled conditions. And we know that these conditions will
influence the outcome. We also think we know, given information
from the test center, what these effects are likely to be. But we can
never really know. The thing that troubles us is that we don’t even
know if our results are erroneous. We may think they’re good. We try
to evaluate everything that can affect them . . . All we can hope is
that on balance it works out in action as it works out on exercises.”14

Since there was no basis for certitude, Kahn and the other
simulationists painstakingly and repeatedly pointed out the fabrica-
tions of their enterprise. Yet they justified its legitimacy with the pro-
test that one couldn’t be sure the science was right, only that the sci-
ence might be right, and that it was the only possible approach at the
moment. In the teeth of charges of arrogance and omniscience, they
put the simulations, scenarios, and games of nuclear war in the place
of Nothing and proffered uneasy faith.15
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